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Lights on the Paippalada Recension

of the Atharvaveda
By Dubqamohan Bhattacharyya

Tbs Atharvaveda is mentioned in the Pur&pic literature to have once

been preserved in nine S&khas or Recensions : Paippalada, Tauda, Mauda,

fSatmakiya, J&jala, Jalada, Brahmavada, Vedadarsa and C&rapavaidya. The
names of these recensions appear in different records in various forms and spellings.

The evidence of the Atharvapic Cararj,avyuha (the 49th Pari&sta of the Atharva-

veda) is generally held to be reliable and authoritative in this regard. Out of the

nine, only two Samhitas believed to have affiliation with the &&kh&s of &uirmka

and Paippalida have come down to us.

The Saunakiyasamhita publish' d years ago is known as the Vulgate1
, while

the Paippalddasamhita printed luler on from a single birch-bark manuscript

discovered in Kashmir is termed Kashmirian Recension. In spite of the appella-

tion Kashmirian, which the recension has received from its accidental association

with the region of Kashmir, the Paippalada Sakha in ancient times had its

adherents in various parts of northern, southern, western and eastern India. If

there are still Vaidikas of the Paippalada School in Kashmir*, there are still Paip-

palada Brahmapas also in the district of Midnapur in West Bengal and beyond
its border in Orissa. The view that the Paippalada Sakha hails from the extreme

north, and was popular specially among the residents of the north-western part of

India is not very convincing8 . Verses quoted from the Maharyava in the Bha§ya
of Mahidasa on Saunaka’s Caraij.avyuha as also in the Yajurvedavicara, a small

treatise dealing primarily with the position of the Yajurveda, aver that the

spheres of influence of the Paippalada and the fSaunaka Schools of the Av. were
respectively the southern and the northern sides of the river Narmada4

:

HTV 9f iSBwiifff I

mnpft * it

mmfMt 5Ti(fTAiH) sfhtf am i

mfsrtarcm'f * n

1Doubts have however been expressed as to whether the Vulgate represents the Saunaklya
School of the Av. See Suryakanta, Introduction to the Atharvaveda Prdttiakkya, pp. 43 £f.

*See Kshetresachandra Chattopadhyaya, Presidential Address, Vedic Section, Ninth All
India Oriental Conference, Trivandrum, Proceedings

, p. 128.

•Paul Theim advocates the view (Pdnini and the Veda
, p. 70) and Subhadra Jha opposes

the same (Studies on the Paippaladi Atharvaveda, Journal of the Bihar Research Society.
XXXVIII, p. 241).

4MS. No. Veda 645 preserved in the Sanskrit College Library, Calcutta.
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A manuscript of an anonymous commentary on the Qopaiatdpani Upanifad

begins with the statement that the Paippalftda Recension of the Av., to which the

Upanifad belongs, is well-known in the countries like Gurjara6 :

HWwwfwmran «rfn: i

Vidy&bhusana's commentary on the same Upanisad speaks of the popularity of

Paippalftda work among the Atharvagikas of Utkala* :

There is some epigraphic evidence of the Pftla and the Sena periods proving

convincingly that in ancient Bengal there lived Brfthmanas reading the Paippft-

lftda Sftkhft

:

(i) A copper-plate grant of Vigrahap&la III excavated at Belwa in the district

of Dinajpur in West Bengal has the name of the donee as Jayftnanda Sarman,

who is described as a student of the Paippalftda £&kh& :
7

f<PJWlftifu»m|j^ qqnqtnq I

(ii) The donee of the Madhainagar copper-plate grant of Laksmapasena (12th

century A. C.) was the king’s Sftntyftg&rika named Govinda Sarman. He belonged

to the Kau&ika Gotra, and was a student of the Paippalftda Atharvaveda8
:

_ *v _fnWWnTO

The Paippaldda Samhtid has a close affinity to the texts of the tfgveda,», and
is better than the Saunaklya’ 10

. The school of the Paippalftda is surmised also

to have been older than that of the Saunaktya11
.

That the Paippalftda had once exercised considerable authority over the Vcdic
people is shown by the fact that the representative Atharvanic Mantra earn no
devir abhiftaye etc., which all Brfthmanas, owing allegiance even to any other

Veda, have to recite in their Brahmayajfia or Daily Recitations, happens to be the

initial Mantra of the Paippalftda Sftkhft.

•Chintaharan Chakravarti, Descriptive Catalogue oj Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Vanaiua
Sahitya Porishat, p. ix.

* y

9See Catalogue Catalogorum
,
part III, 159.

'See Manoranjan Gupta, Two New PSla Records, Journal ofthe Asiatic Soociety, 1951, p. 18.

'Nani Gopai Majumdar, Inscriptions of Bengalt Voi. m, P . 112.

•See L. C. Barret, The Contents of the Kashmirian Atharvaveda, Journal ofthe American
Oriental Society, Vol. 46, pp. 8-14.

'•See F. Edgerton, The Philosophical Materials in the Atharvaveda, Studies in Honour ofMaurice Bloomfield, p. 124.

'[See Caland, Ahnencult referred to by Bloomfield in the Atharvaveda and the GopathaBiahmana, p. 12. *
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It may be mentioned here that the first leaf of the birch-bark manuscript of

the Paippalada Samhitd having been lost for ever, the first Mantra of the Recension

has always been a matter of conjecture. Relying specially upon the statements

in the Mahabhd^ya and the Gopatka Brdhma^a, scholars have generally agreed

to accept Sam no devi as the probable first Mantra of the Av. in the Paippal&da

Recension. 13 But still there are others like Paul Theim and A. B. Keith who

think that ‘the final decision is not within our reach’13
, and that the stanza is

'commonly believed to be the beginning of the Paippal&da version though

without certainty’ 14
. Further testimony is however now available which requires

us no more to entertain any doubt about the initial stanza of the Paippal&da

Recension of the Av.

The four initial Mantras of the four Vedas are found prescribed in various

Sutras for everyday recitation in the rite of Brahmayajfia or Sv&dhv&ya en-

joined as an obligatory practice for a dvija. Sam no devi is cited in this connection

as one of the four Mantras. In addition to the traditional evidence already ad-

duced in this respect by Roth, Haug, Bhandarkar and others, the statements in

the Grhyasutrae may now be presented for consideration.

Brahmayajfia, according to the Vaikhdnasa-gfhyastUra (6, 17), is the daily

recitation of either the twelve hymns beginning with the S&vitrfcfikta or the four

initial Mantras of the four Veda Samhitfts, viz. agnim ile purohitam, i$e tv orje

tvd, agna dyahi and Sam no devil).

:

wWw* wnnfir si «rt WHrftr

**rwn*ft wgranr: i

The Bodhdyanagfhyasutra and the Bharadvdja-gfhyasutra mention Sam no

devi as the initial stanza of the Av. :

frcrrmfa *rr«fWta gwwfrrer i

—

Bodh. Gr., 2, 9, 6.

fcnsfcr fwwtaw-—Bhdradvdja Gr., 3,15.

In the Sutras quoted above Sam no devi is testified to be the first Mantra of the

Av., but which Recension of the Av. it belongs to has not been clearly

mentioned by the Sutrakaras. A clear mention to that effect comes however

from another quarter viz. the Vedic commentators of old Bengal.

Aniruddha Bhatta, the Guru of king Ball&lasena, while giving details of

Brahmayajfia assigns the Mantra to PippalSda15
:

&*The matter ha6 been fully discussed by Lanman in the Introduction to the Atharvaveda
Sarfthitd, Harvard Oriental Series, Vol. 7, p. cxvi. Burnell in his Tanjore Catalogue

, p. 37 had
however questioned the genuineness of the Mah&bha$ya statement.

uTheim, Pdnini and the Veda, p. 66.

l4Keith, P&nini and the Veda, Indian Culture, Vol. II, July, 1936, p. 747.

xlPitrdayitd (Sanskrit Sahitya Parishad, Calcutta), p. 20.
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Gupavispu, another scholiast of Bengal flourishing before the 12th century,

describes iarji no dev

i

as the first Mantra of the Av. revealed to Pippal&da1*

:

B&man&tha Vidy&v&caspati, a later Vedic commentator of Bengal states in

his Dhdrmikakarmarahasya17 that in the Brahmayajfla rite even the S&mavedins

should recite the stanza 6am no devi with the adoption of the reading apo bhavantu

in its second part, instead of the Samaveda reading 6am no bhavantu, because

the Mantra revealed to PippalSda is found at the beginning of the Atharvaveda

with the former reading1 ®

:

tf WHa ****** *cfor*r?T:

«

mtrft i

'tf »rY ffir *p$ ‘3TP7 qrs: HWPTHmPc ttstct i

Dhdrmikakarmarahasya
,
fol. 80b.

The statements of the Bengal scholiasts appear to have recorded the genuine

AtharvaQic traditions, showing Sain no devi as the initial Mantra of the

Paippaldda Samhita

.

There however prevails a different Yajurveda tradition in Bengal which re-

cognises Sam no devi as the first Mantra of the Av., but ascribes the authorship to

Dadhyafic AtharvajjLa. 1® The tradition has certainly derived inspiration from the

tfatapathaBrdhmana and the Sarvdnukramasutra of the Vajasaneya Yajurveda20
.

x*Chdndogyamantrabhdfya t Sanskrit Sahitya Parishad, Calcutta, p. 117. For the date
of Ounavi$nu See D. Bhattacharyya, Introduction to Chdndogyamantra-bhdsya

, pp. XXIV-
XXXV. See also ‘A Pre-S&yana Vedic Commentator of Bengal’, Our Heritage , Vol. I, Part
II, p. 142.

l7The Dhdrmikakarmarahasya of Kamanatha written under the patronage of a petty
king of Bengal is still in manuscript preserved in the Sanskrit Sahitya Parishad, Calcutta.
See D. Bhattacharyya, ‘Little known Vedic Commentators of Bengal’, Our Heritage, Vol. II,

Part I, p. 2,

HThe stanza iatji no devi reads in full

5T HMVpzq qfcru j

*r: II

The stanza occurs also in various other Saiphitas jpA*, Sdrna , Kdthaka and Vajasaneya,

with the variant in the Sdmasartthitd for STPft *** otJlors -

uSee Halflyudha’a Brdhmana-sarvasva, Brahmayajfla Section

:

arTOfcrfro*** *s**n**"T nrmfrssf?: towiiu

<ar firfaafcr: i

*°&atapatha Br., 14, 1, 1 , 18

:

TOTTF, ^ WT 3TT*TO IT5T *1T fTO**TT I

The Yajuhsarvdnukramasutra has the following in regard to the Vajasaneya , 36 in which
iaifi no devi occurs :

qgqiwnifi farr tot «

It is interesting that Dadhyaiio is also called Aflgirasa in the Qopatha Br., I, 6, 21.

It may be mentioned here that according to the Jjjlgvedic tradition of the Sarvanukramani,
the seer of the same &aip no devi (#e., 10, 9, 4) was either Tvaj^ra Triliras or Ambartya Sindhu.
dvlpa, while according to the Saxna tradition, the seer of the Mantra (8v., I, 33) was Sindhu-
dvlpa or Trita.
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The discrepancy in these traditions stands somewhat explained, if we take into

consideration the legendary account of Pippal&da’s birth as recorded in the

Purapas. It is said in the Skanda Parana that PippalSda was bom of the body

of Dadhyafic*1
. He is said to have been commissioned to remould the original

Atharvaveda of one hundred Sakh&s and one hundred Kalpas into a simpler Veda

of nine Sakh&s and five Kalpas**. The story hints at the closest relationship

between Dadhyafic Atharvapa and Pippalftda, making them almost identical.

The facts related in the story also indicate the prominent part which Pippalada

mav have played in the moulding of the Atharvaveda. Pippalada was perhaps

the most important redactor of the Av. The Recension bearing his name also

became probably the most popular recension of the same Veda. There is a suggos-

tion that Papini at the time of the composition of his Sutras on Vedic grammar

had the readings of the Paippalada or some other related Recension of the Av. in his

mind83
. That the author of the Mahabhdsya considered the Paippalada Recen-

sion as representative of the Av. is almost certain**.

A Mantra in the Paippalada Av. appears to have been referred to in the

Brahmasntra. II, 3, 43 :

Sankara has explained the sutra as referring to a Mantra in an Atharvapa Brahma-

sukta :

The Mantra occurs only in the Paippalada Recension of the Av. (8, 9, 10).

Thus Papini and Patafijali, Badarayapa and^Sahkara all had evinced their

interest in the contents of the Paippalada Av.

Sabarasvamin has referred to the PaippalSdaka at different places of his

Bhdsya on the Mimdmsasvira (1, 1, 27 ; 2, 4, 8 etc.). Citations from the Paippa-

lada Sruti are sometimes met with also in later works. Sayapa, commenting on

the Taittiriya Arartyaka, quotes from the Pra&na Upanigad (5,2) as Paippa-

lada Sruti

:

my? forercsmfrcrwqtafr— wt «rm w wig i

ilSkanda P., Mahe§vara, Kedara, Ch. 11, 81. II

:

nvf wwtaw w?rrm: i

wnfTO.wTwwRfefft Onrqwnft 11

nSk. P., N&gara Khan<Ja, Ch. 174. s

3TWWWW* fwfwf%: l

rewannw *j*Twf ^fnwt wrmfarw i

•T«RTWr: II

29See Paul Theim, Pdnini and the Veda, p. 76,

2lSee Ante for relevant discussions.
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Vi£van&tha Cakravartin’a Anandacandrikd, a commentary on Rfipa Goevftmin’s

Ujjvalanilamani (N&yakabheda, 61. 16) has given a passage as occurring in the

PaippalSda Sakha

:

Anandatlrtha’s Vifnutaitvavirnaya quotes the authority of a Paippal&da text88.

*famfa sfryrw 5m atmyr
fl
jfr i rfa fomTOjfa: 1

The VisnudharmotUtr

a

cites the well-known Srisukta by four separate Pratikas

representing the Sukta as contained in the four Vedas. The Pratika of the Athar-

vapic Srkukta given in tliis connection is found as

fa* <rrf4f* #0r fftamwnr ?r«n 1 Vi$nudh., 11
,
128

,
6.

The Mantra referred to in the Pratika occurs in the Paippalfida Recension and

not in the Saunakiya89
. The word Atharvapa in the Vispudharmottara verse has

obviously boon used in reference to the Paippalada alone.

While connecting Pippalada’s authority with the institution of a certain

rite or usage, the Atharva PariM§la always prefixes some honorific words to his

name :

yhrwr 1—Ath. P., 22, 10, 4.

(nnwrafow sth* i —ibid., 23, 10, 3.

f<mWR l

—

Ibid., 39, 1, 1.

wThi« oitation has been pointed out by Bhagavaddatta in his Vaidik Vdnmay kd Itihds,

III, p. 49.

uPaippaldda Sarphitd, 19, 48, 17 as printed roads thus:

f«ni srpmfa fanwfarftT i

wmfamft mwiPwft *n immw ti

Apparently, some misreading has crept into the third pdda of the printed stanza. L. C. Barret
in his Kashmirian Atharvaveda

, Books Nineteen and Twenty (American Oriental Society,

1940, p. 70) remarks :
“ Yafa meidno would be acceptable, Yadasa Uano would spoil the

metre,’
1 Raghu Vira in his Edition of the Paippalada Satphitd puts a query mark after

JTCTTR indicating thereby the possible corruptness of the text. I would give here

the Mantra as found with slight variations in the Apastamba Srautasutra ( 6, 20, 2)

:

faij imrofu ftwt wrsfaqfir y* i

tinwJtaFft (NWTPfflft (printed eTOVB)
)
m 1RWT SflKT II

This textual evidence of the Ap. Sr. suggests that (lord of the people)

was in all probability the original reading of the PaippalSda, and not <(411*091 Fit

as printed.
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The Atharva ParUifta, known to be a Saunaklya work, sometimes refers to

Mantras which belong to the Paippal&da SarnhitaP^

,

and commends priests who

are affiliated to the Paippal&da School".

The evidence adduced above clearly shows that the PaippalSdas had in ancient

times enjoyed wide recognition as a major Vedic School. Having once risen to

so much eminence, the S&kha now survives only in its Samhita and a few Upa-

nisadio texts49 . No Brahmapa or Sutra so far available has direct association with

the Paippal&da School. The Oopatha Brahman,a, Vaildnasutra, KavAikasutra

and the Atharva Pariiista, though rubricating here and there a number of Paippa-

l&da Mantras, are considered essentially to be Saunakiya works40
. There are

however available certain references to and Borne details of a few PaippalSda

works in later literature.

In the Anukramani portion of the Bgarthadipika on Rgveda, 8, 1, Vepkata

M&dhava mentions a Paippalada Brdhmana :

<mwr?r*r*ni<»rm i

An anonvmons Vedanta treatise speaks of Mantra and Brdhmana of the

Paippal&da School containing respectively twenty K&pdas and eight Adhyiyas81
.

"Ath. P., 8. 2, 1 :

*• Ibid., 2, 3, 6:

Ibid., 2, 6, t :

frrtrenrawiT:

»

mm i
va \

^Statements in th9 Upani$ads like Pra&na
, Sikhd , Brahma , Parabrahma, Pailcabrahma,

Sariraka , Sarabha , Oarbha t and Oopdlatapani bear testimony to the influence of Pippal&das’
views over them.

®°Uarbe, following Roth, was inclined to affiliate the Vaitdnaautra with the Paippalada
School. See Introduction to the Vaitdna^utra, vii. But Bloomfield, relying on the Vedio
traditions, has declared in his Atharvaveda and the Oopatha Brdhmana (p. 13) : “That
the Vulgate together with KauMkasuira

, Vaitdnasutra and Oopatha Brdhmana belongs to
the School of Saunaka may be regarded as certain

A statement made by Sayana in the introductory portion of his Atharvaveda-bha$ya may
be taken to imply that the Oopatha Brdhmana and the KauHkasutra are authoritative for
the four Sakh&s—Saunaka, Jajala, Jalada and Brahmavada. A tradition to this effect, as
has been stated by Bloomfield (Introduction to the KauHkaedtra , xvii), finds mention also in
Kedava’s commentary on the KauS., according to which “Kau£ika (Sarjthitdvidhi ) is the
Sutra of four £akh&s”. That a single Sutra work may serve as many as fifteen Sakh&s is

known from a remark made by Karka under Kdtyayana Srautasittra, 2, 2, 3 :

3TO

91See Prapahcahfdaya, Trivandrum Sanskrit Series, p. 2

:
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The same treatise refers also to a PaippalSda KalpasGtra of Agastya in seven

chapters*8 . Agastya was probably an authority on PaippalSda rituals. A
&lokatarpana of Agastya is said to be still in much use in Kashmir**

Hem&dri (12th century) cited in his Caturvargacintamay

%

long passages from

the &Irdddhakalpa of both the Saunaka and the PaippalSda Schools84 .

The Vlramitrodaya of Mitrami&ra has also quoted a number of passages from

a Paippaiada Sutra9*.

A Sukta of forty-eight stanzas described as belonging to the PaippalSda

Sskha was edited some time back along with Vasudeva Dviveda’s commentary.

This hymn beginning with the Mantra *ri i&v'BrfnT is called Pratyahgirasukta.3^

Athabvavidhana

(A Ritual text of the Paippaiada School)

Now is presented a small ritual text entitled Atharvavidhana reconstructed

from the Vidh&na chapters of the Agnipurana (Oh. 262) and the Visnudh armottara

(khaflda II, Ch. 127). The Mantra Prattkas quoted in these Puranic works are

found extremely corrupted, making their reconstruction almost impossible. They

have been restored with the help of different Vedic texts. With much of its

Mantra material traced only in the Paippaiada Samhita
,
the Atharvavidhana

is considered to be a work of the Paippaiada School 37
. The sources of many of

the Mantras have been indicated in the foot-notes.

The following abbreviations have been used in the foot-notes of the Atharvavidhana :

Ath. P.—Atharva Parifii$t& edited by Bolling and Negelein.

Kau6—Kaudikasutra ed. by M. Bloomfield.

Paipp.—PaippalSda Samhita of the Atharvaveda.

Vi$nudh.—Visnudharmottnra (Venkatoswar Press, Bombay).

Saun.—Atharvaveda Samhita of the &aunaklyas= Vulgate.

**Ibid. t p. 38

:

I

These statements contained in the Prapaficahfdaya have been referred to in Bhagavaddatta’s
Vaidik Vdnmay kd Itihds , I, p. 223.

"See Madhusudan Kaul, Introduction to the LaugdksiyrhyasiUra, p. 9.

••Caland (Ahnencult, pp. 90, 107, 243 ff.) has compiled and reconstructed all the passages
of the Paippaiada Srdddhakalpa found in Hem&dri ’s work.

"See Srdddhaprakdia
, p. 293, etc.

••Edited by Subhadra Jha in the Sdrasvaif Su?ama t vol. VII, parts 3 and 4. It is

to be noted that the Suktas beginning with qj Paipp. 16, 35 and *Saun. 10, 1

differ considerably from the Pratyahgirasukta both in readings and arrangement. The
Oriental Institute, Baroda, possesses a manuscript (No. 5595) of the Sukta with commentary.

•’Hem&dri’s Caturvargacintamani, vol. II, Vratakhapda contains an Atharvavidhana
in prose. An Atharvavidhana is also referred to in Atmananda’s Asyavamlyasukta (vydkhya ),

a manuscript of which is preserved in Adyar Library, Madras—MS. No. 39G7,.



ATHARVAVIDHANAM

—?«-

3TTR^-fatn£V 3TTf?3T SrfeR^fRPT

JOPT xRM

5PrTRfoT(l) TPJf fRT smrfR*TTRtftr *TRT: I

rs*r(2) ^ *r»f §rt t^tr szn1^%n?ii

fwcfor(3) *r<»f fRT wrtf: sptr^ 1

44p^FH tfd ^ 7R §RT #TnR(4) 1FR IRII

?t tthspi^ tpt ir"f fRTsq7rf^r*T(5) i

3(T^it( 6) ^ *FT §RT *TTt^ni3l»

fRT R*cWT(7) >OT I

tot 4fr rm«rffir 5nrannn>f(8) cnrrimi

^TRTlRcWgf (9) fRT ^FR^TR spftfjfa I

cRT fterp*i( 10) fRT ’RJR <WTH>^fd' I

tT#?5rTRfWr pRTaRFJ 5I7fcF$ llMl( 11)

#CTRt(l2) 5nf%77sY(13) ^ «T^ft(14) t(15) cnfcr i

3tr5?tt( 16) ^rn?Rt( 17 ) ^>^^(18) 7n*Rt( 19) cRtii^u

(1) Ath. P., 32, 27.

(2) Ath. P., 32, 24 ; Kaui., 36, 33.

(3) Paipp., 1, 6, 1 ; £aun., 1, 1, 1.

(4) Ath., P., 32, 12 ; 32, 29.

(6) Ath., P., 32, 13.

(6) Ath. P., 32, 9.

(7) ^4tA., P., 32, 11.

(8) Ath., P., 32, 14.

(0) Ath., P„ 32, 6.

(10) Ath., P., 32, 17.

(11) In places of blokes 4 and 5 Vipnndh reads :

tr£ <*5T ftcTRT: ^4«lfW^
3TOTR5T5 «nhr ntto it

(12) Not so designated in Ath. P.

(13) Ath. P., 62, 4, 7.

(14) Ath. P., 19b, 4, 4.

(15) Ath. P., 32, 16 ; 17 ; Kaui., 50, 14.

(16) .d«A. P., 18, 1, 13.

(17) Ath. P., 18, 1, 13.

(18) The designation does not occur in Ath.P

(19) Ath. P., 46, 2, 3.
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srr3n^TT(I) mr rf#( 2) *tarft(3) (4) i

^ »n^ff(6) «ikr4faw«fl(7) ?m huh

(8) ^tht <rrf«Rt(9) ^ *pj*nrt

5TRW: sft^RTT: *RT licit

*TCHT *rejfyfa(10) $R3nTR IRJ^RTCH^I

§ht (ll)qR'iwrfa +ihm4*rih5r iifcii

5lfT>ff?4fcr(12) §RT =? >j3pfa* WT«T?n

*mz >pnMr(13) ^ *jftRT*fr HfriUoii

TpT®TP5xnrtwtf?r(14) g?f *rt i

aftfRrt ifr * ?fr(15) <r*n ii??h

f$T*retjrf(17) ffa ^ HR 'TTT^T *T%?niHH

3TftRHfcf( 18) ?prff«T PTCHTflf TfTrH I

^TH'dtRr (19) ^prt^r ftreHTfaP^ yr: ii^h

tEnnTT4tfT(20) nrffrr fq5iTwr»rT% ^ i

f*rr fcrtfa(21
)
jrtc* *nfanPtm: 'R: ii?^ii

(1) Ath. P., 70b. 13. 1.

(2) Kaui., 124.

(3) No Mantra is designated Kaumari in Ath . P
(4) Ath. P., 18, 1, 13.

(5) Kau6., 40, 7 otc.

(6) Paipp ., 13, 4 ; Saun., 4, 37.

(7) Ath. P., 33, 1, 9; 33, 4, 4.

(8) Ath. P., 46, 2, 3.

(9) This technical name is not found in Ath. P.

(10) Paipp., 1, 61, 1 ; Saun., 3, 11, 8.

(11) Ath. P., 3, 2, 4.

(12) Paipp., 5, 6, 3.

(13) Paipp., 7, 6, 10 ; not in Saun.

(14) Not found in any Saqihita. Paipp. has several Mantras beginning with as

well as 3rT*ftS%.

( 1

6)

There are in the Sarphitas Mantras beginning with $tl^4-4< (Paipp., 10, 5, 13 ; Saun.

19, 31, 13) as also ift ?T: (at different places).

(16) Paipp., 19, 36, 16 ; not found in Saun. Agni P. reads before it an additional line :

—

which may refer to Paipp., 1, 13, 1 ; Saun., 2, 29, 4.

(17) Paipp., 1, 26, 1 ; Saun. 1, 33, 1.

(18) Paipp., 1, 90, 1—4 ; Saun., 5, 13, 6—11.

(19) Paipp., 20, 26, 10 ; Saun., 7,68, 1. Paipp., 19, 13, 4 ; Saun., 6, 100, 1 are against poison.

(20) Paipp., 16, 97, 10 ; Saun., 9, 6, 9.

(21) Not found in the Saxphitas.
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^rr jpfo reyr ^( 2
)

i

*nrpr(3) qrqutMi

an## tf?r(4) vfari

35Rf(5) fo?R: fRT ffliw: «R: ll?^ll

2pt #niMr(6
)
wwiwt qr*ri

frnrt Jr trt srcrt(7) ii?\3ii

wztw wfazm (8) ^1

(9)

>T5TFTftTTt^ 3TRTT +«|JIW^d cRT ll?5ll

(
10

)

3rJr srf^raT^ar 3 §# tt^;i

3TPTT5 f*R(ll) ?^^TTv5f5W^ jg^llUU

( 12 )
2fw^ 3rt(13) ^*$31

|Ro||

ar»# jftftrf (14) srctc *Rt wfinr*

gKBT I$ 3 TTT%W We: |R?||

?TRfr ^^<^ (15) gwffnwfrt ^r i

dprre *tptf*T5t Zfamzr ir^ii

fWFT *Rf fwffr(16) 31

fonajt ^irwr ?r^( 17) n^n
*,* 3^%oH?r(18) p wh»ph.< ^i
( 19)3T5^crr «ilw«ri rm *fat gqvww^ ir*ii

wr *%fRfa(20) 5# Trawtarc 1

™Wd(21) 5RT(22) *fTri'H«b<

(1) Paipp ., 17, 26, 7 ; not in iSaun.

(2) Visiiudh. omits the second half of Sloka 14 and the first half of &loka 15.

(3) Paipp. f 3, 8, 1 ; Saun., 19, 56, 1.

(4) Paipp., 2, 68, 1 ; not in Saun

.

(5) Paipp., 18, 16, 1 ; Saun . 13, 1, 11.

(6) Paipp., 19, 49, 1 ; of. Saun ., 3, 15, 1— srfufotTT {

(7) Paipp., 20, 36, 6 ; not in Saun .

(8) Paipp., 20, 50, 6; KauA., 58, 1 ; not in Saun.
(9) Paipp., 14, 4, 8 ; Saun., 19, 6, 49.

(10) Paipp., 1, 12, 1 ; Saun., 2, 28, 1.

(11) Paipp., 1, 18, 1 ; Saun., 3, 8, 1.

{12) Paipp., 18, 3, 7; Saun., 14, 1, 28.

(13) Text ^RTST:--Paipp., 1, 23, 1 ; Saun., 1, 32. 1 ; 20, 127,

(14) Paipp., 1, 39, 1 ; Taitt., 2, 4, 51.

(15) Paipp., 3, 12, 9 ; Saun., 3, 21, 9.

(16) Paipp., 19, 54, 2 ; not in Saun.

(17) Paipp., 1, 86, 1 ; cf. Ath. P., 32, 1, etc., Kau4, 8, 23, etc.

(18) Paipp., 19, 6, 4 ; Saun., 6, 87, 3.

(19) The Mantra is mentioned in Ath.P., 11, 1,1 1 ; KauA., 35, 12; 98, 2. Bloomfield remarks
(KauA., 35, 12) that it “is not found in any known Samhita.” But if 3pS^TT and ?gft:

are taken as representing two Mantras then both will be found in Paipp.

(20) Paipp., 1, 91, 1; JCau* 115, 2.

(21) Paipp., 2, 22, 1 ; Saun, 3, 17, 2.
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aw ft ^ 1

apf «r^(2) mi mi ^nr ir^ii

Srfa(3) wKr

*i % *»t itf^(4) w ^fhrrwwnT irvsii

(5)$ ?t I

lit ?T ?*(7) ffa T^T iRtsn

S4H$Hfafa(8) trilT HTT ^rirf fWOT I

(9) jtwT *«r q^iReii

wr ^ 10) tfhn*roM[ 1

3fT 5ft 3ri5T(ll) ^RT^r sfifatf #MPT^T |R°II

(12)$5T ^firsf(13) m WIW *T%rT I

^ ?rcfefftr%(14) w*tt tfrinnrwnr ir?h

(
15)*tct qfawi aRRrf gcrfcrer Jwrfafa 1

$wt 5 sr*nf m 5tw wrr f™ 11^11

* * * (16)

(17)fcw: ftwTftrfrw T^imii

f^n^T ( 18) *w?ra; 1

ar
cf?r%: qfoq i% (19) <rfa pfwt 7T^riR'*n

(1) Paipp., 3, 34, 1 ; Saun., 3, 20, 1.

(2) Paipp., 4, 40, 1.

(3) A gap is left in Vifnudh, while the lino is omitted in Agni.

(4) Paipp., 1, 16, 1 ; Saun., 1, 14, 1.

(6) Paipp., 6, 32, 1 ; Saun., 4, 16, 6 ; Agni P., it if qi5n° |

(fl) Vifnudh. omits the second half of Aloka 27 and the first half of 6loka 28.

(7) Paipp., 10, 11, 1 ; 13, 3, 14 ; Saun., 1, 19, 3 ; Vimtidh. mm fffl ^7WtT?° 1

(8) Paipp., 16, 76, 1 ; Saun., 9, 2, 1 ; Agni., }

Vifnuth. 1

(9) Paipp., 19, 34, 7 ; Saun., 8, 6, 11.

(10) Paipp., 1, 98, 1 ; Agni., JJ«n WWtWtTcl ;
Vimudli., S*TT I

c ^ ft s

(11) Paipp., 2, 21, 1 ; Saun., 2, 30, 1 ; Kau6., 34, 13.

(12) Paipp., 3, 14, 1 ; Saun., 3, 23, 1.

(13) Paipp., 15, 2, 8.

(14) No such Mantra is found in the Samhitas. The readings may stand for two Mantras

flj and ff<Tf3T in the SarphitSs.

(15) Paipp., 15, 17, 4 . In the Atharvavidhana included in Hemadri’s CcUurvargacintdmai}it

Vol., II, Vratakhantfa, Pt. I, p. 282 it is called

(10)

The indication of a missing line is given in Vifnudh.

(17) Paipp., 5, 13, 1.

(18) Paipp., 11, 3, 4 ; Saun, 19, 34, 4.

(19) Paipp., 15, 11, 1 ; Saun., 7, 51, 1.
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( l)jRt qfa OTSOTTT ot%^i

ani srt aifrrrEwt(2) vfafamvot: ii^h

3 fror «ttot^ «fr prrwj; i

Jl^itaW^frcqill^Jmiiqtr: farcr: II

TOT #11^11

(3)$OTT ^fT<^d^l^*T^«l
'

^<gpq^ |

firf^ stkotti*^ ii^ii

mi«t^^(4) Tfatf t®tt snOTf^br^i

*P=tt1ot ?%%(5) ^fi fcnm
'^PiH^war^ ii^cii

(6)ap^farOTtsOTOT tfTTrt: spjwi^i

TOT TOTT cffe P+fWIlWH HUM

itjotot sjott jftt: mr <ot i

TTOTT^ Tfwr TOT T^^OT SOTRcT: l|Yo||

q^TOT T TOTOT fwPOT>T: T^SOT: I

TTST^ 3TOT: gTfTOTfOT: l|Y?||

T % SFOTT T^OTFT TRT TfWTfa I

5TOTFTT 3 TOTFlt %f^T TOT d
'

TPld^ l|V^||

fftir *ot *t frfcV tRTOT^wi
frffa dOT TOTTftr otIot Jr TOT: iiy^ii

WSTOTT TfSOTRpg Tfar: STOTT ?fo: I

3ITOTT3OT ^fTOTOT TOTT t otUwFot I: ||YY||

OTSOTTfr l^m^C aft
-

sfrOTOT WOT I

OTOTfwfa fT^OT fOTOTlfa TOTOTfT OT l|Y^||

OTfOTjfeTTOTOTTf^OTTOTOT^r WOT I

^OTTifn «OT9T Trf^r+i Tfar Iottot i

OTfaOT: WTiWd'l arfOTOTT^ OTOTOTcT ||Y^||

3TTOT t OTT ^RTOTfOTWOT TfTrOT I

TOTOT OT OTOTOT WfijTtOTt T TOTTOT^ llY\s||

w«*ld OTOTOTOT 5T^OT% I

frsfip;: Tf frftrOT t^otottott^ iiyotii

TOTTTT OT OTOTT OTOT OTTfa STWfOT OTt fafa: I

OTOT Srfa TOTT cOT SOTluifafa' fTOTfa: l|Y£||

(1) Paipp., 19, 24, 10.

(2) Paipp., 20, 56, 7 ; Vaiianatutra 4, 21, Kau4., 89, 13 ; not in Saun.

(3) Paipp., 1, 57, 1 ; Saun., 2, 11, 1.

(4) Paipp., 15, 3 ; Saun., 19, 44.

(5) Paipp., 1, 62, 12 ; Saun., 1 , 10, 4 ; 3, 11, 1 .

(6) An Upani$ad

—

Ath*P., 44, 2, 4 ; 49, 4, 4.
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U: 'TT^'T qftn

qrrcmffi f^rr *rtaim«r i

<TFTT^ jrtSTCciH if ll«\o||

t smawwiT fTTl

^ finfarihiMii
t \ r N r r» -v

3rW4«TTW WWI faWRT

TfnwrfPjPT i

3RT:<TC ft* ^PWfa ^vq

?P% U\Rl\

11*11*% <ftf^t|TffrT^ fitcHm*"* qi4«frw4<!C l3 TT*f 5T% Oh l¥JHW 4fafaWT

•TT*T

(I) Ajyatantra called also Bfhai Kudandihd with its appendix UUaratantra is mentioned
by Bloomfield

—

Kaui.> Intro. XV.



Some Commentators On The Meghaduta
By Dr. S. K. Db

The Great popularity and currency of Kalidasa’s Meghaduta is indicated not

only by the existence of a large number of original manuscripts in the different

libraries of India, Europe and America, but also by the fact that more than fifty

Sanskrit commentaries are known to exist, of which about a dozen of the more

important ones are available in print.

Vallabhadeva

The earliest known commentary is the Pahjikd of Vallabhadeva, which has

been critically edited by E. Hultzsch (London 1911). Vallabha was a Kashmirian

who described himself as the son of R&janaka Anandadeva, father of Candrfiditya

and grandfather of Kayyata
;
and he had the surname of Paramarthacihna.

He is known to have commented upon several standard poetical works, including

those of Kalid5sa (Raghu° and Kumdra°), Mayura, Ratn&kara and Magha, as

well as upon Rudrata’s Kdvyalamkdra. As his grandson Kayyata wrote a

commentary on Anandavardhana’s Devi-iataka in 977-78 A.D. during the reign

of Bhimagupta of Kashmir (977-82 A.D.), Vallabhadeva ’s probable date would

be the first quarter of the 10th century. Durgaprasad and Parab1 suggest and
Hultzsch accepts this date, but K. B. Pathak*, not on very cogent grounds, would
bring it down to 1100 A.D. This oommentator Vallabhadeva should be distin-

guished from the anthologist Vallabhadeva, also a Kashmirian, who compiled

the Subhdfitavali, but who belonged probably to the middle of the 12th century*.

Whatever might have been the exact date of our Vallabhadeva, there cannot be
any doubt he is to us the earlist known commentator on the Meghaduta

; and his

commentary, therefore, deserves careful consideration from the point of view of
textual study.

Hultzsch ’s edition of the commentary (as well as the text commented upon)
is based on three &&radi (-Ki&nirf) and one Devanfigari manuscript. He is

right in holding that this last manuscript is highly conflated and in consequently

basing his edition of the Kashmiri text of Vallabhadeva chiefly on his three

Kashmiri manuscripts. It is interesting to note that Vallabha’s text gives 112
stanzas, but one of these he himself believes to be imitative and spurious

; hence
111 stanzas are given by him as genuine*. This point is highly important in view
of the well-known fact that the popular text of the Meghaduta suffered a great

lSu footnote* to the KAvyam&I& ed. of Vakrokti-paOcaiikd and of Devl-iataJea.

*In the introd, to hie ed. of the Meghaduta, Poona 1916 (2nd ed.).

•S. K. De in JRAS, 1927, pp. 471-72 ; Keith’s objections in BSOS. v. Dt i r> 27f
and De’s rejoinder in ibid, v, pt. iiit p. 499f.

* > P» $

4The Devanagari MS (no. 226/Or. 3362) of Vallabha’s commentary in the British Museum
gives 113 stanzas, slightly in excess of 112 given in Hultzsch’s edition.
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deal from interpolation. Vallabhadeva rejects and excludes from his text as

many as 19 such interpolated stanzas.

Sthiradeva

The next important commentary is the Bdla-prabodhini of Sthiradeva, which

has been edited (along with its text) from one manuscript existing in the Mandlik

collection of the Fergusson College, Poona, by V. J. Paranjpe (Poona 1936).

Sthiradeva’s date and provenance are not known. He is mentioned by name,

along with Vallabhadeva and Asaha or Asaha (Asada)

5

, by the presumably Jaina

commentator Janftrdana® and is found reproduced in extenso by the anonymous,

but presumably Jaina, commentary Sdroddhdririi on the Meghadfita. He might

have been a Jaina, but manuscripts of his commentary are found today in Poona

(Mandlik collection), Baroda (Oriental Institute), Alwar, Tanjore (Sarasvati

Mahal) and Mithili. There is little evidence to show that he is, as his editor

presumes, earlier than Vallabhadeva ; but since JanSrdana’s date7 lies between

1192 and 1385 A.D. he appears to be a fairly old commentator.

Paranjpe’s manuscript of the commentary is dated Samvat 1621 (=ca. 1466

A.D.). There are two other manuscripts in Baroda Oriental Institute (Acc. no.

1408 and 12266) which we have also examined. They designate the commentary

simply as TftA- Both the manuscripts are incomplete—the first beginning

with comments on the stanza kartum yac ca prabhavati mahim, the second with

those on the stanza haste lild-kamalam. The date of the first manuscript is

illegible, but the second was written in Samvat 1630 (=ca. 1674 A.D.). These

much later versions of the commentary contain a large number of spurious stanzas,

the first admitting 7 and the second 13. Contrary to this later conflated text-

tradition, however, Paranjpe’s manuscript presents the text as containing only

112 stanzas, of which one is declared spurious by the commentator himself. It,

therefore, agrees with the number 111 given as genuine by Vallabhadeva; and

on this point its independent testimony is valuable8 .

SOUTH INDIAN COMMENTATORS :

Dak?ir^avarta-ndtha

The commentary of Daksipavarta-natha, entitled Pradipa, was made available

in print in the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series* in 1919. He is referred to by

Mallinatha (generally as Nfitha ;
on Raghu0

i.7
; Megha0

4, 65, 98) as a

5Asada, son of Ka^uka, wrote the Viveka-marijari in 1192 A.D. (P. K. Code in Calcutta

Oriental Journal, ii, p. 199f). But nothing is known of this Jaina writer’s comm, on the

Meghaduta.

•Peterson, Three Reports, p. 324.

7See below on Jan&rdana and the Saroddharinl.

•The Tanjore (Sarasvati Mahal Library) MS (no. 3885) is dated 1600 A.D. ; but curiously

enough, the number of stanzas it gives appears to be only 106

1

•Edited from two MSS.
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predecessor, as well as by Dinakara10 and Cftritravardhana11 . As Daksm&varta

quotes the authority of the lexioograplier KeSava-BvSmin1* of the 12th A.D.

and is himself quoted by Arunacala who is also cited by Mallinatha, he

probably belonged to the 13th century.

Kshetresh Chattopadhyaya18 rightly draws attention to some curious inter-

pretations and capricious readings given by Daksin&varta ; but in spite of these

strange vagaries, some of which Mallinatha pointedly disputes, DaksipSvarta

appears to follow a tradition which omits, in agreement with Vallabhadeva and

Sthiradeva, all the 19 spurious stanzas, and even the stanza gatyutkampdd in

addition. He thus gives a total of 110 as against 111 genuine stanzas included by

Vallabhadeva and Sthiradeva. He thus confirms generally and independently

the position of the last two commentators in this respect.

Purna-sarasvati

The VidyuUatd of Pfirija-sarasvati, pupil of Pfirna-jyotis or Purpajyotir-muni

was edited from two manuscripts and published by the Vani-vilasa Press,

Srirangam, in 1909. The date of this commentary is uncertain ; but in the preface

to the printed text we are informed, rather vaguely, that the commentator “seems

to have lived some three centuries ago in the state of Cochin”. Probably he

flourished in the second half of the 14th or the first half of the 15th centuryA.D14
.

This interesting commentary, like that of Daksipavarta, gives a total of only

110 stanzas, and excludes all the stanzas not included in the Pradipa. In his

interpretation, however, he is more or less independent.

Purna-sarasvati was also the author of Rju-laghvi Malatl-mddhava-lcathd

(ed. N. A. (lore, Poona 1943) and Harhsa-samdeia (ed. Trivandrum Skt. Series,

1937). He wrote also a commentary called Rasa-maHjari
,
on the Malati-madhava

(ed. K. S. Mahadeva Sastri, Trivandrum Skt. Series, 1953). He appears

to have written also a Tippani on Anar<jha-ragh ava

.

Paramefoara

Another scholiast from Cochin is Paramesvara, whose Rumanoramatti

commentary was edited from three manuscripts and published by the Travaneore

University Manuscripts Library from Trivandrum in 1940. He was the son of

Rsi and Gauri of the Bhattatiri family of Malabar, and flourished probably

l#For Dinakara Mi.sin, seo below.

u For Caritravaidhana, nee below.

,2Author of Xdndvlhdrnava-satiikxcp'i (ed. Trivandrum Skt. Ser. 1913). His date is

given as ond of the 12th or tho beginning of the 13th century A.D.

’* Kuppusvaini Scmtri Comm. Volume, p. 17-23.

,4On the dato of Purna-sarasvati sec (,'. Kimhan Kuja in Poona Orientalist, ix, pp. 142-48.
On citations in his commentary see N. A. Gore in the same journal, pp. 133-41. Since he
quotes Citsukha by name he should be later than tho first half of the 14th century.
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between 1400 and 1500 A.D. 15
,
about the middle of the 15th century. The com-

mentary exists in a shorter and a longer recension. It shows familiarity with

the commentary of Purpa-sarasvati, and confirms the Malabar tradition, men.

tioned above, which gives 110 stanzas as the total extent of the poem it comments

upon.

SarasvatUlrtha (
Narahari

)

The Vidvajjandn urafijinl commentary of Sarasvatitirtha is not yet in print,

but manuscripts of it exist in the libraries of the Bhandarkar Institute, Cambridge

University and Asiatic Society of Bengal. This Sarasvatitirtha appears to be

identical with the Andhra scholiast Narahari Sarasvatitirtha, who wrote a com-

mentary on the Kumdra°, as well as one on the Kavya-praJcdsa, entitled Bala-

rittiinuraHjint. This last commentary gives us the information that he was born

in Samvat 1298 («oa. 1242 A.D.) in Tribhuvanagiri in the Andhra country. He

traces his own genealogy from llamesvara of Vatsa-gotra, and describes himself

as the son of Mallinatha and Nagamma and grandson of Narasimha, son of

Katnesvara. When lie became an ascetic, he took the name of Sarasvatitirtha

and composed his commentaries at Kasi 16
. He also refers to two works. Smrh-

darpava and Tarka-ratna (with its DipikCt commentary), written by himself.

The colophon describes Sarasvatitirtha as Paramahamsa Parivrajakacarya.

Sarasvatitirtha'.'. commentary on the J.feyhadata is indeed remarkable for

its acuteness of exposition, which drew the encomium of K. B. Pathak : but

.since it admits 12 spurious stanzas (giving a total of 123 stanzas), its text-tradition

cannot in this respect be taken as very reliable, nor do its readings always seem

authentic. It appears to accept the conflated West Indian text, which differs

from that of the Kashmirian and Malabar eommentatoi , mentioned above.

MaHi min; a

ixolaeala MalTSnatlm Nfiri. author of the S„ hj,nu>' o-inmi-nl.n \ i well-known

.. cl„„m ,.ntator on the standard Malmknvyas of Kiilidusi. Bhiin v i Bltafti,

y- Siiharsi. He was also the author of the Tnnibl eomn.enla-y on the

lyi'mVt of Yid\ fulhara. He has ben assigned to the latter pan <> , ml >1 the

Jpb cent my’ 7
.

Mallinai ha's comment. ay on ll.e ttrghadm is deservedly nopului for its

v.-'ied \ et lucid exposition : and in spite of its late date it has been often cnnsi-

g Z tl to 1 „. authoritative. But it cannot be said that it represents the best text-

tr,. it ion oi t tie MeghmliiUt. It is true that it omits nine spurious stanzas and

TeuTtho i.loulitv aml date of huMin.wv.wa soo Cunhim Jtaja in Poonn ix,

()n tl0
, n -,'

t i„, Trivandrum cl. On the two rocrnsoie of the commentary «eo

V.,LS,,X,” mvl Mj- Mm 'S <

i s K Do. MmoJLv/J Poetics, i, p. 17i.

r0n Mallmath is date sec S.K. Do, 8Mrit Poetics, i, p. 226 ami .wfiwnr*. o.ie.l U»r»m

V. F.aghavan in V / 4 . ii. pp. 44‘2F.
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expressly declares the interpolated character (Praksipta) of six more
; but it

admits at the same time four such verses. In the readings of passages also, it

cannot be said that Mallinatha always gives us the most authentic forms. And

vet, like Nllakaptha’s very late commentary on the Mahdbharata, the Sathjivani

has practically superseded by its reputation and currency most of the earlier

commentaries on the poem. Nevertheless, the critical insight of Mallinatha, as

against that of some West Indian Jaina commentators who accept a very much

interpolated text, is shown by the fact that if we leave aside the stanzas omitted

or declared spurious by himself, tjie total number of stanzas in his text18 is not

more than 115, which is not very much in excess of that of the Malabar commen-

tators, on the one hand, and Vallabhadeva and Sthiradeva, on the other.

It seems, therefore, that the South Indian text-tradition was not uniform.

The commentators of Malabar preserve, as against Sarasvatitirtha and Malli-

nfttha, a text comparatively free from conflation. It should be noted that most

Telugu and Grantha manuscripts either include Mallinatha ’s commentary or

generally follow his text.

Mallinatha's commentary has been printed much earlier and more often in

India than any other; and for a time it practically standardised the text of

Kalidasa’s poem. It was first printed (in lithograph) at Benares in 1849, then

an Calcutta (Madan Mohan Tarkalamkar) in 1850, at Madras (in Telugu chara-

lcrs) in 1850, and at Bombay (Krishna Shastri Bhatavadekar) in 1866. In 1869

Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar brought out at Calcutta a careful edition of the text

with Mallinatha's commentary in Devanagar! characters. He utilised the

Benares, Calcutta and Bombay editions, as well as a manuscript from the Cal-

< iff a Sanskrit f’ollege, and gave extracts from some Bengal commentaries 19
. His

three source-texts and manuscript contained respectively 121, 118, 125 and 116

-t.ai/.as
;

hut even with such meagre and uncertain material, it is remarkable
•

<,tt. he had Cm critical acumen to declare that only 110 stanzas were genuine.

O' her later and noteuoithy editions of the text with Mallinatha's commentary
vr those o! V. !S. Mampurkar (Bombay 1889). which gives extracts from six

• o nruentai ie- : ot <!. It. Xandargikar (Bombay l<S94), which is valuable for

> mg mill-, d a Luge number of manuscripts of the toxl and commentaries;

e’-.l of K. B. Pat hak ( Poona 1894). which gives Jinascua’s text.

BEXa . 1 L COM MEXTA TO IIS :

Bit ixllfi mi (Josi'UM i

n

.'jauatana Go-vamiu wa» an older contemporary and disciple of Cailanya,

l.e founder of Bengal Vaisiiavism. His commentary, entitled TtlljHi, //u-.llpikil,

'*tn this tespert .Mallinatha aglet", none or I,' witli the total number aivrn hi Oengal

‘ ilomusl have iism<1 th»m in trtanuseript. for they wet. • n<u in print. Ntciult'i ’s edition
’"J'iLiu 1874) also notes wailings funn these Hougal eommentunes.
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was edited from three manuscripts*0 and published by J. B. Chaudhuri (Calcutta

1953-54). Sanatana,
son of Kum&ra and brother of the equally famous Rupa

Gosv&min, was originally a high official at the Muhammadan Court, of Gauda,

and lived nearby at R&makeli where he met Caitanya for the first time in about

1613 A. D. Soon after this he renounced the world under the Samnyasa name

of Sanatana given by Caitanya, and became in subsequent years the centre (along

with Rupa and his nephew Jiva) of the arduous and prolonged theological and

literary activity of the Bengal Vaispava sect at Vrndavana. The most flourish-

ing period of San&tana’s literary activity falls between 1533 and 1554 A.D., but

it probably began as early as 1495 A. D. His commentary on Meghadiita, which

contains no Namaskriya to Caitanya, was written probably in the latter part of

the 15th century before he relinquished secular activity and began his theologi-

cal labours at Vrndavana*1
.

The portion of this commentary on stanzas occurring in the Uttara-megha

is extremely meagre, because the author, taking them to be easy
(
sugamam),

did not care to explain them. As a commentary it is lucid, but hardly distin-

guished. The total number of stanzas included in the text is 115.

Kalyanamalla

The Maloti commentary of Kalyaijamalla is not yet printed, but it is avail-

able in the comparatively modem Colebrooke manuscript (no. 3774/1584 ;
also

in no. 3777 /529) existing in the India Office Library and its copy in the Bodleian

Library at Oxford, on which H. H. Wilson’s editio princeps (Calcutta 1813) of

the Meghadiita was based. Kaly&uamalla, son of Gajamalla and grandson of

of Karpura of Padmabandhu family, appears to have been a local

chief of Bhurisrestha and is styled Rajarsi in the colophon. Bhurisrestha. also

mentioned by Krsria-MiSra in his Prabodha-candrodaya, is now identified with

the once flourishing Bhursut Pergunna in the district of Burdwan, Bengal22
. He

was a patron of the well-known scholiast Bharata-mallika, who also commented

on the Meghadiita ;
but Kalyapaina Ha’s work, perhaps written independently,

has no agreement with that of his protege. It is a briefer and much easier com-

mentary meant perhaps for beginners. The total number of stanzas commented

upon is 1 15.

Bharata-mallika

The Subodhd commentary of Bharata-mallika on the Meghadiita was edited

hv J. B. Chaudhuri from four manuscripts23 and published at Calcutta in 1951.

Bharata-mallika, otherwise Bharnta-sena. son of Gaurauga-mallika and descended

40 This edition dot's not note any variant reading. Two of the MSS are from the India

Ortie (No. 37 74 /I SSI A and 377!»/'lft70t. The text and the commentary are published in the

journal Prorija va n i

,

ed. Chaudhuri x, pt. 2 and xi.

!X tfee S. K. l)o, Vaitimva Faith and Movement , Ouleutta 1042, pp. I OS f.

“If is associated with the famous Bengali poet, Bharat Chandra Ray (1st half of the

ISth century ) as his native place.

-’Three MSS from India Oflico and one from Caleutta Asiatic Society.
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from the family of Vaidya Harihara Khan, was a Bengali Vaidya or physician

bv caste, who was patronised by Kalyapamalla mentioned above. He was a

voluminous scholiast, who composed commentaries also upon Raghu°, Kumdra

Kirntft\ &isu°, Ghataknrpnra Kdvya and Bhatti and wrote extensively on

grammar and lexicon. The number of his works listed in various catalogues of

manuscripts or published is about 17.

The date of his commentary on the Meghaduta is uncertain. Its editor would

assign24 it to 1675-76 A.D.
;
but we are inclined to agree with Colebrooke26 and

Rajendralal Mitra2,i that Bharata-mallika flourished in the middle of the 18th

century A.D.

Even if this commentary on Meghaduta is comparatively recent in date, it is

remarkably full and erudite, though sometimes unnecessarily subtle and pedantic,

and shows familiarity with the works of previous commentators. The number

of stanzas27 it comments upon is 114.

Ramanatha Tarkdlarhkara

Raman atha’s commentary, entitled Muktdvali, yet unprinted, is included in

the Colebrooke manuscript of the India Office mentioned above (no. 3774/1584).

Nothing is known about the author or his date, but he appears to have been a

comparatively modern writer. There is nothing remarkable in his commentary,

except his knowledge of rhetoric, lexicon and grammar
; but his text gives a total

of 116 stanzas.

Haragovinda Vaca$pati

Haragovinda, son of Vankaviharin GangopadhyS-ya of Krishnanagar (Bengal),

is also a modern commentator, perhaps of still later date. His hardly remarkable

commentary is included in the Colebrooke manuscript of the India Office men-

tioned above, and is not yet printed. Nothing is known of the author ; but Keith

would identify him with Haragovinda Vacaspati, author of Jftapakdvali, which

belongs to the Samksipta-sara school of grammar. The name of Haragovinda’s

commentary on the Meghaduta does not appear in the India Office manuscript,

but it is given as Samgata in the manuscript which Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar

used for his edition. The total number of stanzas it comments upon is 115.

“His argument is baaed chiefly a Vaidyaka work called Candraprabha, ascribed to
Bharata mallika and bearing the date (apparently poat-colophon) of &aka 1507 (= 1675 A.D.).
The MS is said to have been written by the author himself. But the authenticity of this
evidence is open to doubt. Such a work, called Candraprabha, is entered nowhere under
the authorship of Bharata-mallika, except in an apocryphal print by a Calcutta Vaidya in
1892, on which alone the editor relies.

“Ed. Amarakoia, p. 6.—Bharata-mallika wrote a Mugdha-bodhini commentary on
this lexicon.

“In his Notices of Sanskrit Manuscripts (vi, p. 145) Mitra writes in 1882 that Bharata-
mallika “lived at Kanchrapara in the Hooghly district about 150 years ago”. Haraprasad
Sastri endorses this view and says that he had seen Bharata-mallika’s grandson, Lokan&tha-
mallika (Catalogue of A. S. B. Manuscripts, vi, 1931, p. 307).

“The India Oflioe MS no. 3775/994b, however, contains 116 stanzas.
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Kaviratna Cakravartin

[Vof. Ill

No information is available about this commentator. We could not obtain

a copy of his Artha-bodkini commentary printed in Bengali characters (with a

Bengali translation) at Calcutta in 1850 ;
but we have seen the Calcutta Asiatic

Society’s manuscript of this commentary (no. 4956/10802) written in Bengali

characters, as well as a Bengali manuscript of the same in the Dacca University

library. There is nothing striking in this commentary, but its text has a total of

115 stanzas28 .

It is noteworthy that the number of stanzas in the text commented upon

by the Bengal commentators is between 114 and 116, usually 115.

SOME OTHER EASTERN COMMENTATORS

:

&a4vata

The only available manuscript of Sa^vata’s commentary, entitled Kavi-priyd

exists in Asiatic Society’s library at Calcutta (No. 4953/5646). It is fragmentary

and is wanting in many folios. These fragments have been edited by J. B. Chau-

dhuri (Calcutta 1953), along with his edition of Sanatana’s Tdtparya-dlpikd.

The manuscript bears the date in Nevarl era 540 (=ca. 1330 A.D.). iSasvata,

therefore;, must have been a fairly old writer
;
but the Nevarl script of the manus-

cripts may be taken as going against the presumption, which is sometimes made,

that SaSvata belonged to Bengal. The second introductory verse of his com-

mentary, quoted by Rajendralal Mitra29 from a manuscript of the same in

Dcvanagarl characters, speaks of Vallabha’s commentary as weighty and authori-

tative; and in many cases SaSvata’s readings do not agree with those of Bengal

commentators. Even if SaSvata’s exact provenance is not known, it is probable

that he belonged to some region in Eastern India. 6aivata\s text contained

115 stanzas.

Divdkara Upddhyaya

The commentary of Divakara, entitled Tiled or Dyotika
, noticed in the Mithila

catalogue, is available in the India Office manuscript No. 3780/1516. He was a

prot6g6 of some king of Mithila and wrote (according to Nandargikar) his com-

mentary on Raghn0 in 1385 A.D. He commented also upon Kumdra0
. His

text of Meghaduta contained 125 stanzas.

Jagaddhara

Another Maithili scholiast is Jagaddhara, who gives an account of himself

and his family in his wdl-known commentary on the Malati-mddhava. He traces

••Nothing in known of Kavicandra’s Manoramd commentary on the Megha°, a MS of
which in Bengali characters is noticed by Rajendralal Mitra ( Notice*, ix, p. 251, no. 3174)

;

nor of the Tiled of Ravikara (ibid x, p. 112, no. 3371) in Bengali characters, except that this
Ravikara may be identical with Ravikara, son of Harihara and commentator on Pingala and
the Vrtta-ratnahara.

9$ Notices, viii, p. 187, no. 2740.
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his genealogy to one CapdeSvara, and informs us that he was the son of Ratna-

dhara and Damayant! and grandson of VidySdhaxa. His ancestors were MI-

mamsakas, except perhaps his father who was a judicial functionary to some local

chief. Jagaddhara’s commentary on the Meghaduta is entitled Rasa-dipika,

as it is known from Rajendralal Mitra’s ntoice (v, p. 287, no. 1966) of a manus-

cript in Maithili characters
;
but no manuscript is known to be available nowin any

library. Jagaddhara commented also upon Kumara0
,
as well as upon Vdsava-

datta, Vend-samhdra, Sarasvati-kanthdbharana, Bhagavod-gitd, etc. Accord-

ing to R. G. Bhandarkar, “ Jagaddhara lived after the fourteenth century, but

how long after we have not the means of determining”.80

Bhagiratha MiSra

The exact provenance of tho Tattva-dipikd commentary of Bhagiratha

Mi£ra is not known. He is described as the son of Harsadeva of the Pitamupdi

family and as having lived under Jagaccandra of Kurmacala. But the only two

known manuscripts of this commentary31 are found in Bengal and written in

Bengali characters. Bhagiratha commented also upon Raghu0,
Kirata0, Sidupala

9

and Naisadha. His text of the Meghaduta contained 114 stanzas.

Dinakara Misra

Of similarly unknown date and provenance is Dinakara MiSra, son of Dhar-

mangada and Kamala. He wrote a Tikd on the Meghaduta, of which a manus-

cript exists in Baroda Oriental Institute (no. 11364). His Subodhini commentary

on the Jiaghu-vamsa is better known and is utilised by S. P. Pandit and G. R.

Nandargikar. A manuscript of this
(
Raghu°) commentary in the Bhandarkar

Institute (no. 444 of 1887-91) is dated Samvat 1441 (=ca. 1385 A.D.). He com-

mented also on the SiSupdla0 .

Makaranda MUra

Makaranda MiSra, wrho is sometimes taken to be another Bengal commentator,

probably lived (like SaSvata) in a region adjoining Bengal. The only kown

manuscript of his commentary, entitled Megha-sauddmini, in Devanagari charac-

ters, exists in the library of the Asiatic Society, Calcutta (no. 4955/1076). The

total number of stanzas given by his text is 118, which is somewhat in excess of

the usual number given by Bengal commentators.

WEST INDIAN COMMENTATORS :

Caritravardhana

Of tho West Indian Commentators, who are mostly Jaina writers, CSritra-

vardhana is perhaps the best known and earliest. He is to be distinguished8^

*°. Preface to his ed. Malatl-mddhava, which contains Jagaddhara’e commentary on the
drama, p. xxi.

MS no. 221 in Rajendralal Mitra’s Notices, i, p. 127, no. 222 and MS no. 1I.C.23 of
the Sanskrit Sahitya Parisad, Calcutta.

31a P. K. Gode, Calcutta Orient Journal, iii, pp. 32-40.
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from Vidyfidhara, son of Ramcandra Bhisaj. He was a pupil of

Kalyanaraja and belonged to the Kharataragaccha. He wrote commen-

taries also on the Raghu0 and Ktimara0
,

as well as on &i$updla°,

Naisudha and Rdghavapnndaviya. His commentary on the Meghaduta

has been published in the Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series (Benares 1931 ;

reprinted 1953) under the descriptive name Caritravardham. In the

Calcutta Asiatic Society’s manuscript of the commentary (no. 4954/10070), dated

Sarnvat 1643 (~-ca. 1587 A.D.), many folios are missing. The only recorded com-

plete manuscript32 appears to be the Bhandarkar Institute MS no. 345 of 1895-

98. The name of the commentary does not appear in these manuscripts, but

C&ritravardhana’s commentaries on Raghu0 and Kumdra0 are both entitled

iSiSu-hilaisiiit Caritravardhana refers to Daksipavarta-natha, but he does not

accept the Malabar tradition of the text. G. R. Nandargikar would place him

before Divakara Upadhyaya (see above) whose commentary on Raghu0 is dated

1385 A.D. P. K. Gode33 agrees with Nandargikar ’s dating, but sets the upper

limit at 1172 A.D. A more precise dating is possible by the fact that

Cftritravardhana wrote his commentary on the Jaina poem Sinduraprakara

in Saiiivat 1605 (=1449 A.D.) and on Naisadha in Samvat 1611 (=1465 A.D.).

The Jaina tradition of the text, embodied in this and the following commen-
taries, goes even further than that found in the adaptation of Jinasena34,

who
includes nine spurious stanzas, but excludes ten, giving a total number of 120.

C&ritravardhana admits as many as eleven spurious stanzas, and omits only eight.

Thus, the total number of stanzas in his printed text is 122 ;
but the BORI MS

gives 118. It would appear that, whatever may be the intrinsic value, the Jaina

commentaries followed a faulty tradition of a much interpolated text.

Jandrdana

Janardana is described as a pupil of Ananta. A manuscript of his Tiled on the
Meghaduta exits in the Baroda Oriental Institute Library (No. 2176). He com-
mented also upon the Raghu0, as well as on the Vfita-ratnakara and Kavya-
prakiUa

.

His full name is given as Janardana Vy5.sa ; and he may or may not
have been a Jaina writer. He refers to three previous commentators by name,
Vallabha, Asaha or Asaha and Sthiradeva,—of whom Asada or Asaha is the only
writer known as a Jaina. P. K. Gode88 approximates Janardana ’s date between
1192 and 1385 A.D. His text contained 126 stanzas

; and in this numbering he
agrees with those of most Jaina commentators.

Kanakakirti-gaiii

Kanakakfrti, pupil of Jayamandira, who was a pupil of Jinacandra Suri,

Kharatara-gaccha, wrote an Avacuri on the Meghaduta. It appears to have

** The rarity of manuscripts of this commentary is mentioned in the preface to the Chow-
khamba edition which, however, does not utilise the BORI MS., nor give variant readings and
any account of its own manuscript material. Aufrecht (iii, 100) records only this MS.

** ABOR I, xv, pp. 109-11.

. .
**,^8 Pathak’s ed. of the Megha°, Poona 2nd ed. 1910. Jinasena’s Pariva-

Bombay
0

1*909)°
independently by Yogiraj Panditacharya (Nirnay Sagar Press,

Calcutta Oriental Journal, ii, p. issr.
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been printed in lithograph from Benares in 1867. The British Museum manus-

cript of this commentary (No. 224/Or. 21456) is found dated in 1462 A.D., but

the Leipzig University manuscript (No. 416) contains no date. It is thus a fairly

old w ork. The number of stanzas commented upon is 125 (as given by the Leipzig

MS).

Laksmmivdsa.

The 8i§ya-hitaisim commentary of Laksmlnivasa, son of Sriranga and pupil

of Ratnaprabha Suri of Brhad-gaccha, is another early Jaina commentary. The

Bhandarkar Institute manuscript (No. 344 of 1895-98) of this commentary was

written in Samvat 1713 (=ca. 1657 A.D.) ; but the Berlin Manuscript no. 1545

is dated earlier in Samvat 1514 (
= ca. 1458 A.D.). It is a commentary of not

much intrinsic value, and the total number of stanzas given by its text is 126

(Berlin MS 125).

Meghardja.

Megharaja-gagi or Megharaja-sadhu wrote the Subodhikd or Sukha-bodhika

commentary, a manuscript of which in the Bhandarkar Institute (no. 390 of 1884*

87) is dated in Samvat 1460 (=ca. 1404 A.D.). P. K. Gode** could place this

commentary between 1172 and 1404 A.D. The total number of stanzas it comments

upon is 127.

Mahimasimha-gaif,i

The commentary of Mahimasimha-gani, pupil of ^ivanidhJna of Kharatara-

gaccha, is also called Sukha-bodhikd. It was composed, as the colophon of one

of its manuscripts in the Bhandarkar Institute (no. 389 of 1884-87) states, in

Samvat 1693 (=ca. 1637 A.D.). It is a fairly late commentary and is in no way

very re markable. The number of stanzas in its text is 126.

Samayasundara-gaifri

Contemporaneous with Mahimasimha was Samayasundara-gani, pupil of

Sakalacandra, who was a pupil of Jinacandra. His commentary on the Megha-

duta is simply called Tlka. He wrote commentaries also on the Raghu0
(Arth»

alapanikd), and Vftta-raindkara (
Sugamd). His Vdgbhatdlamkdra-Vftti was

composed in Ahmedabad for one Harirama in 1636 A.D. The only manuscript

of his commentary on the Meghaduta exists in the Panjab University library

(no. 4513, Catalogue, ii, p. 262). Unfortunately the manuscript was not accessible

to us.

8umativijaya

Sumativijaya, pupil of Vinayameru, wrote about the same time his Suga-

mdnvayd commentary, two manuscripts of which exist in the Bhandarkar

Institute.87 P. K. Gode88 would place Sumativijaya in the latter half of the 17th

**Poona Orientalist, i, no. 3, p. 50.

»’No. 649 of 1861-95 and no. 351 of A. 1882-83.

»*ABORl

,

ziii, pp. 341-43.
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century, while K. S. Pathak (op. ciL, p. xxi) states that Sumativijaya wrote his

commentary at about Samvat 1690 (=--ca. 1634 A.D.). Sumativijaya composed a

commentary also on the JRaghu°, which was completed at Vikramaplira. The

merit of his Sugamdnvayd as a commentary is not much; but like Janardana*

Laksrmnivasa and Mahimasimha, he comments on a text of 126 stanzas.

Vijaya-Suri.

Vijava-gai^i or suri’s Tiled (also called Sukha-bodhikd) was composed in

Samvat 1709 (^oa. 1653 A.D.), as stated in its manuscript in the Bhandavkar

Institute (no. 443 of 1887-91). Vijaya Suri is said to have been a pupil of Rama-

vijaya-gagi of Tapagaecha. He commented also upon the Raghu0 and

Kumdra0 (both called Subodhilcd). Vijaya Surfs text of the Meghaduta ,
like

that of Megharaja, contained 127 stanzas.

K$emaharii*a-gani .

Ksemahamsa-guip, pupil of Jinabhadta Sun of Kharatara-gaccha, wrote a

'filed on the Meghaduta , the date of which is not given by either ol its two manus-

cripts in the Bhandarkar Institute (nos. 329 of 1884-86 and 346 of 1895-98).

He wrote commentaries also on the VfUfbhatdlamkara and Vrtta-ratriakara .

His text contained 123 stanzas.

The Sdroddhdrhii

This ia probably a Jaina commentary, but in its only available manuscript,

belonging to the Bhandarkar Institute (no. 157 of 1882-83). the name of the author

is missing. The manuscript is dated Sariivat 1617 (~ca. 1561). P. K. Gode39

would place this work w idely between 1173 and 1561 A.D. K. B. Pathak, how-

ever, thinks that tins commentary knows that of Mallinatha
;
if that be so, then

the date may be put between 1420 and 1561. In Pathak ’s opinion this work is

“ next only to Mallinatha’s w ork in point of merit ”, but its importance need not

on that account be exaggerated from the point of view of the textual study of the

poem
;

for, in common with most Jaina commentators, it accepts a much inter-

polated text, w'hich gives a total number of 125 stanzas.

The Meghalaid

This is also a Jaina commentary of unknow n date and authorship, which was

noticed by Rajendralal Mitra (ix, p. 163, no. 3076) and of which a manuscript

exists in the Bhandarkar Institute (no. 160 of 1882-83). It is of the usual Avacuri

type and its text gives 126 stanzas.

t%ABORl, xiv, pp. 130-3 1.
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It will be seen from this brief review that from the time of Jinasena (first quarter

of the ninth century) the Jaina tradition, represented by these commentaries,

incorporates so many spurious stanzas that their total number fluctuates between

125 and 127, much further than 120 of Jinasena. This is a much more conflat-

ed text than those given by Vallabhadeva and Sthiradeva, by the Malabar com-

mentators, by the Bengal and East Indian scholiasts, or by the Tibetan transla-

tion and the Sinhalese paraphrase.

It is important, in the case of the Meghaduta, to take into account the text

given by different groups of commentators. It appears from an examination

of manuscripts that the commentaries had already so fixed the

different text-tradition that they found themselves reflected ip the independant

manuscripts of different groups or regions. This peculiar circumstance of text-

transmission makes it clear that, not so much the existing manuscripts (which

are mostly later in date ) as the commentaries should be taken as our chief guide

for textual study. Only if some old manuscript, anterior in date to the

commentaries, could be found, it might furnish textual evidence unaffected

by their influence. 40

It is not possible within the limits of this short account to discuss the authen-

ticity of readings given by different groups of commentaries; but we can briefly

indicate here the comparative extent of the original text given by them. The

shortest text, consisting of 110 stanzas, is given by the Malabar commentators.

Daks i i)avarta - 1

1

at. ha, Purpasarasvatl and Pararaesvara. The Kashmirian Val-

labhadeva and Sthiradeva of unknown provenance give a text of 1 1 1 stanzas each.

Among other South Indian commentators, Mallinatha gives 115 and Sarasvati-

tirtha 123 stanzas. Among Eastern commentators generally and Bengal com-

mentators in particular, Sanatana Gosvamin, $asvata, Kalyapamalla, Kaviratna

Cakravartin and Haragovinda Vacaspati each gives 115 stanzas; Ramanatha

Tarkalamkara 116; Makaranda MiSra 118; but Bhagiratha Mi&ra and Bharata-

mallika 114 each. The Maithili commentator Divakara Upadhyaya, however,

stands apart and gives 125 stanzas. It should be noted in this connexion that

the Tibetan translation 41 gives 117 and the Sinhalese paraphrase 4* 118 stanzas.

The longest and most interpolated text is given by the Jaina commentators,

thus: Vijaya Suri and Megharaja, each 127 stanzas; Janardana, Laksminivasa,

Sumativijaya, Mahimasimha, the Meghalata, each 126 ; Kanakaklrti, as well as

the two Jaina adaptations Nemiduta and Siladuta, and the Saroddhariql, each

125 ; Ksemahamsa 123 ; Caritravardhana 122 ; and the adaptation of Jinasena

44 This question has been discussed in detail in the Introduction to our edition of the
Meghaduta. In the constitution ofthe text we have made use ofmost of these commentaries
and noted readings from them, as well as from the Tibetan Translation and Sinhalese para-

phrase.

41Die tibetische Ueberseteung von Kalidasa's Meghaduta, Berlin 1907. (Date about
13th century).

44 Ed. T. B. Panabokke, Colombo 1893. (Date unknown).
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1 20. From these facts it is clear that, in spite of diversity, there is a general agree-

ment in the matter of extent between the text of the Malabar commentators, on

the one hand, ami that of Kashmirian Vallabhadeva, as well as Sthiradeva, on the

other. As there is no prima facie possibility of mutual contamination, we

can take this agreement as original and not seconardy ; and it is probable that

Kalidasa’s text originally contained not more than 110 or 111 stanzas. This

number was increased by a process of accretion, through the centuries, differently

in different regions, so that some inferior manuscripts are found to contain the

maximum of 130 stanzas.



THE INDIAN CONCEPTS OF KNOWLEDGE
AND SELF

(8«cond instalment)

Kalidas Bhattacharyya

The Ny&ya-Vai6esika doctrines that mental states are short-lived and that

two or more such states cannot co-exist were examined in the last section. We
arrived at the following conclusions :

(i) There is no possible denial of mental states as emergent and cessant. (ii)

Their cessation is due to no foreign cause, they are self-destroying
; and continua-

tion is not incompatible with self-destruction. (in) Co-existence of two or more

mental states is not merely not impossible but often a fact.

In the next section we propose to examine in detail the Nyiya-Vai^esika

concept of Object .

Section III

The concept of object examined

A. Nydya-Vaisesika concept of Object reiterated

Nyaya-Vai^esika has distinguished between object (vijtaya) and the real

(paddrtha). A real becomes an object when it is known ; and as the content of

a possible (not actual) knowledge, it is a possible object. The real is that which

as absolutely independent of my present knowledge has only been revealed by it.

When it is so revealed (known) there occurs between it and the knowledge a rela-

tion which as belonging to the real is called its objectivity (visayatd), but as belong-

ing at the same time to the knowledge it is subjectivity (
visayita

)

of that knowledge.

Objectivity, unless it be only possible, is, in other words, an extrinsic relational

property accruing to the real when it is known. 1 This concept of objectivity

was elucidated in further details in Section I.

In that Section it was also shown that this objectivity is almost a tertiary pro-

perty, in the sense that though it belongs to the real, and not, as objectivity, to

the knowledge of the real, it yet, as a relational property2
,

is constituted by that

knowledge.

For a proper understanding of this two (juestions which were not raised in

Section I need here be examined. They are (?) whether the relation cannot be

extrinsic in the sense that it is not constituted by either term, and (ii) whether

’Subjectivity, however, is not in this way an extrinsic property of knowledge. Wo have
shown in Sections I and II that, according to Nyaya-Vaisesika, every knowledge is necesparUy
of a real. This means that with the very emergence of knowledge jt stands as *abj'*itive

(viyatfin). We are here describing the, Nyaya -Yaise^ika view of object only.

2By ‘relational property’ here is meant relation itself as the property.
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objectivity as a property (relational or not) may not be due to knowledge as an

efficient (nimilta) cause, not constituted by it.

The reply to the first question would be this

:

Relation may often be extrinsic in the sense indicated, but never so in certain

cases, particularly where it i* between knowledge and the real that is known.

Between the world of knowledge and that of reals there is nothing that is not

included in either. Hence the relation between an instance of knowledge and the

real known must belong to one of these worlds. As a matter of fact, it is found

to belong to either alternatively : knowledge is of the real and the real is known .

In the former case the relation belongs to knowledge, in the latter it belongs to the

real. The relation between knowledge and the real is not, in other words, a simple

affair like that between any two reals.

It may be asked if the dichotomy of the knowledge-world and the thing-world

is metaphysically justified. Modern realists have questioned this, and we are

told that Nyaya-vai6esika also does not allow this. Is not knowledge known

quite as much as other things ?

Knowledge indeed is knowrn like other things. Yet the knowledge that is

known is knowledge of a particular thing. No other thing is necessarily of another

thing. So far knowledge is fundamentally different from other things. Nyaya-

Yaw\siiva only insists that this type of thing is nevertheless revealed as an ordinary

ti'ji.j’ in another knowledge and, as so revealed, is an object. Knowledge, in

o* i »t words, as necessarily of a thing
,

is necessarily subjective (vimyin), and

y< • t
1 're is no metaphysical clash between t his subjectivity and the objectivity
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specifically of a thing to a class. Object, from this point of view, may then be

defined as that real which has for a property a relation conetitutively determined

by the knowledge of that real. The real here is not constituted by knowledge,

because the relation in question is its extrinsic property. But objectivity and,

therefore, object also are constituted by knowledge. ‘Constituted by knowledge’

may not mean that knowledge is an upddana kdraya, but there is no denying the

fact that objectivity is somehow constituted by knowledge.

The very concept of object as the real that has been known involves reference

to knowledge. No effect, on the other hand, involves in the very concept of it-

self reference to its efficient cause. This also proves that knowledge is not efficient

cause (but constitutive of object).

But though objectivity is constituted by knowledge this does not mean that

the total knowledge-situation is to be interpreted idealistically. Objectivity

belongs also to the real as its property, and this real is independent of the know ledge

that reveals it. The reals as such are apprehended in non-judgmental perception

(nirvikalpa-pratyalesa) 1
. This, again, is not the only reason why Nyaya-VaiScsika

sides with realism . There is another reason more fundamental. The fundamental

postulate of knowledge, Nyaya-Vaisesika contends, is that whatever appears in-

dependent of know ledge is truly independent2
. Objectivity, though constituted

by knowledge, appears independent. Hence it is truly independent. The only

way to reconcile this independence with its being constituted by knowledge is to

hold that the independent is the real as such and objectivity as constituted by

knowledge belongs nevertheless to this real.

The postulate is not dogmatic. It is capable of some sort of proof. If 0
appears independent of knowledge it is either really independent or not. But the

negative alternative is untenable. If it were not really independent it was either

the knowledge itself or constructed by it. But it cannot be either. To no eorrec-

i<*

v

# * awareness is it ever felt that way. One cannot also insist that, whether felt

tw not, it is inferred that way. The apparent objectivity of 0 would go against

that inference. No cognition ever appears independent of itself, and no cognitive

construction appears independent of the cognition that constructs it. It cannot

bv said, again, that the independence is an illusion. The independence as such

<rnnot be on illusion. There is no illusory content which, or the like of which,

was never pic.-* uled as real 3
. Object, then, is independent of the knowledge of it,

l
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Will be seen let' r.
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Thib independence of object is the same thing as the fact that objectivity

belongs to the real as a contingent property, which means that object being inde-

pendent of knowledge does not clash with its being constituted by knowledge.

Even if this were not the case, but object or objectivity were understood as itself

independent of knowledge, even then there would be no great difficulty. To be

constituted by knowledge would then, it is true, contradict the fact that it is inde-

pendent of knowledge. But where a contradiction is forced upon us, and there

is no way out, 1
it has to bo submitted to. Such cases, however, ought not to be

multiplied for the mere luxury of speculation.

In spite, then, of being constituted by knowledge, object or objectivity is real.

But there is yet another difficulty to remove. Nyaya-Vai6esika has classified

reals into seven original groups. But object or objectivity appears to belong to

none of them. Forms of objectivity, viz. vi&ejyatd, prakdrald, etc., and therefore

object also, are neither dravya nor guya nor karma, nor samdnya, samavdya, rixesa

or abhdva. If they do not belong to any of these they ought not to be called real.

This is the difficulty.

Nyaya-Vai^esika has removed it in two ways*. Most objects and there-

for also the forms of objectivity involved are the svarupa of reals ; and

some objects, particularly those which are false, are only to be analysed into real

constituents where the form of objectivity is not substantive-adjective sdmdnadhi-

karanya, but only mrivtarga. What is meant is that the total object of illusion is

only a loose unity.

To explain. An object as the content of knowledge is always a complex unity.

The elements of this unity are reals (paddrthat) which as such are knowable in

uinukulpa-pratyakm only, and the relations that are added in /tacticalpa knowledge

are, as seen, both knowledge-wise and reality-wise.3 As reality-wise they are

taken as real, and unless contradicted they are also really real. The elements and

the relations are thus equally real. If the relations cannot be placed among the

]There is no way out, Iwcause to bo independent of knowledge and to bo constituted by
it stand equally evident. This moans that no dofoot in either is discovered. Further, ol the
two awarenesses-- one of independence and the other of constitutedness —neither is finally

later than the other. It is true that we first apprehended the object as independent, and then
later, through analysis, find it to be constituted by knowledge. Hut the fact remains ihat

even after we have found this the object is apprehended as independent . Hem 1
*? theie is neither

dosadarsana nor uttarujh ftnapaksap tita. To say that analysis as yttkd is stronger than pralyakm
would bo irrelevant here. Yukti is stronger either when it leads to the discovery of a defect
in the cognition rejected or when the prior cognition is so clearly felt as rejected that its content
suddenly disappears or when the point of view is of pnlmanya (validation of a cognition), not
of primary assertion which is just belief or tnknuj something to bo real. But hero neither
n defect in the pi u-yukti cognition is discovered nor its content suddenly disappears nor is the
point of view that of prumdm/a.

-Some Xyava-Vaisesikii thinkers hold that even if objects and forms of objectivity cannot
be reduced to the catalogued pnddrfhus there i-< nothing to be ashamed of. They believe that
the "oveufoM classitication of padUrthas is not final, but. only a prescription. They hold that
if force other types of pudnr(has have to be admitted this would not go against the Nyaya-
\ aUosjkn spirit. Xyuv a-Yaise<ika, in their opinion, is aniyutn ixidnrtha-vada.

‘As in Section I, wo shall use these two terms, meaning by the former v
const-itut b'oly <lotor-

min- sl bv knowledge* and by the latter ‘independent of knowledge" or ‘belonging as a property
to the real’.
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catalogued padarthaa, this is because these relations, though reed, are not addi-

tional realities. If a real A is really related to a real B, this does not necessarily

mean that the relation is a third real entity. The Buddhists too have admitted

this when they hold that santana which is as real as the kfayikas is yet not other

them these. Many Western thinkers also insist that relations, though really

relating, are not other than relata. 1 All the difficulty arises when the reality of

relation is misunderstood as its being a third entity. If it is not third, if, in other

words, the real relation is exhausted in the catalogued padarthaa, there remains

no difficulty in admitting its reality. Nyaya-VaiSesika holds that the so-called

additional relation we are aware of in savikalpa-jfldna has this status only. They

are exhausted in, another name of which is that they are the avarUpa of, tho

padarthaa they relate, not additional realities.

Not that all entities which we call relation are of this type. Inherence
(sama-

vaya) and contact (sarhyoga) are called relation and they are additional reals.

Similaly when a fact or a series of facts which are normally treated as terms (as

opposed to relation) act as relation (e.g., between a father and a child) they, even

as relation, are additional entities. The additionality of inherence and contact

follow from the fact that they are matters of nirvikalpa-pratyak$a, and that of the

facts or the series is immediately evident. Where there is no such special reason

or immediate evidence a relation need not be additional. A flower, its red colour

and the inherence of the latter in the former are, according to Ny&ya-Vai6esika,

separate reals
;
yet in the perceptual judgment (savikalpa-pratyak$a) of the form

‘this flower is red’ where the inherence of the red colour in the flower stands a

a

related to that flower and that colour, this second relation need not, because there

is no special reason or immediate evidence, be a separate object. Not that it is

therefore a subjective construction only. We have seen why, according to Ny&ya-

VaiSesika, it has to be taken as real. It follows that such relations are real and

yet not other than the reals they relate. Such relations are the svarupa of the

paddrthas related.

The above is the account of the object of normal savikalpa-pratyak$a. The

account of the false object (assuming that falsity has been detected) is different.

In erroneous savikalpa-pratyaksa the total object is definitely known to be not

real. Hence though, like the object of normal savikalpa-pratyaksa, it too is broken

up into real elements and a relation, can the relation be taken as the svarupa of

the elements, seeing that the total object is not real ? Ordinarily we should say

‘No’. But Nyaya-VaiSesika prefers to stick to the claim that vikalpa relations

are the svarupa of the paddrthas related. They stick to it, only because it has

followed from the fundamental postulate that whatever appears as independent

is really independent. Object, everywhere, is to be analysed into the constituent

reals and the vikalpa relations, which latter are everywhere exhausted in those

reals. But how, then, could the total object be unreal here ? Ny&ya-Vai6e$ika

replies as follows

:

1 The universal as quite real is similarly, for Stout, exhausted in the relevant particulars.

3
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The total object here is no close unity. When the illusion is exposed the

elements cannot be said to have been apprehended as related in the way of subs-

tantive-adjective identity (sdmanMhikaranya). The unity here is loose, it is of

the form T is in S’, not of the form ‘S is P’; and such unity is only nominal, no

genuine unity. This, in effect, means that when the illusion is exposed we cannot

say there was any genuine close unity of S (this) and P (snake).

Not that ‘P is in S’ is never a close unity. Rather, normally it develops into

that. ‘P is in S’ is easily translatable into ‘P is as in S'=‘S is with P' which is a

close unity. But such translation is sometimes impossible, particularly when it

is known for certain that there is no real ‘P as in S’. ‘Horns are in the hare’

cannot be translated into ‘Horns are as in the hare'. While a denial of the former is

intelligible it is impossible to deny the latter in the form ‘Horns as in hare are not’.

Every judgment, whether affirmative or negative, presupposes that at least the

subject-term stands for a reality, but ‘horns as in the hare’ stands from the begin-

ning as self-condemned. There is no such difficulty, on the other hand, in the

judgment ‘Horns in the hare are not’. This judgment is only a periphrasis of

‘Horns are not in the hare’ where the subject does not stand for a wholly non-

existent thing. If, now, denial here is intelligible in the only form ‘Horns are not

in the hare’, 1 he corresponding affirmative judgment cannot but bo in the form

‘Horns are in the hare’, not ‘Horns arc as in the hare'. The false object ofan illusion

corrected has also to bo understood in this form. We cannot say ‘This is snake’

or ‘The snake is as in the locus', wo must say ‘The snake is in the locus’. In

the ease of “hare’s horn ” or ‘this snake' we arc compelled to say this, only because

stating the situation the other way about would stand self-condemned : we already

know that “hare’s horn” or ‘this snake’ is not real.

Denial of substantive-adjective identity does not, however, mean that there

is no vikaljju relation here. Every saviialpa-jhdna must involve vikalpa relations

that are also asserted as real. But here the vikalpa relation is anything but iden-

tity. It is sanisarga, meaning any rotation but identity. The ‘in’ in ‘horns in

the hare’ or 'snake in <' •' locus’ is the vikalpa relation of samsarga. A distinction

should be drawn bet .’-yen (a) ghata nilah, (the pot is black), (b) ghate nila}}, (black

colour is in the pof
) and (c) ghetto nilatvavdn (tho pot is with black colour). In

(a) the vikalpa relation is substantive-adjective identity (sdmdnddhikaranya)

.

In (b) it is samsarga. I n (c) it is moro complicated : there is a turn back to sdmand-

dliikararjya through samsarga. Normally (b) and (c) coincide. But in cases like

“hare’s horn” or ‘this snake’ (b) fails to amount to (c). In the case (b) the content

is peculiar. Though th u o is the vikalpa relation of samsarga the total object is

not a close unity. A pure caso of (b) is not indeed a normal occurrence. We
have to recognise it only where wo are already assured that there is no real total

object, as in the case of error1
.

‘Tho Xyaya VaioO.'jika theory of error will be discussed again in detail later in this essay.
Here, and there also, we havo discussed the theory which is most consistently Nyaya-Vai^osika.
Different Nyuya-Vai£o§ika thinkers are not always unanimous in their views of error. They
often differ in fundamentals oven.
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B. Indian theory of object vis a vis Western theories

In Ny5ya-vai6esika, object (visaya) is neither wholly reducible to knowledge

and its phases, and is so far real, nor wholly equated to reality
(paddrtha), though

it is the svarupa of that. Object as the reoi-that-is-known is as much real as

reality itself, and yet as the tg&\

-

that-is-known it is not entirely that real also.

Were it the real itself there would have been no occasion to distinguish between the

real and the real-as-known. But, again, oven as not entirely the real, it is also

exhausted in, i.e., the svarupa of the real. Also objectivity, though not wholly

reducible to knowledge and its phases, is yet constituted by knowledge, being

unintelligible apart from tho fact that the corresponding real is being known.

Almost all Indian thinkers accept this view. Those who accept it differ only

in further details. But most of the Western thinkers would reject it altogether.

Western realists would never admit the intermediate object : they hold that know-

ledge is straight in relation with the real. Idealists and semi-idealists in the West

would also, contrarily, deny object, reducing it to knowledge and its phases, and

either reject the so-called real thing or admit it as never bodily knowable. A
Berkeley would deny the real altogether, and a Kant or a Hegel would go the second

way about.

In defence of the intermediate object Indian thinkers would argue as follows :

Awareness of a real is either judgmental {mvikalpa )
or pre-judgmental

(
nirvi-

lcalpa). When it is mvikalpa certain relations—forms of judgment—creep in.

What is the status of these forms ? Are they modes (or functions) of knowledge,

or aro they real, or both ? On the first alternative, realism, at least with regard

to the content of savikalpa knowledge, is gone. On the third alternative there

would indeed be a type of realism, but it would be more Indian than Western.

The second alternative would only add difficulties. Are hypothetical and dis-

junctive forms and forms of inference real in the realistic sense ? They evidently

involve subjective experiment
; and so the contents of hypothetical and disj unc-

tive judgments, and also of inference, embody the experiment : tho resulting

propositions and the conclusion are in the form ‘if—then—’, ‘either—or
—

’ and

‘therefore
—

’. Attempts to get rid of such embodiment of tho experiment have

always looked forced. The reduction of the hypothetical proposition to the

categorical may bo a piece of skilful translation work, but no hypothetical pro-

position ever means a categorical fact only. It follows that the reduction of the

disjunctive proposition to the categorical is equally a faliure, for such

reduction is possible through another reduction, viz., of the disjunctive

to tho hypothetical. It is doubtful, again, if even the latter reduction

is complete and natural. Even if a disjunctive proposition can be analysed into

two or four (or whatever be the number) hypothetical propositions we must not

forget that the disjunctive proposition is the unity of those hypothetical, that

unity being its specific characteristic. The attempt to get rid of the “ therefore
”

in inference would also be equally abortive, that “ therefore ” being the very

characteristic feature of inference. There is indeed something like “ because

—
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therefore ” in the hypothetical proposition also ; but it is only like that. In

“ because-therefore ” the antecedent stands asserted. But it is not so asserted

in “if-then.”, unless ‘‘if-then” be only an apologetic softening of “because-there-

fore”.

What, now, is true of these judgments and inference is true equally of catego-

rical judgments, affirmative or negative. Negation may or may not be real, but

it is no good denying that the negative judgment involves subjective experiment.

There is such experiment so far at least as the possibility
(yogyata

)

of the negatum

being related to its locus is concerned. The experiment is also embodied in the

content, though not so obvertly as before. In hypothetical and disjunctive

judgments, and also in inference, the embodiment was evident in the forms of

“if-then”, “either-or” and ‘‘because-therefore” ; but possibility which is an

embodiment of subjective experiment is not stated explicitly in a negative

judgment. Yet if the negatum were not understood as a possible real relatable

to the locus, there would be no negative judgment at all. “S is not P” necessarily

implies, though this implication does not come up to the surface, that a possible

reality P relataMe to S does not stand so related to it. Though negation, whether

by way of identity or that of sathsarga, may be a reality the form of the negative

judgment—which form is also inevitably asserted of the content—is not a reality

in the realistic sense.

As regards affirmative judgment, one type of it, viz., the universal, cannot

have a form that can pass unchallenged as realistically real. Like negation, the

universal also may or may not be real as the realist understands it
; but in the

universal judgment we do not merely assert a universal related to another

universal. In the judgment “All men are mortal” we inevitably assert all

individual men also (taken in denotation) as related to either mortality or mortal

beings. How, now, are all individual men apprehended here ? We do not

apprehend every man with his particular features, we apprehend him as only

a case of the universal humanity. Individual men are, in other words, known
through our knowledge of that universal. This need not be the samanyalak$a%a-

pratyaksa of the Naiyayikas. We may not perceive all individual men. Still

somehow in the universal judgment we speak about all individual men, and this is

possible if only we apprehend all men through our knowledge of the universal

humanity. A subjective experiment is thus involved, and the experiment is

embodied in the form “all”. “All X’s” cannot be a purely realistic fact. The
Russellian idea of such “all” as an open class is unacceptable. In the judgment

“All men are mortal” we do not meai\ that A, B, C, D and so on are

mortal. There is no sense of privation here. It does not mean that the men
whom you and I have seen and those whom we have not seen are mortal. This

would be unduly apologetic. What is positively meant is that all individual men
are mortal. We mean, in other words, a closed class, as much closed and positive

as any group of enumerable things, the only difference between the two being that

while the number in the latter is finite that in the former is infinite (not negative
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infinite, bnt positive). Russell could at all interpret '‘all” in his way because he

was predisposed to denying the connotative universal. His interpretation would

have been legitimate were he able to account for the total meaning of ‘‘all” without

having recourse to the connotative universal. But in the interest of economy

he sacrificed at least an important part of the total meaning. We mean by ‘‘all”

a positively infinite number of individuals. Such an ‘‘all” is not an absurdity as a

Russellian would have us believe. A closed class of a positively infinite number of

individuals is intelligible if understood through (the presupposed knowledge of)

the corresponding connotative universal. Whether or not that connotative

universal is itself also meant by ‘‘all” is not the point here. It is enough that

at least the positively infinite number of individuals are meant.

Likewise the simple categorical form ‘‘this S is P” cannot also be taken as

real in the realistic sense. In such judgments the predicate as almost always

universal is to be understood, in the way of a universal subject, as somehow

referring to all individuals, and therefore through a corresponding universal.

Where the predicate is not a universal, or supposing that a universal need not be

understood in denotation, there is still another reason—and that is more primary

—

why the form ‘‘this S is P” cannot be real in the realistic sense. The relation

meantbythe copula ‘‘is” embodies a subjective experiment, though only covertly.

The relation meant is neither inherence nor contact nor any that is a paddrtha

in the Nyaya-VaiSesika sense. It is one that relates S, P and that paddrtha-

relation into a unitary object, and is, therefore a vikalpa. This vikalpa is not

consciously felt as experiment. But it must be one such. We have already

proved that every vikalpa is knowledge-wise, though not for that reason merely

subjective. This knowledgewise-ness is no other than the fact that a mode of

knowledge is embodied in the content. Over and above S, P and the paddrtha-

relation a second relation which as unifying the three has to be admitted cannot

be real in the realistic sense .
1

C. Some clarifications—
There are two questions which should be answered at this stage. It may be

asked if this relation also does not require another relation, and so on ad infinitum.

It may also be asked if the original paddrtha-rel&tion does at all require the

second relation.

To the* first question the reply is in the negative. The second relation was

required only to relate into a unity three items of reality one of which happened

to be a relation. Before that unification there were only three items. But now

that they stand unified through the second relation which is a vikalpa, there is no

taskleft to relate this second relation again to the three items by further relations.

*For detailed analysis of the vikalpa relation involved in the categorical judgment see

author's "Object Content and Relation’’—Chap. II.
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The reply to the second question is in the affirmative. The first original

relation was not sufficient to have formed the unity that is meant by the judgment

‘‘This S is P”. Often it is no genuine relation, but only a quality or even a

substantive—indeed, anything whatever—which is somehow taken as intermediate

between S and P. As such it cannot by itself relate S and P and ( itself also) into

a unity. When a so-called relation is a reality of this kind another relation which

is genuinely a relation is requisitioned to do that work. But whatever else there is

in the world of reals, this genuine relation is not there till that S, P and the so-called

relation stand unified in knowledge. ‘‘Unified in knowledge^, we repeat, does

not preclude the possibility that they stand unified in the world of reals also. The

unsophisticated mind takes them as also forming a real unity, for such is the plain

realistic import of the judgment.

The fact that S, P and their so-called relation are unified in knowledge and that

yet the unity formed is real may be understood in three ways of which one only is

tenable. It may mean that 8, P and the so-called relation only appear to be really

related. Secondly, it may mean that they had been standing as already really

related before I had the mvilcalpa knowledge, but that this real unity comes t-o be

revealed only with that savikalpa knowledge, almost in the same way in which

Vaifiesika understands sdmdnya. Or, thirdly, it may mean that they were not

standing as really unified, but become related and unified just when I know them

in the savikalpa w ay. Of these, the first alternative is rejected on the plain ground

that no appearance can be dismissed as mere appearance or false unless there is a

reason, and no such reason is forthcoming here. So long as there is nothing to the

contrary a situation is really as it appears. It cannot be argued that there is a

reason here for the dismissal, viz., that the genuine vikalpa relation has come to bo

knowm as a mode of knoivUdye. For we cannot overlook the other side, viz., that

it is also asserted as real. To show merely that something is A does not prove

that its appearance as B is unreal. For that another step is necessary. Either

we must point to a dear defect (dosu) 1 in that appearance or at least its being A is

to be a matter of inference, it being presumed for the present that inference is a

stronger pramdrta than perception. But here the vikalpa relation to be a mode

of knowledge is not a matter of inference. It is true the knowledgewise-ness

of the vikalpa relation is not always evident
;
but for one wrho has perceived that

because-therefotr
,
eitlur-or, if-then , A a# not B and all A we knowledge-wise it is

not difficult to perceive that even the simple categorical form is also a mode of

knowledge, particularly when it is realised that S, P and their so-called relation

cannot unify themselves. Knowledgewisc-ness of the categorical form does not

merely follow'from the impossiblity of unification, it comes also to be immediately

realised. There is, again, no specifiable defect in our awaireness (which is quite

AThe defect to be pointed out must not be a deus ex machina . It has to be a vera causa .

One point regarding the function of defect. Some believe that it is no ground for rejection,
but rather an explanation as to how illusion did at all occur. But this is untenable.
Assuredly in some cases an object is rejected because of a defect discovered in the knowledge
of it. If so, why may it not be a ground in some other cases also ?
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primary) that the genuine relation is fact. Hence the dimissal of it as sheer

appearance or false would be unjustified.

Even if the knowledgewise-ness of the categorical vikalpa were merely a matter

of inference, there is no reason why inference here should be preferred to the

immediate knowledge that the vikalpa is real. Inference is preferred to immediate

knowledge either when it not merely contradicts but definitely sublates (why, wo

may not say) the content of immediate knowledge, or when it is followed by the

perception of a defect in that immediate knowledge, or when our point of view

is that of pramuTiyay not of primary assertion wrhich is present as much in

inference as in perception. In the present case the inferred knowledgewise-ness

of the vikalpa does nothing of the sort, and the point of viewT

is ex-hypothesi not

of pramanya.

Inference is sometimes regarded as a stronger pramaiia on the ground that

it is supported by many cognitions that are involved in it. But the point of

view of corroboration is that of pramanya, not of primary assertion. The

pramanya of a cognition may be extrinsic to that cognition as primary assertion,

in which case it is doubtful if pramanya has any metaphysical import. 1 Or it

may be intrinsic in which case the entire problem of pramanya is a little more than

explication. Either way the attitude of pramanya is not very relevant to

primary assertion. It would be useless to argue that when a cognition is confirmed

from the point of viewr of pramanya, chances of its possible rejection are

eliminated. Merc elimination of possible errors does not make a cognition valid

unle*ss it wrere already so taken, though amidst a mass of confusions.2

A particular cognition can also be dismissed as erroneous if it is succeeded by

one which is its contradictory, the idea being that a cognition is the assertion of a

genuine reality till it comes to be contradicted, and that the later contradictory

cognition has not yet been contradicted. Uttarajndnapksapata belongs, in this

sense, to the very constitution of knowledge. But in the present case there is a

strange phenomenon. The knowledge that the vikalpa relation is a mode of

knowledge may be later than the assertion of that relation as real, yet when that

later knowledge occurs the prior one is not sublated. Both continue with unabated

primacy.

The reality of this relation, then, cannot bo falso or sheer appearance.

Tho second alternative mentioned in page 36 above, viz., that S, P and their

so-called relation had already formed a unity and is only revealed in savikalpa-

jndna
,
has also to bo rojoctcd. The unity could not have been formed by the

so-called relation, and a fresh relation which alone could form it could not

1Logical Positivists take truth in this sens© as without metaphysical import. By ‘'truth**

they mean exactly what Indians mean by pramanya”.

Even Naiyayikas who recognise extrinsic truth, i.e., believe that truth —pramayna is

extrinsic to primary assertion, are not clear on the point whether truth has metaphysical
import, except when they say that the inference which establishes the pramanya of an
assertion is based on its mmarthapravrttijanakatva,

^he problem of pramanya will again come up for discussion later.
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have been there before the savikalpajUdna ,
because, as already shown, it is know-

ledge*wise. It has also been shown that the simple categorical form, quite as

much as other forms of proposition, ombody subjective experiment.

Hence the third alternative alone is left. The vikalpa relation and the unity

occur as real only when S, P and their so-called relation are known in the

savikalpa way. This does not mean that the savikalpajfuina as an efficient

cause has produced something in the reals concerned. What is meant is that

the propositional form, though knowledge-wise, comes to bo asserted as involved

in those reals. Though knowledgo-wise, it comes to bo asserted as real also
;
and

as this is not self-contradictory, it can be taken as really real .
1

But is not a real independent of the knowledge of it, and does this not imply

that it existed before that knowledge occurred ? If something appears real only

so long as it is known, is it not for that very roason called unreal ?

Tho answer depends on what is meant by tho word “reality”. If it moans
4
that which exists and is independent of tho knowledgo of it \ the vikalpa relation

and tho unity aro real, bocauso even though thoy aro constituted by knowledge

they aro yot asserted as oxistont and independent of knowledgo, and we have seen

how to be constituted by knowledge does not clash with this othor character. It

follows that to have remained prior to knowledge is not nocessary for something

to bo real. Many reals may be so prior, but some neod not be .

2

Or, it may be said that tho vikalpa and the unity had remained prior to know-

ledge, but as so prior they woro not existent . Liko subsistent values they had

only been demanding existence, but were not actually existent. They come to

exist only when they are known. As subsistent, vikalpa relations remain in their

self-contained aloofness, and relato S, P and their so-called relation only when

those latter come to bo known, and through that knowlodgo. It is bocauso they

yot maintain their Platonic ideality that thoy refuse to be wholly identified with

that know ledge and proclaim themsolves as prior to that knowledge
; and it is

because they now' stand as relating, and therefore adjectival to, the actually real

S, P and thoir so-called relation that they in that function come to be known as

actually existent. This is moro or loss the Kantian view of vikalpas. Whichovor

interpretation is accoptod wo have to admit grades of metaphysical status. In

the first interpretation there would bo two kinds of reality, one: co-temporal wdth

knowledgo and the other transcending its duration; and as this distinction

concerns the very existence, not tho content, it is a distinction of metaphysical

status. The distinction between subsistence (demand for existence) and actual

existence is obviously a distinction of metaphysical status .
8

1“Really real” means that it is wholly independent of the knowledgo of it.

•This is why Nyaya-Vai6e§ika maintains that the cause of savikcdpa-pratyakga is not
its (total) content, but only the corresponding nirvikalpa-pratyak§a ,

*^•4* auth°r*8 “The Business of Philosophy” in the Proceedings of the Indian-Philo-
sophical Congress, 1955, and “Objective Attitude and Idealism Proper” in K.C. Bhattacharvya
Memorial Volume.
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D. An aspect of Logical Positivism examined

The Indian position has been vindicated. It has been shown“that over and

above reality, though not necessarily separate from it, object has to be admitted.

This has been established through an analysis of the metaphysical import of

thought-forms. The only conceivable way to get rid of this intermediate entity

would bo to deny that forms of thought have any metaphysical import. Logical

Positivists have attempted this in their systematic campaign against thought.

They consider forms of thought as either only moans to analytical interpretation,

the whole interpretation boing only linguistic, or vicarious, misrepresenting a

clever language-construction as pointing to a reality.

But it is difficult to see why thought should bo so unceremoniously guillotined.

Mass hysteria is no logical justification. These Positivists ought to have seen

that no judgment, not even the simple categorical, is either a mere analytical

representation of a non-judgmental content—what to speak of non-perceptual

judgments which are obviously not so ?—or, bocause ofthe oxtra olement involved

in it, vicarious, for we all believe that the total content of tho judgmont is real

exactly in the form in which it appears in the judgment. Wo have already seen

that in spito of being knowledge-wise tho oxtra element is nevortholoss felt as real

and that the two aspects do not clash. These Positivists have never explained

why among the devils of judgment some, viz., a good number of perceptual judg-

ments, are obedient slavos. We can understand Kant who has excluded a very

limited number of judgments, and that on definite grounds. But these

Positivists havo started with a bias. They have indeed shown extra-ordinary skill

in translating non-perceptual judgments into the language of simplo perception.

But translation always falls short of the original : tho original vitality is always

missed and there is only vicarious compensation.

Perceptual judgments do not moroly analytically represent contents of simple

perception. In simplo perception there is a bare plurality of S, P and a so-called

relation between them, all appearing oither discrete or non-distinguished. But

the judgment “This S is P” means that S and P, and sometimes their so-called

relation also, are distinguished and yot related into a unity.

Wo have said that in simple perception S, P and their so-called relation are

either discrete or non-distinguished. Tho former is the Nyaya-VaiSesika view

according to which simple perception (nirvikalpa-praiyak?a) is certified not by

introspection but by inference, and the simple elements that are inferred as

constituting a substantivo-adjoctive complex perceived have to be inferred as

discrete. But one is not compelled to accept the NySya-Vai6e§ika view that simple

perception has only to be inferred. One might hold that it is an intros-

pectable stage. In this other view the simple constituents are not found as

discrete, but in a sense non-distinguished. Let us explain, how.

If there is any psychological stage, called non-judgmental perception, it is of

the form SP (this blue pot

—

nilaghafah) which differs from “this S is P” in that

while in the latter S and P are both distinguished and related, the relation standing
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as a distinct entity, we do not find this phenomenon in the simple SP. Not that

SP is therefore an amorphous homogeneity, as Bradley would have

it. If there is at all a psychological stage having the simple content SP, we are

aware, at that very stago, of S and P also, tho three contents—S, P and SP

—

alternating indeterminately, each, at the time it is apprehended, standing as

absolute. When wo are aware of S there is no question of either P or SP, and

similarly with P
;
and when wo are aware of SP it is not apprehended as tho unity

of S and P, but as much an absolute entity as that S or P. A whole, in simple

perception, is never known as a wholo of parts. For that apprehension the

parts and the wholo require to be related in a judgmental form of awareness.

Tho vory words “part” and “ wholo” are relevant in a judgment context only.

If A, B and C are threo absolute entities, C is a whole, and A and B are parts, only

when between 0, on the one hand, and A and B, on the othor, a certain

relation of dependence is assorted, when, c.jr., it is known that while A and B
are dissociable from C, C is not so dissociable from A and B

;
and such

knowledge cannot bo simple perception. Similarly with regard to any

othor unity. A universal or a substance, e.g., is felt as dissociable from the relevant

particulars or attributes, but not the latter from the former. In simple perception,

then, S, P and SP are each absolute, and there is no question of a relation between

thorn. But in the judgment “This S is P” S and P (and it may bo, their so-called

relation also) are related in a specifiable way in the unity SP. Tho indeterminate

alternation of several absolutes is thus, in simple categorical judgment, replaced

by determinate relation.

In simplo perception S, P and SP are each absolute. SP is not a unity, but

as much an absolute entity as S or P. It may indeed bo asked—Do not S and P
stand involved in SP ? How otherwise could it be known as SP ? The reply

is that in simple perception it is not known as SP, but merely as an absolute

entity with a differential quality porooived. It is only retrospectively called SP,

callod that way from tho point of view of the latter judgment" S is P.” But, it

may bo asked again, is not that SP known, at loast in this retrospective manner,

as identical with tho unity known in tho judgment “S is P” ? Wo reply—-Yes,

thero is only as much unity as between object and reality.

Wo thus find that oven simplo perception is not so simple as Logical

Positivists believe. It too involves an extra element, tho as yet undefined

differential quality. Tho logical form of the simple categorical judgment may be

understood as linguistic definition of this quality . But it is not like

definitions elsewhere. In other cases of definitions there is no line, except in the

verbal presentation, between the dofinitum and the definition. Here there is

such a line. Yet, however, the linguistic form is asserted as real without any

sense of inconsistency. Wo have also seen that there is no contradiction in a

thought (language ^construction here being real.1

H'ikalpas are constituted not merely by knowledge (thought) Lut by language also.
Naiyeyikas also say that savikalpa-pratyak^a is Sabdanubiddha. They only insist that the
total content of 8<xvikalpa-pratyak$a is real also.
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E. Concept of relation reviewed

It may be asked—if in the world of reals there are inherence
(samavaya),

contact (samyoga ), etc., are they not genuine relations relating S and P into a

unity, even apart from my knowing them ?

The answer should be prefaced by a more fundamental problem to bo raised

hero and solvod. If at a non-judgmontal stage wo can at all apprehend1 S, P and

SP which are real, is thore at that stage any object over and abovo thoso reals ?

The problem, in other words, is if even in non-judgmental perception there is the

intermediate entity called object ?

We reply—There is. If tho reals hero are S, P and SP, the object is

these in indeterminate alternation. In savikalpajfidna there are definite mkalpa

relations binding reals into unities, but here in the place of those definite vikalpas

there is only indeterminate alternation, and therefore also an indeterminate unity

through that alternation. Tho unity that is effected by alternation is always

indeterminate, as is evident in tho easo of disjunctive judgment. Here, howovcr,

in the present ease, tho alternation itself is indeterminate, and hence tho unity

effected is unlike one in disjunctive judgment. Tho unity hero is not judgmental:

tho stage in question is below oven simple categorical judgment. But there is

still a unity, though at tho vanishing point ; and the vanishing unity is here the

object. Tho object hero is more coincident with reals than in savikalpajfidna.

Tho object and the real here are not definitely distinguishable.

It may still be asked if evon at this stage the real SP is nob apprehonded as

different from S and P, and, if so, whether the distinction can be anything but that

this SP is a unity of S and P. Tho unity may bo indeterminate, but is it not a

unity still ? If so, has not tho unity been effected by some elements in the region

of reals, viz., inherence, contact, etc.1 But, again, if such unification through

inherence, contact, etc., is possible, why was it said before that these are only

so-called relations, not relations that unify and, therefore, relate reals ? With

this we como to the question asked at the beginning of this sub-section.

The answer is that indeterminate unity is qualitatively different from one

that is determinate. Indeterminate unity of S and P is little more than their

alternation, as we find even in disjunction. When, again, the alternation itsolf

is indeterminate, even SP which is tho indeterminate unity of S and P alternates

with that S and P. This latter means that though the difference between SP,

on the one hand, and S and P, on the other, is now a little more defined

the situation still remains indefinite. Indeterminate unity at the non-judgmental

level, then, means either that S and P are only alternating with one another or that

SP comes to stand with just a differential quality, not further defined. Even

where S and P merely alternate they stand each with a differential quality, and the

throughout the following few pages we assume that nirviJcalpajilaua is an introspectably
detected stage.
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quality is such that though it distinguishes S-with-that-emergent-quality from

simple S, and P-with-that-emergent-quality from simple P, it is apprehended as

Somehow also the same in both. This vague sameness or identity of the

differentia] quality, as appearing to transoend.on account of this identity, S and P
comes to be represented as some sort of unity in the vague form of SP even here.

The unities offeotod by inherence and contact, and the latter as relations, are

to be understood in this light. When S and P in contact effect SP what is

apprehended at tho non-judgmental level is (i) that S and P have each a differential

quality which is, only retrospectively from the point of view of a later

savikalpajftana, represented as S-in-eontact-with-P or P-in-contact-with-S,

and (ii) that somehow the contact is also felt as numerically one and the same, so

that wo also say that S and P are in contact, the result being SP. The self-

identical contact as standing between S and P is never apprehended as an explicit

definite real, what is explicitly felt being only tho indeterminate alternation of

S-with-that-difforontial-quality and P-with-that-differontial-quality. That this

indeterminate alternation is at all felt, however vaguely, as the self-identical

contact between S and P is no more than an incipient interpretation of

the alternation in terms of savilcalpajttana (judgment). Judgment is so much a

normal mode of knowing that oven when we are aware that there is a non-

judgmental mode, wo, in spite of all caution, involuntarily smuggle its form,

though now in disguise, into the non-judgmental content. Contact is really a

differential quality of each term, the contact of P with S being different from and

alternating with tho contact of S with P. Indian thinkers have always taken

contact as qualities of S and P alternating.

Contact includes a host of relations. Parts of a whole, e.g., are in contact with

one another : tho spatial relation of the parts with one another is, in other words,

nothing but a form of contact1
. Tho spatial relations of up-down, right-left, etc.,

are in many cases forms of contact, with, of course, additional differentia] qualities

at the lovol of non-judgmental perception. Tho additional differential quality

is only retrospectively definable in terms of dik. Often, again, this differential

quality alone is found, when, e.g., S and P are not in contact. As with spatial

relations, so with corresponding temporal relations. Often, again, the contact

is with tho very principles of spaco and timo. Into further niceties we need not

enter.

A host of othor relations are represented by inherence. Tho relation, e.g.,

between a whole and a part, a universal and a particular, a quality and a substance,

is inherence. But at the non-judgmental level it is not apprehended as a definite

relation relating S and P. At that level it is only a differential quality of SP.

SP no doubt alternates with S and P, but stands evident with that differential

quality. The differential quality is only retrospectively specifiable as the fact

.
*The whole end a part, however, are not in contact with one another. What that relation

u will be seen very soon.
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that from the total situation SP either S or P is dissociable and the other not. At
the non-judgmental level there is only a vague sense of this dissociability

. A whole
or a universal or a substance is only vaguely felt as dissociable from the total

situation, and the parts, particulars or qualities are vaguely felt asundissociable.

The total situation SP is felt with this differential quality .
1

Some Western thinkers and the Buddhists have missed the differential quality

corresponding to what is called inherence and havo accordingly denied the reality

of the whole, the universal and the substance. Some of them have committed a
further mistake of missing the reality-aspect of vikalpa relations, and this has led

them to deny all reality to relations and unitios. But, as is evident now, both
these are exaggeration. The Buddhist position will be examined later.

V. Object-reality distinction evident in correction of illusion

The distinction betwoen object and the real will also be evident from an
analysis of illusion as corrected. Before correction the content of illusion is felt

as real object. But after correction it stands as an object minus the reality-aspect,

so that to the end it is still an object, though of a poculiar type, unconnected, or
better, disconnected, with reality. This disconnection is not a normal feature

of objects. But the illusory content is an abornal object, and because illusion is

canoollcd we are forced to admit such disconnection.

Some believe that the corrected content as over and above reality is no
object but subjective. Vijiianavadi Buddhists in India and many thinkers in the

West havo hold this view. The Vijfianavadin’s view will bo examined later.

They have offered arguments, and these will be examined in duo course. But
the Western thinkers who have passed this as almost self-evident have only
confused different issues. That appearance is distinct from reality is one issue,

and whether what is distinct from reality is subjective or not is another issue.

The distinctness of appearance from reality is no sufficient reason that it is

subjective. Further, these Western thinkers have misunderstood object as wholly

identified with the real, and have naturally been driven to the conclusion that what
is not real is, on that very account, not object, and is therefore subjective. But
we have seen that object is neither unqualifiedly real nor unqualifiedly subjective

(knowledge-wise).

There is another point to be considered in connection with the thesis that in

correction of illusion we realise object as over and above reality. The object

here is not necessarily the content of savikalpa-pratyakga. It includes the content

of nirvikalpa-pratyak$a as well, supposing there is such a stage evident to

introspection. The thesis, in effect, means that though in normal perception*

judgmental or non-judgmental—object, in spite of being knowledge-wise, is found
coincident with the real, it is apprehended as loosened when a perception comes to

1The whole (of parts) is not here SP. SP here is the totality of the whole the parts,

including illusion as not yet corrected.
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be corrected. We have seen that in non-perceptual knowledge vikalpas and,

therefore, objects are clearly felt as knowledge-wise (experimental), though not
for that reason denied reality. But this knowledgewise-ness, we have also seen,

is not so manifest in snvikalpa-perception
, far less in nirvikaipa; object in these

two cases is not clearly felt as distinct from the real. Our present thesis is that

the distinction of the perceptual object—a determinate unity or an indeterminate

whole—from the real stands exposed in correction. By implication it is admitted

that oven non-judgmental simple perception
(nirvikalpa-pratyak§a) can be erron-

eous.

We are often told, particularly by Western thinkers, that in non-judgmental

simple perception there is no question of falsity, all question of truth or falsity

arising only when knowledge is judgmental (sarikalpn). This is untenable. If

the content of non-judgmental perception be S, P and >SP alternating, with a

differential quality of either 8 and P or HP, there is no reason why this content

should not be as much true or false as the content of judgment : all the difference

between the two kinds of knowledge is that while in the latter there is explicit

relation there is only a differential quality (or qualities) in the former. There
is a kind of vague predication (unification), in the form of differential quality,

in non-judgmental perception also. Further, it is difficult to see why truth or

falsity should concern predication only. May not a simple content, not known
as related with another be true or false ? When it is apprehended is it not

asserted as real, and may not such assertion come in certain cases to be sublated

later ?

The whole question as to whether the content of non-judgmental perception

can or cannot be true or false depends on what is meant bv the word “truth” or

“falsity”. If “truth” means that the content of knowledge exists, there is truth-

claim in non-judgmental perception, for it too is asserted. taken as existent.

Similarly if “falsity” means that the once-asserted existence of the content is now
disbelieved—disbelief being not necessarily judgmental, but at least in some cases

the awareness of a differential quality of the content --there is nothing against a
non-judgmental cognition being false.

An analysis of the very concept of judgmental rejection would corroborate

this. Judgmental rejection— rejective judgment may bo perceptive or non-
perceptive—in Indian terminology, moikalpa-pratyakm and savikalpa-

parokmjmna. Where it is perceptive there is in the content perceived a differential

qulity corresponding to the vikalpa relation of contradiction, over and
above that contradiction itself. It is only when the rejective judgment
is non-perceptive (paroksa) that there is no question of that differential quality,

and rejection in such cases is either tlrrough a categorical or hypothetical
inference or through testimony. Thus even perceptual rejective judgment is

intelligible through a perceived differential quality, corresponding to the relation
of contradiction, in the content rejected (though there is in the content the
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explicit relation of contradiction also). If so, the differential quality is, at least

in some cases, a sufficient ground for the rejection of the content. Why, then,

may not the content of non-judgmental cognition be also rejected, when in it too

a similar differential quality comes to be perceived 1

Truth, however, and therefore falsity also, may mean something else. Truth

may mean that the existence of the content is explicitly asserted, as in the

judgment ‘SP exists’, and such assertion is always the confirmation of a prior

knowledge of the content. Truth, in this sense, is but the confirmedness of that

prior cognition, so that the existence of the content has come to be specifically

pointed to. Falsity would, from this point of view, be the untenability of the

prior cognition and, therefore, the explicit rejection of the content. This is the

problem of pramd^ya in Indian philosophy, not always clearly distinguished

in the West from the simple assertion of the existence or non-existence of a

content.

If truth and falsity are understood from this reflective point of view it would

be admissible indeed that only judgments can be true or false. But there should

be a note of caution at the same time that this is not true of all judgments, so

that judgmentality is no sine qua von of truth and falsity. Existential judgments

and judgments of modality alone can be true or false—judgments, namely,

where existence or its near equivalent is stated as the explicit predicate. In other

judgments there is no such explicit statement. In the judgment ‘S is P,’ for

example, the copula ‘is’ represents more an explicit vikaipa relation than explicit

existence of the content SP. That it appears to stand equally for both is an

accident of English language. In Sanskrit we find that ‘ghato nilafy is a sufficient

expression, and the statement ‘ghato nilo bhavati’ is not required. There is logical

ground also. Even in English language the existential import can be explicitly

distinguished, as in the judgment ‘SP exists'; and it is plain logic that if something

can be distinguished it, where not distinguished, remains implicit and subordinate.

The copula in ‘S is P’ thus only implicitly and subordinately conveys the

existence of SP. Obvertly it represents a relation only between S and P.

If it be insisted that after all the existential import is still present, though

not explicitly, in the judgment ‘S is P,’ we reply that it is equally present in

non-judgmental perception also. As much in the latter as in the former the

total content is known as existent. It has sometimes been urged that

even judgments like ‘S is P,’ as distinguished from the non-judgmental awareness

of SP, is against a doubt or challenge that S might not bo P, so that as so against

the doubt or the challenge it is more reflective than the non-judgmental awareness

of SP and, therefore, asserts so far the existence of the content explicitly. But

this would be a wTong understanding of the actual situation. ‘S is P’ is certainly

more reflective than SP, and perhaps non-judgmental awareness is not reflective

at all. But the reflectiveness of the former does not lie in its being against a doubt

or challenge. Here there is neither an actual nor a possible doubt (or challenge).
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That there is no actual doubt can hardly be questioned. There is no possible

doubt too; for a possible one is no more than that which I in judging that way only

anticipate, and it is a fact that I did not anticipate one. Had I anticipated, the

judgment would have been of the form ‘S w P,' with an emphasis on the exist-

ential import ;
and such judgments would be hardly distinguishable from the exist-

ential. The simple judgment ‘S is P’ is reflective in the sense that it is against the

background of a half-distinguished assumption of the abstract content ‘S as P.*

This ‘S as P’ as half-distinguished is no other than the unity-through-vifco/pa-

relation considered apart from its reality aspect.

Sometimes, again, a third reason is offered why only judgment, and not

non-judgmental awareness, can be true or false. It is said that as only judgment

involves a sort of spontaneity, either because vikaipa relations are considered as

acts or because a constructed general idea is appended to the subject, the question

of the truth of the judgmental knowledge naturally crops up. But this, again,

is both a too simple and a uselessly complicated account. Too simple, because

whether vikalpas be acts or not, and whether a general idea be a construction or

not, there is also the undeniable fact that every judgment asserts the reality of the

total content. To foreget this aspect and to insist on the vikaipa relations being

subjectivo would be over-simplification. There is also unnecessary complication

in that the vikalpas are taken as acts or, even by some, as forms of will, and general

ideas are taken as mere constructions, whereas the peculiar character of judgment

is intelligible even in the absence of any such theory.

So there is no reason why judgments alone should be true or false, and non-

judgmental knowledge outside this disinction. Both equally are true or false,

if ‘truth’ means that the content is known as existent, and ‘falsity’ that it is

rejected. Only when truth is understood as the confirmedness of a cognition

as against an actual or a possible challenge, and falsity as the corresponding

rejection, can ordinary judgments and non-judgmental knowledge be taken as

outside the distinction of truth and falsity. But as here we are not using the

words ‘truth’ and ‘falsity’ in that sense we hold that all cognition can be true or

false.

With this we come back to the problem of the exact status of the illusory

content, whether in judgment or in non-judgmental knowledge.

G. Buddhist theory of dtrnakhydti examined

Before an illusion is corrected the total content is takon as a real object.

But after correction it is known as definitely not real and, therefore, to have been

an object minus the reality-aspect. This is what is meant by rejection of the

illusory content. It would be too much to claim, as some Buddhists have dono,

that oven its objectivity is rejected. If thoy intend that both objectivity and

reality are denied this would be unnecessary duplication. Rejection of any one

of the two aspects is enough; so the other aspect has to be retained. It is enough

for correction that the reality-aspect is rejected; hence objectivity ought to be
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retained. But why may it not be interpreted tho other way about ? May it

not be said that the aspect of objectivity is rejected and the reality-aspect retained?

The Buddhists under consideration liavo, as a matter of fact, offered

this interpretation. But this would only make the confusion worse confounded.

If tho content is real and yet not an object, it would be real as only a mode of

knowledge. But does tho corrective judgment assort this subjective reality ? Do
we find that tho illusory snake was not an object but an existent subjoetive

idea1
?

Correction is either judgmental or non-judgmental. When judgmental, it is of

the form ‘this is not snake’ coupled in a mysterious manner with another form,

viz., ‘this is rope’. Tho content ‘this as not snake’ is a unity, offected through

a vikalpa relation, of a real this and either a real snake (wThon tho vikalpa relation

is negative) or the absonco of snake. The content ‘ this as ropo’ is also a real unity

of a real this and a real ropo. In either case there is no escape from the this-

element which is no subjective idea.

Tho Buddhists in question have held that the content of correction2 is ‘not

this, but snake’. But even if this bo allowed there is the other content ‘this is

rope’ inseparably connected with it. In that other content tf/m-olomont is

assorted as existent, and it is also evident that this this is somohow non-differont

from the this in ‘not this, but snake’. It is impossible that in tho same correction

tho same this is both asserted as existent and rejected. That in tho content ‘this

is ropo’ it is asserted as existent is beyond question. It follows that ‘not this,

but snake’ is a mis-reprosentation of the other content. That other content is

either ‘this, not snake’ or ‘this and snake, but no predicational identity of tho

two’ or ‘this and snake, but tho two not consciously distinguished’, etc., all of

which are representable as ‘this is not snake’. The Buddhist theory of atmakhydti

cannot pass unchallenged.

Even if wo allow the form ‘not this, but snake’, it does not follow that tho snake-

aspect is subjective. That would presuppose that ‘this’ means to be now outside

me. But ‘this’ doos not moan that. Even an idea which no one can call outside

is a this to mo if it is now. Tho concept ‘this’ is highly intriguing and involves

oitlier now or here which are equally intriguing. To interpret it as ‘to be now

outside me’ would only be too facile.

The Vijnanavadin may argue that snake would still bo subjective oven if tho

content of correction wore ‘this, not snake’. ‘Not snake’ means that the snake is

xIt is true that objectivity without reality is an equally perplexing notion. But tho
basic problem of error is just to understand this situ u ion in a wav that would remove the
perplexity. It has been shown in tho noxt few page s how different rndian thinkers, and some
Western thinkers also, have struggled with the situation to discover the correct perspective.

Except the Sunyavadin, everybody in India has admitted that though tho total content of
illusion is not real, there is some reality nevertheless. Tho discussion has brought to the
fore further characters of tho object here. Some hold that it is a loose unity, some that it is

no cognitive object and some that it is a now typo of cognitive object, called prdtibhdsika. The
Vijfianavadin’s contention that the illusory content is a subjective reality is only too hasty.

’By ‘content of correction* is meant the content of tho corrective judgment, not
what is corrected.

4
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rejected, and the rejected snake as ousted, on the one hand, from the world of

reals and as yet not zero, on the other hand, cannot but be subjective. But this

too would be a hasty conclusion. In spite of being false, the snake appeared as

object. A theory of error which can retain this objectivity is to be preferred to

one which denies it too e<asily
;
and considering what has been said so far about the

distinction of object from reality, the presumption is against the idealistic theory

of the Buddhists.

Correction may also be non-judgmontal. But evon there, as in all non-

judgmontal knowledge), the content is a presented rope with the poouliar flavour

of a domed presented snake, or an absent snake with the proculiar flavour of its

having been nevertheless presented, or a onco-prosontod snake with the flavour

of its being ousted by a now-presented rope, the onco-presontednoss of the snake

being, of course, no more than a fringe round tho flavour of being ousted. Which-

ever way tho content appears, there is no scope for the particular Buddhist theory.

In every case the content is presented as an object.

The rejected snake can in no way bo taken as subjectively roal. Indeed the

phrase ‘subjectively real’ is often a camouflage. In what sense is a subjective

idea roal ? Is it roal in tho sonso of being independent of its knowledge, or is it

real in tho sonso of being just oxistont ?

The Buddhists under consideration hold that in correction the outsideness only

of tho content is denied, and its reality is retained. But is the subjective reality

of tho snake its original pre-correction reality ? The pre-correction reality of

tho snake included its having been independent of the knowledge of it, whatever

else it might havo included. But at least that independence is now denied by

those Buddhists. Tho subjective snake is then real in some other sense.

Tho roality of subjectivity is qualitatively different from that of a non-

subjoctivo content. While the reality of a non-vsubjective content is

distinguishable from that content this is not tho case, at least according to tho

Buddhists in question, with tho subjective. Tho subjective, at least according to

them, is solf-ovidont: to be subjective is ipso-facto to be real. In ‘this flower

exists’ oxistonoe can be imagined as dissociable, as at least a universal belonging to

this flovvor, or ovon as wliat may lapse. But in ‘I am’ am-ness is the same thing

as I-ness. 1=1 am. Contrariwise, the content of tho non-subjectivo is

imaginable apart from existence (or non-existence), but not so the content of the

subjective. If the subjoctive can at all be imagined apart from existence, there is

no conceivable way of adding that oxistonoe ever to tho content. Tho subjoctive

is either ever a more content or ever with existence. Whichever way it is

understood, it is evident- that the roality of tho subjective, if at all it is real, is

qualitatively different from that of the non-subjective. To say, therefore, that

the snake is subjectively roal is little more than saying that it is just subjoctive.

The reality with which wo contrast the false is tho reality of the non-subjective.
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And yet these Buddhists persuade themselves that in correction the reality of the

snake has been retained, as though it is the samo reality which wo had before

correction.

It is true that them is a natural tendency to take what is not real (in the

realistic sense) as merely my imagination and, so far, subjeetivo. But there is no

assurance till now that the imago, though subjective, docs not stand outside. The

falso snake, detected os false, may have been a subjeetivo image. But I saw it

outside, and it is not yot certain whether this outsidenoss came to be cancelled.

It- might well be that its reality (existence) alone is cancelled, the snake being

understood as a ghostly outside ontity, a floating adjective, as it were, of the rope

that is real. An image to stand outsido is not prima facie absurd. In every

normal {wreeption where the content is prosontative-represoiitativo tho

roprosontativo elomont, though imaginal, stands outside, tied to what is merely

presented. If this bo allowed, why may not an image, in illusion, stand outside,

though unconnected or misconnectod with what is presented ? That which in

normal perception mado tho image an outsido content is not the correctness of tho

perception, but only there being to that perception a presented content. In illusion

too there is a presented content, and so there is no reason why it cannot be outside.

Tho presented content is not, it is true, evident in its full character. But thero is

no denying the fact that thero is a presented content. Tho represented content,

again, is not a real adjective of the presented element. Nevertheless it is an

adjoctivo, though false, falso in the sense of being really unconnected or

miseonuected. Aliko in normal perception and illusion the image-element is

outside. Imagination may bo directed to a past thing or a givon presentation, or

to no thing whabovor. When directed to a past thing, the insideness of tho

image is more evident than its outsideness. The thimj no doubt is remembered,

but as imagination has added nothing to tho thing-as-it-was-percoived no special

outsidenoss of the image is evident. What is evident on the other hand is that

there are now laws, relations and characteristics of tho imagination. As directed

to a givon presentation, however, the outsidenoss alono of tho image is evident :

the imago stands tied, it is said, to the presentation. The insidenoss of the imago

hero has only to bo inferred, and it remains ever doubtful if hero the dispositions

havo matured at all into a subjective imago. Tho same thing occurs in illusion ;

only, hero tho image is freely or wrongly associated with tho given presentation.

Where, lastly, the imago is not directed to anything—past or present—it is over

on tho vanishing point and is kept steady, oven as so vanishing, by words. In

this case—we may call it idea, as distinct from the two previous typos of imago

—

it stands evident as merely inside. Tho outsidenoss of tho image is complete in the

second case only. The* complete outsidenoss in the second case and tho much less

outsidoness in the first are equally duo to tho reference of the imagination to real

things outside. Tho Buddhists under consideration havo been deluded by tho

theoretical insidoness of tho image. They havo not seen that oxcept in tho third

case abovo there is also its outsidenoss, evident in its fulness as much in perception

as presentative-representative as in illusioij
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The idealistic account of the false content is thus untenable. The fake content

has to be taken as non-subjective, i.e., an object, though it may not be a real object.

All othor Indian theories of error and the modern realistic theories of Alexander

and other realists agree in this point.

In spite of this goneral agreement, however, they differ in some fundamentals,

each having understood the concepts of object, reality and their relation in a

different way. Those theories should be examined separately.

H. Some modern realistic theories of error examined

Some modern realists boliovo that an object as such is neithor real nor unreal

and that the reality of a normal object and the unreality of one called illusory

aro equally unmotaphysical, being only contingent derivative characters.

But this is over-simplication in various ways. Lot us see, how.

(1) An object that is rojoctod may be provisionally granted as subsisting

on its own account and having unreality as a contingent derivative

character. But the object of a normal cognition 1 is never felt as subsiting aloof

from reality. It is felt from the beginning to the end as absolutely coincident with

the real—in other words, as unqualifiedly real. It is only where there is no

assertion, where a content is merely entertained that one may say it subsists . But

such content is in the face of it an abstraction, and actually felt that way. Even

doubt, question and suggestion are more or less assertive. In doubt and question

there is still assertion, though it is either midway between or alternation of

affirmation and denial, or the assertion here is vague and incomplete. It cannot

be said that in doubt and question there is neither affirmation nor denial.

Suggestion also is not without all assertion. Suggestion is the mere entertainment

of a content-as-asserted. In all other types of cognition, except in error corrected,

there is unambiguous affirmation or denial, though in the affirmation of one content

there may remain involved (and subordinated) the denial of another content,

and vice, versa . In such cases the content is not felt as dissociated from reality.

It would bo useless to argue that the fact that the same content can be asserted,

suggested, questioned, doubted, merely entertained or even rejected is enough to

make one feel that it is at least dissociable, if not dissociate, from reality. The

content that is simply entertained is abstract and symbolic, but a content asserted

is felt neither as that abstract one plus its asst rtedness nor as symbolic plus

something else. No concrete can be broken up adequately into (several abstract

features or) an abstract feature and a dark solid base. A cow is not analysable

into cowhood and an indenifite solid base
;
that base is itself also a particular cow.

Had not the base had a definite svarupa the universal cowhood could not be

*We aro horo concentrating on perception. It will bo shown later, in connection with
tho Advaita view of object, that in non-perceptual cognition object is felt, to whatever extent,
as dissociated from the real. But that in no way affects their complete coincidence (identity)
in perception.
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connected with it to the preference of any other particular, say, one to which

doghood or horsehood belongs. The content asserted is, again, real, and no

reality is constituted by a bare symbolic possibility and something else.

Possibility may at the most be the essence of the real, but even then the real is a

modification of that possiblity, so that between a real and a corresponding possible

there is nothing that is explicitly common. If Y be a modification of X, it ia

X in another form, not X and another form, far less, therefore X and a dark

ground. The relation of an asserted content C to a C that is merely entertained ia

true mutadis mutandis of its relation to C’s that are doubted, questioned and

suggested. To all these attitudes there is never the self-same content except in

name, and even that name C is not the content of simplo entertainment. Only

the content of correction is absolutely the same as what was asserted. But of that

later.

The realists under consideration might still argue that as we ourselves Lave

shown through all these pages that object is different from the real we ought not

to take exception to their view. Should not object as distinct from the real bo

taken as neither existent nor non-existent 1
?

We reply, we hold also that object is yet felt as coincident with the real, i.e.,

as itself the real. We have also shown that there is no reason why one of these

two apprehensions is to be preferred and the other rejected. To have preferred

their distinction to the extent of rejecting their identity has been the

over-simplification No. I of which these realists are guilty2 . There are other acts

of over-simplification also.

(2) They have understood the illusory content too hastily. True, when error

is corrected we come to doubt if the content was definitely either existent or non-

existent. But this ‘not definitely either existent or non-existent’ does not

amount to ‘neither existent nor non-existent’.

There is no evidence yet, nor even a reasonable suggestion, that it was definitely

neither. The only case where there is definite absence of either is simple

entertainment where the content is admittedly abstract
;
but the content of error,

even after correction, does not appear to be abstract. No one feels that the

content of error should be taken as having been merely supposed or simply

entertained. It need not be denied that the content is not felt as definitely either

existent or non-existent, but that does not mean that it is definitely neither. It is

still asserted, though neither as existent nor as non-existent.

lNon-existence is also a form of reality.

aTf reflectively, or in some specific cases, e.g>, in correction and non-perceptual cogni-
tion, object is felt as dissociated from the real, this does not affect thoir complete coincidence
(identity) in normal perception. Reflection, as we have seen, does not here reject what is

experienced in normal perception. If still one feels preference for reflection or for those specific
cases, this is either sheer prejudice or suggests a transcendental standpoint (not logically
substantiate) which demands re-orientation of all that wo have known through ordinary
means of knowledge.
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The content corrected is still asserted in the sense that it is known as a sort of

appearance of the real that is discovered in correction. After correction it is not

felt as floating in the air. It is felt even then as somehow tagged to the real,

not a self-subsistent content having nothing to do with the real. The question of

unreality of that content at all arises only because there is such tagging : this

appoarancc of the real is not a real appearance.

(3) These modern realists are guilty of yet another over-simplification. By
treating object as such as neither real nor unreal and interpreting reality and

unreality as equally pragmatic or linguistic or anything else they have missed a

notable feature of the unreal object. In whatever way reality is interpreted,

unreality is not co-ordinate with it. The unreal is that which was once

apprehended as real. If it were not understood as ‘once apprehended as real,

but now rejected,’ even abstract contents (including even the neutral contents

of these realists) would have to be callod unreal.

The central problem of error is how a content can be both objective and unreal.

If the denial of objectivity, as by the Vijftanavadi Buddhist, has been too easy,

so has been the attempt to treat reality and unreality as only extrinsic to the

content.

I. Nyaya-Vaisesika theory of error

The illusory content as both object and unreal could not be a problem at all

if object in normal perception were not wholly coincident with the real.
^
Object

to be so coincident with the real is not merely what just happens when a perception

is not erroneous. It follows, wo have seen, from a fundamental postulate

of knowledge, at least of perception1
. The problem, then, is this :—How can the

same object be real and unreal at the same time ?

The problem can be formulated in another way. In course of examining the

modern realistic theory of error we have shown that the content rejected is, even

after correction, asserted, though neither definitely as existent nor definitely as

non-existent. It is asserted, in other words, as a queer type of appearance of the

real. How can the rejected content bo yet an appearance of the real ? A can

be taken as an appearance of li if between them there runs a bond of identity.

But how can there be a bond of identity between the false and the real when the

false is definitely rejected as unreal ?

Nyaya-Vai^esika solves the problem characteristically in close touch with

objective common sense. It holds that though prior to correction there was the

awareness of a total object ‘this snake’ or ‘this is snake,’ correction of it entails

that this awareness w as wrong, another name of which is that the total content

is unreal. Yet, however, the awareness of it was savikalpa-pratyakm ,
which

implies that some reals (apprehended in nirvikalpa-pratyaksa2
)
wrere related

1Most of the Indian thinkers believe that it is a postulate not merely of perception,
but of ail kinds of knowledge.

sAmended in footnote (3) to the next page.
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into a unity by vikalpas which are knowledge-wise. The realB in the present case

were this and snake, for nothing else could be related into the unity ‘this is snake.’

The this here was but the real rope perceived as mere this. Its rope-svarCpa1 was

not perceived on account of certain defects in the percipient or outside. We
perceived, in other words, just a given substratum, no svarupa of it. The other

real was snake, but not this snake or that snake. Not this snake, because there

was no snake presented. Nor, again, that snake, i.e., a snake ofthe past remembered

in relative fullness as the snake there and then, for that snake could not be combined

with a this substratum. What could be so combined is just snake

(sarpamatra). Some past snake is no doubt remembered, for otherwise there

could not be a question of snake at all
;
but it is not remebered as that snake.

Only the snako-svarvpa is remebered. As any past snake is real, so is also the

snake-svariipa (sarpamatra
)
which is only a part of it. This snakc-svarwpa came

to be combined with a this into the savikalpa unity ‘this is snake’ through a peculiar

psychological mechanism, viz., that the very memory of tho enake-svarwpa2 acted

as the contact between the sense and the real substratum. This psychological

mechanism does not concern us for the present.

The elements this and snake3 are real. The vikalpa relation that combined

them into a unity is also real
; this follows from the fundamental postulate of

knowledge already mentioned. But unlike the elements and the vikalpa relation,

the unity formed is not real. In correction this unity stands rejected.

Thus last is the intriguing feature of illusion. Normally when the elements

and the vikalpa relation are real the unity effected stands also as real. The

present case is an exception, only because the unity has been rejected in correction.

Not that I was not aware of the unity before correction, nor that as an object

then it was not apprehended as real. But correction contradicts just this prior

awareness and therefore subfiles this object. It follows that onco it is sublated

it cannot be taken to have been real even before.

But if it cannot be said to have been real, how can we say that it was yet an

object ? Does not tho reality of every object follow from tho very fundamental

postulate of knowledge ? The Nyaya-VaiSesika reply is that it cannot be said

to have been an object even. It was indeed felt as an object, but as a matter of

fact it was not an object4
. Not that it was therefore wholly subjective. This

idealistic theory has been already refuted. Moreover, if the elements are real

outside their unity cannot be merely subjective. It cannot be said, again, that

though the elements are real by themselves they yet as in the unity must partake

of the nature of that unity. Here there is no question of the elements in the unity :

11 Svarupa’ might have been translated as ‘character’. But such translation is risky,

OS it might suggest that tho ropo was not apprehended in niruikalpa-praiydkaa.

*Or the snako-svarupa itsolf as remembered. Gangefia, for other reasons, believes that
what acts as sannikarsa hero is dosa.

*The snake.-svarupa is not indeed apprehended in nirvikalpa-pratyakm. It is the
content of such memory as is due to the maturation of tho disposition (samskara

)

of a prior

nirvikalpapratyaksa of snake.
4In the sense that there was no object of the form 'this is snake’.
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in the unity there are no eleraontB, there is only the unity, and nothing else, the

elements being only inferred as having been apprehended in a prior nirvikalpa

knowledge.

The unity in question is neither merely subjective nor an object coincident

with tho real. Not that as neither subjective nor such object it is the neutral

object of the modern realists. Such neutral objects we have already dismissed.

Nyaya-Vaiscsika is forced to conclude that after correction there is no talk of

such unitary object. Though prior to correction some such unity appeared, correc-

tion is just its sublation. What is meant is this

:

After correction we cannot suy ‘This snake is (was) not’. Such nogativo

judgment is impossible. Every judgment, affirmative or negative, is possible

if at least tho subject is already known as real. ‘A table is not in the room’ pre-

supposes that there is a table in tho world (though not in tho room). But before

we aie entitled to say ‘This snake is not’ we aro already assured that this snake

has been sublated. iSo there is no occasion to use ‘this snake’ as the subject of

a judgment. It will be no use arguing tnat though tho present this snake is sub-

luted there were other this-snakes at other times. ‘This’ refers primarily to one

unique particular, one that is presented just here and now, and in comparison

with it tlie use of the word ‘this’ as characterising other things which were so

presented is abstract and symbolic, not a genuine living use. Whatever else may
be called this, the primary and living use of tho word is regarding a very unique

particular entity. This snake is the very particular unique snake that was horo

takon as a real object and is now sublated in correction. ‘This snake’, so under-

stood, cannot bo tho subject of a judgment, affirmative or negative. The nega-

tion of this snake, so understood, would bo a case of aprasaktapratisedha.

If this snake cannot be denied now, it cannot also be taken, from the point of

view' of correction, as what was affirmed before correction. From the point of

view of correction, then, this snake was not an object .
1

But do we not yet, even from the point of view of correction, say ‘This snake

was not’ or ‘This snake was apprehended as object’, and do wo not mean something

by that ? N\ aya-VaiSosika would claim that this is an unjustified use of language.

We do certainly mean something, wo mean that this snake is sublated. But sub-

latiou is uot adequately representable in the form of a negative judgment. Sub-

lation may include, imply or entail a negative judgment, but it is more than that.

Even the nogativo judgment that is included, implied or entailed is not of the form

‘this snake is not’, it is of the form ‘no snako is hero (in this), where the subject

is not aprasakta.

It follows2 that the unity effected out of this and snake through a vikalpa

relation is not ‘this is snake’ or ‘this snake’, but ‘snake is in this’ or ‘snake in this’,

•It is not denied, however, that wo somehow apprehended it as object. Correction sub-
lates this object.

•Fide p. 31 ff.
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not even ‘snake as in this’ (for in the statement
‘

snake as in this is not’ the subject

would be equally aprasakta). We have remarked earlier1 that though in normal

cases :P is in S’ is translatable as ‘P is as in S’ this is not possible here. The unity

effected here is loose, not a close one like ‘this is snake’. It may even be said that

this unity is little more than nominal. ‘In S’ in the judgment ‘P is in S’ does not

characterise and is not, therefore, prodicable, in any normal sense of predication,

of P*. The content ‘snake in this’ is not a unity except in name. What is appre-

hended here in savikalpa-pratyaksa is the very reals snake, this and inness, and

nothing else. The factual relation is here itself the vikalpa relation3. Such is also

the case with the content “hare’s horn” which is rejected in the statement “hare’s

horn is not”. What is negated here is not truly “hare’s horn”, but ‘horn in the

hare’. Such interpretation in either case may appear circuitous. But it is inevi-

table, because otherwise there would be the impossible situation that a content

—

‘this as snake’ or “hare’s horn”—is both rejocted and yet a real object. If only

a content is interpreted this way the difficulty would be removed : there would be

an easy reconciliation of the rejection of a content with its being a real object443 .

Because there was no genuine unity of the form ‘this »nako’=‘this is snake’

Nyaya-Vai6esika takes £Ms-aspect as belonging to this rope, not to that apparent

this snake. The snake that was real was not a this snake, it was merely snake ;

the rope alone was this rope, or, better, the rope was perceived (barely) as this

.

Many Indian thinkers have not admitted this. They believe that there was a

this-aspect as much in the false content as in tho rope. But they could at all hold

this, only because they believed that there was a total false object of the form

‘this is snake’. Why they hold this and how far they are justified will be seen in

connection with our discussion of the Advaita theory of error later. NySya-

VaiSesika, for reasons we have seen, cannot subscribe to this view.

According to Nyaya-Vau§esika, the fAis-aapect does not really belong to the

apparent content ‘this snake’. This does not, however, mean that the business

of correction is only to drop the iMs-aspoct and retain the mere snake. It is only

the Vijn&navadi Buddhists who argued that way and concluded that because

‘this’ means ‘to bo now outside me’ correction presents the illusory content as not

so outside, and, therefore, as subjective. The Vijnanavadin’s view has been

dismissed already. Nyaya-VaiSesika may add that correction does not drop

*ibid.

•Normally all relational judgments are also characterising judgmnts—‘P is in S’ is transla-

table into ‘P is as in S’. So far modem mathematical logicians have scarcely improved on
the Aristotelian logic. It is only when an erroneous or a self-contradictory content is sought
to be represented in the form of judgment that wo have relational judgment proper.

•Normally in ‘P is in S’ there is a secondary vikalpa relation, because the proposition can
be written also as ‘P is as in S’. But this is not true of ’horns in the hare’ or 'snake in this’.

See p. 31 ff.

4As the content ‘snake here (in this)’ is negated the false snake is really the ‘snake not
here’, t'.e., the ‘snake elsewhere’.

*Vkcaspati Miiira did not interpret the false content in this way, and was consequently
compelled to admit an additional vikalpa relation which, according to him, was not real,

<uat. But obviously this is not in tune with the realism of Ny&ya-Vaifegika.
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/JWa-aspect ; it only cancels samawMhilcaranya of this and snake and presents the

illusory content as ‘snake in this19 .

J. Alexander's theory of error examined

Alexander’s theory, though largely in tune with the Nj^aya-VaiSesika, differs

from it in an important respect. Like the Nyaya-VaiSesika thinkers, and prac-

tically on the same ground as theirs, ho too holds that this and snake are each real,

and as the snake-as-here ( this snake
1

)
is rejected it must be a snake elsewhere.

Error lies, according to him, in mis-conneeting the elsewhere snake with a sensed

this . But the main point, viz> about the exact status of the illusory content ‘this

snake’, ho left untouched. He draws no distinction between object and the real,

except admitting that this snake is a false appearance of the sensed rope and that

the falsity of the appearance is duo to the content being a joint appearance of the

rope, on tho one hand, and the percipient mind (or the physiological organism),

on the other. If by this he means that the appearance is of the rope and yet

constituted in whatever way by the rnind, it would be what we have so long been

terming object. But probably he does not mean this. He understands it as in

line with his ‘mere appearance’ where the constitutive factors are all physical.

His ‘mere appearance’ is not object in our sense ; and in false appearance it is, as

appears from what he says, an accident that one of the constitutive factors is the

mind. Even as regards his ‘real appearance’, there is no contribution of the

mind. By ‘apj>earance’ ho only means a selected portion of reality. But in his

doctrine of selection he errs in two ways. In the case of real appearance he has

shown that the content of a perceptual knowledge is a portion of the reality-con-

tinuum, knowledge being nothing but a selective response. But he does not show

how ‘mere appearance’ is a selection. The factors constituting it are admittedly

not selected from the reality-continuum, but neither so is tho oontent called ‘mere

appearance’. The factors, again, are parts of the reality-continuum, though not

selected ; but that content is not even a part. It would be too much to contend

that the oval shape of a round coin is a part of the reality. It depends on the

position of the percipient’s body vis a vis the round coin. If it be contended that

tho round shape too depends on the position of the body, the conclusion should

rather be that every appearanco—real or mere (and a fortiori the unreal also)

—

depends on the subject and is, therefore, object in our sense. There is no ground

to overlook this dependence in either case. As a matter of fact, even the real

appearance depends on selection by the mind—depends, not for being known,

for that would be a truism, knowledge meaning selection, but for the content being

an appearance at all. This is not to be tabooed immediately as involving ego-

centric predicament. We never deny that though tho appearance so depends there

is nevertheless an independent reality as the background, and we perceive not

merely the appearance but also that reality.

lWe have only presented tho Nyaya-Vai6e§ika view, and our purpose was only to show
what light this view of error throws on the problem object vs reality. The Nyaya-Vai£e§ika
view of error will be criticised in connection with the Advaita view treated later.
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If Alexander wants to avoid this conclusion the only course left to him would

be to hold that there is no appearance at all, but that knowledge as diaphanous

directly reveals the real. But, then, there should be no talk of selection in the

sense in which Alexander understands the term. If reality were a continuum

selection would change it into a definite discrete portion, and knowledge would

not be diaphanous. If, howevor, reality were not a continuum, but a series of

discretes, knowledge would indeed be diaphanous, and the word ‘selection’ might

be used in the ordinary senso of the mind being directly in contact with one speci-

fically of the many discretes. But this would amount to abondoning the entire

metaphysical structure which Alexander had built before he turned to epistemo-

logical problems. This is his second error.

As for the concept of diaphanous knowledge directly referring to definite dis-

crete reals, we have already seen its defects in Sec. I. Here we may add one more

j)oint. If knowledge were diaphanous, directly in contact with definite discrete

reals, how would perception, memory, inference, etc.y be distinguished from one

another ? We must say that either these cognitions are qualitatively distinct

or their contents have perceivedness in one case, remeinberedness in another,

inferredness in a third, and so on, these being emergent differential characters of

the contents themselves. But on the former alternative knowledge would no

longer he diaphanous, and the second alternative would inevitably lead to a distinc-

tion between reality and object, that which has perceivedness, rememboredness,

etc., being a real, and that reality as with the perceivedness or rememboredness,

etc., being objects. If it bo contended that the qualitative difference of types of

cognition does not militate against being diaphanous—each such type directly

referring to the real—we would ask : Does this reference account for our aware-

ness of the real as object ? Does it not merely prove that there is a real (with such

and such characters) ? From where, then, does the consciousness of that reality

as object come ? It cannot be said that object is another name for there being a

real. The real was there even before I knew it. Nor can it be said that object is

only another name for that real being known, for while the ‘real being known

is known in a secondary experience, commonly called introspection, the real is

known as object even in the primary experience. Knowledge as diaphanous cannot

explain this primary knowledge of a real as object*. The much maligned representa-

tionism is in this point a better account than direct realism. The only defect

though that is serious—of representationism is that it has very sharply distin-

guished object and reality to the extreme point of their separation2 . They, we

1We may also point out that each such type presents the real in different aspects. Percep-

tion, e.g. t presents it in both sdmdnya and vtSesa aspects or in tho vi&esa aspect only ;
but in-

ference presents it only in the sdmdnya aspect (it does not present the sdmdnya aspect omy»

the definite particular real is presented in that aspect). Now such aspects are not parts or the

real, so that the concept of appearance (object) is here unavoidable.
_
Or, we might say with

the Advaitin that while perception removes both asattdpddaka-ajddna and abhdnapaaakci-

ajftdna inference removes the former only. Here also these ajfidncis are not parts of the real*

As for what happens in memory, we need not discuss that here.

“Whether such sharp distinction is ultimately a defect or not will be examined later in

connection with the Advaita view of object.
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have so long been noting, are not separate. Except in erroneous perception1
,

object cannot be dissociated from reality. Objectivity is a character accruing to

the real and is itself, on that very account, believed as real. To put the matter

more succinctly, object, except in false perception2 coincides with the real.

K. Prdbhdkara theory of error examined

Like the object of any normal perception, the false snake has to be taken as

object, though it does not coincide with the real. But this non-coincidence, we
have seen, is an anomalous phenomenon. Nyaya-Vai^esika tried to remove the

anomaly by recognising the constituents only of ‘this snake’ as real. This, snake

and the vikalpa relation are alone, according to them, real
;
the total content is

not real and, therefore, no unitary object even.

The Prahh&karas have proceeded another way. They stick more closely to

the basic doctrine that object (at loast in perception) must coincide with reality.

Object, everywhere, is nothing but a real as revealed by knowledge, objectivity

being only the character of being so revealed. Because this character must belong

to a real that is so revealed, there obviously cannot be an object in default of that

real. Except in eases where a content is false or self-contradictory, the Naiyayika

has also held this view
; he has excepted the false or the self-contradictory only

because it has come to be rejected. He has rather been compelled to except it.

But the Prabh&karas would argue that there is no such compulsion. There is

another alternative : we may deny that the content has at all been rejected. The

Prftbhakaras would arguo as follows :

Tf once it is established that object is but a real as revealed by cognition it

would be senseless to modify the position to the absurd extent that there may
bo object even though it is not real. The false content is, of course, a challenge

to this not ion of object : it appears to be rejected in correction. But would it

not be better, the Prabhakaras argue, to re-assess the correction-situation to seo

if that rejection is not only apparent, nothing serious, than abondoning the defi-

nition of object already established ? The Prabhakaras contend that in correc-

tion there is as a matter of fact no rejection. Rejection is always of a content

which was known, i.e., taken as a real object. But as in correction we come to know

that the false content was not a real object, this means that it was not a known

object. What reflection certifies is the true nature of a thing. Correction as

reflection certifies that there was no cognitive object. Hence truly there was no

cognitive object. Nyaya-VaiAesika thinkers have also admitted this logic, though

only partially. They too have contended that because in correction we come to

know that thore was no object in the form ‘this snake’ there really was no such

object. But immediately after this, and uncritically enough, they have yet held

that somehow they were aware of the object ‘this snake’ before correction. It

'Whether or not in non-porooptunl knowledge also, will be seen later.

-Ibid.
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iB because of this their uncritical faith that they spoke of correction as the rejec-

tion (
badha

)

of the content. The Prabhakaras, on the other hand, hold that no

content—not even the total content ‘this snake’—is rejected. If at all anything

is rejected it is only the knownness, the cognitive character, of the total content,

the content remaining untouched. But even this cognitive character is not re-

jected. Rejection of it would imply that before correction the content ‘this snake’

was apprehended as a cognitive object. Correction certifies this much only that

there was no cognitive object like ‘this snake’. A cognitive object is ipso facto

real (
paramdrthika). Correction certifies only that it was not cognitive, but cona-

tive (vyavaharika). Hence even before correction we were aware of it as only a

conative unity. This and snake were, however, cognitive and, therefore, real

objects ;
the question here is not about them, but about the content ‘this snake’

=‘this is snake*.

But how is it, it may be askod, that when this and snake were known as real

objects the total content ‘this is snake’ was not a cognitive object ? The Prabha-

karas reply that the so-called total situation was, from the cognitive point of

view, a sheer privation : we only did not distinguish the two cognitions—one of

this and the other ofsnake ;
or, better, the two cognitions remained undistinguished,

and the so-called unitary content, cognitively speaking, is only their non-distinc-

tion. True, we acted according to this so-called total content, we fled when

we saw ‘this snake’. Such acts, it is true, could not be prompted by sheer priva-

tion, and we have therefore to admit a positive unitary content and a positive

awareness of it. But the Prabhakaras argue that though such positive unitary

content and positive awareness have to be admitted the unity and tho awareness

are not cognitive. ‘This is snako’ is, in other words, no object. It is either what

is only referred to by conation or a mere verbal unity.

Two things non-distinguished are often taken as one unity in the context of

an act. It is the act which treats them as though they are unified. Act or will

is normally indeed a response to a cognitive unity. But even in every such normal

act there are contents which are cognised as non-distinct and yet unified by that

act. What is called object of will is primarily the object of tho cognition that

causes the will ; but in every will there is inevitably reference also to the means

and a purpose which do not stand cognised as related to that object or to one

another. By ‘purpose’ here is meant the actualisation
(bhdvand) of the object.

The object of will was cognised as only a future reality, but there was no cogni-

tion of it as to be actualised. Futurity of the object was no doubt cognised, but

it means only future actuality, not the dynamic to be actualised which is a peculiar

unification, through will only, of the object and its futurity. X, Y, Z which are

means to that actualisation were also cognised, but not as means. Their means-

hood (upayata) is another peculiar unification, by will only, of X, Y, Z
with that object of will. They might have been cognised as causes, but not

as means. Means-hood and purpose-hood are absolutely conative cate-

gories. Action alone thus unifies contents which are cognised as non-dis-
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tinct, e.i., unrelated to one another, relation necessarily presupposing that

relata are known as distinct from one another. We have seen that the

contents of nirvikalpa-pratyak§a in Nyava-Vai&esika were also known

as non-distinct from one another, ‘non-distinct’ meaning here, as also in the

Pr&bhakara view under discussion, not that the contents are each known with its

self-identity 1
, but that they are not known as each being not another or each dis-

sociated from another. We have also seen how in savikalpa-pratyaksa these

non-distinct contents get related to one another and turn into a unity (though

these relations and that unity arc not merely subjective). Such unity is cognitive.

The Prabhakaras only contend that there is also another type of unity which,

as described above, is conative. The conative unity is called by them vyavahdrika.

As in normal will, so also in illusion the unity ‘this snake’ is vyavahdrika only.

This and snake get unified in the context of act only.

There, is another possible account of the positive unity of the illusory content,

and some IVabhakaras have admitted that. It is that the unity is only verbal.

In a sense the Naiyuvikas also regard the unity, not only here but even in normal

savikalpa-pratyaksa , as verbal. Every savikalpa-pratyaksa is, according to them,

iabddnubiddha. Vikalpa relations are necessarily semantic forms of language,

forms of language spoken, not heard, language that is spoken being, as spoken,

undissociable from knowledge as judgment. The language that is dissociated

from knowledge as judgment is the language which is heard, such language as

heard being taken as a system of sounds or marks producing in the hearer another

judgmental knowledge which, however, is not then spoken by the hearer implicitly

or explicitly. The unity, thus, not merely in illusion but in every case of savikalpa-

pratyaksa is, according to the Naiyayika, verbal. But the Naiyaika has not

refrained from saying that as much in illusion as in every case of savikalpa-pra-

tyak?a it is also real and, therefore, an object. These Prabhakaras, however,

here part company. They agree with the Naiyaikas that in normal savikalpa-

pratyaksa the unity is an object and would even go farther and hold that there

is such unity as object even in nirvikalpa-pratyak§a where it remains in some

latent form. But they would entirely disagree with them so far as the content

of erroneous perception2 is concerned. The unitary content is in this case merely

verbal, not real.

Whichever way ‘this snake’ is interpreted—whether as non-distinction of this

and snake or as a conative or a merely verbal unity of these there is no question

of its rejection. What may be said to be rejected is only the positive cognitive

character of ‘this snake’. But, as already seen, even this is not rejected, we only

deny it. Even beforo correction ‘this snake' was not apprehended as a possitive

cognitive object.

‘This self-identity is what is called in other systems viiesa, and in Nyaya-Vai$esika

the very svarupa ot the content.

•Throughout this section we ore considering erroneous perception, not error in non-
perceptual knowledge.
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* The Prabhakara view is in perfect consonance with the doctrine that every

cognitive object is real. But its weakness also is evident, and the weakness is

fundamental.

The Prabhakara contention that even the cognitive character of the object

‘this snake’ is not rejected, but only negated, does not appear to be asound account

of the business of correction. Whatever be the Prabhakara theory, we do feel that

before correction we were aware of ‘this snake’ as a cognitive object. It is too

much to claim that we were aware of it as a conative or only a verbal object or as

this and snake non-distinguished. The Prabhakaras were right in claiming that

reflection offers a true account of the nature of the thing reflected on. But this

does not mean that even before reflection we were awrare of the thing in that

correct way. Often the reflective account appears, without any hitch, as con-

tradicting and often, again, as rejecting the unreflective account. There is no

good reason why the Prabhakaras should discount the second contingency.

Rejection (badha) is often an actual phenomenon, and it is no good fighting shy

of it. But once we admit rejection it would mean good-bye to the Prabhakara

theory.





THE SOURCES OF DHARMA
PART II

By Dr. Rajendra Chandra Haera

The long period which intervened between the compilation of the comparatively

early Vedic works and that of the extant treatises on Dharma, was responsible

not only for the extinction of a number of Vedic schools which had grown up in

different parts of India but also for serious changes in the social and religious

life of the people all over the country. The Atharva-veda played, and was still

playing, its important part in moulding the sooial and religious life of the Hindus

and came to be recognised very widely, though not universally, as the fourth Veda

and as one of the primary sources of Dharma
;
but there were many rites, customs

and usages w'hich could not be traced direct to any of the four Vedas. So, for

their own interest and integrity it became absolutely necessary for the followers

of the Vedas to recognise some such secondary sources as could serve as the basis

of, and also give sanctity and respectability to, these time-honoured rites, customs

and usages. It is not our intention here to assert that the recognition of secondary

sources of Dharma was a matter of the post-Vedic period. We cannot say with

any amount of certainty that at all times during the Vedic period all the rites,

customs and usages of the Vedic people could be traced to the Vedas. It is well-

known that the Vedic Samhitas were not really meant for recording or dictating

Dharma, popular or otherwise ;
and the personality and freedom of will of a man

even of the Vedic age could not but induce him on occasions, however rare, to step

out of the beaten track of his forefathers and put new practices into force. So,

it is quite possible that the recognition of at least some of the secondary souroes

of Dharma had its beginning in the Vedic age. But as we have got no realiable

record of such early recognition, we come down to a comparatively late period

during which the famous works of Jaimini, Gautama, Baudhayana, Apastamba

and others were compiled. In his Purva-mlmdmsdsutra, which is the earliest of

the extant works on Mimamsa, Jaimini recognises some secondary source or sources

of Dharma, for which he uses the terms ‘aSabda’, ‘anumana’ and ‘Smrti’1
. As the

first two terms are vague and generally comprehensive and do not help us in any

way understand correctly the nature of the secondary source or sources of Dharma
recognised by Jaimini, we naturally turn to the Sabara-bha§ya for clarification and

find that Sabara-svamin takes these two terms to mean ‘Smrti’. If Sabara-svamin ’s

interpretation is correct, then we are to admit that Jaimini recognises nothing

other than ‘Smrti’ as a secondary source of Dharma^. In the Kau$ttaki-grhya-

8iitra also we find mention of only Sruti and Smrti of those thoroughly conversant

*See Purva-mim dijxsa-stUra i. 3. 1-2 (dhannasya dabda-mulatv&d aAabdam anapek$aiji

syat / api va kartf-samanyat pramanam anumanam syat), vi. 8. 23 (udagayana-purvapak$&hafc.
punyahe$u daivanismfti-rup-&nyartha-dar6an&t), and xii. 4. 43 (snifter va syad brahmanan&m

)

9

*ftln commenting on Purva-mimattisa-sittra i. 3. 15 (anumarm-vyavasthanat tat-sarpyuk-
tam pramanam syat) Sabara-svamin says “anumanat snifter acaranaip ea pramanyam i$yate/

etc.” and cites Holaka, Ahnlnaibuka, Udvf$abhayajha, etc. as instances of ‘Ac&ras’ prevailing
in particular parts of India. It is to be noted that these Acaras are not such as have not been
mentioned in any work recognised as ‘Smfti’. For instance, the Holak& has been mentioned
and prescribed in the Kdthaka-gfhya-sutra (alias Laugaksi-gfhya-sutra, ed. W. Caland, 73.1-
raka holake). The same is the case with those acts (viz., a student's following his teacher,
the digging of tanks, establishment of drinking booths, etc.) which have been mentioned as
‘ac&ra’ (practice) in Sahara’s Bha$ya on Purva-m%m&rrtsb.-8ittra i. 3. 2 (Poona ed., I, p. 105).
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with tradition’ (vi. 6.16 yatbfigama-prajfia-firuti-Bmrti-vibhavat ).

But the jurist Gautama goes a step farther and names ‘Smrti* and ‘Sila’ as

secondary sources, saying:

“vedo dharma-mulam/tad-vidam ca smrti-fiile/”8

“The Veda is the source (or root) of Dharma, and (also) the tradition and

practice of those who know it (i.e., the Veda)”. Baudh&yana also says :

“upadisto dharmah prati-vedam/smarto dvitiyah/trtiyah Sistagamah/”8

“(The first and foremost kind of) Dharma has been instructed in every Veda.

The second (kind of it) is what is declared in Smrtis
;
(and) the third is the practice

of the Sistas.”

According to Apastamba, the acts of Dharma are those which are evolved from

conventions and practices (samayucarika), and the authorities on these are the

conventions of those who know Dharma, and the Vedas.4 Vasistha says :

“ 6ruti-smrti-vihito dharmah/tad-alabhe sistacarah pramanam/”*

“Dharma is prescribed by Sruti and Smrti. In the absence of these (two) the

practice of the Sistas is the authority.”

It is to be noted that for the term ‘fiila’ of Gautama, Baudhayana uses “sista-

gama”6 and Vasistha has “Si^tacara”, whereas Apastamba employs the word

“dharmajna-samaya” to mean both “smrti” and “fiistaeara”7 . That the word
‘fiila’ (derived from the root ‘fill’ meaning ‘to do’, ‘to practise’), as occuring in

Gautama’s Sutra, means Sistagama or fiistaeara, and not the traits of good conduct

(fiila) as enumerated by Harita and the Mahdbharata8
, is shown by the immediately

following two Sutras (1. 3-4) of Gautama which run as follows :

^Gautarna-dharma-sutra 1. 1-2.

3 Baudhdyana-dharma-sutra i. 1. 1 and 3-4.

AApastaniba-dharma-8utra i. 1. 1. 1-3-athatah sfimayacarikan dliarman vyfikhyasyamah/
dharmajna-samayah pramanam /

voda6 ca/

iVasififha-mjti 1. 3-4.

"In commenting on Baudhdyana-dharmasiUra i. 1.4 Covinda-svamin explains the word
‘^tagamah* thiis :

4si$tair agamyata iti £i$tagamah/si$tair acariia ityarthah/’

7Tho word ‘dharmajna* in ‘dharmajna-samayah* presupposes a through knowledge
of the Vedas. So,

4samaya\ by which Haradatta and others mean ‘paura§oyl vyavastha*
(conventions started by men), must be taken to comprise both ‘smarta-dhanua* luid

k

£i$tacora\

•The relevant passages of Harita and the Mahdbharata are the following

:

(a) “brahmanyata deva-pitr-bhaktata saumyata aparopatapita anasfiyata rarduta aparu-
§yam maitrata priya-vaditvam kftajnatu garanyata karun/am pra&lntis eeti trayodaSa-vidham
611am”, quoted as from Harita in Lak$mTdhara’s Krtya-kalpataru . I (Brahmacari-kandaj,
p. 20 (containing an incomplete list), Kulliika-bhafcta’s commentary on Manu-srprii 2.0,
Hom&dri’s Caturvarga-cintdmani (od. Bibl., Ind., Calcutta), Vol. II (Vrata-ldianda), Part i,

pp. 17-18 (reading ‘anaSHiata* for ‘anasuyata’), CandoSvara Thakkura’s Krtya-ratndkara, p. 20
(omitting ‘karunyaip* like the Krtya-kalpataru, and reading ‘pranatih’ for ‘prafianti^’),
and so on.

(b) “adrohalj sarva-bhiitanam karmana manasa gira

/

anugrahaS ca danara ca 6Ham etad vidur budhah //**

quoted as from the Mahdbharata in Krtya-kalpataru, I, p. 20 (v.l. dana§ ca), Krtya-ratndkara,

p. 20 (v. 1. ‘jnanaip* for
4

danarp*), and so on.
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“drsto dharma-vyatikramah aabasara ca mahatam/avara-daurbalyit/”•

“Transgression of Dharma and (commission of acts of) rashness (on the part)

of great (men) are found. (But,) on account of want of strength (of character)

of the people of later ages, (these acts must not be taken by them as authorities

on Dharma).”

In the first of these two Sutras, two kinds of unlawful acts of great men have

been distinguished, viz., those which make their doers guilty of transgression of

Dharma (dharma-vyatikrama) and others which are classed separately as commis-

sion of rashness (sahasa). As all these immoral acts are cited as forming exceptions

to ‘>slla\ the latter must be taken in a much wider sense to mean “practice’ (acara)

id general (and not merely ‘brahmanyata’, ‘deva-pitr-bhaktata\ etc., as enumerated

by Harita and the Mahdbharata). In commenting on these Sutras Haradatta

gives for ‘dflam’ the synonym ‘anusthanam ’
; and Maskari takes this word to

mean those practices (samacara) which, being numerous and also different in

different countries, remain unrecorded10 . The instances of dharma-vyatikrama

and sahasa, as cited by Haradatta, Maskari, Devagabhatta and others11
, should

also be considered in this connection.

Going to explain the significance of the word ‘Sista’ (meaning ‘cultured’)

Baudhayana says :

9It should bo mentioned here that Haradatta reads the second of these two Sutras
simply as ‘avara-daurbaiyat*

,
which, consequently, becomes too incomplete and elliptical for

his explanation. In the Gautama-dharma-autra, as printed in the Unavirfitiatisarfihita (pub-
lished by the VarigavasI Pross, Calcutta, 1310 B. S.), the As tadada-rnifti (published by the
Venkat. Press, Bombay), and the Smrti-sartidarbha (ed. Guru-mandala-grantha-mala, No. IX,
Calcutta, 1953) the reading of this Sutra has been given as “na tu dr$to*rtho ’vara-daurbalyat”

(see Unaviffitiatisarrihitd, p. 435, A.yfddada-amfti, p. 484, and Smrti-aatydarbha, Vol. IV,
p. 1879), whereas in A. F. Stenzler’s edition it reads as ‘na tu dr^arthe avara-daurbaiyat*. But
Maskari reads it as ‘na tu dr$tartho *vara-daurbalyat*, and says that it should not be read
as *na tu dr^arfche avara-daurbaiyat* by taking the word ‘dr$tarthe* to be in the dual number
to mean ‘dharma-vyatikrama-sahase*. Maskari explains this Sutra saying :

“tu-sabdah pak§a-nivrttyarthah/df§tartho dr$ta-prayojanaty tasmin dr^a-prayojane
dilam dharma-mularp na bhavati

/
tatha ca vasi^hah— ‘agfhyamana-karano dharrnalj’ iti /. . .

.

avara-daurbaiyat na varah avarah nikr$tah dve$adyabhibhutah aparamartha-
jnana ityarthah, tasya daurbalyat dharmadharms-parijnanddakter ityarthah/etac canena
jnapitam bhavati—mahatam api tad-vidam kadacid abhibhavo *stlti, dariravatah priyapriya-
yor avaiyambhavitvafc/tasmad yavad ete$arp ragadi-do§enabhibhavah, tavat te$am acar
’pi na grahyah/tatha ca vasi$thah- *di$tah punar akamatma* iti/
Maskari *s oxpianation shows that he construes this Sutra thus: ‘na tu dr$tarthe (dharma-
vyatikramo sahase ca dilarn dharma-mulam bhavati), avara-daurbaiyat*. He moans to say
that as, in the immoral acts of groat men which are considered as transgression of Dharma
(dharma-vyatikrama) and commission of rashness (sahasa), the motives are visible, their
Slla (practice), so far as these acts are concerned, must not be taken as a source of Dharma,
because, being under the temporary impulse of passion, these great men lose, for the time
boing, their power of distinguishing between Dharma and Adharma and thus come down to
the level of ordinary men.

Maskari also suggests an alternative explanation, in which he takes the word ‘avara’ to
mean ‘the modem people of the Kali age’ and thus agrees with Haradatta (afchava—avara-
dabdcnodanlmtanah kali-yuga-puru§a ucyanto, te$am daurbalyat asamarthyat)

.

10sllam anupanibaddhah samacarah kautuka-mahgaladih bahutvat pratidedam bhidya-
manot-vac canupanibaddhah—Maskari-bha^ya (Gautama-dharmasutra, ed. L. Srinivasacharya,
Mysore).

1

1

kataka -bharedvajau vyatyasya bharye jagmatuli/vasi§tka^ candaltm ak§amalam/
prajapatih svam duhitaram/ramena pitp-vacanad avicareiia matuh dirad chinnam ityadi
. . .

.

/ —Haradatta.

yatha prajapatih svam duhitaram abhyadhyayat, yathendrasydhalya-gamanad i, yathft

vvnsa-bhl$madlnam anadramavaethanam /—Maskari.
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“Verily the §i$tas are those who have their envy and pride gone, who keep

com of the measurement of a Kumbhl1* (only), who are not greedy, and who are

devoid of hypocrisy, arrogance, covetousness, delusion and anger.

“Those (persons, again,) are $i?tas who have learnt the Veda in the

prescribed manner together with its supplements, who know the inferences

(drawn) from it, and who are (to others) the causes of direct percep-

tion of Sruti (i. e., who not only convey to others the instructions of the Veda

but also make them appreciate its teachings by assiduously performing the acts

prescribed by it
ia

). Vasistha describes a Si?ta thus:

nanu yadi vedavid&c&rab pram&narp tarhi indra-candrader ahalya-taradi-gamanam api

pram&naip sy&t/na ca tatha /atah katham acara-pramanyam/tad aha gautamah .- dharma-
vyatikrainah sahasarp ca (te$aip tejo-vi6e$ena pratyavayo na vidyate)’ iti/ saihasam paraSura-

mader matuh 6irBA-chediidil-~8mrti-candriicd, I—Saipskara-kantfa, p. 6.

See also the following

:

‘vyatikramab’ buddhi-purvarp r&g&d ftcaranam, yathendrasyahalya-gamanara/‘sahasarp’
krodhadinS avimj^ya-karanam, yatha vasi$thasya jala-praveda^/

—

Kftya-kalpataru, I, p. 27
(where Lak$mldhara explains Apastamba-dharma-siUra ii. 6. 13. 7-9—djr§to dharma-vyatikra-
mafo s&hasaip caiva purve$&m, etc., quoted by him).

vyatikramo buddhi-piirvak& ragajft du§pravfttir yathendraeyahalya-sangah/sahasam
krodhadinavimr^ya-pravrttir yatha vasi^hosya jala-prave6ah/

—

Krtya-ratndkara, pp. 33-34
(where Candefivara quotes Apastamba-dharma-eutra ii. 6. 13. 7-9).

And so on.

18As to the meaning of the word ‘kumbhl’ scholars are very often found to differ from one
another. In commenting on Mcmu-smjii 4 -7 Medh&tithi takes this word to mean an ‘u$trika’

(an earthen vessel of the shape of a camel) and to indicate a stock of food-grains, etc. which is

sufficient for a family for six months; according to Govindaraja it means a quantity sufficient

for six days ; and in Kulluka-bha^a’s opinion it denotes a quantity on which a family may
subsist for a year. Can<Jo6vara , who quotes the said verse of Manu in his

Qfhastha-ratnalcara (Bibl. Ind. ed., p. 417) , gives the synonym kala£I’

(meaniing ‘a pitcher’) for ‘kumbhl* and says (after Govindaraja) that this

word (kumbhl) denotes a quantity of com which is sufficient for six days. Vigvarupa. on
the other hand, takes this word, as occurring in the Ydjftavalkyasmfti (Trivandrum ed., 1.127)

to mean a quantity of ‘ten Dronas’ and supports his statement by quoting the line

“da&adronah smfta kumbhl kuaulo dvi-gunas tatah”

which he ascribes to experts on measurement (by quantity and weight).

In his Mitakqara Vijnanefivara agrees with Medhatithi in taking this word to
mean an “u$trik&” but says, following Govindaraja, that it indicates a quantity of
com sufficient for maintaining a family “for six days only”. According to Apararka, a
‘kumbhl* denotes a quantity which is less than a “kusula”, and Govinda-samin (on Baw-
dhayana-dharma-sutra i. I. 5) takes it to mean a quantity sufficient for ten days (kumbhl-
dh&ny&b dad&haip jlvanaupayika-dhany&fr). It is needless to cite further opinions.

l#Baudhayana^dharma-sutra i. 1. 6-6-—

gi$tah khalu vigata-matsara nirahamk&r&h kumbhl-dhany& alolupa
darabha-darpa-lobha-moha-krodha-vivarjitah/

dharmenadhikfto ye$aip vedah aa-paribfmhanah/
di$t&s tad-onum&najft&h 6ruti-pratyaksa-hetavah//

(These lines have been ascribed to Yama in Kftya-kalpataru , I, p. 26, and Kftya-ratnakara ,

pp. 32-33).

The word ‘6ruti-pratyaksa-hotavaV may as well be taken to mean ‘those to whom Sruti
is the direct cause or means (of perception of Dharma)’.—See Apararka ’s commentary (on
the Ydjfiavalkya-smfti ), p. 19—6ruti-pratyak$a-hetavah Srutih pratyak§a-hetur ye$am saip-

matas te tathoktah; Govinda-svamin’s commentary (on Baudhdyana-dhanna-sutra i. 1.6)

—

ftruti-pratyak§a-hetava£ ca 6rutir eva pratyak$am karanam asya dharmasyoti ye§am dardanam
iti vigrahalj; Kftya-kalpataru , I, p, 27—6rutir vedal> pratyak^ah 6ravanendriya-grahyo hetur
upayo dharma-jnane ye$am to tathokt&b (= Kjtya-ratndkara

, p. 33—v. I. ‘dharma-buddhau*
for ‘dharma-jn&ne’); and so on. Medh&tithi, on the other hand, takes this word to mean
‘those to whom Sruti is perception and all other kinds of knowledge’ and explains it saying :

“pratyak$aip hetavad ca pratyak$a-hetaval)/ hetu-6abdena pratyak$ad anya-pra-
manany ucyante/ 6rutih pratyak$o hetu$ ca ye$arp te 6ruti-pratyak^a-hetavah

/

etad uktaip bhavati/ yatha pratyak$am nirvivadarp pramanam eva tadf^bp
grutiip manyante, yany api hetutthani pramanani te$u vidvasanti, 6rutim eva
tarkarp manyante, hetu-6&str&6rayapena cedaxp na pram&pikurvanti/ ”
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" A &ista is one who has got no desire in his mind”M
, and “Those

BrShmins are known as Sistas to whom the Veda has come down in

succession with its supplements and who are (to others) the causes of

direct perception of Sruti15 ”.

Manu agrees with Vasistha in characterising the Sistas14 , and HSrita takes them

to be those who are given to (the practice of) the prescriptions of Sruti and Smrti17
.

From the opinions cited above regarding the characteristics of Sistas it is

evident that according to Gautama, Baudhayana and other earlier authorities,

the study and knowledge of the Vedas was a necessary condition of ‘Sistatva’

(culture) and thus formed the basis of Sila, Sistagama or Sistacara. It was also

universally admitted by the Smrtikaras18 and the Mlmamsakas1® that no tradition

handed down from generation to generation in the families of persons other than

those (Brahmins) who learnt and studied the Vedas and also assiduously performed

the acts prescribed by these works, was to be recognised as ‘Smrti’ which formed

a secondary source of Dhaxma. So, according to Gautama and others, both

‘smrti’ and ‘Sistacara’ (or ‘6Ila’ or ‘Sistagama’) had a common basis, viz., the

study and knowledge of the Vedas; and this was a very strict limitation imposed

upon ‘sistacara’, because it is not at all improbable that in the days of Gautama

and others when the social and religious life of the people became more complex

than in earlier days, there were some widely popular and firmly esatablished

traditions and customs20 which had been started or handed down by persons who,

though not learned in the Vedas, belonged to the Vedic fold and were highly

respected for their character, conduct and attainments. It is not that Gautama

and other comparatively early writers on Dharma were not alive to this fact,

otherwise they would not make provisions for the recognition of the peculiar

customs or usages of particular countries, towns, villages, castes, guilds, families,

associations, etc., as valid and binding for the respective places or bodies, in case

these peculiar customs or usages did not go against the prescriptions of the Vedas

UVasistha-amj-ti 1.6—4i$tah punar ak&matma/.

ls Ibid., 6.39—p&raipparyagato yefiaip vedah sa-paribrmhana1)/
te Si$(a brahmans jneyafy 6ruti-pratyak$a-hetavah//

MSee Manu-smj-ti 12. 109 (which ie practically the same as Vasi^fha-mnfti 6. 39 quoted
above). In the first half of line 1, the Manu-smrti reads ‘ dharmenSdhigato yais tu’.

17‘harltab—fii$talj Srati-smrti-vihitavaathitah pratipattavyah’ quoted in Kftya-kalpataru,

I, p. 27, and Krtya-ratndkaro, p. 33.

wSee, for instance, Gautama-dharma-sutra 1.2 (tad-vid&ip ca smrti -6Ile) cited above;
Baudhayana-dharrrta-sulra i. 1. 24 (in which 6i$t&gama and ^ijta-smpti have been mentioned
as norms); Manu-amjii 2. 6 (vedo ’khilo dharma-mulaip smrti -6Ile oa tad-vid&m/

) and 12. 96 (yfi. veda-bahy6h smftayo y&4 ca k&6 ca kudr?tayal?/ sarvSa t&

nijphalah pretya tamo-ni$th& hi tah smrtah/ /.)

»See Purva-mim&rrtsa-atUra i. 3. 2 (api v& kartf-s&m&ny&t pram&nam anum&naip sy&t),

and Sahara, Kumarila and others’ comment on it.

••Though, as the Mlm&ipsakaa rightly say, ‘Smrti’ (literally meaning ‘recollection')

must be based on cognition caused by the direct study of the Vedas, it is really very difficult

to draw, in all cases, a clear line of demarcation between ‘Smfti’ and ‘Ac&ra’. As a matter
of fact, the Smrti-works themselves show that time-honoured{&c&ras (customs or usages), based
neither on the Veda nor on ‘Smrti’, came in course of time to be recognised as smrtis (or

traditions to be followed by all) and incorporated in Smrti works.
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and the traditions and customs of the Vistas. Thus, in the works of Gautama,

Baudhayana, Apastamba and ASvalayana we find the following provisions :

“The laws (dharmah) of countries, castes, and families, which are not opposed

to the (sacred) records (amnaya), (have) also authority. Culitivators, traders,

herdsmen, money-lenders, and artizans (have authority to lay down rules) for

their respective classes. Having learned the (state of) affairs from those who (in

each class ) have authority (to speak he shall give) the legal decision.”*1

“There is a dispute regarding five (practices) both in the south and in the

north. We shall explain those (peculiar) to the south. They are, to eat in the

company of an uninitiated person, to eat in the company of one’s wife, to eat stale

food, to marry the daughter of a maternal uncle or a paternal aunt. Now (the

customs peculiar) to the north are, to deal in wood, to drink in rum, to sell animals

that have teeth in the upper and in the lower jaws, to follow trade of arms, to go

to sea. He who follows (these practices) in any other country than where they

prevail, commits sin. For each (of these customs) the (rule of the) country should

be (considered) the authority. Gautrana declares that that is false. And one

should not take heed of either (set of practices) because they are opposed to the

tradition of the Sistas.
’ ’2Z

“He shall regulate his course of action according to the conduct which in all

countries is unanimously approved of by men of the three twice-born castes,

who have been properly obedient (to their teachers), who are aged, of subdued

senses, neither given to avarice, nor hypocrites .”23

“By this (discussion) the law of custom (dharma), which is observed in (parti-

cular) countries or families, has been disposed of.”24

“Various indeed are the customs (prevailing) in countries and villages; one

should follow them in marriage. What, however, is common (to all), we shall

declare.”25

Some of these writers accepted the customs (aeara), prevalent in Aryavarta,

as authoritative for all26 . Some, again, went so far as to acknowledge the autho-

rity of women and the common run of people (loka) in the matter of certain

n Gautuma-dharma-8iUra 11, 20-22.

aaBaudhayana-dharma-sutra i. 1. 17-24.

88Apastnmha-dharma-sutra i. 7. 20. 8, and ii. 11. 29. 15. (According to Haradatta, the
words ‘arya’ and ‘vftta’, occurring in those Sutras, mean and ‘anu$thana* or ‘aeara*

respectively).

uJbid. % ii. 6. 15. 1 (in explaining which Haradatta says ‘6astra-vipratisiddha matula-suta-
parinaynnadayo ’pramanam viparltah pramanam iti\ and supports his explanation by quoting
Gautama’s Sutra 11. 20—‘de§a-jati-kula-dharma6 canmayair aviruddhah pramanam').

uAsvnldyana-gfhya-9iUra (AnandfUrama Press ed.) i. 7. 1-2.

In commenting on these two Sutras Narayana takes the word ‘grama* to mean ‘nagara*
and says- ‘ janapadadi-dharmanaip vak§yamana-dharmanain ca virodhe sati

vak$yamanam eva dharmaip kuryat na janapadadi-dharmam iti\ Haradatta also says

:

4 tena janapadadi-dharmasya vak§yamanasya ca virodhe vak$yamanam
eva bhavati/ tad yatha—ke$ucid de«ie$u sadyah samave&mam dr$tam vak$yamanoua triratrarp
dvadasa-rtitram iti brahmacaryena b&dhyate/*

“See Baudhayana-dharma-sutra i. 1. 25 and Vasi$(ha-$mrti 1.7-8.
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customs and usages, especially those connected with marriage and funeral rites

and ceremonies. For instances we may refer to the following passages :

Apastamba-dharma-siitra ii . 6. 15. 9—They (i.e., the persons taking part in

the cremation of a dead body) pour out water consecrated m such a manner that

the dead will know it (to be given to them). Then they return to the village

(grama) without looking back, and perform those rites for the dead which women

declare to be necessary.*7

Apastamba^dharmasHtra ii. 11. 29. 16—Some declare that the remaining

duties (which have not been taught in the Apastamba-dharma-sutra) must be

learnt from women and men of all castes.**

Baudlulyana-dharma-sutra i. 5. 112—In (performing) the remaining rites

(connected with the dead, one should) conform to (the customs of) the people

(lokah).

Apastcmha-grliya-sutra 2. 15—And one should learn from (all including)

women what ceremonies (are required by custom in marriage).29

Pnraskara-grhya-siltra i. 8. 11-13—And what (the people in) the village tell

them, that they should do. For it is said, ‘At weddings and funerals he shall enter

the village’
;
(and) because the Sruti says, ‘Therefore on these two occasions

authoritjT rests with the village’. 30

Manava-grhya-sutra (Baroda ed.) i. 4. 6—(There are) other (holidays) accord-

ing to custom.

From these passages it is evident that Gautama and others attached due

importance even to many ancient rites and customs of popular origin; yet they

placed the aforesaid limitation on Sistacara, which they recognised as one of the

three sources of Dharma. The reason for this limitation seems to be that, as the

27According to Haradatta the observances suggested by women are ‘agnyupasparSana’,
‘ gavalambhana ’

, etc

.

l8In explaining this aphorism Haradatta says : ukta-vyatirikta ye dharmas te dharma-
§e§as tan stry-adinam api saka£at pratly^d ityeko manyante/ to ca prati-janapadam prati-

kulam ca bhinnas tathaiva pratipattavyfch/ tatra dravi<Jaht kanya-me$asthe savitary aditya-
pujam acaranti bhumau mandalam alikhya, ityadlny udaharanani

/

2#avrta£ castrlbhyah pratiyeran/

In commenting on this Sutra Haradatta takes the word ‘avrtah’ to mean ‘mantra-rahit&lj
kriyah’, but Sudar6anacarya says: ‘avrtah kriya vaivahikyah avi& §at samantraka amantrak&6
ca

/ tah sarva astribliyah sarva-varnebhyah saka&id avagamya pratiyeran kurviran vivo-
dharah/ t inu samantrakah graha-pujankuraropana-pratisara-bandhadya acara-siddhali/
amantrakah naka-bali-yak$a-ballndrani-pujadayah/ta6 ca yatha

-
janapadam yatha-varpaip

yatha-kulam yatha-strl-puipsam vyavasthita eva/ na tu sarvah sarvatra samucitah/’

20According to Karkopadhyaya, Jayarama, Harihara, Gadadhara and others, the word
‘grama’, occurring in these aphorisms, means ‘women’, or rather ‘old women’, of the village,

or of one’s own family (sva-kula-vjddhah striyah) as many of these authorities say. Gad&-
dhara informs us that Bhartryajna took the word ‘grama-vacanam’ to mean ‘loka-vacanarp’;
and by the word ‘ca’ in the first Sutra Gadadhara understands ‘deSacara* (local customs) also.

Harihara takes the word ‘vacana’ in ‘ grama-vacanam’ to be ‘ afikurarpana-haridrak§ata-
candanadi-dharma-pratipadaka’. According to Gadadhara this word is indicative of the
following : ‘badhu-varayor mangala-sutram gale mala-dharanam ubhayor vastr&nte granthi-
karanam kara-grahane nyagrodha-putika-dharanam varanugamane nasika-dharanaxp vara-
hjdaye dadhyodi-lapanadi*.
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Baudhaayana-dharma-autra indicates,81 they wanted to distinguish between

two kinds of Dharma, viz., superior (parama) and inferior (avara or upadharma,

as the later writers call it) and to prescribe the former to the ardent students and

followers of the Vedas. As the works of Gautama and other early Sutra-writers

were originally meant for use in the Vedic schools, there was practically no diffi-

culty in making this distinction and prescription. However, they did not like to

put any restriction, as regards the performance of the two kinds of Dharma, on

the different grades of the Aryan population, except on Sudras, women, outcastes,

and the fallen or naturally disabled members of the Aryan society.

During the few centurries which followed the ages of Baudhayana and Apas-

tamba, serious changes came upon the social, religious and political life of the

Hindus. India was repeatedly invaded by casteless foreigners who entered this

country in hordes and often settled down permanently in its different parts.

Buddhism, Jainism and a number of other heretical faiths grew up and attained

wide popularity; and there were also the systems of the Paficaratras, PaSupatas,

Brahmas, and others, who, as the Mahabharata and the early Purapas inform us,

often held views very different from those of the followers of the Vedas. Like the

heretical faiths these systems also spread widely among the people and influenced

even those who believed deeply in the Vedic way of life. Thus, according to the

Jayakhya-samhitd, the adherents to the Pancaratra system consisted of three

groups, the second comprising the Aptas, Anaptas, Arambhins and Sampravartins.

The Aptas were those who joined the order wholeheartedly; and the rest have

been described in the Jaydkhya-samhita as follows :

varpa-dharmam anujjhitya hy apt&distena karm&pa /

yajanti graddhaya devam anaptas te praklrtit&h//

vina tenartha-siddhyartham viSvatmanam yajanti ye/

ftrambhipas te boddhavyS vaispava brahmapadayah/

/

foaddhaya ye pravartante svayam sampujane hareht/

amargepa tu viprendra viddhi tan sampravartinah//82

“Those, wo do not give up their caste-duties but faithfully worship the god

(Vispu) with acts prescribed by the Aptas, are called Anaptas. The Vaispava

Brahmins and others who, without (caring for ) these (i. e., the instructions of the

Aptas), worship the Soul of the Universe for the attainment of the desired objects,

are called Arambhins. 0 best of Brahmins, know those people as Sampravartins

who faithfully devote themselves to worshipping Hari in a wrong way.” To
the PftSupata and other systems also, as the Mahabharata and the Pur&pas
indicate, there must have been adherents of the types of the Aptas, Anaptas, Aram-
bhins and Sampravartins, who were certainly not looked upon as outcastes by
those who were faithful to the Varp$£rama-dharma. There were, again, the

**!’ *•
*t7

-
)'

rkat Br&hmanas, riding in the chariot of the law (and) wielding the
•wora ot the Veda, propound even in jest, that is declared to be the highest law (dharmab para-

%tJayakhya »atpikit& (Baroda ed.) 32. 34-37.
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upholders of the composite Dharma advocated by the sectarian Pur&pas, which

must have begun their activity long before the beginning of the Christian era. On
the other hand, the sacrificial religion and the study of the Vedas were growing

unpopular under the pressure of the religious faiths mentioned above, so much

so that even by the time of Manu a number of extra-Vedic Smrtis came into exis-

tence; and this is indicated by the following verse of the (Manusmrti 12. 95) :

yS, veda-bfthyah smrtayo ya4 ca ka3 ca ku-drstayah /

sarvas ta, nisphalah pretya tamo-nistha hi tah smrtah//

“Those Smrtis which are outside (the pale of) the Veda, and those (others) in which

there is bad vision83
, are all useless after death, because they have been declared as

based solely on ignorance”.

The Purapas also indicate how the state of society deteriorated with the rise

and spread of the heresies (especially Buddhism and Jainism) and the reign of the

Nandas, Mauryas and other ‘Sudra’ monarchs34
. Under these circumstances it

became extremely risky for a conscientious law-giver to be as much strict as

Gautama, Baudhayana and others with regard to the recognition of the secondary

sources of Dharma, because such strictness might result in the stagnation and

death of the Hindu society. So, like certain authorities, Vyasa (as quoted by

Devanabhatta) found it necessary to accord partial recognition to one more

secondary source ofDharma, viz., sadhvacara (usages of virtuous men), and said:

“dharma-mulam vedam ahur grantha-raiim akrtrimam/

tadvidam smrti-6fle ca sadhvacaram manah-priyam//36

“(The authorities) declare to be the source of Dharma the Veda which is a

nonspurious mass of works, and (also) the tradition and practice of those who

know it, and (such) usages of virtuous men (as are) pleasing to (one’s) mind”.

Manu went a step farther and declared :

“vedo ’khilo dharma-mulam smrti-Slle ca tad-vid&m/

acaraS caive sadhunam atmanas tustir eva ca//”

(Manusmrti 2. 6)

“The entire Veda is the source of Dharma; and the tradition and practice of

those who know it; and also the usages of virtuous men, and self-satisfaction”.

It will be noticed that besides mentioning the Veda as the first and foremost

source of Dharma, 83 Vyasa and probably also somd others named three more

sources by imposing limitations on the third, but Manu was liberal enough to

**The interpretations of the word ‘ku-dr$t&yab’> as given by the different authorities,

have been fully discussed in Part III of the present essay.

34For an idea of the Pir&nic account of the state of society during the Kali age, see R. C.

Haera, Puranic Records on Hindu Rites and Customs, pp. 206-214.

*sSmrti-candrikS, Mysore ed., I (Saipakara-k&mja), p. 6.

s#8ee alsoManu-smj-ti 2. 7

—

yah kaAoit kasyacid dharxno manuna pariklrtitah/

sa sarvo 'bhihito vede sarva-jn&namayo hi sab/

/

2.8—iruti-prfan&oyato bidvan eva-dharme niviAeta vai//

2.13—dharmaip jijn&aam&n&n&ip praminarp paramarp Arutib//
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gir© full recognition to four, viz., (i) ‘Smrti’ and (ii) Sila’ of those learned in

the Veda, (iii) ‘Acllra’ of virtuous men, and (iv) one’s ‘atma-tusti’, in which every

succeeding one was meant, when necessary, for supplementing the immediately

preceding one. That is to say, for the validity of those rites and customs which

could ont be traced in the Veda, the ‘Smrti’ of those learned in the Veda was to

be looked into ; if this ‘Smrti’ was found insufficient for the purpose, the ‘Sila’

of those persons (t.e., of those learned in the Voda) was to be referred to ;
if

thoir ‘Sila’ also did not become helpful in meeting the situation successfully, the

‘ Acara ’ of virtuous men was to bo looked into
;
and in cases where ‘Acara’ also

failed to load tho enquirer to a decision, one’s own satisfaction was the last

resort. Thus Sarvaj ifanarayana says :

“vodavidam yS, smrtih vakya-visesa-vivaksotpadikartlia-vi^ese visaya-cinta

tat-prahhavatvat vakyam aj >i urn it ill/ vedo ’nupalabhyamane sa dliarme pra-

m&Qam/tasya apy anupalambhe yatra vedavidam bahQnam silam cittasya »va-

bhfiva-pravupata sapi dharma-mfilam/ . ...tasyapy anu-

palamhho uktam acara iti / .... .... .... . .

.

.yatracaro ’pi

nopalabhyate tatraha atmaua iti/37 .

In explaining tho significance of the term ‘Smrti’, Manu said clearly that by

‘Smrti’ ho meant tho
1

Dharma-sa-itra
’38 which was composed by those learned

in tho Veda89 and was quito different from tho ‘extra-Vedic Smrtis (veda-ba-

hy&h snirtayah). So, there can bo little doubt about tho fact that Manu did not

look upon the Furapas as ‘ Smrti ’ works and as sources of Dharma40
,
although

ho, like Gautama and others41
, favoured tho study of these works for a thorough

knowledge of the Veda and a correct understanding and practice of Dharma. The

47See Sarvaj fianariiyana’s commentary on Manu-smrti 2*8.

I86rutis tu vedo vijneyo dharma-6ostrain tu vai smrtilj.

—

Manu-smrti 2* 10.

,8Cf. smrti-ftlo ca tad-vidam

—

Manu-smrti 2*6.

40Medhatithi also admits that Manu did not recognise the Puranas as a source of Dharma,
In commenting on Manu-smrti 2-6 Medhatithi says :

“na ea veda-fobda-vacyatagnihotradi-vakyanam api dharma-pramiinye karanam /itiha-

sayurvedayor api vcxla-vyavahara-daraSanat ‘itihasa-puranam pancamam vedanam
vedam’ iti/”

“Further (whether a certain Veda is called ‘Veda’ or not is of no import)
; when

certain passages, e.g., those prescribing the Agnihotra and other sacrifices which all people call

‘Veda*—are regarded as authoritative in matters regarding Dharma, they aro so accepted,
not because they are called by the name of ‘Voda*; because the r.amo

; ‘Veda* is sometimes
applied to Itihasa and tho Ayurveda also, when, for instance, it is said that ‘Itihasa
and Purana are the fifth Veda’ (and yet theso aro not regarded as authorities
on Dharma

;
*»

41Soe, for instance, Qautama-dharma-sutra 8.4-8, and 11*19; Vasistka-smrti 6*39,
and 27*8. Also Manu-smrti 3. 232, and 12* 109.

In his Dharma-sutra Apastamba quotes from tho ‘Purana’ a number of prose and metrical
passages of diverse contents and two more prose lines from a ‘ Bhavisyat-purdna*

,

and some
of these quoted passages relate to Dharma

; but we cannot say on the strength of these passages
that Sniffi-matter had begun to be introduced into tho Puranas from Apastamba's time.
The fact that some of the Puranic versos quoted by Apastamba were originally popular Gathas
dealing with Smyti-matter, tends to create in us the impression that in the days of Apastamba
the Puranas did not contain any Smrti-chapter and that stray Gathas dealing with Dharma
were introduced into the ‘Purana* in connection with the Pitre, etc. The language and metre
of the quoted passages show that the ‘Purana’ known to Apastamba was quite different from
the later ones that have come down to us.
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reason for this attitude of Manu towards the Purau&s seems to be that Manu was a
staunch follower of the Vedas and that the earlier Puritan (which, according

to the /Satapatha-brahmatya, Chandogya-upanisad
,
etc., formed a part of \Sv&.

dhyaya’ and with which Manu must havo boon familiar) did not deal with Smrti*

matter in an appreciable degree and the comparatively late sectarian ones, which

might have been known to him in the early course of their development, dealt

with a composite Dharma which was looked upon as inferior to the Vedic. However,

the high authority and wide popularity of the Manu-smrti
,
to which Brhaspati,

Kumarila and others amply testify42
,
encouraged a section of Smrti-writers to

ignore the Puraijas as a source of Dharma even in much later days when those

w~orks came to attain a position of great respect and high authority among the people,

literate or illiterate. Thus, ViSvarupacarya, who flourished as late as between

750 and 1,000 A. D. and drew profusely upon a largo number of Smrti works in his

commentary on the Ydjnavalkya-smfti ,
did not quote a single lino from, or refer

even on a single occasion to, &ny Purapa, although the Ydjnavalkya-smrti, on w hich

he wrote his commentary, named the Purauas as one of the sthanas (places of

occurence) of Dharma and was one of the two authorities48 utilised by the

Nibandha-writers for accepting the PuraQas as a source of Dharma.

As to the works to bo included in the ‘Dharma-Sastra’ Manu said nothing,

nor did he, liko Yajhavalkya, Sankha-Likhita, Yama, Paithinasi and others, give

any list of the same. Wo are only told that after compiling this Sastra Brahmft

himself imparted it in its entirety to Manu, who, in his turn, taught it to Marici

and other sages44 . So, according to the Manu-smxti itself, this work was the

original soureo from which the other wTiters of Dharma-sastra drew their

materials.

42“bFhaspatih

vedarthopanibandhotvat pramanyam tu manoh smrtam /

manvartha-viparlta tu ya gmytih sa na Sasyate//”

(quoted in Lak$mfdhara’s Krtya-Jcalpataru, I, p. 42 ; Apararka’s commentary on the Yajila-

valkyasmrti, p. 028, v. 1. ‘prddhanyam tu manu-smj*tau’ and ‘°viparlta ya smrtih sa na
pradasyate’

; Kuliuka-bha^ta’s commentary on Manu-smrti 1*1, v. 1. ‘nibandhatvat pra-

dhanyam hi’ ; -MitramiSra’s Viramitrodaya, ed. Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series, Banarus,
Paribha§a-praka6a, p, 27, v. 1. ‘pradhanyarp* ; and so on).

‘

‘angirab

yat purvam manuna proktam dharma-6astram anuttamam

/

na hi tat samatikramya vacanam hitam atmanab//”

(quoted in Devanabhatta ’s Smfti-candrikd , Mysore ed., I—Samskara-kanda, p. 16).

According to Kumarila, the Manu-8mfti has authority over the entire Aryavarta, whereas
the other Smrti-works have only limited authority.

48Th© other authority is Sumantu (the author of a Dharma-6&stra), from whose work
the following Sutra has been quoted in the Kftya-kalpataru (I, p. 22), Kftya-ratnakara
(p. 28), and other works

:

“veda-vodahgetihasa-purana-tarka-mimamsa-dharma&astrani
kula-gana-de6a-jati-varnadharma-pakhandadrama-6rotriya-dharma-vyavastha-
pravartakani.”

44Manu-smfti 1. 68

—

idam gastram tu krtvasau mam eva svayam ad itab/
vidhivad grahayamasa raarlcyadims traham munin//
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The word <

6ila
>

has been taken by Nandana to mean those qualities of one’s

own self which earn for one honour from good men45
;

Laksmldhara, Kulluka-

bhatta, Hem&dri, Ca$de6vara, Mitrami6ra and others46 take it to mean the moral

qualities (viz., adroha, anugraha, anasuyata, priyav5dita, krtajftata, etc.) enu-

merated in the two passages quoted by these Smrti-writers from Harita and the

Mahdbharata*7
; Medh&tithi, Govindaraja, Devaflabhatta and some others, again,

take it to moan the abandoning of love, hate, etc. (r&ga-dve?a-prahafla, rftga-

dvesa-parityaga, raga-dve^adi-varjana)48
. But none of these explanations seems

to be plausible, because most of the moral qualities enumerated by these Smrti-

writers are of human interest and universal appeal and have to be appreciated and

practised without any consideration of the persons in whom these may be found.

It cannot be that all these qualities deserve appreciation and practice only when

they are found in scholars learned in the Veda (cf. smrti-sile ca tad-vidam). It

is, therefore, more probable that, like Gautama, Manu also used the word 'sila*

to mean ‘^istacara’ (i.e ., the practice of thoso who studied and learnt the Veda

and assiduously performed the acts prescribed by it). According to Narasimha

Vajapoyin, this word means the natural aversion to (and non-perf >rmrivo of) the

prohibited acts. Ho says :

‘stlam smrti-Sruti-pratyaksa-drsta-nisedha-paripalanam svabhavu-krtam vat

tu bharate ‘adrohahsarva-bhutanam* ityadi Slla-laksafl* ni iikt&m, yacc a LaiTtona

‘brahmagyata dova-pitr-bhaktata saumyata

ap&rusyam ’ ityady uktam Sllatvena, tatra brahmanyata abrahmaoyata-vyavr-

ttir ityevam nisedha-paripalana-param eva
/

upalak'raiiain eaitat/nisedha-

vyavrtti-matram 6flam ityeva tattvam/49

In his Acara-sara, Gadadhara also gives the same meaning of the word
‘6lla\ saying:

“§Ilam §ruti-smrti-pratyaksa-drsta-ni?edha-vyatirikta-nisedha-paripalanam

svabhava-krtam/yatha bhojana-vyatirekepa maya udakam na peyam

ityadi/ yat tu bharate

‘adrohah sarva-bhutanam’ ityadi Slla-laksaijam, yacca harltenoktam

‘br&hmapata deva-pitr-bhaktata* ityadi, tat sarvam upalaksai^am

ity avadhoyam/6° ,

\

43dat-saxpbh&vanlyat&-hetub atma-guna-saippac chilam/—Nandana ’s commentary on
Manu-emfti 2 • 0.

48See Kftya-kalpcUaru , I, p. 20; Kulluka-bhafta’s commentary on Manu-smrti 2*6;
Kftya-ratnakara, p. 26 ; Viramitrodaya, Paribha$a-praka£a, p. 9 ; and so on.

See also R&ghav&nanda’s commentary on Manu-emfti 2*6, in which he takes the word
‘$Ila* to mean either ‘conduct* (vrttam caritrarp) or the thirteen moral qualities (brahmanyatft
pitf-deva-bhaktata, etc.) enumerated by Harita.

47For these passages see foot-note 8 above.

4SSee Medh&tithi and Govindaraja*s comments on Manu-smrti 2 • 0; Smrti-candrikSk,
Saipskara-kancja, p. 5 ; and so on.

49Nitydeara-pradipa (ed. Bibl. Ind.), I, pp. 16-17.

**Acara-sara (ed. Bibl. Ind.), p. 12.
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However, the reason for Manu’s use of this word in the above-mentioned .sense

seems to be that, like VySsa and other authorities referred to by him, Manu wanted

to distinguish between two kinds of Acira (vis., the Ac&ra of the Si^tas, and that

of the S&dhus mentioned below), so that the strict followers of the Vedic wav of

life might not find any difficulty in determining their own duties more con ectly

in accordance with the prescriptions of the Veda. As a matter of fact, Manu
himself wanted people to be careful about purity of Dharma and pointed out to

them the right way of discrimination, saying :

—

“pratyaksam canumanam ca Sastram ca vividh&gamam /

trayam suviditam karyam dharma-iuddhim abhipsati//
arsam dharmopadeSam ca veda-6&str-avirodhin&/

yas tarkeu-anusamdhatte sa dharmam veda netarah//”*1

“ Desiring purity (or correct knowledge) of Dharma, one should make the (follow-

ing) three well-known (to himself)—Perception (i.e., Veda), Inference (i.e., Smrti),

and the Scripture (viz., Mimamsa) that yields various kinds of knowledge (of

Dharma).

‘‘He (alone), and none else, knows Dharma, who examines the Veda (which was
revealed to sages) and (the Smrti which embodies) the instructions on Dharma by
ratiocination not going against the scripture in the form of the Veda”. Kum&rila,

Medhatithi, Lakijmldhara, Kulluka-bhatta, CagdeSvara and many others take

the words ‘ pratyaksa ’ and ‘ anumana, ’, occurring in the first vorse, to mean ‘per-

ception’ and ‘inference’ respectively, which are two of the several modes of proof.

But from the mention of ‘Arsa’, etc., in the second verso we feel inclined to take

these two words to mean ‘Veda’ and ‘Smrti’ respectively. According to the

Mimamaakas the Veda is ‘pratyaksa’ and the Smrti is ‘anumSna’; and going to

prescribe the method of effecting purity of Dharma (dharma-6uddhi) Vy&sa says :

‘‘ dharma-Suddhim abhipsadbhir na vedSd anyad isyate

/

dharmasya karanam Sudham mi^ram anyat prakirtitam//

atah sa paramo dharmo yo vedad avagamyate/

avarah sa tu vijfteyo yah purauadigu sthitah//”5*

“Nothing other than the Veda is wanted by those who desire purity of Dharma.
(The Veda) is the pure source of Dharma

;
others are called composite.

blManu-amfti 12. 105-6.

Both these verses have been quoted in Lakjmldhara’g Krtya-kalpataru, I, p. 32, Hem&dri’s
Caturvarga-cintamani, II (Vrata-khanda), Part i, p. 22, and Cande6vara’a Kflya-ratndkara,
p. 38 ; Kumarila-bhatta also quotes these verses (except the first line of the second verse)
in his Tantra-vdrttika (on Purva-mimarpsd-siUra i. 3. 2), Poona ed., p. 167 ; and Apar&rka
quotes only the second verse in his commentary (on the YajOavalkya-ttnrH), p. 22.

For the word ‘fiastram’ in the first verse Lak$mldhara reads ‘6abdam,’ and Kum&rile, Hemfi-
dri and CandeSvara read ‘6&bdaip’. Lak&nldhara and Cande£vara explain these words (tebdaip
and 6&bdam) thus: sabdarp 6abda-jn&nad aaaipnikr?(e ’rthe vijfi&nam” (Lak$mldhara), and
“6&bdara Sabda-jfiananantarajam

’

’ (Cande6vara). It is to be noted that these explanations
follow Sabara-svamin’s line “6aatrarp tebda-vijfianad aamnik^te 'rthe vijfl&nam” occurring
in his Bha$ya on Purva-mimdrfud-tiUra i. 1*6 (Poona ed,, p. 37).

•‘Ascribed to Vyfisa in Lak$mfdhara’s Krtya-kalpataru, I, pp. 32-33, Apar&rka’s
commentary (on the Ydjtlavalkya-smrti ), p. 9, Hal&yudha's Brdhmana-earvaava (ed.
Teja&candra Vidy&nanda, Calcutta, 1331 B. S.), p. 15, CandeSvara’s Krtya-ratndkara, pp.
38-39, Hemadri’s Caturvarga-cintamani, Vol. II (Vrata-khanda), Part i, p. 22, and so on.

Lakjmldhara reads ‘dravya-6uddhim ’ (for 'dharma-&uddhim
’ ) in the first line ; Apar&rka

reads ‘adhigamyate’ ( for ‘avagamyate’ in line 3) and ‘smj-tab’ (for ‘sthitah’ in line 4)

;

Candedvara reads ‘abhlpsubhih’ (for ‘abhlpsadbhih’ in line 1) ; and so on.
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“ So, the Dharma, which is known from the Veda, is the best ; but that

{Dharma), which is contained in tho Puripas, etc., is to be known as inferior.”

Acoording to Kulluka-bhatta the word ‘s&stram’ (occurring in tho first of the

two versos of Manu quoted above) means ‘Smrti, etc., which are based on the

Veda’ (Strain c.t veda-mulam srartyadikam) ; Bama-candra understands by it

such works as ‘Smrti, Purapa, Itihasa, etc.’ (6astram ca punah vividhagamam

smrti-purapetihai&dini ); but Sarvaj fianarayana and Baghavft-

nanda take it to mean tho Veda (SSstram veda-rupam gastram sabdajam—Sarva-

jfian&rayap'i ;
6&stram hitopadestr vedakhyam—Baghavananda).

The word ‘vividh&gamam’ has been interpreted by different authorities thus :

‘‘6&.)tro vividha-vidhi-pratisedhat tasya vividho ’nekaprakara agamo yatr-

agamyate sa agamah / bahu-Sakhatvad vedasya 6ruti-smrti-bhodena

ca vividhatvam uktam ” (Modhatithi)

;

“vividhah 6ruti-smrtitihasa-purana-rupa agamo yasya jrianasya karanam

tad vividhagamam/” (Laksmidhara)
;

“vividha agamah firuti-smrtyadi-rupah karapataya yasya” (CapdeSvara)

;

“agacchanti jayanta ity agamah smrti-puraparthah, tair nana-vidhaih

sab itain ” (Sarvajfianarayapa)
;

“vividhagamam gabdatvavacchinnam bauddha-vakyetara-purapadayo

vividhagamah ” (Baghavananda) ;

“vividhagamam bahu-kartrkam” (Nandana)
;

and so on.

In the socond verse Modhatithi takes ‘arsam’ to be an adjective to ‘dharmo-

padeSain’, totally ignoring the word ‘ca’, and explains these terms thus: “rsir

vedas tatra bhuva arsah/ dharmopadeSo yo vaidikah”. Like Modhatithi, Laks-

midhara also takes ‘arsam’ to mean ‘vaidikam’; but Apararka gives ‘smrti-

purapadi’ and vedah’ as equivalents for ‘arfam’ and ‘upade&ih’ respect-

tively. Captb-svara seems to follow Apararka, when he gives ‘rsi-prapitam’

as tho synonym for ‘arsam’. .Sarvajfianarayapa gives with

Capdivsara in taking arsam’, to mean ‘rsi-prapitam smrty-adi’ (Smrti, etc.

compiled by sages)
;
but unlike Modhatithi, lie takes the word ‘ dharmopade&im’

to bo an adjective {moaning ‘containing instructions on Dharma’) to ‘arsam’

(and not via, versa). Although Kulluka-bhatta is more logical in his interpretation

of tho terms ‘arstin’ and ‘dharmopadesant’ (which he explains thus: rsi-

drstuvad arsam vedam, dharmopade&im ca tan-mula-smrtyadikam) lie cannot

bo said to be perfectly right in taking ‘ dharmopadefom ’ to mean ‘Smrti, etc.'

We have already soon that Manu did not recognise the Purapas (including the

Mahabharata and tho Ramayaya) as sources of Dharma ; nor can the word
‘ upadosa’ (which is suggestive of written texts) bo taken to mean ' SiJa ’ (prac-

tice), ‘acara’ (usages) and ‘Stma-tusti’ (self-satisfaction), which have been

mentioned by Manu as sources of unrecorded (anibaddha) Dharma. So, the word
‘ dliarmopadoSa’ should bo taken to mean ‘Smrti’ only (and not ‘Smrti, etc.’
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as said by Kulluka-bhatta). R&ghav&nanda and Nandana take the words
‘arsarn’ and ‘dharmopadefeim’ to mean ‘the Veda' and ‘the Dharma-Sfatra’
respectively (‘rfir mantra-drasta munis tad-ukto vedah/ dharmopadefom
dharma-Sastram manv-adi/’—Raghav&nanda

;
* arsam vedam ppibhib stutav&t/

dharmopade&im dharma-$&stram .... >

—Nandana).

The word ‘sadhu’, as occurring in the verses “vedo ’khilo dharma-mulam’’
and dharma-mulam vedam 5huh” of Manu and Vyasa respectively*8

, has boon
taken by Dova^abhatta to mean the Sistas (sadhavah Sistah)64

, According to
Mcdh&tithi, Govindaraja, Laksmidhara and others also, who quote the former
verse only, this word has the samo meaning. But from the mention in Vyfeta’s

verse, referred to above, that only those usages of Sadhus which please one’s mind
(sadhvaearam manah-priyam) are to bo regarded as one of the secondary sources

of Dharma, it is sine that according to Vyasa and others the Sadhus were different

from the Sistas, who, as we havo already seen, were such persons as learnt and
studied the Veda and assiduously performed the acts proscribed by it and whose
traditions and practices, being thus taken to be rooted in the Veda, were regarded

as authorities on Dharma. In commenting on the expression ‘ acaraS caiva

sadhunam’ occurring in tho verso of the Manusmjii (2-6) Sarvajfian&rSyapa takes

the word ‘sadhu’ to mean persons engaged in tho performance of acts in

accordance with the Veda and regards the Acara (practice) of such persons to be
inforior to ‘£ila’ on account of the possibility of suspicion about the correctness

of tho tradition on which this Acara is based66 . Mitrami&ra also suggests an
alternative explanation in which he differs from Laksmidhara58

. (whom he
follows in his first explanation), takes tho word ‘acarah’ with ‘sadhunam’,

and says that if these two words are taken together, then the practice (ac&ra) of
those porsons who are not learned in the Veda but are free from (moral) taint, be-

comes an authority on Dharma, and consequently tho practice ofvirtuous Sudras
and others (sacchudradyacarah) becomes an authoritative source of knowledge of
Dharma to their sons and other descendants67 . This moaning of the word ‘sadhu’,

as suggested by Sarvajnanarayana and Mitramigra, finds strong support
in the verse of Vyasa referred to above and agrees remarkably with tho state of
tho contemporary Hindu socioty and cannot, therefore, be rejected as

63These two vorsos of Manu and Vyasa have been quoted on p. 71 above.
&4See Smrti-candrikd

,

I (Samskara-kanda), pp. 5-0.

65sadhavo vedartha-sadhana-pravfttah te$am acarah sva-sva-purva-kallna-sadhv-
anut$hitasya pratisamdhanam anu§thanam tac ca pramanam dharrao labdha-glllad
anya-prayuktatva-^anka-rahitannirdharita-mulani mithyaprasiddha-mulata^ahka-kalusitam
I$at-pratyavaram iti kramarthah y

B6Lak$mIdhara connects both ‘smpti-^Ile’ and ‘acarah* with tad-vidam’, and ‘atmanaa
tu$tih* with ‘sadhunam*, and says, following Medhatithi, that ‘acara* moans such practices
as the tying of a bracelet during marriage, etc. (Scaro vivahadau kahkana-bandhanadv-anu*.
thanam

—

Krtya-kalpataru, I, p. 20).
*

B7athava aearag caiva sadhunam iti cchedah/
evam c&vedavid&m api k§fna-do$a-puru$anam acara^i pramanam/
tatha ca sacchudradyacaras tat-putradln prati bhavati pramanam/

Viramitrodaya
, Paribha$&-praka$a, p. 9.
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implausible. As a matter of fact, Manu distinguished more dearly than

Vy&sa between two dasses of reliable members of the Vedic fold, viz.,

those who studied and learnt the Veda and zealously performed the acts prescribed

by it, and others who, though lacking knowledge of the Veda (avedavit), were

faultless (kglga-doga) in respect of their character, conduct, attainments, and high

regard for everything Vedic. We have already said how the changes in the social,

religious and political history of India prior to the days of Manu created a situa-

tion in which there was a remarkable increase in the number of the latter class of

members of the Vedic fold. So, in spite of his decided inclination for the Veda,

Manu could not reject the unauthorised but ancient and widely popular customs

and usages (ftcara) of this class of people as unlawful and thereby create disruption

in the Hindu society to the advantage of the anti-Vedio religionists. However,

in making this distinction between the followers of the Veda, Manu had also to dis-

tinguish between their peculiar but widely accepted practices (acara) of long

standing and to set up two different standards for judging their acceptability.

The reason for making this distinction appears to have been as follows. The

peculiar but widely accepted customs and usages (acara) of those who studied and

learnt the Veda and also habitually followed its prescriptions, could be presumed

to have been derived from some Veda or Smrti, even though these were not trace-

able in any existing Vedic or Smrti work. But the faultless persons lacking know-

ledge of the Veda but belonging wholeheartedly to the Vedic fold could have no

‘smrti’ (recollection) of their own due to their want of direct perception of the

Veda; they w-cre dependent on the traditions and practices of the Sistas for the

authority of those of their own. So, their peculiar but widely popular practices,

for which no basis could be found even in those of the Sistas, were distant from

‘Sista-smrti’ or ‘Sistacara’ by one step more and were consequently weaker than

the peculiar customs and usages of the latter. It was due to this distinction

between the two classes of Ac-Sra thatManu praised only ‘Sruty-ukta’ and ‘Smarta’

Ac&ra as ‘Parama Dharma’ in the following verse :

&c&rah paramo dharmah Sruty-uktah srnarta eva ca

/

tasmad asmin sada yukto nityam syad atmavan dvijah j,
69

“ It is the practices declared in the Sruti and also those

having their origin (direct ) from Smrti (recollection)69 which are trans-

cendental law; therefore, a twice-born man, desiring his own welfare

(&tmavan)®°, should always be engaged in (following) these ’.

MManu-smrfti 1 • 108. Note the emphasis given by the word ‘eva’ on ‘Sruty-ukta’

and ‘Smarta’ Acara.

••Note the use of the word ‘amartab’ and not of ‘amrty-uktali’ (like ‘ sruty-uktsh’).

We cannot be sure that the word ‘ smartah' is not different in meaning, as in form, from ‘ empty

-

uktab'.

It has already been said that the practices (acara) of the faultless persons lacking knowledge
of the Veda but belonging wholeheartedly to the Vedic fold, were dependent on those of the
£i$tas and not direct on Smrti. So, these practically had their origin from ^ijtacara.

••The word ‘atmav&n’ may also be taken to mean one ‘who has his own Self (under
control)’, i.e. ‘who is not swayed by passion’. In commenting on Qautama-dharma-autra
9-82 (yac catmavanto vrddh&h samyag vinJtah, etc.) Haradatta and Maakari take the word
‘&tmavantah’ to mean ‘ jitendriyah’ and ‘

jfiana -karma -samuccaya-ni$$hah ’ respectively. Ac-
cording to Qovindaraja, Sarvajnanarayana and R&ghavananda, the word ‘atmavan’, as oc-
curring in the Manu-smrti, means ‘pra&ast&tmS’, (of excellent dis|>oaition), ‘dhptiman’ (en-
dowed with firmness) and *paralaukikastitva-jfi&navan’ (i.e., believing in a life after death)
respectively.
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It should be mentioned here that being connected with persons having first-hand

knowledge of the Veda, ‘l§fla’ (or ‘Sist&oara’) also is to be included in ‘Smarts

Ac&ra’. The Sigmas are such persons as have studied and learnt the Veda and

assiduously perform the acts prescribed by it. So, even those of their practices

which cannot be traced to any available Veda or Smrti, must be presumed to

have been based on some Vedic passage now lost sight of. Thus, Medh&tithi

says

:

“fiistiinam ya JLc&rah so ’pi dharme mulam/acaro vyavaharah anug$h&-

nam/yatra 6ruti-smrti-vakyani na santi 6ist&4 ca dharma-buddhyS,

anutigthanti tad api vaidikam eva purvavat pratipattavyam/yathS. vivft-

hadau kankaija-bandhanadi mangalikatvena yat kriyate, ya ca kany&ySs

tad ahar vivahayisyamap&yah prakhyata-vrksa-yaksa-catuijpathadi-puja

de&a-bhedena, tatha cuda-sankhya-de6a-bheda6 ca, ya catithySdin&m

gurvadlnam canuvrttih priya-hita-vacanabhivadan&bhyutthan5di-rup5,

tatha pf^ni-sQktam trpa-paoayo ’dhiyate aSvamedham afivam yathfi

samarpayantah / fdrSa acarah /”el

“The ‘practice of cultured men’ also is ‘source of Dharma’. ‘Practice’

means ‘conduct, behaviour’. When, in regard to any action, there are

no Vedic or Smrti statements, but cultured men are found to regard it as

‘Dharma’ and do it,—then that act also should be accepted as ‘enjoined

by the Veda’ just like the act prescribed in the Smrti- To this category

belong such acts as the following

—

(a) the tying of the bracelet and such

other auspicious rites performed during marriage, etc., (b ) the worship-

ping of famous trees, Yaksas, road-crossings and such things, varying

in various countries, done by the girl on her day of marriage, (c) the

number of hair-locks kept on the head, varying with different countries;

(d) the exact manner of attending on guests, teachers and other respect-

able persons, consisting in addressing of sweet and agreeable words,

saluting, rising to receive and so forth; for instance, it is cus-

tomary with some people to recite the PrSni-sukta with grass in hand,

when handing over the horse consecrated for the A£vamedha sacrifice.

It is such customs that are meant by ‘Practice’ here.”

The above-mentioned verse of Manu has been translated by Mm. Dr. P. V.

Kane in a considerably different way. His rendering of this verse is as follows :

“Scara (customs and usages) are transcendental law, and so are the prac-

tices declared in the Veda and the Smrti; therefore a twice-born person

desirous of his own welfare should always make efforts to follow it”.

Dr. Kane further says : “This has been the basic text in modem decisions that

recognise the binding nature of customs. It is therefore necessary to understand

the exact meaning of this verse. Two constructions are possible
; (1) that the

word acara is qualified by the words ‘6rutyukta’ and ‘smarta’ and that tho firs

*lManu-emrti (Bibl. Ind. ed.), Vol. I, p. 68.

6
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half declares that usages declared in the Veda or Smrti are transcendental law

(this is the meaning given by most commentators of Manu)
; (2) that Sc&ra by

itself and other rules of conduct declared in the 6ruti or smrti are transcendental

(i.e. here in the first half of the verse there is a reference to three kinds of &c&ras,

as Govindar&ja and Nandana explain). If we look to the preceding verse and

the following verses (that eulogise acara), the 2nd construction looks more natural

and has been accepted by the decided cases when they lay down that immemorial

usage is transcendental law (Sir William Jones’ translation of Manu 1. 108) and

that “under the Hindu system of law clear proof of usage will outweigh the written

text of the law.” The Anugasana (141*65) and Santi 354*6 expressly state that

dharma is threefold, viz., that declared in the Veda, that declared in the Smrtis and

the third is what is practised by Sistas. Sumantu emphatically declares that

family usage should be preferred to the prescriptions of Sastra. The Kurma-

puraqa (Uttar&rdha 15*19) appears to support the 2nd interpretation when it

says, ‘one should observe that acara which is declared by the 6ruti and smrti and

which is rightly followed by the good’.”®2

Against the above translation of Dr. P. V. Kane and the statements made by

him in support of it the following points may be put forward for careful considera-

tion :

(i) Among the verses praising Acara in Chapter 4 of the Manu-smfti, there

is one (4*155) which runs as follows :

6ruti-smrty-uditam samyan nibaddham svesu karmasu /

dharma-mulam niijeveta sadacaram atandritah / /

“Let him, untired, follow the conduct of good men, connected with his

occupations, which has been fully declared in the revealed texts and in

the sacred tradition (smrti) and is the root of the sacred law.”

In this verse it is only ‘Acara of good men’ ‘declared in the Sruti and the Smfti'

which has been said to be ‘the root (or cause) of Dharma.’ With this verse may
be considered three others, viz., Manu-smfti 2*9 (in which the practice of

*6ruti-smfty-udita dharma’, and not of ‘acara’, has been praised)88
, 2*10 (in

whioh the Sruti and the Smrti have been said to be the two unquestionable

sources from which Dharma came out in its entirety)81
,

and 2*11 (which decries

one who disregards the two sources of Dharma, viz., Sruti and Smrti)88 . It is to

be noted that although AcSra (of virtuous men) has been recognised in Manu-

smfti 2*6 and 12 as one of the sources of Dharma, it has not been given the same

•*Kane, History of Dharma-Sastra, Vo!. Ill, p. 875.

“Sruti-smrty-uditam dharmam anuti$(han hi manavah/ iha klrtim avapnoti prefcya
•&nuttamam sukham //

Note the word ‘udita’ (declared), which overlooks unrecorded ‘acara-mulaka dharma’
even though it may be followed by good men.

“Srutis tu vodo vijfieyo dharma-fiastraip tu vai smftih/ te sarv5rthe$v amlm&rpsye
t&bhyoip dharmo hi nirbabhau //

•*yo 'vamanyeta te mule hetu-6&stra6rayad dvijab/ sa sadhubhir bahisk&ryo nasti-
ko veda-nindakab-//
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importance as the Srnti and the Smrti in the three verses referred to above. So,

it is more reasonable to hold that in Manu-smrti 1 • 108 ‘Srutynkta’ and ‘sm&rta’

Ac&ra only have been praised as ‘Parama Dharma’.

(ii) In the verse preceding Manu-smrti 1-108 (5c5rah paramo dharmah etc.)

quoted above, Dharma and eternal Ac&ra (presumably comprising Srutyukta,

Sm&rta, and ordinary Ac&ra comingdown from time immemorial) have been men-

tioned separately as treated of in the Manu-smrti66
;
and in the two verses follow-

ing verse 108, Ac&ra has been praised generally. So, there is nothing in these

verses which may indicate that in verse 108 three kinds of Ac&ra have been praised

as Parama Dharma. On the other hand, the general mention of ‘Saivata ac&ra’

in verse 107 without any specification of it, tends to show that in verso 108

Srutyukta and Sm&rta Ac&ra have been distinguished from ordinary Ac&ra of

immemorably long standing.

(Hi) Neither Govindar&ja nor Nandana takes verse 108 to mean three kinds

of Ac&ra. The former regards Srutyukta and Sm&rta Ac&ra as Parama Dharma

and distinguishes them from Srauta and Sm&rta Dharma. 67 The latter, on the

other hand, comments on this verse, saying :

“dharma eva nihireyasa-s&dhanam tasmat sa eva vaktavyab kim

acarepeti ced atraha Sc&ra iti / Srutyukto ’gni-hotra-hom&dih,

sm&rto ’Btakadih /
asmims traye

” 68 (Nandana ’s commentary, as given

in Jolly’s Manu-tika-samgraha, adds ‘Srauta-sm&rtac&rap&m’ after

‘traye’).

Prom Nandana ’s words it is evident that he does not distinguish between three

kinds of Ac&ra but takes the words ‘Srutyukta’ and ‘sm&rta’ to mean Srauta and

Sm&rta Dharma respectively. So, according to him, it is the Srutyukta-dharma,

Sm&rta-dharma and Ac&ra which are to be regarded as Parama Dharma. This

view of Nandana is also evident from his comment on Manu-smrti 4-155, in

which he says:

“svesu karmasu nibaddham sv&ni karmapi varp&Srama-prayukt&ni kur-

van dharma-mulam dharmasya mulam / dharma-mulatvam ca ‘ac&ra pra-

bhavo dharmah firutyuktah sm&rta eva ca’ ity atra pratip&ditam /.”8#

66 aamin dharmo ’khiienokto guna-do$au ca karmanam/
caturnam api vamanam acarai caiva 6a6vatah//

•7
yafr Srutyuktah ac&rah puru§a-sadharana-pradhanya-khyapanarthaip ca dharmft*

khyah ya6 ca smartah sa parama(h) prakr$(>o dharmo paramo jyoti§toma§tak^ldibhyah grauta*
smarta-dharmebhyab yatah tasmat yo nityam pro6astatma acare sarva-k&le yukto yatnav&n
sy&t

/

This is the text of Govindaraja’s commentary as given in V. N. Mandlik’s edition of the
same. Jolly, on the other hand, gives it as follows

:

yah grutyukta acarah puru$a«dharmakhyo yag ca sm&rtah sa paramafy prakr§^o dhar-
mo jyoti^omajtakadibhyah grauta-smarta-dharmebhyo, etc. (the rest being the same as in
Mandlik’s ed.). See J. Jolly, Manu-flkasarfigraha , ed. Bibl. Ind.

08-69. See V. N. Mandlik’s ed. of the Manusmfti with six commentaries (vix. those of
Medhatithi, Sarvajfian&raya$a, Kulluka-bhatta, R&ghavfinanda, Nandana, Ram&candra).
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(it) The recognition given to SiijtAc&ra as a kind of Dharma in Anuftsana-

parvan 141.65 70 is nothing new or striking, nor does it prove that Srauta and

Sm&rta Dharma are to be deemed weaker that Sistac&ra. We have already seen

that Baudhayana also recognised 6i§tagama (i.e. SistacSra) as a kind of Dharma

but gave it the third place.

(v) The lino

‘sadae&rah sniftir vedas trividham dharma-lak^apam’71 of the S&nti-

parvan (259*3) does not say anything new, because in the Manu-smjii (2*12)

also we find the following verse

—

vedah smrtih sndScarah svasya ca priyam atmanah/

etac caturvidham prahuh saksad dharmasya laksaijam//

(«i) It is true that in the verse

tasmin kula-kramayatam acaram tv Scared budhah/

sa gariyan mahabaho sarva-^astroditad api//72

Sumantu is found to be in favour of regarding family usage as more powerful

than the proscriptions of iSastras, but we must not forget that Sumantu (especially

the author of tho metrical Dharma-^astra) was a comparatively late Smrti-writer.7*

His comparatively late origin is shown by the facts that his name occurs neither

in the lists of Smrti-writcrs given by Yajhvalkya74 and ParaSara78 nor in those as-

cribed to Yama, Angiras, Sankha-Likhita and others in the Smrti-nibandhas,76

and that among the early Smrti-writcrs it is only Yajnvalkya and Sumantu who

are foumd to recoginse the Puranas as records of Dharma (dharmasya sthanani,

70 vedoktufy paramo tlharmah smrti-sastra-gato ’parah/

6i$$k*Irnah parah proktns trayo dharma^ sanatanah //

7lThis lino (with tho readings ‘6i§tiieamh’ for ‘sadaearah’, and ‘ vedalj* for ‘vedah’) has
been ascribed to Mami in <S mfti-cundrika, I, p. 6.

’•Quoted as from Sumantu in Vaidyanatha’s Smfti-mukldphala (ed. J. It. Gharpure),
I (Vania^rama-dhanna), p. 7.

’•According to V. V. Kano, oven tho prose work on Dharma by Sumantu ‘was not a
very anoient one’. See Kano, History of DharmaSdstra, I, p. 130.

74 Yajiiavalkya-smfti 1*4-5.

**Par(ifara-sinrti 1*12-15.

7fFor Yama’s list (which is a closed one) see Krtya-kalpataru, I, p. 23, and Kftya*
ratndkara, p. 29.

For the closed list (of 16 names) ascribed to Ahgiras see Smfti-candrikd, I, p. 27. This
list (with two names more) was derived anonymously from Prayoga-pdrijdta and Madana•

#atna in Vframitrodaya, Paribha$a-praka6a, p. 18.

For Sankha-Likhita ’s open list see Krtya-kalpataru , I, p. 23 ; Kftya-ratndkara
, p. 28 ;

Viramitrodaya, Paribha$a-prnka6a, p. 16. This list has been ascribed to Sankha in Svnfti•

candrika , I, p. 2, and to Gautama in Apararka’s commentary (on the Ydfdavalkya-smfti

)

9

p. 2a
For other anonymous lists excluding the name of Sumantu see Apararka’s commentary,

f>. 7 (giving 36 names from 4

smrty-antara'), Vlramitrodaya , Paribha$a-praka6a, p. 18 (giving
18 names from the Prayoga-parijdta); and so on.

It is only the list (of 36 writers on Dharma) ascribed to Paithinasi in the Smfti-candrikd
<1, pp. 1-2), Vtramitrodaya {Paribha$a-praka6a, pp. 15-16), etc. which includes the name of
Sumantu. In his Vtramitrodaya (Paribha§a-praka6a, p. 18) Mitrami§r& gives from the
Prqyoga-pdrijdto another anonymous list of 21 writers including Sumantu.
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dharma-vyavastha-pravartakSni)

.

77 We have already seen that in none of the ex-

tant works on Dharma down to the Manusmfii, the Pur&pas were recognised

as a source of Dharma. Moreover, the AcSras came to be recognised as more

powerful than the prescriptions of the Sruti and the Smrti only in comparative-

ly late days when many of the customs and usages enjoined in the Vedas and the

earlier Smrtis went out of vogue. For instances of such customs and usages we

may refer to the system of levirate (niyoga), the acceptance of a Sudr5 wife by a

Brahmin, and so on, and especially to the Kali-varjyas mentioned in different,

works.

(vii) The verse of the Kurma-purdrjta (ii. 15. 19)—

Surti-smrty-uditah samyak sSdhubhir yafi ca sevitah

/

tam acaram niseveta nehetanyatra karhicit//

recommends the careful practice of three kinds of Acara (viz., Srutyudita^

Smrtyudita and Sadhu-sevita) and advises people not to strive for the practico of

those Acaras which do not fall under these categories, and in these respects

there is complete agreement between the Kurma-purdij,a and the Manu-smfti

.

But we find nothing in the above-mentioned verse of the Kurma-puraipa

which may indicate that these three kinds of Acaras are to be regarded as

transcendental law (Parama Dharma).

From what has been said above it is evident that Manu was not in favour of

giving equal importance to all kinds of Acara prevailing among the followers

of the Veda but made a distinction betw'een them in accordance with the nature

of acquaintance of these followers with the Veda, and this attitude of Manu
towards the different kinds of Acara is perfectly in agreement with his attitude

towards the Atharva-veda as shown above (in Part I of the present essay).

As regards self-satisfaction (atmanas tustih), which has been mentioned by
Manu as the fifth source of Dharma.it may be said that it relates to both the classes

of the Vedic people motioned above, viz., those who studied and learnt the Veda
and assiduously performed the acts prescribed by it, and others who, though lack-

ing knowledge of the Veda, belonged wholeheartedly to the Vedic society. Thus,

in case of doubt about the acceptability either of a particular rite, custom or usage

of long standing which found no support in the authorities on Dharma pres-

cribed by Manu for the different classes ofpeople metioned above or of any of the

two or more alternative provisions made in the Veda or Smrti on a particular'

matter, these people were to follow the dictation of their own mind so long as

it was not influenced by any feeling of love, hatred, etc.

77See Yajflavalkya-amjii 1.3 quoted below, and Sumantu’e Sutra quoted in foot-note
43 above.
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The enumeration of the five sources of Dharma, as found in Manu-smfti 2. 8

(vedo ’khilo dharma-mulam etc.), must not be taken to be in disagreement with

Manu’s mention of the fourfold Vlharma-lak§a#a’ in the following verse of the

Manu-smfti (2. 12) :

vedah smrtih sadacarah svasya ca priyam atmanah

/

etac catur-vidham prahuh saksad dharmasya laksauam//

t4Tho Veda, Smrti, practice of good men, and what is agreeable to one’s

ownself—these constitute the fourfold direct means of knowing Dharma”.

This latter verse embodies a general statement of Manu, in which no provision

has been made by the author from a practical point of veiw for distinction between

the different grades of usages (ac&ra) prevailing in the Aryan society and conse-

quently the word ‘sat’ has been used to mean both the Sistas and the Sadhus

who had high regard for the Veda.

Manu’s recognition of the different sources of Dharma, as explained above,

shows how, in spite of his remarkable inclination for the Veda, he took the problems

of the different classes of members of the Vedic society into consideration and

made provisions for them with an eye to the tendencies of the age in which he

lived and wrote. Although Manu’s sincere regard for the Veda did not allow

him to be as much liberal in his outlook as his age required of him, it must be

admitted that his contribution to the life and growth of the Hindu society against

the onslaughts of the anti-Vedic religionists was considerable and paved the

way to the further growth and expansion of the Hindu society and the Smrti

literature. But unfortunately most of the commentators of Manu’s work as

well as the Nibandha-writers appear to have misunderstood his views and to have

interpreted his statements according to their own ideas and mode of thinking.

Thus, in explaining the verse “vedo' khilo dharma-mulam, etc.” of the Manu-

smrti (2.6) Medhatithi takes the terms ‘smrti’ and ‘6lla’ as interrelated and the

word ‘tadvidam’ as an adjective to ‘sadhunam’, connects the latter word (sadhu-

nam) with *smrti-£ile\ ‘Scarab’ and ‘atmanas tustih’, and puts forth the view

that the persons whose recollection (smrti), practice (acara) and self-satisfaction

(atma-tusti) are to be regarded as roots of Dharma, must have all the three

following characteristic features :

(a) they must be versed in the Veda (tadvidam),

(b) they must have 2§Ua (i.e. freedom from love and hatred—r&ga-dve$a-

prah&na), and

(c) they must be righteous and be habitually engaged in carrying out the

injunctions of the Veda (sSdhu).

So, according to Medhatithi, none other than those who are learned in the Veda
and assiduously perform the acts prescribed by it, deserves any consideration

in the matter of recognition of the roots of Dharma other than the Vedas. Thus,
Medhatithi puts forward a very strict view which follows that of Gautama and
other early authorities and, in consideration of the time in wrhich he lived, can
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rightly be said to be regressive, rather than progressive. Medh&tithi was followed

more or less by many of his successors, of whom Govindar&ja, Laksmldhara,

Kulluka-bhatta, HemSdri, CaudeSvara, Raghav&nanda, Nandana, Mitrami&ra

and several others deserve special mention. These Smfti-writers connect the

word ‘tadvidam’ with ‘smrti4fle’ as well as ‘&caraV, and ‘s&dhunSm’ with

‘atmanas tustih’78 and thus recognise as a source of Dharma the Acara of only

those who are learned in the Veda. But we should not overlook the four verses

of the Manu-amrti (2.17-20) in which Manu says

:

“The region lying between the divine rivers Sarasvati and Dr§advatl which

has been created by the gods,—they call ‘Brahmavarta’.

“That practice (acara), which has come down through an unbroken line

of tradition among the several castes and sub-castes in that country,

is called the ‘practice of good men’ (sad&c&ra).

“Next to Brahm&varta is the BrahmarsideSa comprising the regions of

Kuruksetra, Matsyas, Pancalas and &urasenakas.

“All men on the earth should learn their respective duties from the Brahmins

born in these countries”.

It may be mentioned here that neither all the members of all the Aryan castes

and sub-castes in Brahmavarta nor all the Brahmins of BrahmanjideSa could

be expected to be versed in the Veda, yet Manu recognised their hereditary

practice as an authority on Dharma.79

Similar statements have been made by other Smrti-writers also, of whom
Baudhayana says :

“(The country, lying) to the east of (the place of) disappearance (of the

river Sarasvati), to the west of Kalakavana, to the south of the Himavat, and to

the north of the Pariyatra (mountain), is Aryavarta. The practice (prevailing)

there, is an authority.

“Some (say) that (Aryavarta is the tract of land lying) between the (rivers)

Ganga and Yamuna.”80

7,See Laksmldhara ’s Krtya-kalpataru, I, p. 20, Hem&dri’s Caturvarffa-cinidmapi

H.i, p. 18, Candefivara ’sKftya-ratndkara, p. 20, and Mitramilra's Viramitrodaya, ParibhfiyA-

prakaSa, pp. 8-9.

Aocording to Laksmldhara, Hem&dri, Can<Je6vara and MitramiSra the word ‘a&dhOnlm*
means ‘vaidika-samgkara-v&aitantahkaran&n&rp ' (v.l. '°vSsit&tman&ip’—Oapd^^vara);

Govindar&ja, Kulluka-bhatta and others take it to mean ‘dh&rmik&n&ip* l and R&ghavfinanda
interpretes it as ‘amatsar&naip’.

79See Manusmrti 2.12.

t0Baudhdyana-dharma-sutra i. 1.25-20—prag adarianSt pratyak kfilakavan&d dakjinena
himavantam udak pariy&tram etad aryavartaip tasmin ya ac&ral) sa pram&nam // gaiga-

yamunayor antaram ity eke //
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Vasiijtha also says

:

“ArySvarta (lies) to the east of the AdarSa (mountain), to the west of

Kalakavana, to the north of the Pariyatra (mountain, and) to the

south of the Himavat.

“(According to others, it lies) to the north of the Vindhya (range).

“Those duties and customs which (prevail) in that country, are to be

recognised (as authoritative) everywhere,

“but not the other duties which are almost like those going against

the descending order of castes (?).

“(Peoplo) call this (country) Aryavarta.

“And some (declare it to be situated) between the (rivers) Ganga and

Yamuna.”81

41Vatiffha-trnfti 1. 7-11—&ryfi.vartah prag adari&t pratyak k&lakavanSd udak p&riy&trSd
dakjinena himavata uttarena ca vindhyaeya// tasmin de§e ye dharma ye cacaraa te sarvatra
pratyetavy&t// na tv anye pratiloraakalpa-dharm&nat

/ / etad ary&vatatn ity ftcaksate//
gaAgft-yamunayor antare ’py eke//

^



On the Gathas, Yajnagathas and Slokas

in the Aitareya Brahmana

By Viman Chandra Bhattacharyya

The orthodox view is indubitably in favour of the opinion that all the Rgveda-

verses are composed with a view to their being applied to a particular ceremony

;

or, in other words, they have not only ceremonial uses but also ceremonious origin.

The Brahmana texts virtually start with this view and devote themselves to

the justification of the Rgveda-verses in their ritual frames. For this justi-

fication ofthe liturgical employment of the Rgveda-verses, the Aitareya Brahmana

has some stock devices of which two—the Gatha-device and the Sloka-device,

generally introduced with expressions like tad yad ado gatha. bhavati, tad apy

esah Sloko. ’bhigitah and tad esd’bhi yajhagathd giyate, deserve special attention

as they have an important and indispensable bearing on any research to be

conducted in the field of framing an accurate statistic of rk-verses of genuinely

ritual origin. By having recourse to these devices the author of the Aitareya

Brahmana testifies to the prevalence of a ritual or the practice of citing a mantra

in a particular ritual even in an age far anterior to that of his.

A study ' »f these devices is made in the following lines.

A. Br. XIV. 5.

The characteristic feature of Agnistoma is that it begins with Prayapiya and

ends in Udayaniya in both of which Cam is offered to Aditya. Thus both the

introductory and the concluding rites in Agnistoma have a likeness regarding the

dravya (namely, cam) as well as the deity (namely, Aditya)(l) and in support

of this likeness a Gatha. is quoted here. It can be regarded as an instance of

justification of the characteristic feature of a ritual by applying the GathS-device.

It should be noted that the Gatha quoted here is very general in character and

possesses no such word as can be regarded as a convincing ground in declaring

that it speaks of or is originally composed with an eye to this particular feature of

the Agnistoma sacrifice which our text wants to affirm. In other words, it can be

taken as speaking with an equal degree of probability, of any likeness between

any two things or of like features of one and the same thing(2).

A. Br. XXV. 5.

The point of dispute that the text discusses here is whether the Agnihotra

offering should be made before sunrise or after it. From the references already

(1) Comp, tat taaminn agnistomasyddyantayoh pr&yanlyodayaniyayor era visage

adityah prdyaniyai carur aditya udayaniyai carur iti dravyadevatayor ubhayatraiku-
vidhatvat tayor ekatvopacdrah—Say. on A. Br. XIV 5.

(2) Comp. A. Br. 3.2.4.16.
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made (-<4. Br. XXV. 4.) to the protests ofjVrsaSusma and]Kum&r! Gandharvagrhlta

against the practice of offering Agnihotra before sunrise—a practice which seems

to jbe widely followed by the time of our text(3) it is clear that the old practice

was to offer Agnihotra after sunrise. That the A. Br. sides with the old practice

and takes the protests of Vrsa&isma and Kum&r! GandharvagrhitS, with which

it opens the topic, as sufficiently fortifying its position is clear from its assertion

tasmdd udite hotavyam immediately after the reference is made. Yet it gives,

by way of justifying its stand, other two explanations of the merits that accrue

by having recourse to the old practice and asserts each time, with the same

emphasis as before, tasmdd udite hotavyam(4).

The text also quotes two Gathas(5) as additional supports to its view. The

first one categorically speaks of the practice of offering after sunrise, while the

second one only denounces the reverse practice. In any case, both contain

words that prove that they are composed with an eye on this particular practice

and are not of general character.

In contrast with the aforesaid Gathas, the text introduces a third one with

the expression tad yad ado gdtha bhavati. It is interesting to note that while

the first two we called Yajfiagath5(6), this third one is simply called G&th&

and this difference in their denominations is hwdly fortuitous. Our text

supports the practice of Agnihotra offering after sunrise (uditahoma) the deity

of which is Aditya. It states that Aditya is the lonely guest (ekdtithi) and

he lives among the offerers(7). The intention behind this statement is that one

offering after sunrise is easily able to have the advantage of the presence of

the deity (namely, Aditya) to whom the offering is made. The Gatha in question

is quoted by our text in support of its statement regarding Aditya as (ekdtithi)(8)

and thus can be regarded, as only justifying the deity and thereby indirectly

showing the appropriateness of the practice of offering after sunrise. It has no

direct bearing on a ritual or any part thereof just as the two previous Yajfiagathas

have and herein lies the difference of the two denominations.

S'

There is yet another side of the situation. Even the most critical examination

of this GathH-text fails to provide us with the slightest ground to conjecture

that the term ekdtithim occuring in it refers in any way to Aditya, not to speak

of the ritual of which he is the deity. S&yapa, too, explains thiB G&thS. very

generally without making any reference to Aditya or any ritual of which he is

the deity and only secondarily suggests an alternative explanation which even

(3) Comp, tad etar hi huyats—A . Br. XXV. 4.

(4) Ibid

.

(5) Ibid, XXV. V.

(6) Introduced with the expression tad e$a
fbhi yajhagathd giyate .

(7) t>d e$a ekdtithiqt sa e$a juhbatsu vasati—

A

. Br . XXV. V.

(8) See note 7.
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can hardly reconcile the Gatha with our text, inasmuch as, it does not expressly

state that ekatithim refers to Aditya(9).

It may be argued that the Gatha cannot stand accused of the vagueness of

the import of the term ekdtithi so long as it is not examined with reference to

the context in which it originally occurs. Or, in other words, the vagueness

is only apparent and is due to the fact that it is torn out of the original context

and considered singly(lO). Such argument definitely takes us to another field

of investigation into the original context of every single g&tha-citation after which

alone we are entitled to dogmatize regarding the scope of tho Gathas as instru-

ments of justification and our success is bound to be limited to tho extent to

which we are able to trace a Gatha back to its original place of occurrence.

There is also another serious incongruity. Our text wants to justify the

practice of offering after sunrise (
uditahoma) when, it thinks on the basis of this

Gatha, the Aditya resides with the offerers. But the Gatha text ekatithim apa

sdyam runaddhi speaks of Aditya as ekaiithi in the evening and not in the morning

which is the desideratum of our text. To bring the Gatha to any service to

our text the obvious emendation suggested therefore, is the reading ekatithim

apa prdta ruqaddhi in place of ekatithim apa sdyam runaddhi.

A. Br. XXV. 6.

Towards the concluding portion, the text quotes another YajftagathS, to

extol the practice of uditahoma which not only categorically denounces the

reverse practice but also points out the discrepancy of the offering mantra suryo

jyotir jyotih suryah svahd in tho context of anuditahoma (11).

A. Br. XXIX. 8.

The text introduces a Yajiiagatha here in support of its view that even a man
who has no wife should offer Agnihotra. 12 Though it directly enjoins the

(9) Comp. Yad vd agnihotrarthatp sdyafft samagatam ekdtithirp devam uparunaddhi
homardhityena nirdkuryat—Say. on the gatha-text in A . Br . XXV.V.

(10) Comp. Keith’s remark on this point : ‘The stanza was partly intelligible to Sayapa,
as he makes it said as an oath by one accused of stealing lotus fibres. The verse is clearly
cited from a story of which we have divergent versions in the Mahdbharata (2 accounts;
XIII. 4396-4546 and 4547-4600) and in the Jataka No. 488, and in which the £$is in order
to release themselves of the accusation of being guilty of the theft of lotus fibres swore frightful

oaths, one of which is here recorded but which has no parallel in the Mahdbharata or the
Jataka*—H. O. 8., Vol. 25, p. 254. f.n.l.

(11) Keith renders the G&th& thus :

—

Every morning they tell falsehood.

Who offer the Agnihotra before sunrise,

Declaring what is to be declared by day on what is not day,

“Surya is the light*
9

; There is not then light for them.

The import of the Gatha is this : the mantra suryo jyotir jyotih suryah svdhd is to be
uttered by those only who offer Agnihotra after sunrise, because then and then alone they can
speak of the Sun as the light. But those offering Agnihotra before sunrise and yet uttering
the mantra therein definitely tell a lie for, there is not then tho sun for them and, therefore,
not the light. Say. quotes this very text as an example of Gatha on A.Ar. II.3.0,

(12) Comp, tasmdd ap&tniko *py agnihotram dharet,
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performance of Sautr&mani by one who has no wife and only a fortiori the Agni-

hotra, it can be taken as summarizing a sacrificial usage and, therefore, to be of

ritual origin.

A. Br. XXIX. 7

Of somewhat interesting character is this Yajfiag&thS that simply tells us

that at Asandivant, King Janarnejaya performed horse-sacrifice. Judged in the

light of character of the previous Yajnagathas each of which expressly summa-

rizes a particular sacrificial usage, this one presents a quite different character.

While the object of the previous Yajnagathas is to extol or denounce a particular

sacrificial usage, the object of this one is to extol King Janarnejaya as a perfor-

mer of horse-sacrifice and not the horse-sacrifice itself. By virtue of this character

it comes to identify itcself with a Narasamsi verse which is usually a laudation of

human beings and which is regarded as different from a Gatha in a Rgveda

verae(13). In the T. Hr. 1 . 3. 2. 6, Gatha is qualified as vdrdsarnsi while Sayana in

$at. Br. 1

1

. 0 . 8 seems to hesitate between identifying the two and distinguish-

ing them. The later literature, however, takes Gatha as distinguished from

NSra.4amsi(14).

Another term that the A. Br. has in its stock for such versicles is sloka and

it quotes several with expressions tad apy esa sloka ’bhiyitah(l5) tad apy ete

Sloka abhigitah(10). An examination of these (eleven) versicles that the

Br&hmaga labels as Sloka shows that ten(17) of them are eulogies of generous

royal donors and are therefore, Ddnastuti in character, while only one(18) being

a laudation of King Marutta may be classed as a Narasamsi. Assuming that our

text is not particular in maintaining a strict difference between a Narasamsi and

a Ddnastuti—and, in fact, no absolute and uniform distinction between the two

seems to be maintained throughout the later liturgical texts—it may not be a

hasty verdict to declare, that our text designates those verses as Sloka(19) which

are Ddnastuti (laudation of gifts) in character and as gifts were usually made to

(13) /iv.X.8.C.«'i. In viu.X.10,20 and XV. 6, 4 and in T.A.II.IO, Gatha is regarded as
distinct from Naru&imsl. Comp. ‘Gatha in Rigveda usually means only “song”, “verso”
like Gatu. lu one passage, however, it already has a more spocial sense as it is clissod
with NaraSnipsi and Kaivtyi, a collection repeatedly found lator. The commentators identi-

fy the three terms with certain verses of the Atharvavoda, but Oldonberg has shown that this
identification is incorrect for the ltigveda’—1 (die Index, Gatha.

(14) TS. VII.5.1 1.2 ; A.Br. XXX.6 ; T.A. 11.10, K.Br. XXX. 5, eto. Comp. “It is

hardly probublo that the two were absolutely distinct for the Taittiriya Br&hmana has
the phraso *a Gatha celebrating men (narasamsi) '— Vedic Index, NaraAarpsl.

(15) A. Br. XXXIX. 7 (one verse).

(16) Ibid. XXXIX. 8 (5 verses) and XXXIX. 9 (5 verses).

(17) Referred to in note (16).

(18) Referred to in note (15).

(19) Comp. Nighanfu 1.11. whore Sloka is only synonym of Viie. Sloka is tho name of
a distinct kind of literary composition in Sat. Br. 1. 4. 6. 10. 6. For examples of Sloka ..ee

Sat. Br. 1. 4. 7. 2. 10-13.
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priests as sacrificial fees (dakpind), this class of verses is also indirectly connected

with sacrifice just as the G5th5s are(20).

The thirty-third chapter of the A. Br. contians thirty-one versicles quoted

in connection with story of SunahSepa®1
. It is interesting to note that the

text does not class them under any of the three categories(22). Nevertheless,

its recognition of them as G5th5s is implicit in the textual version sa ekaya pr?to

dajabhih partyuvaca(23) (being asked in one verse he replied in ten) with which

N&rada’s reply to HariScandra in ten short verses are introduced. In fact, ekaya

can be satisfactorily explained there only as a numeral adjective to gdthaya to be

8upplied(24). Other verses in this chapter are quoted with verbs like akhyaya,

uvdca, anumantraydmdsa, tufldva, etc., preceding or following according to the

context in which they occur. A critical acumen applied to the study of these

Gathas reveal that they are neither laudations of gifts (danastuti

)

nor laudations

of human beings (naraSamsi), nor they summarize, even indirectly, a sacrificial

usage. In the light of these facts, the view that a GathS has always an indirect

bearing on a sacrificial usage—a view which we are tempted to form after an

analysis of the verse expressly stated as Gatha in A. Br. XXV.V—seems no longer

tenable. Moreover, the reply of Narada to HariScandra in ten short verses or

Indra’s sayings to Rohita in five verses are so general in character that they are

hardly passable as being originally composed with an eye to this story of Sunah-

6epa(25).

The word gatha occurs in the Rgveda several times. Sayapa generally takes

the term as equivalent to Stuti, Stotra and Vac(26). Once the word gathinafy(27)

(20) In fact, a rigid distinction between a Naraiarfisi and a DSnastuti verse is not always
possible and one often overlaps the other. A Naraiatfisi verse is primarily the praise of a
man for a particular deed he has done, while a Danastuti verse primarily praises the gifts of
a generous donor. Yet when gifts are praised, the giver is not lost sight of though, only
apparently, he occupies a place of secondary importance to one who praises. Judged from
this aspect, Danastutis cover, but are not co-extensive with, the Ndraiarpsis. The Gathas
quoted in /Sat, Br. XIII. 4.2.8. are clearly Danastutis in character just as the Ndraiarjisi verses
are said to be in tho Bfhaddevatd III. 154.

(21) Comp, tad etat pararktatagdthdrfi 6aunah4epam dkhydnam—A. Br. XXXIII. 0.

(22) Namely, Yajfiagatha, G&tha and Sloka.

(23) A. Br. XXXIII. 1.

(24) Comp, sa narada ekayd gdthaya pftfah san daiabhir gdthdbhih pratyuttaram
uktavdn—Say. on the above text.

(25) Comp. “The verses in Chapters 13 and 15 are quite different from those in chapters
17 and 18, which are full of references to an individual and clear action, while those in the
first two chapters are general in tho extreme. Indeed, so inappropriate is the exhortation
to the king to obtain a son in chapter 13 that it is addressed to Br&hmanas. There can there-

fore be only one logical conclusion, that the verses are not chosen out of a narrative made up
apropos of Harigcandra but are mere general maxims fitted into such a story. The same
remark applies to verses in chapter 15 on the benefits of energy, with the solitary exception
that Rohita appears in one verse”—Keith, H. 0. S. 9 Vol. 25, p. 65.

(20) gdthapatim in Rv 1. 43, 4a (stutipdlakam^Say.), gathdbhify in Rv. VIII. 71, 14b
(gdtheti vdnndma mantrarupabhir vdgbhih—Say), gdthaya in Rv.VTII. 32, lb (voco—Say.),
gdthaya in Rv VIII. 98, 9 (stotrena—Say.), gathairavasam in Rv. VIII. 2. 38a (gdtavyayaiasam—S&y.), gdyadgdthani in Rv. 1. 167. 6 (gdtavyarp stotram gdyati—S&y).

(27) Rv. 1. 7. la.
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is taken bySSyajja as referring to the Udgfttr priests engaged in singing samans(28).

Elsewhere, 'a G&thft is called purdni(29) and this is of immense interest for us as

it reveals the fact that even before the time of the Rgveda there was a floating

mass of anonymous literary composition known by the appellation of GStha.

The tfatapaiha Brahmana mentions Gatha as one of the different literatures(30)

existing since before it. Regarding Rv. 1 . 105. 6, Yaska says that in the hymn

(Rv. 1. 105) where the verse occurs, the brahma is mixed with itihdsha, Rk and

gatha(31) and I)urgac&rya says there—that Gatha is a distinct kind of Rk In

a passage of the Aitareya Araytyaka (III. 6, 4), Gatha. is classed with Rk and

Kumbyft. It therefore seems probable that Gatha as a distinct kind of literary

composition is contemporaneous with, if not anterior to, the Rgveda period

when, to all probability, it was regarded as sacred and sacrosanct as the Rgveda

verses. The later liturgical literature also bears testimony to this fact by not

infrequently mentioning them as Rks(32). The A. Br. designates a group of

verses called Indragatha, to be recited in rituals(33) where Sayajja says that they

are five in number and takes them as equivalent to Rks(34). Yet a definite aver-

sion to the Gathas is palpably visible in the Brahmana literature and the Tait-

tiriya Brahmana asseverates that the GSthSs are the refuse of the Rks(35) and

condemns the acceptance of gifts from one reciting Gatha(36). The A. Br.

clearly distinguishes a G§.th8> from a Rk and pulls down the former from the level

of the latter by saying that a Rk is divine while a Gatha is human(37). It is

possible that a steady and continual addition to the stock of the Gatha literature

was going on(38) till the later period when verses of even the latest origin

incorporated in the body of the G&thS. literature began to claim a position by the

side of their ancient predecessors—a previlege that was, very probably, denied

to them by the Brahmana literature by exhibiting a settled aversion to them.

It is not of little interest to see that the A. Br. (XXV. 2 and XXXII. 2), while

(28) Comp, gathino giyamdnasdmayuktd udgdtdrah gatha emm santl ti gdthinah—
say.),

(29) gdthayd purdnyd in Rv. IX. 99. 4a being explained by Say, as purd kftayd gdthayd.

(30) Sal. Br. XI. 5. 6. 8 ; XIV. 6. 10. 6.

(31) N. IV. 6.

(32) Comp, gdlhdiabdena brdhmanagata fca ucyante—Narayana on Ai.Sr.Su. V. 6; gatha
ndma rgvidefdh on Ad. Or. Su. Ill 3. 1. See also Kdfhaka Or. Su. XXV. 23.

(33) indragdthdh idrpsati—A.Br. XXX. 6.

(34) yad indrddo daiardjiia ity ddydh pailcarca indragathabhidhah. sarpset.

(36) yad brahmanah iamalam asit td gatha ndrdiarpsy abhavat— T.Br., 1. 3. 2. 6.

(36) taamdd gdyatai ca mattasya ca na pratigrhyam—ibid., 1. 3. 2. 7.

(37) ewn ity fcah pratigara evarp tatheti gdthayd, om iti vai daivatp tatheti manufam—A.Br.
XXXIII. 6 j comp, om ity fedrp pratigaras tatheti gathandm—KA. Sr. Su. XV. 166 ; ndrS-
iarpsyah paurufeyyo yajdagdthah purusakrtd eva gatha ity anye—Viivarupa on
Ydjhavalkyaemrti, 1. 46. In fact, speech [Vae) is regarded as consisting of both truth and
untruth

—

vdeo vdva tau stanau eatydnfte vava te—A. Br. XVI. 1. Once, on Rv. 1. 164. 49.
Sayana explains the word stana as laukikavaidikaiabdarupah stanah. It is possible that
Gathas being popular compositions came to be regarded as “untruth” as opposed to the divine
Vedio verses which wore regarded as “truth” and, indeed, this is suggested by the passage
ko'rhaii mantuyah earvarp satyarp vaditurp , satya-sarphitd vai devd anrtasarphitd manufydh—-A. Br. 1. 6. Comp, also, aatyam eva devd anjtarp manufydh.—Sat. Br. 1. 1. 1. 4.

(38) Comp, (gathdh) parampardgatah ilokdh.—Medhatithi on Manuaarphita IX. 42.
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laying down expiations for errors in the Agnihotra, prescribes three verses which

are really Gathas in character and yet, on that ground, are not denied a place in

ritual by the side of the Vedic verses. This shows that by the time of the text

G&thas are already incorporated in the body of the ritual mantras and have

gained so much sacrosanctity that even the growing br&hmagic aversion to

the Gatha literature as a whole is not able to pull them down from their

settled position obviously for fear of sacrilege.

It seems that Gatha is a distinct kind of metrical literature, expressive of

popular faiths and beliefs and having as its contents various subjects, thoughts

and abstract ideas. It dates back to as early a period as that of the Rgveda verses

but is clearly distinct from them in language, composed as they are not by the

social intellectuals but by the common people in popular dialect. As in every

age there remains a possibility of different literatures cropping up in different

strata of the society, it is not unlikely that the G&th& literature grew up by the side

of the Rgveda verses with only a dialectical difference from the latter(39). In

Rv X. 71, we find the seer speaking of a number of people who cannot'perceive

the meaning of the Rgveda verses (uta tval), pa4yan na dadaria vacam uta tvafr

ij-nvan na 4rnoty enarn—Rv. X. 71. 4) and thus referring to only a limited few who
could understand the same {uta tvasmai tanvam vi sasre—Rv. X. 71. 4c). In such

a state of society an admixture of the popular versicles with the verses composed

by the Vedic seers often takes place(40) and the Vedic seers often have to fan

out the foreign elements from their own compositions by carving out the Rgveda

hymns just as barly dust {saktu) is purified through a filter (titauu)(41).

Being varied in its contents the GathS. as a wider term covers, but is not co-

extensive with, the Ndradamsi and Ddnastuti. When the A. Br. draws upon a

GStha that summarizes a sacrificial usage, it calls it YajnagatM (just as a Gatha

is sometimes qualified as naraAamsl) when it happens to be a laudation of a human
being(42), when it is Ddnastuti (praise of gifts) in character, the A. Br. lables it

as Sloka and when it is neither of the two, it is simply called Gatha. The Gathas

in Sat. Br. XIII.5.4 are plainly danastutis in character, while verses of the same

charcter quoted in A. Br. XXXIX. 8 and 9 are designated by it as Slolca. It

is intersting to note that the very verse(43) which the A.Br. (XXXIX. 7) calls

(39) Comp. “It appears that the ‘gatha* and the ‘gStha* wore hymns (though the word
“gatha** appears to be employed in the sense of a verse at Rv. VIII. 71 *14), which were in use
from very ancient times for their sacrificial importance (IX. 99 -4) and efficacy (VIII. 98 *9).

There does not appear to be anything ‘non-Vedic* about them as suggested by some scholars,
apparently on the basis of their association with the Avesta. If it were so, Indra. Agni and
Rudra could not have been applied epithets based on ‘gath&’ : (at Rv. 1. 43. 4 ; V. 44. 5 and
VTII. 2. 38) and the poets would not have been referred to proudly as gdthinah as is done
at Rv. 1 «7 *1.’—K. R. Potdar, Sacrifice in the flgveda , p. 29.

(40) Regarding Rv. 1 *105 *8 Yaska says that in the hymn (Rv. 1 *105) where the verse oc-
curs the brahma is mixed with itihasa , fk and gatha ; tatra brahmetihdsamiiram fhmi&rarjt
gathamiSratfi bhavati—Nirukta , IV . 6.

(41) Rv. X. 71 2 ab.

(42) T. Br. 1. 3. 2. 6. According to Oldenborg, NaraSarpsI and G&tha are not identical
in the Rgveda (Zeitschrift de Deutschen Morgenlandischen Oesellschaft, 42, 238) while
Bloomfield is inclined to accept the identification even for the Ifgveda ( Hymns of the Atha-

rvaveda , 689 et. seq). In T.Ar. II. 10 and Av. X. 10, 20 ; XV. 6. 4, G&tha is plainly distinct
from N&radaipsl.
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Yajftagatha is called simply G5th& in. the Sat. Br. XIII. 5.4.2. The A. Bt.

(XXXIX. 7) introduces a Gath&(44) with the expression bhumir ha jagau (the

Earth sang) which is clearly a statement regarding self(45) and that the text does

not consider it either as a G5th5 or as a Isloka is obvious from its mode of* intro-

ducing it with quite a different kind of expression not met with for a second time

throughout the whole text. Interesting it is to see that the same verse occurs in

Sat. Br. XIII. 7.1.15 with considerable modifications(46) and is characterised
(

there as 6loka(47). The Sat. Br. (XIV.7.2.13,14) quotes two verses, one with

slight modification, from the Vajasaneyl Samhitd(48) and calls them Sloka.

The above discussion shows that a discrimination regarding the use of the three

designations—-Gath&, Yajnagatha and Sloka—is utterly lacking throughout the

later liturgical texts though the A. Br. very cautiously follows a definite principle

in labelling a verse as this or that. Even when the A. Br. does not class a verse

under a pcrticular category(49) it is of immense significance as by doing so,

it only extends a separate recognition to those Gath&B that are statements of

the speaker regarding self(50).

Now in the light of our discussion of the nature, scope and contents of the

Gatha as a distinct kind of literature, we may fairly assume that the G&th5-

dovico cannot be strictly regarded as on a par with the other devices for justi-

fication, for, while the other devices are mainly employed in the A.Br. to show

the propriety of particular ritual or a particular mantra, a resort to the Gath&-

dcvice serves the purpose of showing a long-standing tradition behind a ritual

or a liturgical practice advocated by it. The length of this stretch of tradition

is always subject to variation according as the Gatha employed in a particular

case can bo located at a particular phase in the process of steady stabilization

of the structure of the entire body of the Gatha literature. The Gathas in the

thirty-third chapter are not all justificatory in character. They are quoted

because they save the trouble of the author of a long narration in prose, proving,

at the same time, that the narrative has been coming down over a stretch of time

and is not a new invention of the text. The real difficulty lies with those verses

which are general maxims in character—just as the verses in A. Br. XXXIII. 1

and 3 are and there is hardly any conclusive proof that can enable us to declare

them as originally belonging to the context in which they are fitted.

(43) The Verso is this :

dsandivati dhanyddarp rukminarp haritasrajamj

aivarjt babandha sdrahgarp devebhyo javamejayahU

(44) no ma martyah kaicana datum arhati viivakarman bhauvana mdifi diddaithal
nimartkfye 'harp salilasya madhye moghas ta esa kaiyapdydsa sarpgare.H

(45) Comp, gatha dtmavddailokdh—Viivarupa on Ydjdavalkyasrjtrti 1, 45 ; dtmdiritd
gdlhdh—Bhdgavata, IV. 16- 26.

(46) Tho verse runs thus: no ma marttyah kaicana datum arhati viivakarman bhauvana
mamla dsithajupamahkgyati sya salilasya madhye mrsaisa te satftgarah kaiyapaya //
It also occurs in <San. Sr. Su. XVI. 16 '3 that has the fourth pftda as in Sat, Br. and upaman•

kfyt but otherwise agrees with A. Br.

(47) Comp, tad api bhumih ilokaH jagau.

(48) VS. XL. 3 and 9.

(49) A. Br. XXXIX. 7 (See note 44).

(50) See note 45.
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Perception Defined from the Point of View of Object

In the last issue of this Bulletin we discussed the definition of perception from

the point of view of its intrinsic character and means. But is it not possible

that perception can also be defined from the point of view of the peculiarity of the

object perceived ? May not the definition, in other words, be that of the per-

ceivedness of the object ? The word pratyak$a often means perceived, as when

we say ‘the object is pratyak§a\ The definition of pratyak§atva from this point

of view is but the definition of perceivedness. Some modem thinkers in the

West1 have also understood perception in this sense of perceivedness. Per-

ceivednoes of the object is defined from this point of view as the peculiar clarity

(vai&adya or prakatya), or the speciality (viSesa) of the object.

Perception as a mode of knowledge may, again, from this point of view, be

defined as that type of awareness the object of which has this peculiar clarity or

speciality. According to Yoga-bhasya, e.g., perception (as a type of knowledge)

is that vrtti which relates to the object considered in its speciality

2

. Perception

is that function of the internal organ8 which has the external thing for its object

and which has as its principal concern the ascertainment of a certain specific aspect

of the object, such functioning of the inner organ arising when it is affected by the

external object through the pathway of the senseorgans4
. In other words, when

the generic (universal) and also the specific (particular) character of an object are

reflected through the function of the internal organ this is regarded as perception.

A view like this is not uncommon in Indian and Western systems. The Advaita

view of visayagata pratyaksa as developed in Vedanta paribhasa will be discussed

later separately.

As a rule, the Naiyayika will not accept this view that perception is that know-

ledge the object of which stands with a peculiar clarity or speciality. The ideas

behind this view are that (1) the peculiar clarity is an intrinsic character of the

object independent of whether it is perceived or not, perception being only a

later awareness of this clear object, and (2) that the awareness of the object in its

bare generic character is never perception. But the Naiyayika will object to both

the ideas. His criticism of the idea (1) is straight and simple and perhaps irrefu-

table, except perhaps from the Advaita standpoint which we shall examine later.

His criticism is that the peculiar clarity is not prior to, but really duo to, percep-

tion as a mode of knowledge. Or, better, it is the same fact as that the object is

1Bertrand Russell in his ‘Analysis of Mind’.

*0f course generality is also apprehended.

’Internal orgem-antahkarana, and the function of the internal organ is but vrtti.

’Indian thought—G. Jha, VoL V, p. 828 and Yoga Sutra

—

7.
g
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perceived. To posit clarity as a character of the object, irrespective of whether

it is perceived or not, is bad hypostatisation. Even Rumania who admits pra~

katya as a character of the object understands it as due to the perception of that

object. So far with the Naiyayika’s criticism of the idea (1). His criticism of

the idea (2) is, however, not so easy. There are very plausible counter-criticisms

also, and the Naiy&yika will have to meet these. Let us see how the Naiyayika

would proceed.

The Naiydyika believes in pratyak§a through 8dmanya-lak$ay,a-pratyd8atti, i.e.,

perceiving an object through only a generic character. When we perceive a

man, say Ram, through the normal sense-object contact he is known as a very

definite specific individual, this Ram (standing before me). But when I perceive

this Ram I also perceive the generic feature-universal manhood
(naratva).

Now, the Naiy&yika believes that when I perceive this manhood I also

perceivo through this manhood perceived, or through this perception of

manhood, all particular men, but perceive them as only particular oases

of manhood. None of these men are perceived in their speciality. Each is per-

oeived as only ‘any man’. This is pratyak$a through samanya-lakpaya-pratydsat ti

.

It is obvious that in this typo of perception the object is known in the bare

generic aspect, so that to the Naiyayika the theory that in perception the object

must be known in the aspect of specificity is unacceptable. Thus he holds that

there can be no definition of perception from the angle of vision of the object.

To this view of tho Naiyayikas, however, the Mlmamsakas will raise serious

objection. They hold that mrnHnya-lak$aiui-pmtyak$a is an impossibility. In-

trospect ion never guarantees that there is such perception. What is the necessity,

in the absenco of introspective certificate, of admitting such perception ?

The Naiyayika, however, replies that not only is this sdrnamya -laksami-pratyaksa

certified by introspection, there is a necessity also of inferring it. For otherwise,

as ho claims, inference is impossible. Unless we know that all cases of smoke

(i.e., any case) are (is) associated with fire, we cannot from a perceived case of

smoke infer fire. This means that we must somehow have perceived all cases of

smoke. Such perception, according to him, is possible only through samanya-

lakfana-pratyasatti.

The Mlmamsakas, however, would reject this account. They hold that uni-

versal concomitance
(vydpti

)

is perceived even though there need be no samdnya-

lak$ana-pratyak?a. They do not believe in the Naiyayika’s transcendent (but

inherent) universals. The universal, according to them, is not transcendent at

all. It is nothing but the dkdra (generic character) which is a part and parcel of

this particular. The character of a thing is wholly immanent in it. But yet a

generic character, though so immanent, goes beyond the thing also. This going

beyond is not transcendence in the Nyaya sense. The generic character, in other

words, is not immanent-transcendent, but immanent-transitive. This in essence
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is their doctrine of bhedabheda of the universal and the particular. By taking

recourse to this transitive dkdra perceived in the perceived particular object they

extend their knowledge from the perceived particular cases to those which are not

perceived. Thus from the accompaniment of a single case of smoke and a single

case of fire, they argue, we pass, through the generic shapes of smoke and fire,

to the concomitance of any other case of smoke with fire. Thus, in the perceived

particular both bheda and abheda between the known and the unknown co-exist.

That is how the dkdra operates transitively. At the same time the generic shape

being a shape is a part and parcel of the perceived particular. Thus through this

transitive dkdra the Mimamsakas foresee all the possibilities, and on the strength

of this dkdra they reject the sdmdnya-lak§ana-pratyak$a, i.e., knowledge based on

a common identical feature, of the Naiyayikas. The Naiyayikas, it is true, have

also admitted dkdra, but their difference from the Mimamsakas is two-fold. First,

to the Naiyftyika the dkard is only the vyahjaka of the transcendent universal,

whereas for the Mimamsakas it is the very essence of the universal
; and secondly,

while to the NaiySyikas the dkdra is wholly resident in the particular, never extend-

ing beyond it, the Mimamsakas take it as generic, i.e., transitive. The

saka will argue that when we sketch the head of an ox in general the figure that

we actually draw is no doubt the figure of a particular ox, but, undoubtedly, we
treat it also as being the figure of all oxen. Thus it appears that though dkdra

belongs to a particular object yet at the same time it is generic in character, i.e.,

belongs to all the members of the class and therefore represents the whole class.

So it can be regarded as a prototype of the whole class. As Kumarila has pointed

out, the generic character is common to many individuals and at the same time

as a particular character it is peculiar to one individual. The ground of shifting

from the particular to the general is in similarity. Thus on the assumption that

similarity exists among all particulars (of a class) the generic dkdra extends

beyond the particular object perceived.

The Naiyayikas, however, will not accept this account. They will refute the

generic dkdra of the Mimamsakas. They point out that in developing the ac-

count the Mimamsakas have taken shelter under bhedabheda. Bhedabheda is their

master key which they have used here as elsewhere. But for both bheda and

abheda to co-exist in a particular instance obviously involves self-contradiction.

It cannot be argued, as the Mimamsakas have done, that a particular case is par-

ticular and also at the same time general. If it is particular, it cannot be general.

For the Naiyayika each particular is an individual in itself, and it may even be

said that this is why the Naiyayikas have accepted a separate category, called

vtiesa, i.e., uniqueness. Whether we accept such a category or not, we must

admit that every particular is unique. Raghunatha who has rejected vUe$a

yet admits that any particular is by its very nature unique 1
. A particular, thus,

Witejo’pi ca na pad&rthantaram m&nabh&vat. Vin&pi vy&vartakarp dharmam pare$&rp
vi6e$&namiva aityanarp dravyanamapi svata eva vy&vartakatv&t’. padarthatattvanirupanam
p.30.
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a# unique by its very nature can never itself be a generality. Bhedabheda is out

of quofttion hero.

The Naiy&yikas will also refute the Mlraamsi theory of akdra. Every parti-

cular is endowed with a peculiar shapo or form (akdra) which cannot as such belong

also to another. It is always vyaktinistha ,
i.e., belonging to a definite particular,

and cannot therefore be taken as also extending beyond that particular. The

two akdra* may be similar, but there is no question of one of them being identical

with the other. Every akdra, as belonging to a particular and constituting its

essence, is itself also particular and cannot, therefore, be a generality also.

Moreover, it is meaningless to argue for the existence of the generic akdra.

Jdti, i.e, the class-concept is abstract1 in nature, not concrete. Jdti, the identity

as the ground of similarity, being thus abstract in nature, there is no question of

replacing it by generic akdra which is always concrete.

Except for the fact that Nyaya admits abstract reality, Jdti (class-concept)

might ovon be taken as only an abstract idea in the mind. Considered in this

wise it would bo totally internal in character and should not have the least possibili-

ty of maintaining an external status. To maintain that an internal thing possesses

an external status would only be paradoxical. Quite a number of Western philoso-

phers would agree in the matter when they regard aavikalpaka pralyakm (which,

according to them, is judgment) as possessing thought-elements, including names

and classes2 . Even Uddyotakara’s statement that the nirvikalpaka type of cogni-

tion is devoid of name, class, etc., might, in a certain way (though this would not

be the Nyaya view proper) be taken to mean that class, etc., are only vikalpas

(creations of the mind). Even Bhamaha, the old rhetorician, following the foot-

steps of Diunaga, has included the elements like ndma and jdti in the vikalpa and

so treats them as creations of the mind3
. All this, however, is idle speculation,

not to the point here.

Though the Naiyayika thus rejects the Mlmamsa view of akdra and treats

it as strictly vyaktinisiha, believing that no two things in the world are exactly iden-

tical, there would still be an objection from the MimamsS side. It might be asked

—

how then, is the class concept formed 1 Or, to use the Nyaya terminology, how
can wo recognise a particular as jdtyavacchinna, i.e., the particular as a case of the

universal ? Mlmamsa may offer an easy answer to this question by the notion of

akdra as immaneut-yet-transitive. So far as the akdra is immanent we
perceive the particular, and so far as it is also transitive we apprehend the

particular as a case of the corresponding universal. But how will Nyaya answer
the question ? Mlmamsa, in other words, treats the similar akdra as itself also

the identical akdra. But Nyaya does not admit this. Two similar dkdras are,

in Nyaya. mutually exclusive. How then would the two be at all felt as similar,

if the similars are not themselves also identical ?

Abstract here does not mean that jdti' is a moro name. It is an abstract, i.e., transcendent,
reality.

__

’Bradley, Bosanquet, Stout and Ward have traced a ‘thought-element’ in perception,
borne of them regarded perception as a ‘perceptual judgment’. The concept of ‘judgment*
of course, means more than this, but in that aspect of the concept we are not interested here.

*Pratyak^arp Kalpanapodhaip tatd’rthaditi kecana kalpanam namaj&tyadi Yojan&m
pratij&nate’k&vy&laipkara 6/6 by
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The Ny&ya replies that two mutually exclusive akaras, each a separate parti*

cular, are yet similar only because in each is inherent an identical element which

alone is the universal1
. What Nyaya means is quite clear. Two akaras as two

concrete entities cannot obviously be identical. If, therefore, they are also similar

this must be due to a third identical something which somehow is present in each,

and the third something is the universal. Akdra, howevor, is the vyadjaka of that

identity-universal. In other words, we perceive the universal only where the

dkdra is present. Nyftya, thus, does justice to both akdra and universal.

It cannot be argued against Nyaya that it unnecessarily admits two entities,

viz. dkdra and universal, whereas Mimamsa explains everything by one only, viz.

akdra. But the Nyaya reply to this is simple. Mimamsa may explain every-

thing by dkdra, but it cannot explain this dkdra itself. For, are the ftkaras of

this caw and that cow identical or similar ? If identical, it is the same thing as the

Naiyayika’s jdti ; and if similar, there must be, as we have just seen, a self-identical

jati to account for the similarity.

Thus the whole Mimamsaka criticism is refuted and the Naiyftyika’s refusal

of vi§ayagata-pratyak$atva, i.e, perceivedness of object, is established.

There are many Western philosophers, with Bussell among them, who defined

perception from the point of view of object. Russell, for example, says
—“We

may define perception of an object as the appearance of the object from a place

where there is a brain with sonse-organs and nerves forming part of the intervening

medium”*. Russell and the Mimamsakas just dismissed thus agree so far. The

important point in which they disagree should also, in this connection, be emphasis-

ed before we turn to the criticism of Russell’s view. Though tho Mimamsakas

understand perception as the knowledge of tho object which has a peculiar clarity or

spoeificity they are yet not content with this clarity or specificity, they yet admit

that there is nevertheless tho subject side, viz., awareness which, though not

revealed in introspection, is yet interred. But Russell will not agree to this.

Ho will not admit this awareness side at all. In his opinion, as we may guess,

in every knowledge-situation there are simply the object at one end and the

human organism at the other. In tho vicinity of tho human body porceivednoss,

according to him, appears to omergo in tho object.

Ny&ya will oppose the Bhi$$a and the Russellian view with equal vehemence.

We have already seen how the Bh&tta notion of perception from the point of view

of object is dismissed. As against the inferredness of tho subjective awareness

it would argue as follows : in every inference the sadhya, i.e., the thing to be

established, must be that which or the like of which has already been perceived

'The definition of similarity as tadqatabh&yodharinavattvam applies only to complex
similar entities. Obviously it does not apply to simple (unanalysable) entities, like two red
colours (of the same shade), where the only definition of similarity would be the one given
above.

’Analysis of Mind—page—131.
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somewhere in some form. Now, if the subjective awareness which is here going

to 1)0 inferred has already been perceived somew'here in some form, it would be

self-contradiction to hold that it is only inferred, never perceived.

The Bh&ttas may indeed argue that the Naiyayikas themselves have admitted

aamdnyatodtfta anumdna , where previous perception of the sddhya is not essential,

where indeed the sddhya is, by nature, unpercoivable. But the Naiyayika will

immediately roply that in sdmdnyatodr?ta anumdna we simply infer a cause from

an effect. So far, indeed, as the Bh&ttas regard the prdkatya of the object as an

effect and infer the cause of it, they are at liberty to employ sdmanyatodr§ta

anumdna . But how could they be assured that the cause is the subjective

awareness, and not an object among objects ? A cause of an object is

found, as a matter of fact, to bo a like object. What, then, guaranteed

the Bh&ttas having regarded the cause of the prdkatya to bo no object

at all, but subjective awareness ? Thus we see that the Bhatta idea

of merely inferring subjective cognition is not tenable.

To turn now to tin; view of Russell : in the opinion of Russell perceivedness

ap|H»ars to lx; the character of an object and as such, perception is not subjective

but purely objective. It is true that the denial of subje ctivity proves the other.

But wherefrom conies this denial? There must be logical ground for denying

something. If wo deny something oven in the absence of any pratibandhaka this

would 1)0 no rational procedure. What is the pratibandhaka on account of which

Itussell denies the subjectivity of knowledge? In the absence of a pratibandhaka

the Russellian refusal would rather prove the opposite. To assert the absence of

X necessarily presupposes the earlier knowledge of the presence of that X.

Hence if there is no reason for rejecting X altogether its denial in a certain con-

text presupposes its existence elsewhere1
. If we apply this logic to Russell’s

case, we must say that as he denies subjective knowing without offering any rea-

son for that he is bound to admit its existence also. Thero is a point in Russell’s

method, however, which requires special examination hero. Russell argues that it

is always moro parsimonious to admit one entity, wrhen by that alone a situation

can bo explained, than admitting more than one. This is his ‘Occam’s Razor’

corresponding to the Indian principle of laghava . Applying this principle to the

case under consideration, ho argues that as knowledge situation can be w'ell ex-

plained by objective knownnoss, i.e., some objective character—call it knownness

or somo relation between tho objoct and a physical organism—it is useless to admit

over and abovo it another phenomenon, viz., subjective knowing.

But here also Russell is wrong. Ho fails to see that parsimony (laghava) is

applicable only when two theories compete with each other, not where thore are

two perceived facts , In tho field of perception there are as many facts as are

perceived, unloss thore is reason for the rejection of some. Now, subjective

knowing is a fact in the perceptual field, it is revealed to mental perception (mdnasa

pratyakfa) as a fact . Henco the principle of parsimony cannot dismiss it.

lTho concept of prasaktaprati$edha does, of course, mean more than this. But in that
aspect of this concept we are not interested here.
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Again, even granting that tho principle of parsimony applies hero, wo may,

with tho Naiyayika, ask—why profer objective knownness to subjective knowing?

If at all tho principle is allowed to operate here, the naiyayika would rather

prefer subjectivo knowing. For, this, according to him/ is simpler and more

original than objective knownness. Objective knownness is no original property

of tho thing. Even at the time it is known w*e are assured that it was prior to*

that moment unknown. Prior to its being known, it was in itself. The known-

ness, if at all it is a property of a thing, is contingent, i.o., due to something. That

something is subjectivo knowing. Not merely that, the so called knownness is

nothing but tho fact that the object stands in a certain relation to the subjoctive

knowing. It is thus the knownness which comes to be dismissed through the

principle of parsimony.

Russell might still argue that the Nyaya position, as described above, might

have boon allowed if only subjective knowing could be revealed, but as a matter

of fact it is never revealed. Russell argues that we never catch the subjective

directly. But against him wo say that we have already refuted this Russellian-

Bhatta contention. Wo have maintained that subjective knowing is directly

revealed in manasa-pratyaksa.

A central point of the Russellian theory need he refuted in this connection.

Russell believes that the so-called revelation of tho object is nothing but the

fact that tho object stands before a physical organism. Or, if 'nothing but’ be

too strong and if Russell would not object to accept Holt’s notion, ho would say

that object is a cross section of things determined by their relation to a physical

organism. This, in other words, is a viovr that those things coming into certain

relation with the physical organism, acquire the property of knownness. In short,

an object is known only when it comes into a certain relation with tho physical

organism.

Our point against Russell and those Russellians is that either the exact nature

of this relation has to bo specified which is impossible unless the physical organism

is replaced by subjoctive knowing
;
or it is not specified, when tho relation is no

more than comprosence, but, then, more compresenee does not always make the

objoct ‘known’.

A physical organism does at the most physiologically react to the object (and

even that not always). But this physiological reaction is not knowledge, nor is

the object known whenever there is such physiological reaction. The first con-

dition for a physiological reaction to be cognitive is that the organism has to be

‘mine’. For when another organism so reacts I do not say, ‘I know this object*

Nor can it bo said against us that in that case not ‘I’ but ‘he’ knows the object ;

for his knowing is here only a matter of inference, and the datum from which

his knowing is inferred is my knowing . Unless, in other words, there is my knowing

,

there is no question of his knowing. My knowing
,
now, in the Russellian language,

would be the reaction ofmy physiological organism. This minoness of the organism

cannot be understood except by admitting subjective knowing.
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If this is not admitted, if, in other words, there is no specific relation between

a physiological organism and object, the relation would be mere compresence.

But such moro eompreseneo may not produce knowledge Or knownness. As

NySya has argued, thorn may be upeksci
,
not nocossarily hana or updddnal

. Even

Pauini while dealing with the fourth case-ending in connection with the root
‘man 9

,

has included the idea of anddura or upekm The point in both the cases is that we

often do not take notice, as while moving on the road we do not care for the

grasses lying beneath our feet. Thus it is meaningless to argue that even if my
physicsal organism with brain and sense organs is compresent with objects lying

around I necessarily perceive the object. That is why the views of Russell will

not appear to be too sound to the Naiyayikas.

^

\ *ulu Bannikar$a&tada
jnanam pramitih, yada jnanam tada hanopadanopek§abuddhayah

Tarkabag^
yuya<lar ‘%Iiabha§ya on 3rd Kyaya Sutra, page 74 Ed by Fhanil 1 ii$an

1 Mauyakormanyanadore bibha$aprani$u' Panini 2, 3f 17 Sutras.



THE CONCEPT OF FALSITY

(The Vivarana view considered)

By Nirod Baran Chakraborty

The Advaita view of the non-duality of the Spirit aa the ultimate reality can

be established only whon the world can bo proved to be false. So tho concept

of falsity is an important concept in Advaita literature. Different Samkarites

defined falsity in different ways. Wo may consider them as alternative defini-

tions of falsity. All of them are equally correct and none is superior to tho others.

In this paper wo shall discuss the Vivarana definition of falsity and try to defend

it from the attacks of the dualistic M&dhvas. Our discussion is mainly based on

Advaitasidhi of Madhustidana Saraswati, a famous Advaitin of the Post-Samkara

period.

The author of Vivarai^a holds ‘ tho false is that which is contradicted by know-

ledge’ (jndnanivarttyatvam). As falsity can bo taken in this sense so the text like

‘wise men free themselves from tho world of name and form’ and ‘one who knows

the self can alone overcomo miseries’ are significant and intelligible. Tho world

is contradicted with tho realisation of Brahman, tho ultimate reality, and so tho

world is false.

Now the question is—what are wo to mean by the word ‘contradiction’? If

contradiction moans destruction, the false will be that which is destroyed by

knowledge. Now, it often hapjxms that tho knowledge of pot’ is replaced by the

knowledge of ‘table’ and then ‘the former is destroyed by tho latter’. But for

this, the knowledge of ‘pot’ cannot be false. So, tho definition becomes too wide.

In another way it may be shown that the definition is also too narrow. The

Advaitins recognise the pot as false. But it is not destroyed by knowledge, it

may be destroyed with a stroke of hammer. So, tho definition of falsity

does not cover all the cases.

Even if contradiction by knowledge means contradiction by knowledge as

knowledge, the definition remains too narrow. In this case also the pot cannot

be false when it is destroyed with a blow of hammer. The superimposed

silver is not also destroyed by the knowledge of nacre as knowledge, for it

is destroyed merely by the occurrence of that later knowledge. So the

suporimposed silver cannot bo taken as an example of falsity, which tho Advaitins

generally do. Tho cognition of Brahman also (as cognition) cannot be the cause

of the destruction of the world, for this very destruction also is a part of the world
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and yot is not destroy* d by that knowledge, and as this destruction is not destroyed

by that knowledge, the Upunixudie text “everything other than this is des-

troyed** becomes meaningless.

Even if the above definition of falsity l>e interpreted in another way, viz., to

mean tho sublation of anything by a knowledge qua some type of knowledge

(jfUinatva-vyupya-dharmapvraxkarena jnananivarttyatva ), there is no escape

from the fallacy “too wide**. For consider the following cases.

Samxk&ra or unconscious trace is responsible for memory. With the rise of

memory the relevant unconscious trace is destroyed. But for this that trace can

never bo regarded as false. Again, tho non-existence of a knowledge prior to its

rise is definitely destroyed with the rise of that knowledge. But this non-existence

also, on that account, is never false. Therefore it is urge d that falsity cannot be

understood as that which is destroyed by knowledge.

To all those objections the Ad vaita reply is as follows :

—

Tho Advaitins contend that the critics have misunderstood the implication of

this definition. It i< to be int v rpreted in the following way:-—The negation of the

eternal negation of the gross and subtle forms of an object duo to knowledge is

false. Belli the gross and subtle bains of an object are mentioned in the definition.

In the case of the destruction of a pot with a stroke of hammer, though the pot in

its gross form is destroyed by the hammer, it in its subtle form is not destroyed in

this way, the subtle form is destroyed only by the knowledge of Brahman. The
total sublation of the put is thus possible only through the knowledge? of Brahman.

Hence the definition does apply to this case.

Here an objection may be raised to the effect that though the subtle form of the

pot is xublated by knowledge, its gross form can be destroyed only with a stroke

of hammer. The Advaitins, of course, can oasily meet this charge. They
believe in the identity of the subtle as cause and the gross form as its effect*.

The definition cannot be too wide also. Though a posterior knowledge destroys

the prior knowledge, the unconscious trace of the former still remains, and as this

trace as the subtle form is identical with the gross knowledge which is said to be

destroyed, there is really no final destruction of that knowledge.

Tho Advaitins in general and tho Sfmkhists boliovo in Satkoryavada. According to them
the effect potentially remains m the cause. The cause and the effect are not really different
from one another. The cause is the effect unmanifested and the effect is the cause manifested.

The Bauddhas and tho Nyaya-Vai6e$ika thinkers will differ from these philosopheis cn this
point. Unlike the Advaitins and the Sankhists, they are the advocate k of Aeatkaiyavgda
or Arambhavada. According to them, the effect dees not icznain in the cavte Vcftie the
effectuation. They have based their thesis on the following grounds :

—

If tho effect already remains in the cause, then there is no point in saying that the effect is
produced out of the cause. Secondly, the different names assigned to If e tfwe and the effect
definitely show that they are different from one another. Thirdly, if the effect were already
there in the cause, the effort on the part of the efficient cause in order to produce the effect
would have been unnecessary. But we all know that the effect like a table cannot be product d
out of wood without the efforts of a carpenter who is the efficient cause.
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This disposes of another possible objection also. It may be said that the

world cannot bo false simply because it is destroyed by the knowledge of Brahman,

for, though every just preceding knowledge is destroyed by a just posterior

knowledge, the former is not taken as false on that account. But the

Advaitin argues that this objection cannot be raised at all. The just preceding

knowledge in its subtle form is not destroyed by the just posterior knowledge.

But the knowledge of Brahman negates the world both in its subtle and gross

forms. So, the world is definitely false whereas the prior knowledge is not.

The negatum of the destruction of the gross and the subtle forms of an object-

due to knowledge, may thus be regarded as false
; and in this case the fallacies of

too wide and too narrow definition cannot arise at all, for here the destruction of

both the gross and the subtle forms of an object has been taken into consideration.

The expression ‘due to knowledge’ finds a place in the definition in order to

exclude inconceivable objects like ‘hare’s horn’. The eternal negation of the

subtle and the gross forms is present in the case of ‘hare’s horn’. But it is not

false like the world, because this eternal negation is not due to knowledge.

It cannot also be objected that the definition does not apply to the case of nacre

appearing as the silver (the traditional Vedantic example of false appearance).

The silver-appearance is definitely destroyed by knowledge of the nacre

as contradicting the knowledge of that silver. To explain :—The silver

superimposed on the nacre is definitely perceived by the man under illusion. The

perception again cannot be objectless. So, we shall have to admit the existence

of the appearance-silver in order to explain the perception of the silver

superimposed on the nacre. Now this silver is definitely destroyed by the

knowledge of nacre which is its locus. So, the silver which is superimposed on

the nacre is false.

The Sankhists repudiated this theory on the following considerations;

—

(a) If the effect'

does not remain in the cause, then no amount of force can press out the effect from the cause.
No one can produce curd out of wood, as curd is non-existent in wood, (b) We soo that any
cause cannot produce any effect. Milk cannot produce a cloth and threads a table, (c) If we
think that an effect is produced from a cause which did not contain the effect, wo are landed in
the absurdity— something comes out of nothing. We should never forget the dictum
*er nihilo nihil fit'

.

Tho Vedantins also join issue with the Sankhists. They also think that
the effect is existent in the cause before its production. As regards further details of this

view, the Sankhists and the Ramanuja Vedantins part company with the followeis of S&rpkara
Vedanta.

Tho Sankhists and tho Ramanujites are in favour of Parinamavada as a further
specification of the theory of Satkaryavada. According to them, the effect no doubt potentially

remains in the cause, but at the timo of effectuation the cause is really transformed into the
effect. Tho Advaita Vedantins, however, hold that the transformation of the cause into the.

effect is only apparent and not real. The effect is tho vivarta of the cause and not the parindma
of it. The Advaita theory of causation is generally known as Vivartavada. Here it may
be observed that a consistent Satkaryavadin should be an advocate of Vivartavada and not
of Parinamavada. If the cause really changes into tho effect, then the cause and the effect

become two things and there can be no identity between the two. The Category of Identity
can alone be applied to one particular thing, as two things can never be identical in every
respect. Tho Leibnitzian theory of the Identity of the Indiscemibles cannot be easily

repudiated. It is indeed a fact that no two leaves of the samo tree are identical. So, if the
cause and the effect are at bottom identical we must admit that the effect is only the appearance-
or vivarta of the cause. The cause alone is real, the effect is only an appearance of the cause.
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Vivara<>&e&rya defines sublation as the eternal negation of nescience with its

present and past, gross and subtle effects. This definition of sublation tallies well

with that of falsity considered just now. The author of Virttika also admits this

interpretation of sublation. He holds that with the attainment of proper

intellect due to the understanding of the texts like ‘Tatfcvamasi’, nescience with its

effect becomes eternally negated. The word effect’ here comprises the past, the

present, the subtle and the gross effects.

The negation of ‘hare’s horn’ is not due to knowledge. But on this analogy

we cannot think that the negation of the silver on the nacre (when the silver is

superimposed on it) also is not caused by knowledge. The perception of the

silver on the nacre is the same thing as that false silver itself and this false silver is

a product of ajruina (nescience) as referring to the nacre. Hence knowledge

(jilana) alone of the nacre can destroy the silver. The absence of silver on the

nacre can thus be known only when the nacre is cognised. The ‘hare’s horn’ is

not caused by ajndna , so the question of its negation by jnana or knowledge

cannot arise at all. Nescience is not one, but it is many in number. The nescience

attached to nacre is destroyed by the proper knowledoe of that nacre.

So, the silver superimposed on the nacre may very well be taken as an example

of falsity.

Some others again believe in only one nescience. From their standpoint,

the negation of silver in nacre by the knowledge of nacre is to be understood by

means of the following inference

—

‘The silver superimposed on nacre is sublated by knowledge, because it is the

object of cognition with some defect, just like the snake which is imposed on

rope.’

The negation of the snake on rope is to be established with the help of another

inference. But this will not lead us to the fallacy of indefinite regress as there is

no such fallacy in the case of the relation between the seed and the sprout.

With the stroke of the hammer the pot is destroyed. So we may very well

think that with the knowledge of the locus the nescience which covers it and

projects something other than itself upon it is removed. As the nacre is

cognised, the nescience covering the nacre and the silver due to this nescience

•re destroyed all at once. So, we are to admit that the nescience and its effect

are eternally negated with the rise of the knowledge of the locus.

Western logicians often equate cause with effect from the standpoint of quantity. They
hold that the cause is quantitatively equal to the effect. Modem scientists also with the
principles of the conservation of matter and energy subscribe to the same view. They hold that
the total quantity of matter and energy found in the effect is equal to that of the cause. So,
they also think that in a sense there is an identity between the cause and the effect. These
thinkers, of course, nr'' not hold enough to follow the logical consequences of this theory.We have already seen that- the identity between the cause and th^ effect can bo established
only when we are ready to tegard the efhvt as the appearance of the cause, &arpkara does

JJbU the Westerneis are not so strong as to come to this revolutionary conclusion. They,
like Ramanuja and others, will say that the cause is really transformed into the effect.
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The definition that the false is that which is sublatedby knowledge qua any

form of knowledge is not also defective. For when it was pointed out +-hM a
posterior knowledge destroys the just prior knowledge without having branded

it as necessarily false it was not the destroyer qua a form of knowledge. The prior

knowledge is there destroyed as a particular attribute of the self. If the

destruction of the prior knowledge were understood as effected by the posterior

qua a form of knowledge, the desire that asises after knowledge and the effort

which follows the desire cannot be taken as capable of destroying the knowledge

and the desire respectively, which, however, is a fact. This is why the prior

knowledge destroyed by the posterior knowledge is not necessarily false on that

account. Therefore, the definition cannot be tabooed as too wide.

Memory, the opponents think, destroys the unconscious trace of the past

percept and memory does this as a form of knowledge and not merely as an

attribute of the self; for had it, as an attribute of the self, destroyed the trace

then even a desire also that happens to arise after the unconscious trace would,

as an attribute of the self, destroy the trace, which however, is not the fact.

Hence, the opponents continue, it must be said that memory destroys

the unconscious trace as a form of knowledge ;
and so the definition having applied

to this case, the unconscious trace has to be taken as false and the definition

becomes too wide.

The Advaitins, however, do not believe that memory qua memory can destroy

the unconscious trace of the past percept, as there is no evidence for it.

Memory is caused by a past percept. The unconscious trace is the intermediate

link between the memory and the past percept. The percept leaves

the unconscious trace behind it and this in turn causes memory. Now, the

opponents urge that the intermediate link ceases to exist when its purpose

(connection between two extreme terms) is served. Adfsta
,
the unconscious

repository of the merits and the demerits of actions, which is the intermediate

link between actions and its results dies out with the achievement of the results of

the actions. So, in analogy it is held by the opponent that the unconscious trace

which is the link between the percept and memory should lapse with the rise of

memory.

Here the Advaitins contend that the result does not always destroy the

intermediate link. Perception is said to be the result of the sense-object-contact.

Now with perception, the sense-object-contact does not cease to exist. If it did so,

recurrent perception would have been an impossibility. So the Advaita thesis

that memory does not destroy the unconscious trace of the past percept is proved.

The repeated recollection of a thing rather makes unconscious trace of it

stronger and stronger. If memory had destroyed the unconscious trace, this

would not have been possible at all. This is an additional reason why we are to

submit that memory does not destroy the unconscious trace. So, the definition

of falsity under consideration cannot be too wide.
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The opponent may raise here a subtle objection. It is this:—If every

recollection strengthens the trace what can this ‘strength’ mean? The only

possible meaning is that every next recollection will be better in the sense of being

easier and speedier. But this, again, means that every next recollection as better

is qualitatively different (vilafyana) from every prior one. *It follows that

because the same trace cannot cause two qualitatively different recollections the

trace as causing the prior one must have been destroyed to allow the other trace

to operate, for otherwise a qualitatively new recollection of the same object

cannot occur.

But the Advaitins reply that the charge is untenable. The traces of the

recollections are undoubtedly many. But, as for the traces, it must not be

forgotten that they are all about the same object, i.e., that they are traces of the

cognitions of the same object and are therefore basically of the same stuff. As

against the contention that then there would be several recollections each

qualitatively the same, they reply as follows

The unconscious trace alone, the Advaitins hold, cannot arouse memory.

There must be something other (udbodhaka) than the unconscious traces, to cause

it. Though there are many unconscious traces in every case the third principle

which arouses the memory (
udbodhaka

)

is not present. So, a series of

recollections qualitatively the same will not arise even when there are many

unconscious traces.

It might be further objected that the third principle which arouses memory

in one case may cause it in every other case also. But the Advaitins think that the

third principle is to be conceived according to the results. If the results are many,

the third principle also must be many. So, the contingency of the series ofmemory

cannot arise at all.

Even if for argument’s sake, it is taken for granted that memory cancels the

unconscious trace out of which it orginates, the Advaitins fall in no difficulty.

In that case they will interpret their definition of falsity in another way. Falsity,

then, will mean the cancellation of anything by the direct and immediate

knowledge (sdkfatkdratvena jndnanivarttyatva). So even when memory negates

the unconscious trace, the negation does not make the unconscious trace in any way
false, as memory is not a direct and immediate cognition. The prior knowledge

which is negated by the posterior knowledge cannot also be false as it is not cancelled

by knowledge characterised by immediacy. Thus the Vivaraija view of falsity

proves to be faultless.

•Indian philosphers do not as a rule admit degree as a category. ‘A as better than B*
does not mean that in both there is the same universal goodness in different degrees. It means
that in A there is one type of goodness and in B there is another

, and that the two goodness—
universals are one the vydpaka of the other.
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vaawaTJqat? ac^aark it” (as its *0 i o i * i * ;) i

aT^apR 'Q ^n*iar?R ral^M'® "SR^a ^sra anc? (^*i^io«>; ^s 8 ia)i

anaRRRi ^waraR^ a^ai^a a^a g&raiMR 1

^akaw; a^sus a?k a;«pr ^ipt^ ?^®k ^a;a aTagi^a—

ums a;a^iwa aakr^’ (tab 1 * 1 *8 ) 1

wraicas $fwa *rs?kg ac?na =5^1 “wMaHlk^'iaw; a^n*nk

i^aR: aw araia^ ^®nk” (bss ws ^ ua) 1 ^sp^i ikwc^,
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aww^r 5*tssfa C2RRF, wtefw ®m srafann fawn, anrm, .*ra?fo g a^r$*n
i $fa *i^|'oi3\sc<?“ ^fai^CR 3^i, a*sr a^fabw» a^n*i ^rfsrer

^?\»T^v5 ^farcrr faranpa a<i??\sc<j> ^fwn g a^w;farr<F a^rre*a ^fararogn—

“gw«nfa ^Ti&frt 'stwi#! i fawn a*R?n a<rf?®s a^F**a*F 3m«isrk«r

i srsrsrawnrs avsrfflfa aw^swlfa i w tlwro *Rry®*s, a^n«nfa

a^FP^ars u” (tss *ns * ik>) <a^n?r jtfwg fanfare qfaaiteH—

“

wqi^ re *ktot

®imten©ii*ni ^fa^pns, ^rren ?n ^tfcw ^^tsi sn^
s

l?'t®jiOfa ^T^nfaafaaTwifa

a^nnifa r

Safaronr Sfown^npET Saw "sow wfac® ar$i ^cnre

n^T*^ rw!l«7’( *fl'4M ^RTT 1 Cs>) SiTWI'CStT ^nw$fa? 5R^5n?r

Sawnatncn s&g m?r? qfarww, “®rcrcn; ! *nfa <rt m;s, 'm g ^
aw5*? ^fa^pr a^nn a^f® «f*n?R ^faraifa i” (;>) ^ Safa?pnr§

n^r*ic^ 3;a^ #sr?n Sb5 spTwr ?w w ^ w
CT 'S'Q-afa^^T® 3?*'*<>1 <P«1 ^.5.1^1$. ^ fai4<( ST^^I^X

^fasjna^n? •
(“ ^eRftwf 4? sra^p® §fa^m^ri«K n^asc’u

© 18 1*)

•^si.w«nF* fcraral-qiwwi ^oTTafa ?jt?® afarer 1 ^rc® tos5**5*? tsrcarrtc^F

^TO, “.... 5RX®7 ^®>fT fas*5^®??®?; ^’'WfT w^fars nWWOTI-

wfiiwr $T®srj a^rr?? fawn w^frfn fas»afai®ifa” (*i 8 1*0)1 <a»p?T

^:?wt a^TNre a;«Rr^:a facwfa ^ ^*nc$ 1 ^nc® w ^ i it g

a^rrc 5Rnw® ?t gw®if? a^rwsFa ^ 1 wtg 4^fanr ^n^'faaw wre?i%

faf®rr ^»r ^® ^pfaRrr “^Wi ^“fta^RnRTs ^^imfa^as 1 a^n«r^

^PTfi §??5j ^Trwan'nis 1” wrac??* ^ Sfa?r $fa>$;R g a*5**? *n^i«fw«pp

afaim ^fac® anrr qrsr 1

SRfa^ fefsifaTCaT^ 3M*f «<! «IWl1 (O) ^MC*1?T if*lfa faTST^f Sc?R ^fa?IT

®RJSlt ^P5«f®?r^a ^f*l% #3¥H^T—

“c#faRx fawn an^wR^nwT faf*fsi

a?ffair a^msar ^«n?*i^*anTii

fern *ft“rc® ^ fa*fc?n ^m«ri ^ 1

5T^w^ fanr®? fafw^^u”

®*a^iT^4W ^nfagi®^ Sfarfa® anfa?n g a^w«a^ SaiaiH ?n ^t®?R«sca

1 t®fa ^fararc^n, ‘‘^^a^^fa^aiann< a^fas,

(5) ^rcatar, hisis; *iri 5 ; 1

(^) “»r c^WECf/^ ^sarmr«rrfw t^fifssl’Fpt'R ’iw? c^rw? . .

.

frsitftn” *11515. 1 atul^i T»? ^Pnrt^n— ?f%5ln*W^ *fo»K <3?

cwtsjK voH^jiWK 11”

(0) ore? 2pH‘tt*r:i (^. <rtfa 5.15100) 1

8
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a^rFF*as” (-5*52 ?ns *15.100)1 «wwt w waft

f’sfr? foes? spnfWRJI’ ’Ml ^TtW WP W\, W1 Ms$ a;R2 qftifllttH—

“<fl'3*ffa 2fT?WS^” (* I * I 00) I WW ^t^Rl <i W^af&Pf *!««$ Stfe^PT

aRR ifl^a ^aftj W^IC^-'iaWFPg^sr ? 4*RPfl?©ft *12 WSTO a

(fas * 1 5>o) I 5P3a© ^ToSPTFF 'SasfNw #PIT

*?rtw sptamsR (fas *15.0)1 ^<h sro a^R^o ^fa^pri w% ‘fcT'SSwfasrc’

<n$ awft* '^imipwri ^^---‘‘a^^fasia^ fsia^u” (fas 8 i&;)i

a^wsT $n?a c*ifrpp &ifa?ai« aw spm e®w pf^n ,;

®iPfiT^^’ Ifai^a^a

*atw ^kCT <3 Pt^ena’c^ ^arg^a *atw ^raM^n ppr, “awia <Ha?aTa wi
*5rraiR§ ero ”

( 5. 1 6^-ao) i a^fg apnw arc* ^swra re? awafa

&?VNa^rcpr ^aianaaatfF ?ftrara—

“^T^TR” a?© 5WjwT>i'!)M'6«iT4‘ffl; i

?K?m srtc$ *n**p ^faspn? cafa^n” (8 i 5>do) i

fapg r^pItj fa^-a^a r<i >w ^ir fe?Vt-a^rcrc aap ^arfa1© ^nre
tost *pcsr ppr<3 sRjif w-m Prfare ar$ ari (*) cafare? tfa^pr arc?

a^rrc;^ a;w araar sir sa, wa fafa §§ a*? w^ftta ^a
aaaarrea—‘^fosprs a^arc;^ ajfatcs afwVtre” (8i8*)i JKa^f Fja* *r©re

reiffcn
r
©fcra ^^faTRs ‘^fo?pf a^ftm a^rwaaaw few? aftar afannrea,

siwi faro a^%rc:a Rsfp a^csr $w\,
;5pr, aa arc?^fw Iw ssa afapR,

*rra af*w«Tca Rsfa o;aa\r% ^Jo^pt srca afacaai (Rafarcs 5.i<s)i (*) Ma
§faspf *Rtf a^arc, $T©vs, ^Tarrra<R, <S?i?aa, asrar-a arc? ^afara srea warrea

(^ara * id) i foU qpi'Q i ^r^ia-

Rwt \5 W1S" Ci I 0 ) I ^roR[PI sT^tR JITCIPs ^2TWRRW §WI ^
a^^vsra ^?5p5 \c; 2ot ^fv5^pn (©) si5j«mr:^<f ^ gpapp

^wt, ??'sR'0 a^na, ^aa-Q r w ^<tir i ^©^.xaa ^a’ra

w 5$*nre—

“^f^aa,wicrfR ^ppPwaiF^i
si^a sr aRFf^ sqj^cai^sj^u” 1 ^8 1

^qsa>iv^jvs 'Q ^iR>siJv5i\s tf^pr a^raaTC^ aa^ w fo?

^T©?.ia aRfa mm s^a^ spts »n^ i

( 5 ) eiio; 5018*; 8 «i; 5 >io*; 5§?ti

(5.) •ratiW'Q 'SRjua f¥*( c*ffarR5 ^poti an i

‘‘^f%5tn^attttm: a^n” a? ^ (nvntft**)

(o)
i

^«4«tt^fnf%ntn^ tfF*re n” TO-atf?!
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“*nwn'«i*K towptH *nfcrai i

tfta5PIT?34T fwis PIT^ta© *|T$PsI^TO^ U” 418 ^8—^ 186 I

PT'TPTWTOffT?*! PTfW4lfa STvsiPP I

v51^*iih; 4?42n?*5 tai^s w

tf^R^RHT? PIPfiM^WI? fW8 I

*I¥IT ^f^R^^ITTOT^RT 1

? 11 4TlTOi;s *4 <5)TOJ |

f&44 *41414 sure 4tf4tsnw 4^44 ^trir, pw <b qfaufire 44? ®|4to

44 441?? TOIto '6||£t? 'Sl^.lt tl^R I

“4rr#? 43?fR!R? OT^skviisra^ 1

tl^Rfafo £313? ©181*0 1

smrfa *ito 44? “fpaww sireic^t t1w*itqs 44*1$ ^iwiw 144443*1 Mhra
4Ts?iiph 1 srnafes'S tlrespi *tr&4 Mq to; qfgraicro—

“*41*014? STT4C4? f-'ran *l
x5(^IMlfcf tl>4 h 1

^4ttto1t^ftt?“u -q^nqfR ?wr 511” © 1 *0*1

4t tf^TPT4 *44;*f TOlM TOC«tf ^TICS I 4444 S14I4N PWllrefsr <3

S-sPlt i|J[l'55l<14C4 tf^R qfTOTCTO I ^«T5 44% 414144 t^J *41444 45pR 4lt I

f'ofa 4fa4T£TO—

“^Mq^T^g w ^rt?” u

4t 44? R47®, 4^prvst, TOfa^ql epff® gp«T frore qspMS

t1w4 4T worpiq ^ipnror qferr qrorto^rq sr*[??r#s eiRfa 4?44 i

(*) ^rsiwrif^—

qiPWStfre *04 5l*NK3<f t^RCRtRTo 4^44 4r?4 TOjRRfR& I (*) *n®T 4?f*W

qifqq wffi &fire Tl^Wil kwi TO*fM 44T>; flW^ ^PT ^?TT TO TO I

PTTO—4T1TO f*rei 'Q STTvoi 44? ^smfsR 'eT^TOl SToTTO ^1TO4 WS «m RT ?TOT

4^54 $f© 4fafls 4PR, ^nfsr 4^54 34 &5T44 4fW$ §W st4T ‘stf5f4T?tfPf4

45TO?&IPI4 faq^ 5t*TR 44? TOT4TO 4TO4 4%£5: ^fel4T TOT f4**l?5

g& lfcWH mi *W ISMC* 4^141 Iwi TO W3 (*0l©*l*)l 'TOG

40145?$ 4fC4 qfclteCTO, “Ui 4^! 4reiPI?R&, ireiTO 34 Wm
4PRT 4§ PT, ^ifsT Wt 5TF5 4?44 1 Pit W,C*fl4 4||S|IW<) C5T% ^M^R 44?

^174^'Q 4(fif^R^o I Pit^ Sttfo 44 n^4t 4T ^5TITO *m (^) (^0 Ifti I^V) I

fsRT "Q 44^*1 ! ^fTal4 4RTO ^fsTTOR TO 4f4^f^PR I Mr Pit S4 4f«T4T

frorr to toi?4 4^it«TR i ptsrt ^nfa vsKiT^cto ^tofs fa4 ^t«iR (*o i i ^o) i

CS PW^W! 4nf4 TO^T ^4 (SfR4), ^151104 C^TTO TO TOW44 ®RI
<

R4^i

(5) I

(^) *JH 444 ^plc«tt 441 4tutl5 CT, ^14 ^31 4^ <44? 444 ^<4 4H51t*fRS I
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aai (*<m*i*-8)i afaa *sS &fea arar *aa>S a^anss *frcn arci ct, Tv^Th *flitWai-

fawa *m war afoaifesaa sfciaT* 5pg*&ta Vare as; *i*»ffs to
VamfeOTR I Wat? ai'51OTt'f«& a*aea 4S$3?S ®FltaC3 ‘'TRn TO I fofesk atfsW

jrbs csia taarcaa feats ai«na &fet*re taaat; fafaasf w*n toi—

“

aa?

*I,UIW»H TO< aFSWS, y\ ai'»TOTtr'&^^ ta?F5SfS 51 vum*, OTTSaa^ 3*Tr

«n taa®Tfafe i a ji ta^iVa^saaMsaa Sot aaaiare re adrift c^tpp< a s®nafe

um sm*K a^s 1 re a^V< rem wsi a -aarcw m c$ anpslfe 1 wren
saVse umK to a ^arcw wwrott Raw^s* to^ww awarcst

«rr^i reisaa^a aT Sot wi Sm^ asitaaita^raafa £a *5 S*re

S«raaV • awrasi Vtare aa fca Vafe v5*aia; assaig arercasR reisaala; as®

aTwra us *r»i?nfe aw Sfe a>m ires afros »Rai<»w,waeMi Sa tot a?s

w^iwifs 1 atresaas fwr aaiaas arnas s?,w>ife a a^s ^T’rofeaaire 11”

bst as 0

1

7a 1 ^ 1 s-c? 1 toto caaasfero Vaa fcosw a$i vmi ^
a£fea taaa Rwaa Vaar arararf? sn^a £fesn Vre stairei a<wss,

^zm aws S^t asn s&aiOT 1 “aa^f %s ar®isa;a*& aaa awa' an
afaretsrea, wt ®fera eroiaa Vsrre t^asaa 'em caa ai$i feta Vsitaare

fBrwni a*tarea---reiaaT ^srrsnca^ fe sm taro ? Vtot fawr aa^a5 caaitaT tarea i

feta tosire afarea, ‘reiaia taVJ rtto «ia ^iot’; ^vsta trer ®nar§rea,

•reiaia arrow arrcra taa^ caaa '®ra area aiS 1 '$fs Vsfaitasaa as® (ate:) a£fe

*ni a^T'G i Vsisaa &st *aa*i aiSi rorr ^kiar a^iafe^ aasr aa

cssiarcaiS feaa 1 ^Sa;^ t’f^araa saa ^taar feta ^fsrai’tcaa ass §*ffe\s ^SaT

a;St$ (750 !<>*,«>*) nr^ aanSOTR 1 am*^ ^kiar afewa, ‘ot arara! <$S a^aa (75)

coRTaS afe57’ 1 Via ^ aa a^tare fcm jtSott ^as faacfwatat^ a^a (^)

Vaca^ afe^R-“asai^s5 Va«i5 ^S aa RRTa, VfeaT^ta ^S aa «n»n«$ feaiOTa 1

wx <aS taaca sswa ta^icaS fewi aau 5^r ^aa vsKki fe^alc-a *raa

ator aa; aiwafek^F fwu Va?:*R—‘an ! lianas ta^ Taaitw?

feta n^caa asai taaafe ta^iw wriSotr ^a^ tasf« ^1 *a1aia Vraar

afeOTR— <̂ aa VsciaS as$, ta^ tVa otS aa rowiwS ttsaa’ 1 ai'eicata^' otS

afeOTR—‘^^raa: ! S$7 c^iaiaS ac$’ 1 S^tss feta ^Sai aa areiOTfeka*

a?R asfaceR 1 S57S RNntwifea 5naR»ni” $ss srr? 6 1 ** u 1 fefeala atfsTsia

V^a S^Ta mafei >£iS ot, fefealOT aa; ^S njatanCT to fesia ataai

trofena 1 aro:*ia Stwa OTta aca $3, aa^ a^raa tac^aiS t*r$as 'sra

(5) »reir«R 'Vft a?7j^ (ataa) 1 <$V& «ca «fa fac«T9 afaaic^a--
1

"aag
-

? ca

•racsi ^<7: !ftai crc^jaFS n” 501*^11

(s.) Mafrt a^ft^fa m aai “^7 aqalcu^ to 11”

1 toil's ass ^fa "laaia^ caaa «a^ ^pff# *jro 1 $-31 6i**i» 1
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*rrc<n?H aran §fi55i5f$ 5?fawt5 w 5$ai«! <m §5tei> §fa>5t5fi>5 fa?*ra

c^r *ff55^5 53 5i§ t (^>) OTewcidffKn ^T^wTUfl &?T3 5T «nfoiFM 5^
M*f 5nt5 I (5) ^^55 375vt*TRF §^515 5§E15 !5153T §5T 5^5lff5 *fT?3 Pf, J#P

5?5 5n5Sfa<IW 5**ffa35 ^T’rWl 45515 faiSTI a^mG iSWI faisip^

5faaT snfais i ‘vanwiaraftf' fai®3? %ar (©) ^$hcti?5 u”

(6 I 55 I *) I

<5T55i® fsiT WV PFH %5TC*t 51 551'»T3$ 51515*1 4§ §Ti65i5ft 5571

55 51§ I 55%§ 55~?T ^ f^T 45? ^51:51 51WTfr& 3RJ153 §57 *#515

531 5§3lt5
1 (8) 315*11 ‘51^#^’ 4§ 5I5?7>3 3J^ *lf35i3*5 5t$51C5 I C355, t5^-

^51C5 55^7?*f T^va'W 5*71 5§5TC5—“ T53MW5I 55XwiT3W$^W7^53tlf$

^T55)^2f[?»i^7i^5wW^^5n5^«n,

5rrs *c?ns 5^ i 5F»rc5F iRfr&*qs$

t5*nv5]555«: ll” (8I0>I6, 0>6)l 515^'^C5 fW 45? 5F»15 *T*FF
y
5lfo—

““W^
5F5T5S f^sS 2rW5kpTU” (0.0© 15) I 45f$ ,$IPf 5T®15 45? fa*£ 4§3;*f 5H?-

§Wf5t®TC5T t5P^T 5515555513513 11” O0>0> I 8-6)1 5f35?t*f 55^f 55*f^ ‘5^55 5E3I

5F»15 'Q 5FoT5lT3CM>3 ^P13 3nt5 I “§^«1$*55 •TT5TC5T 5^3 *!5
4
lfl5C55 5 1 5f55T-

aT?*!^!^ 5P»T5rf5E65‘g5is u” (o>oio>©)i ^5517® sr;-^ •h'oimThp^ aT^cV

55^%5 5»5 45? \sl513 %5 51^15 4§5;a 5«TT 5§5fC5 I §51P® PT 5k>i>l5Ti> PfaPJ

ai§ ^151U5 4§ 5T®15§ C5 5T$I¥ 5T«lP#f^, 4 f55C5 £533 5P55§ 5TC5 51 1 PI53—

“3F»TP!T 3W3153? 5? 1515? 5T533 5?35^ I

5?55Jl? 5F»®R^ 515? 3’noiT3*13I5\s5”ll ^

5M5T5'oI®^ t5? 551? <5W15 fa^5? 1551

51? 5515fl^®1^1«^5t %55 15515^17311 5

§W5
C
3F55S 56515116551 3^5553

1

5^? 5^5^ai®1153 5£3 5,5'ife 55*5^511 0

v5T5 S7? 3?*I3 5^¥ £5 fcl*7P£5 55T5R3 I

P5 *37^57 55? 55af51?5f51s515R3U 8

?p#5 r®55 1515^ l©«n 5 ^155157 55T

I

^t*5 tp?T 55;s *55^? U5 11 6

15? 3f*5? ^Mws? a^53 fwfasi

§5IC61^5P515C'o11oI 5PJ5? 51^5? 55^11 to

(>) *W,

(%) ^0IS»l^ I

(®) ’1175 '^TTfTOI* 5C^f7 <3^7i5 'X'f 7rf77tt^sT—^Tt’TT^tTf^oITf^'rr 7^51 CbUsil ftf5 fTR^f

<75 C7, Wl7 pff^Ttct 75 f%f5$ 'TTTf^Sl 'ot’ll'vsl I

(8) fafeff ^Ttrl Ttst^t 7t<7 7rf77 5%7 5t371 717, *5t% il\9k*lfi(.j7 515 Tfiffll 5C7

571

Tfaritts; fH-8i7R; gBt<j-oi*oift; ^f-770100; tT^-wig-^; 7^71-0^17.0-^0; fiw

01**160-0; 7V5-0I0OVI0G-0*; 5t755-il810 I J

‘
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'vfe? nr srms i

3nrcst us f‘
!T3f<T hrs *i?forR; wii q

^T^f\ ^T?f R ms 11 \t

in«m? emirs^ fo?r sr̂ r i

*iSV>r ft| faaT W^T ?*T?RT T? SPTR^TU k>

*tcs Hsrmr^s; ied ?rh? ermw i

wifo rs mws srai mi^rn ^o

5I<I CI\ *T5?

^i^reisV^ a^sT u *v

Stfe^RTl; 5^^ -^fannm?—

(5l5RT>ft 5R JsI8)I

“f^T uvm ¥ms *rp*rrr*r 1

rorriV^ (^) m zfksi sR^tu

ferra nfentsh-otjr smraftfe „. ^
’,i® :

;' w,i -Iir TOnwtwir^ 5^ W^II <m npi ^ ‘iR*,
TOf *ra tfsaur PI. wTaifwi wro hn ijfenfaw ^ ^^to fflraiiww <* ®kto imetirt caters ijfenfen ^
K’d ira =n 1 »m utera, “Safeswr.fe,^ nrnnpfe, ^
a»ro>»ir (ioi^n,),
‘a™ 'E1! «tm*-“ist:'s SK-iVinfc!: -l:--=rJii sr-r: ijfe n" () 1100) i wre'l-
TOln "Will rafera jfc snpi totor i to « ta*
"* f® 'T™^ to i to PitiBH-"^ ajarai <m^shfe stf®i W« toVApks I to* in

i

X-T
ffl

f
,5mra1fsjtf» <>>»” w*-“su ijot™wMm

swfe U) Ttoct^
2“*'

f'*!^"
1 ^toit front rawtaTO^-

S™L ** Wr <°> ^ *«w^*5
*
,V® *4* S1'3RM|IJ<J

I (g)

(5) C^ffiR«R^5-^RUio-(!
I

ft*i), ^ ^ *357 * (^
(0) WWW (PriwrfW), p. 203.

(8) ’RnrStfaWT (Government. Or. Library Series, Mysore) p. 354.
mWsvsft^—(Asiat ic Society) p. 460.

*S%rarcn, Part II (Mysore), p. 608.
WlftwOT

--(P. V. Kane’s ed) p. 328.
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(O

Kptt EF^T *|lfa ?S® I aW *04 R^TllJc® ^ofefRT

fas; irf^it’f? ^nc5i **fi> ^ <ntw ^ i 3=n?^Ri

qrcr tot *to<jt ^tr?® afa w, isfr to to fg^ *R?ppf

w (*) w. 5® <prsrc*n af®® sr ms. cr^$r s^p® farfo ®rj

g?® Wl *R{r R?fi?®R RRO R^TOTlj ^ fa<7®iT &JW W, ®TTO TOT

§f®WR ffr §rw® tori rti fa®re m.m *qa

^SR'G ^T fa^pTCTO "TO ^TT 5xTO5 I (*0

TORJTO R?fo®ni CWRI5 f?S® £ff?TO TO &ETC TO5 I TRTOR

5^fi >fmi$ §t®5T?rf$?T totort *p?to Rfrorc^R—
‘‘
t®t® toot? RR^f*ro®T farer

4*F® ^TO5nM#55TPTR>?ITO9TTOlS U” (^ 1^0) I

amsw $$ $I®s;r 7p=a^ etot fam fawr ni'asT to rti ewtto

w'test fs®, tw 'Q ^ ^s#g ms pm 'snai w ^r,

?pfsr® i (®)

^ctoto ^®*u>iTij<j toft®R 5$to5 er, ^totet
<iwm ^Fca r®err ‘rtot6

fesf TOT ETOT TOR TOTRT aE*«fT$ ^?®WR >rf^® Ri^*fi RT$ TORR$ TO I ^T05

E*lJ«R i||^j TORTETO ®T^H ^"fTO-T ®R ER, E4M TO5 TOTT ?5® ^fT»
s

t tRI^E®fls>E5R I

ER^ TO1 ¥TOR^T<?T qR R^T® TO (qRTS RITOv^N^TS) (8) ®TTOR ^TOE^T

RR®S R75
<

H;?5TE^ 5T$¥T RTOR ¥E<T I ®TO fa® ER^TER^ CW^ER! TO TOR i<R?

^?af® ®!TO HR«T ¥f<RT RTOT ETORWER® TETE®¥ far# ?p*R sjjfaETO m.S TSCTO

R?5S TO*f Sf^6! ^t^CTO (Tf Vt% 0 ll.O^-'i.OO H'CR) I ^T®TRR ®kRW aw 5FTCT ?W*R fRPT^T fw #TO1CSJ^—

“

;5na5f5'!K®T R”

(* 1 * 04)1 <4«5nR gI^rpr ^ Ri’ w?m TOit ^cro ^r^r
^iTOC^R I t®f»T RCoR, “CRfTCfS ^RR t^e^l ^T?v© U” f«R RRCT

^•RNIR C^IRplR W?*ft® aT^R TO RT I WRTO^FWt ap«f (4) RTW RiTOITWR—

“^Rfar®*s at®c®t fta c®tu” ( 4 10 1 a) i rp®, fw to? fa$

( 5 ) Qt*ft ilsoftib' 1 jRrlfsr JTOf Vr^V 'q ‘^’ ^wjpm '»r
<t

I Rl»IlHfR wrtRW^ ^51 «^f%l =T^*W?1 5?f%l f^^ramf^TT ^
canirbcwi ^1 R3R3OTTif%ci^n ^1 n” (f?i: gro) ’fftr'ts fivF?9!^ *nt?w TOr^ =m-*m

^5 ct 5(®'5Icjh fr^ f^ft® 'arTc^ ^rfo #wtc^ “^ar graf^^tnf^iR 1

”

6R0

1

(^) 50I8*,'0 3&TT 1

(0) "t-gi, 5RI5I50I
'srcsn afi^iub 'Sftm tf% (’mrst) 1

(8) $z?]vr ct ^cR< snic^ ^ ^ 5$^, ®i5tc^ ‘aFji; RRTf#^2n;’ w vjr

^nn 5t?w wi jtct 57 4^ ^rr® «4^® ?i fe®? cro RTt 1

(a) Ed. C. KunJhan Baja, 1932,
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&5CS& *£OT aMs aftsfaOTi (*) i toj faifa wfaps ar-eir m n *£iis

aft Mfi sj^r tor w fa st^t 4$ aw ^fas 51 ift i

* i*o<i i*q tipp^ra hr “iiSiraisirons w MrsptM Mhioh st^r

ifcs 'SRI C?FR ^WTCll OTR3TOT H??*fJ sift I ^5TCR fe*ITOR?fel PI fal?f

afaMi s$$m, rtsj wfacsft i^ros *m m i

^w, fas 'Q fos 1TC1 few Ml fetfRI 4WI skltSl SR^Ms
fail 'SRFTI RRPSRITOT (aM^llHCU MlRTS) ^!r' 51 <£ll? ^Mt> fOTl fapS

ifSR ’TORI ’SIR W ^ffffRR Main SRS faTOfl 3Wf TOR >£R\ ROT C*ft

*ir Mht sforMtWG suri tor i stw (^iw, fas) pft ®?i ir Mht fznsc^p

TOR ifl<ls ?IW2RI "HT f*lfa TO^S MHT rI$j<I 1TO WFafa ^151*1

TOR I TlS &$ jpf ^CS §?ks U U?HT WWO5 PTH M3OT1 l”

* 1*04 i^M VN i*iot irc«rc r^tsrs cwi tori issues Mi
ifaioi, ^t fta aMs fas wt ^fa—

“

riit? *qan fasu aMsu
fOU wfrw * 14* 14 (*) TOR SOI WT fcsfalll ufasi 5$£S fas

fcwfa spTOR ^pi ig^s ^THT ifalOl—‘

“'sW fcsMftfclS WW
C’TT^TOIeU«51TS?r? I SR ^TOSTS-SpRS I 1 fas^TRSiaiRH, REST faRTWlR I 1
^sV^sjrtsi*: RsMtRTWSRif $?i faMr aurora few Mioto
*lMt! ’SOI W$;n Sf«f Mm^l STOICS MpflS llWI^fll ifas areifai

ifaioi Mi ifaioi-fas sfiann $rt 20*1 tori 'maa stereo

afrontf Mam ®ri fa ’aiMw to—

“

sa ^waifa* sr^ph ’jot aMsai
afrowiaii^as ^rr^tsisi rr; w 1 Msia 1^ n” (tow—

*

14 * 14)1

11*1 4’Pl lilTO IT faai W1 TOR ift i£R? ,XS^' *Rft^ 'SfWTOI

^raiw I Ml “PR tsMIl TOTOH IFPlffo fTOWI
tlTS^s >£ITO1 1TCEH ^Mn ’SlM^R ^t?R01 (M RfRS ^ 10 1*) I S^SFRI

wm^ #<rikh 1 stro 5^ fas Mai iri “fass ^sluiM
<pnwsn MaM*ns”u (M tos ^ioi*)i MrisM aw fas a^frop >ic5'i‘fi

5isT an 5^10

1

Mrowi sjcr sr^aa fas ^ca fiMg 5^nfen 1

“’SRIS l^SRRT 5TRT *ia^SiM 1C5H18 I

Mrsh? rtMrt ^'Jurs fca finfsssu”

13IRMCR4 lUTOf farRl ^1NIR|$ TOR5 lf<)TOl 15HC1 M«PS 5^10

1

ST5U
SPOT ^1 1*1^ HI TOSH 5TTS Mho I TO*it, toMi) TORFROT

(^) ot-^Wlsn rtn «tjTOrr (>i>04iis) i*r %rt5 c$r oi^ovo,
ifei Mnitt^

—

'Vvrs TO ^tfRRcTOM^ i ^ ^t^fR i ijrr fSrs^^r ^
firs -na«m Rll SR ^SR7 <KlR I ftR<rTCR*TOl C^rfR JH ^RI II

Srto *t«nt?RT ^ I 'SRTRfl TOU *rf
=
T$S II

(^) 5cm «FRtt«ti fR^ai fasR: ii



1965] TOwft 'ttmm in

3;*W3S13 3fas 43F3?f 3fal3T SIFT S3 1 $fsSPtf&S 3®TT S$3I« FT, 43*333 <61*5

'Q fas §SC3 WR^F <3 333TIF53 SRI TwflWs S$3T Wf 3*faFH FT, '5TW3T

faSFF ^STCSI ^slwr 3Sr313faF13 f33*I> faf33 *|»q afs$IS«f 3*?33 43? S'TOT 3S037&13-

a~3^3* ^RF? FT1333 *TR 3*fa3 1 4§3;*f fsTfW 3*f33T faSFJ* 3T3MS'
,

fa3S* WR-
fam ?33*i> s^:^R 43? *m swwr 3*f33i 3s; *rrart s&n 3im

3*T3fr i fas 3RF*f tor srar 3&cs 5tt?3fr 43? 43*s <3 fas *ns1 ^i®r-

WsS sfsi3
'5>PST!

? ^5U3SR <pfaw eTlfafFR I 3W 3^31 33^*ffa[S S§*T < S*R 43*S

'Q fas 4SFf?t
f *ns1 tf*fw F?ns*f33*r s§3T, fa3j*f «fl$5R®r 3ts1 sii33T &sft

*nt3, W a*f37s snfaFRi afaFtw ft§ nra’fsmrc 51^3 $sr$ fas

3*f3FR FI, fas 3S5^teT <3 FPT*n33, <3S43 FT *5n3lfaFt3 ^“WT 3S^ 3is1 *305

3*f373 • C3s cS'J 4^ Wto^ST 5^3T a^H 3*?3, fas 3Fltt?l 333 3*3^3* I 4^3I7*f

stsi3T tSRSfFT 333 3*facSFH 433 333 43*ft> 3^P (W^'C^ 3T3) Sfsifa733 3W^3

§afa[s j^fi '^farar ft aw 333 3*fa7sfaFR stst3 '*hTs^w wasIstS 43*fa

3^? <pf fagfi fax© af«l3F0 37F*P‘fFT. sis S$3T WWW! £3$ FTI3S3

faafss S$FR I S«fT3 43*S « fas sfST3 ^fTSfaPr £33 3*fa3W 3^S3 'G a*I^5TCS

stsiw afasiR 3*?331 2P5H 3>l3C«33 I FSfa* fas 50^30 3^% a?3SI3 S$3T 3FT

SIFT faST 3*f3FR, ^flfa <6$ 3>T3 '33’51'T 3*?33T faa^a FTI333 aR 3*f33 I §fS3FIT

fsfa F& f33731 43*!1> *F33R «ISI73* FrfatrR <3 3**t3*M 3IR 3^331 aJ«133l3t
S

C3$ ^a 333 3*?33T Sf®T §F5M3 'Q 3fa^T113 4faC<3H 43° CS1ST, 5lXsI?$FF

FTT3, a333*SFP K
T35

/

3T 43? ^®TC3s ^flWI 3^331 a^33T SRT, 35f^ 'Q 313C33 faST-

3S4R,*ilFT 33^5 S^R I faF53 '^3^1 3®3^f3 *33^35 3t3*f 3sf3fff,

FR33 SIS13 C333 3333 ^T?3CS aifac<33 311 S33 3^pats sfalfa’fFF 3?«1C«l3,

S’PRl fas 3® 3sf3CSW3, '3S43 ^Rlfa^FF S3I3 333 3S?3Fo stC3 I 33*3 Ff33*f

C3^ 3®^C3 333 3*1331 fasC3* 3leiC<33, 3SIST3! ^rrsTST 3S5ST3 3^*13 t3fsRJ

^al^S S^3lfa I afss 3rfa fas Ff33eTFP 33Tfaf3 SW^oS ^3 atfR 3*?3FR

43? skiai'Q 3^faFJ faSFP 332flFTFT ^f]S TZTso <T«IWR, ^RTFP 4^ ^
S^CS §3H3( 3*3^3 1 Ff333’<3 . STSI^ 3>?3FR I fas 3?S «SH3Sfa 3*f33T 43*S <Q

faSFP *33F33R 3*fac«?R 43? C3T3[fa^6faF5 #S3T3 33R 3*f3FR I (3ST-33I,

0?> 1^8-8*,<i0 Kii—3S3R1 3?) I 3STSI3F53 ^RS'Q faF53 'SITW, SC3 FT^IFT

4^ ^‘‘TRHFRT FPR ^fas 31^1 3RIT3I %3TFf fas 3*3^ 4^3;a ^fsSR 31^1

43*313 ST33CS3 43*fa ^IFT 43*SC3* 3303 3»TT S^3ICS I M3 313n53<8FP

SlfTO* Fff«ITS ?33TfaFRI (ST3—bO IV8 14—^31303? 3?) I
RFIP3T3l 4^

fcaRlwfaa 43*fa^ f3SI3W 3*?33TW3 I SIST 4^ Ff, fas 3^P (^*0) *Rf-

5^033, 353falF13 3131 s33
4

,
333* <3 3StFTTC3 33f C303 WQ« 3*3^ 'G S5IFT3

33*3733 ^SI'C3 C3W«3IS 3*?3CS 3T
‘!>nf33T 3373* 3l51b3JV33

<>
a 3?3TC3 ^SSSS faWRJ

S^3T fW3 3*?37Sfa«T (fai 8 l?>) I

3W3*T 3?faST3 fa7S3i afaRI 3^H^T 3(133^:3^ 3n33T ai^Tlfal fa*^ 3T3R-

SF3 faSFF FPTSRI^a 3*1^31 3*3T st?TI7SI
!®l3*n C3^t fas, fas <J 43S 4^3
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*iror srtc atffa *3rr &s 'm ww «ncvi

w=t fasw^ ??r> w i awCT Ota

^btor;^!^) srau ^!?pit u«tt

‘RlUTPUJ
r
5Ti'3IPf5 ("s) RUT* aT'CFR tSjM^IT fsURU C5MC»H *1l4RH I

^r *<T linRTSlfa cUSfMU"

(^g sfT? v loy i*) i

‘^nav ^ awiM r?u fas a*fa$ r erT^s 5U ^i

“t©-urt$ facia ^'-irau faruuu $r<ci 5
T^'

iwrs ai?n urai “T^u^Rw?t

s^ta* fcf* ^ ( 55TI -sii«« afa>^ *m fan ^TO-‘^ ^sutru wm\

^©faBCW5T8 ^t^wns SlfaW, OT RUTS' WTJI

3^? «$ ^asntok^^Rwra Rtus ^ us® *[rfta*mmrn*n

©m wtou” (* i^o) (^)i

(o) ?R;fo—

Rr SRfc'iW lil^SR 'STeTFb'Frt *fPf Ur U^Tb? &STU aT'GUT urai §*5

SfS^T?! RUT WIT 3RR feu -d 57^ '«pfa?rT \!737R UU <f*W‘l, 37<fapg afaw

s

5TTu<rf artur cnf^u (o) wuru btsoii sirs urp uut ‘mrrt uu^fe uw
SIITIFtI «r;?IR S-SM &03U '^TP? I ‘••T4TT ufa*5 37UTT UUlufas fapfeUT UU^K UR

UlfaU3T” I Vltf?fR7PRfa\il7J'3 U^rfa UCUTT UUT U^T ^UTR, 7©R SLIC'D RfaUR

•Q WWfa ^'4T?l) afrJRfuS R'SUITT 5^7 ^TCUafr UfWRT (8) UTRT I RUU—

‘-©ifaW U^CBS 3T^t\ OTR? *f^ afaa^si I

tssttstr uIVrstu arewu” (^oi6k>)i

afaranr® t^~<\ afa© ^rfsu;s afaa saru faui; s^cs rtwi

Ufe'feceRI 377Pai1a T-RalT UTRIT srt ^ttt ^sri

“'Slfaur i* R?7!?ia7i^ UVT^5 ?U%T I

'^F^g^n^Tw; iiufeiu ^?3R n” (^o i^q) i

sB[f,r‘T41T tSU\ 3T3><T'S‘[ UJ UUTfcU ®TUT ulu^ 'flU° 2T^5

JR ^r^g«T ^<TUTi5S«R I

•'URPRUT I

37 fuC^T m°s W UU^TUTUTU *5TH” (^O l*y) I

<3 w1 5iuwr R ^5R ufu% UsfwifesR, Rft ^5 UU^fef 37?^©

UeTR'Q tu*fV US]UUTn?CsRI (^UTR CW 5f*PJ

^RRTRU) I

(^) »t«’fc«t

(

crisis) i

(o) fl'Stt’PT b!58l50 (^r^T ^OR&IO), GIOOR-V, &ROI* I

(s) ,t55lst-3l?J
,7 35.RWI 3-8 ; b^RlblJO-iC); 3f&UT

|
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“a^? R^rmWaT aa^'iaiR^a rst i

MaaiRTg RaTOate W^WSll” (*Oiq&; SJ-*0 1*^6 18) I

r- sifaras! Ra*afa ! tarnT aa^fe ^taa R^nara ^tort aalaa^a arc

afaaT ^irarofa wrf aro toi

Wb*T 9R^®ra RR^5 RRRT RT afaTO ROTT Rl^aife, Mw TOOT 'cl^

R^W « RjTO^ Ifewf ata«5a 5^IR^ I 2MCT WaT Raaa TOOT RrfaCa a$
ca, caaa to rto aa^s ^sa $f*ss, «

i

ms aa « ERtRia crorf TOa asfaaifro i

?saa §*5 arf*^ « aamala faa£ aT$ar afaroa, ^ifa aa;fe aa afaara $fai

afa^a^a? afcraife— ' taiaiRF froiaaRT aT arcs to? to. aa;, k^«, ?to

^aar *174 10 *n5* aw ^trto tot§ aa 4faa aT i” ^t sot ataar ^f*aaa «

>(<lH'a
s

r aKlC4 ^CTO RJRT TOT air SP'Ja 4fa Til f^Ma TO\ ^S'S mla StfaSaT

iWIR^fa RR^TO R34 C^ifR 4f4TOR (**f-3T RIO I*, 0-8)1 TOOT§

CRtSOTt RTR SFTRf a^fb RRRS TOT S&TIC*, “RR^RaTR^aa >1% 55T4 R RRfaa-

*17^ TOR^wnfTO? aW? pp’dTOPti? TOralf1® i ^fcnro&ia RTrcafro? aW?
crr^rritwwto? i r s ar^s t*tr»TT ^ mi fraR?s?Hrca cst&t fa rtttor-

^Tw *fP5nfaTOPSSR fowntafol ? fa TOTOTt foawt C^T

a^rtaa? fororefafoi vaFrzi;a;5!-f tat v»m ps^qror a ^crt tos r to ^t’t

§fal \5irot 5 JRP^ot 51 kfahTi° aV? ^I,Wi5 ^tf5^ %R?ITO?”

(**«qi*i*o-*o)i wswsttoot waa^ROTa taataa mt7u anare ?tot <£&

§fWRf£ R?ROTf fogTa 4OTT TOT 5$aTC5 W, ^5 TO? RR^5a STC^T 4$$?i 5%
^itro-cro fro aT arts >v^ ?it «nH* mn w ;jrto toi^ w«
5>aIT 5Ff5CT JTT I f^3 ^5 ®TCTO C4TO WRIT *?G ZrS'6 4?OTT JI^TRITO

J^;IbC4 5?aTT 4TOT I ^ TOIWTTO am ^5T4 WTO fvs?TO 4T C4R-W SltTO TOT tnfi^a 4?TOa *TT anOTT Wlcf aiTTO fa^TO TOlt ^
aTa^4 4)TOa W4*f ^T ('aT-ST-'i^ \<H 15) I t^TOlTT ««! f#K af<T4aa

^fTTT^I ^IC^a TOT PT. ^5 a^TTO ^aTT 4f?T?TT TO? TOTO TO

4tTOT ^TOOTrarol aa^R4 a^*i 4??Rnfema, ^ aa^5 ^s
toftto ^<ra aa;f5K R*sm aarf^ra w ^a? ^ afror ak w pt—1

anfsr cwipf

WTf^ a:f?r, ak wtc^ tw ar *i^f ^ttot^ ^ro tot ar to i

^S'Q ^;a srfesoT wa i ara fata (^5 ) afro aaa Ti^aa^^ srroa pri tot

aajbt4 aa aroai awfaa ara ausra ataro fata 5

®t‘tot'^ afaar

'otto tot ass TOag aTa w~$ ataroa (ta-ar-^ iq its i?j-v) i ^t*<st to?

tafrofa awl ca tot ^taro? *aa^aa a^4 ^?sa a*ronaa ^taaitro’w ^tot?t

SRHaiaa aiaV !

$iai PFR 5R7«f afrot^a TO RTI

^acaa w«tff a *maiaa mfaa
sM wawa ( 51^ 8 ) a^f^a §cro aifwi'Q

^ ^faroaf$ ct^to tot to ar^ 1 (^>) tafasr a^ra ^Troraar 4faro ainaar wfare

ait ca ^faroatba a^aaaa ataaaa 1

( 5) a«n '?farf% sRtgcs 11 $-,a? csi^ib;

af%t?T? a«n aftfo aa*'TtcSii •ftT-QT-^-bvisoie 1
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t*a svjfrcq as sfasife*H tafa? ?K?aa swj stisst tsit i fa’s

STSISCS t*0 *5Wf fa*; ^tSTWS 'Rj&W $?WIS WRT aT 3^$TT t'illTt faa^t

fecgja sit i t^rc® asn ^tsrw, waaa faj?^ ?ss>i> ^is^ifaas aws ^sr sntfsr

Ssfawi fafa 'Sl^lfaaW5 a® <R3R I SS^5 tst ^rs^lfaaa SCSI '0R)'©S 1

“SlSMIS! C® !W" 51

sisissfstk aiar ®t5s *pft smss^uo* 1

®t®T SRTISWWWf WS! t^a^lSTS I

s,,srskgTs; tfsarfar ®a® faasrs 110*1

SS^5$ <J
5M«fac5 *RgTWT alaSraSS U” 081

(^SS-b jftf)

s*t®isc® ^a^Ws aawiasteT -at tiwsfa ‘faa'rs^a w standi

fa*$ 'irs);?R far ss®5 ’aa'fana5 ara staffer’ ^t &fafi> tafaF sife®r ai cskifaa5

®rs cars ar-sit ar^sr m an tfesrsfi> ^ts;a aar stsire w, sHWSrs

fa^aias:® a“S <TOR, t*5 fa BRJ g^t5?®n<I TO^rt SR faspa ^ar
®W «TR afelT at®® stsfeRSI feFSTSS STRWR, 4WT SS^® t*5 StC®

®1® star sfesfarc® am arai t*s s^fcca5 afasss—sfei wma5 aT

>V^ PPR2PSRT ®lWfla STST fan ST ffswi S®TT afef ST fet ^WRf faSTRS I

tsia as ^ *m sfea wfen ®?wra wri siart t*a ssjbcs>' faro n^fa as

anasi w ®t^ts cst far ssa5 tf^sa a*5isnas afe® sfe® afe® snfaR,

^fa faas^nanst, ara'f i t*5 s*ma fsa^ ssr a^n® was afecr Ms sfaws—

asa?iT ^Sn as?wWs a;«nsfwi mistc® ®«ns a^n a Rsifa ®r?&r s*r?t afe<s

ara stt® stwi t*s ^s;a sfen &s aia str® •sqs stwrs

^wjbs wt far SIS^'Q ®81TS 5RR ^faST 2fia *

(*1^11-80 10^-8^
;
88-86

; SSRfafaR) I 5RT«TSC®S ®RTRi ^fl5S

^gra ^m, ®^sr ^ssfa ^sqfBW tn^s a?r m\ ^«i« (®nfa-^6

i

$src® ‘s?ss’ >q Ra^5 scss’ ^iwiafa as5!® i st*s cs^a sa ^fc?r

fs^<B ffa t>ifasca s^srs5 ss sfanfasR (^ma-^osr ^sns) i sri®isc®s arfaafff

^5-^R^fa ^st? war sis i scss &gra sit, ss< ss,Tt>t t*tcs»'

sq arsa®^ ^awa a®R #ssiws (aife ^oo i^) i

wat ®rw® sfaa5 s^®Tis cs ^aTaiR?^ ^nasr wfac® ait ®i^is stst

’sr^tr ssrr sis cs, s^r ^s* ss^i® ^^t <nfa i (^) wsfa si^iarr ssfa ascsf

tfa^i>iT5 sen ^tsiw ^ 'Sjcs^t aMSR^ai was—a? sans fsa^ as

aTafai sfaer w, w a^! wifa, as^, «i^f, ^a° a^aa*® ® ^sihj a*ossHg

(b) MaUrr aS$ ^f%T3 ara a? ct, 75 >ua a^fs »r£f afa (fa-

gi-biaibio-v) 1 fafaTlwi aft® ^ataatft^t ftntai



1956] TOTOffc fcfa* fstafolfc 126

<8HU PH '3TTTOT »l^gJ *TI TO >TO^ *),Cai PR 'TOTO *tfa TO 1 \ii$,is HfRff ^nf*l

?ttoto ^ i (*)

I5*R ST^R’T*! ^*5 'Q ^TC*fT TOfl> TO?? 5?T‘»R ^T<f<f SR{

qjm *ita© taw pt <ita, §*g aroi ata *
17^ ^t ^nsf

TOP TOT SPJRT TO&, 3TO <3 TOT 1w 3TT TOST '5TRTPF TO ITT =TOR, 'STlfsT

scfro ata afar 5^t‘?r aria ^rt«tt ^ (o is ioo-os) i <4§<j;a ^ j^acro

TO ^3 'W TO ^f?TTO SRI felPTO*! strips' ifntWR I oQTOT TOiTTCTPT aigR.,4

?J^PF PrfTOT ‘^TTO5 4*R$ TO TOT TO^I’ ?TO ipfcjPR 4TO 3TR?Pf *n*tPT

TO% TOR PRT PrfapR I Mil &£T 5ITO ^?TOT PRlIpF ’TO*! ^t?H^RI 'STOSl

TOk ^T\*T PR RCTO ^T\
55TTO ’jfap'H iTRTRR'lM'frs ’JW'G PT^ PR?ai5 TOT

aSTR^S 5^3T I
^*g PT^ TO? ^PRT afls T^W^f <pT^W*I (TO* ^flFTO TOfTTO* 3$TTT

T^at^S 5^1 (PRl- ,®T- 4)18 100-08; 8^-60; 64)-(iJs
;

4>q)| (il^^a

$Tv8g l *tTfr* Ppffa a*a^ TOT 5$TTTt5, PPTk >)T3;iPH 5TOTO 5$^ ^TOT

IsfelC* TOT (4)18 14)1^)1

TOR n^TC'T'Q ^Pl^T TOTPIWIPT ttaiatl] TOT ^TTR^I TOT^TITCTO 3ita

§ror *tpts
i> arsfoi Prfap© ar^i tottoc^ tot 5$?tto5—irp a^a; ^skijt

2!to faaWra, t^o^hr *pto <3 '^sln ir^s i fro TORa^npro stps ^stcwt tow]
*r^t taft a^r s^nrfro 1 mris ^s, to fa*^s <3 i ^rt ta
btist^ tohp fro 1

:totjrj TOairfroro ^rta §tot fapro atai ^ pr, fro? vst^ipp

TO :#TP5 &R5 ^TO sptfi? ^hs 5%T 3T^lk 2KTO TO?T (^)l PT^TI

^»R tar JT^f5PF TO mfnPR ITT I PT^ 3!TO. 'ST^IPP f^p ^TTO TO 33R

TO?R ITH^ M*5^ 5^TTT *ffisTTO ?PR TOo? ^T sr:^ >TR^EPP PRT

Ptfror st^to srj aero ^froi pt^ prt "tot ’to^tt 5^*1%
^TO ^5 WIPS W ^raPR I t^TPo IR^TO V?t 'Q RfTOT

^ ^?T 4TO PT ^J5!,pr ata 5^3TI (0) TOR IR^5 ?!PR

1 ^tp5 ‘ir^rt wi ’pr <3 pr 5jpo aero ^fror

ar«F5TN’ ^»lt$ TOTTRI WTOta W1TO iT^STO^a Jffawta ^TCg »

wwumi «rc«fi
55titot ^ to; afrooR prfw ar^i ^ips ir^f

^TO ^ITI ^PTO PPR atalT ^T 33TOs)| aKTO &gra TOT TO R^l ^TP5

<5TOQ IT^R ta PftaPs aTGTTT TOT PT, ^5 IR^RT ^T^TO TORT <5^
mnVt^ (8) $*m tot^to ppr aron^ s^ 5^ itt, hto*t 'snfsr

to froife pt, PFiTO;a «nH* ^rr *q*? w*s pbttot s^jt r i ^*na cs

(%) srel^fiirs ct fear* att^, n^tR &5i art atatr^ 1

(0) ai-»t (aroPTT »r) ccii-ir 1

(s) wptfNft am TO! <flTOR <5Wro f^r tot rtta grt otRto *dwn TO *n I
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$*S ! *IC*R fafcRS TO CTO ^'stm TO31TO ^ l <5«R t*5 5?C®ra PRRT TOT

SRjbW *W TOR («N-l/ I** 108*80; JTWRPTi 5ft) I

'STWSS ^=T JR
n%I3> 5RK TO 5$?fTC5l Cl<lM^ 5RSIICSI *WRPIR

3fl£5gftTTO£ C*f ^f?RTWi 'salt's *wjbs ^C8*f TO5 ('SN-ft 1*0 I**) t

roro *i^nw *i?to «ita?r ajc*r i ^tps cto

(ft Rft-*8; TORH5R 5ft) I

Trraqirol t&ra fofosfa awtrfisfa® sRfosaj9!

(g^s 3>f?RITC5»T 1 3&7 f©^ faC*R TvoTh <1C«1R *TRt Oal-SECHJT-*^ Ift If/) I

•mfacw 5t?tocto-

“^8? 3WRC© *ftfw TON I

Pfwih w$°s ‘tff'Wf u” (;ftfo-**8)i

5H^H *fa S|f® 5$, vsTSJ 5^f '$ef<3 8C^T RTRT TO* TOH CTOT §»g

wto to$ ^ tori jr^rt Mto ^rw pfiwreRm tort

CTto *nt w, syro Rtfog toto c*faif«Rs fac*re a&m i

(8) CWlfa—

pwfn « *iro; w??; rif toj^iS wp; (*) tort carfare *n$ <*rat ^i?r

to otiSr^S ^ ^fro® *ntsr w, mrf’f rtw qfa *rs^ <ncwi jrV

toto Jfcro *r,cinfeo sr ^ ^tsrt to *itor <rw 2^1 <£$ frof^;

fesaroifa Wes sifsr tostr rr:rt:r 5^6 Mbu TOmfaro ^8®
s^nrei

fcfaftrcr qi^fara stot 48>fcc® to *ro *itor %c<rfe PRTf^ *m

to 5^¥iwm fsra »ros tortr 5Rtf TO8 ^Uwh,

<®«R R$8> ?S^T C*RT?TOF U& ^fvsTOT &frr<TC8<T *lfa 3?R

(*0 1*1/18)1

*0 1*1/ 5(^5 2MR$ *ffa ^**fff55 f?R^ 2n«fRI ZZ ^fjf

«nro to acsrc cwsra wr fro, ro?r ^ ^>e, ^ftt ^tiTk^j

>0 ^ ?«, #f 5TWT *ITO^ TO C3TO35 TO'Q 1

OT8 TSTClfa 5f^^1?l C^R ^S2TIR Pff«IP5
‘pfT'0?fT TO Rl IWTO *Ts^«f

9TO8 fa^rtrr sr^’Rf ^?r ‘<m^s’ jtictw <nro s

snf®^s *j^ir 1 wfaMii fnwi c^n ^ rt ^cnf? 1 (*^ 1* 10 10) 1

^ CTO S3 *1^1 <3 WTOPs TOI^Nt RTCR «HK5 ^TTC^I

(>) *c>pr >oi»vi«-^
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srefew ‘to;’ *tr w^iw w^s sr jnt i »i?i'6W's « fafesr

‘ars^’ rw ff'sw ara i T^®, nlT^srat aw *r5R~3 &sh tto? 1

^twra j5fmi prfare mt ca, ^5\C*n^ VNftwR *r^ %si ®*5iwj

esf^ prarfa asfa& *ra^i c^a FTfraiasns fo?R fofa fo®?§;

*PSRnre TO 5$7R ^SR^ffta OTR a^folT 7R ^R ^C?R I \sRTR *R *T5^ RR/SfJ

TTW*^ ^Nj R 3>8?rra *f5R; URTfaC^ TRrT Sft*f ^kU5 ®R;c<H*f fofa 7t*R—

^snfsr 7a
s
«i*rt fowsifora 1 cwi Ti^fTa^'f ^raR, <rs ®nfa t;K> ^rr cawra

*m afo* I 'aWSRH Wt *R3 ^f<RT WI 5R I (^-GM i's&W
; \t IV<!>) t

P#R5 «4PK *TFF CTRTf*R 5T®T <l«1^1w<l &STO ?RRR I for,'C« IRR*

CT R?*lllfoPI?(> ^fiT® afolTO '®1^T '0ICW4UI ^WM *m I ^SH
fora ^RST RT^ I W, *TS^ TTCSfT RT S'GRIR 3MW vsfw TteR,
^tsf CSfT^ Sl'clCa* TTSfT OTR R ^fon fo®r$ $37 ffsffl ^kcm, P# qrj;

CvsRR ?TIC,Sr7 <R^T 33C®C^ Rf I (^) ^JI’N

1

<4^ ?R^5 *IC
5

*RT fofRT 2PTOSF

^fon '5nfs$^W5
TT (.3.10*1J*i ^sllf? (io Iktf 16)

afon^Ri “Rcafo^PR iw®—pratfa*5Tfo‘a«[: “r^r^ (*) swat
i r *r$^s ^HfosifoCTwrooF i tr^nfasas alwra? i ws “fsrt m

WR^ifa vm r ?r¥i afrarcT ®PRa's;3it>?«C'si cBn*& siwrefogirfora-

fos^ I ®*5nS5 CT13T jt i *r
•*K W»r^ 3TCWR I ^5|;7lb PRlfaS

TO(T^ 5 C7t®l ®t>rr®7^R5^^ ®tRRT I” (^Ibo)

fo^f^TWR ^albFEf ^«psf^ ^^nr ^fon TfgRI [C^H—

«^I^?R5 tT?“l%o I mvA ^Rl?RRT 7WI2nfg«^#SsRS I ^jT'NgffW 5

vm\ ^ "^raifos ^®nf?” (^>o u»i/ iq)

sufc ^pfofroR—’«»foCT*f swraiTir, ^
^5f8ft^ WIR I “TfHwaT spnsRPf*|^-jsrs>iTTO ^5^ "snf^WaT OT7Tf% *iwiPM tfo wrafisnr (^ l^^)l 5^fp7Rft'Q vfl^R « WsrR

*j^ a^ra vrf ^fon^r—1^‘^wa^Tiw^rfafo^?, ^ wr

prarfat^fj^ss *1^0 7^w«RRn*pRn«(t?r, a;^rh"®s k fo*fnw »

fosiaw—17f’wnRi?«i^sRi i ^nT^wu TffowaT srr?, ^s

fon^ssi ^5>n nfo*nraraT^wi wi^iw cfRifaT^i” (fo-^i^^)i

sj^r t^fop sw ^:wt PRTta^

$ten« 1 fo# %5i csn% cWfa, srw toj «

i PRifa q*«faiw'* ®ri ^r a^R ^ « ## ?rwi ^r”—

(i) (8ROI8-S) ^515 tfTWTOI ^n 5^*1171

(^) <4«ffR ^^rsrtsSt cyftreft <a^ to <jrtR ® *r *pr #nn «rf%fro

feiifor i f%f% ^fswtnpr “^TO*t*n»c^ ^TOR^cat” i «flfe5<t ^aj® ®ch aft i
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afc iqa arc aro a^nt«$ tot 5$?mxi (b) ^rihi waqfara Ww
afor^ 1 si^rero ^faftsjc«ra i <Anft> W sr*ra

CRrarfas fosrn ,®nw usra* vfl’srca ^rftftran warfa « wnTfa a;«ra; jtferar

^®f^5 ^ilW (toi-so ib-*) 1

cWfa a^ros wi ata ^rre tot sa afci a^ncra *tcprt a?r

^snKtan area <s& Vhra foan aT'e?n m 1 U) ^ra tot *h,»im tot to ct &sr

nsnf^cnn <a?k wmfa ^nK'wa a;«ra; ^iftri *m ^fosiww praifa aoVra

a^T I FT #^WC
I TOT 5$m% ^sITO TO* CT, <tffn^m*fT^3

1

wtTOR rafoa^zr (0 ) aw« «nt5^c
T rerrora §est*t ^ttesi

SUsw^ppic® <3 a^nret toi^cto TOTarfa?r w w ^ ^1 fa^p

a^nrer ^fo^prffer
;srfo aiwoa i ^tco tot ^aiw, arsn^r tosfi nal

jtt JC'GTO ?*fa TOmfroFF fwpn ^pf?rc5T 'sfcrar nfac°H “c®n^ sfrro aiaj toft

^fsi 1 TTORS ^fs« afatTOT I FmTfa *J*ffR a*f»* at* 5®

(fapS, Fprafe'5) ar <s«foa ia§ tot vstro^ aran” o*r *n^q?r sreft

^*wsrt tofti FRTfan fcwS <k«tom cwfror^ nfep reran nsfro vsfew

sn> 4?ac«h 1 ^rto area; twifaFF too faro ®rt to; sttwh

nfeicoH, “ut; tor;! ^iff fro; tot fareraiTgR, TOn aiwi

m\$ nfr af^J tow s^ro tot stto nsfroa af?iFwi to ar i” wt
*11<8^ tot ‘T’TaC’o orrfnceR iato 'oI^.ia TOsn 1 (8) $$.ic^> ftaiTto

pfenn m Frarfa aren^r nssra ffr nret, «i?<ra^ ^^ral^ fwaf&

a^iraitsf® JT'OTO f^a afros'R wt ^ toi

^tw® ^Tva^wTS a^wca w 5^5 iwe i i?rmtaT?p 5*$ nforara

aFs^-srfro^ TOcm w^nwral nrt^ csrar:«ra 'to, ^PRara^ nrafd

w s$ 1 (^TW5, iwmf\ >r, & 1** 1

swa^ncn Ctrarfa^ ^nc5 1 ia^sr »a^ wnnlwra c*rarfa 1 (6)

TO*n »a^ cwmfa a>iC5f fn^s^a w ^?r ^1 ^rra pranta

tfwk ^Rra;a »a^ tot s&nw 1 'sw >a^ w, ^rrf^cnn rw ia^ toft

(>) ntj-siSK08, %o*; ’tvrr-aoiob', os; grr-soisss,
W,

(^.) c-*; grft'Q 01**11*; (c®rarcT?^pr ST^r ctpt) a«m?i g^f-^sios;
(TO"it3n) 1 g^T^jiittn caa ntw >fla ?rtTO 5ff5f orf^ra ntain ntrr, ^5tn ntn i5a*«t 1

(3^T 5^8 a«rrm 1)1

(o) Bibliotheca Indica, Ed., p. 421.

(8) ft^-818018-s (%rJtro *raro n? 5^ss)i

(ft) tfStcni tp3H»TM5 "Ifa^: i ctHtf^t
J
!>AHi,t,j*Jiri anr ^ ^RrBrti: u 501558

1

Sawiflra onfrtt oniPa^Fjfc 1 m^sroai c^hRta* ^m:n 501558-551/

1
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fowl I 'oKw 6? $11 R?T '5R I aiWT R^CSR &a$ Ra**! sjfaflj

»1S*<l'0*l'©*l«i S[3PW *K.«W O^I ^RIRI fsp^ •TTW frf®J Pit *&B *WR
^fa?n 3I5FT, ?n*ft « ®tera a^iT^t* Rt?rr awiM Efarcn rir i pit rrs m®nR

n^Mitwjr waifa ^ rw Pffarar 'sfciPRt ®?rj ^sa RTfapiR »$r<

PfRRRR 4kW oTifRCRR I PtWRa ^sfclR SR R?1^ stlJT RR>«iM> ^1w
PR I (i) tfa ^iT^WCRST a? RPSRI t*STR fa^Bf RR SwiJI (*)

tfntot afanra—‘%^%k *ra^ srar r-*r ^j\ *rk awi” i (iflfo-is*) i

qipapfir ('no lit) waifa *rra^ sfrrh *pk sriir w rtcs

«faRT «trN*lTtR <«t R^fS R»fr WRI a«lfavi> *t*ll« I “^f^IWI STsUCRIS

aapfT® RRIRtRTR3R?'R t^IPIR 5 >tnT*<J\i)S I R£*ap® a^51^
4j*fr»i>ft apnmirei rsmtto •w-fisi t^#s tai^RR; i («hW- 8is-cj)i

(6) sto^sT—

^afaRPr R?«l% ^aiRTH?!; Rf® af5TOI(i) Sqr tftaSOPRT

rr®i<wt a^p aRffaw Sawa ms s$$m i <aw Rto®T aMa®^, rri *a?rc

SRUTW ^ITOII fel? 2WH Sf^far f^m—51^ RR «at Tw$ SCtCR*

RRITR «ITPF fw? feWR# ^t^R—

Rftt^alR ?R®T \5'*'t|s1 <P lil^Tlj T<l**lT^ ^C'fiQ Sff^RBf SRI ^\s4$lnT*l ROTR

«fIR 5Ff?lt® ag® t*P^ Rfe®IR SIR R®F3 ^SR ^ W, ?R®T SPR*

*fap5WR I W?5T R^T, RRIR af®spTR W R®%l f®fa fa®IPF afap^—fa®8!

RTRfR *R3 ffH *fafl®WPT, Rift'S RTRRTR Wfo R®4a RRIPF

‘Pi^m St-tcar tm 4ft£<w ? sfoiT^iTn^ ^W'G ^i^h •iTbW'si T'^'S *n ^$11

wawnf fsprtnf^i? sara?i tw csFim n?rw

wwiw &?wc*n wh ^ctsi i f^siin t^iws r 5^1 5r1wwr

fa^-RiPf*i wmnfesi^f ^f^rr ^csr rtmsr a®Hra
tans rs?*ir ^pt *Tnww 1 wtw 5f«iRnp5T a^n$r® 5^?n sitow >r^i? m’rs

^i«h ^<r #?trs 5jT«iw*t, r: sm*!! ^f*r snr;^ §a^pr ^f$r?u ^fp?h ^ips?

^ip5 rrri Ra?n*f ^icw 1 Pit Ra?rw 'vftwc'R «ri fWnS ^ aw ^rri

^fsr 'spsK ^ aT«fRT ^ 1 sjtbW'oi a«R fw^Rc;»f fa^rar siRfsrv

ait® aieTRi 1 Rf?rfw ai^RT 1

“r ?sifw sj^ns a^: ®? spwrr snrwr 1

in^WalpR ^c«f ^«fn” (^i-i iio)

<^5% aR% ^fnPR CT, PF^ SIPR, 5RIPRI an ^PRl RFSTI a^PTR^5 ^PR TOM

RRH PP^ ^IRR $1SR <KU RT I PT R?*T?I, RiaRlR Tw^u t^TR a^'A VS'§ WlfRC®

(>) JRT’l^ (^isra^pi »rc), a^lsn

(%) f*t^l SR’tT’f’Hmsi fai^JMlPH: I

‘WHHlHWl’U Rl’ Tit 5 Fm^ll 5^18* I

(o) ^-5150 ^tfll

9
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Rfon rr stercR* a^s fferfrpscR'TR acaiM crrt^cstr, rrr wr a^ic*^

RfftR^ TOTT/S ^^5 5$CRR RT, TOT fofa R^ 3$RT 'oklfl aC*RR ^3R ?RCRR I

ifcTflS SHR-g .SRifij RR ^pfiCRR §CSM ^STICS I TOT CR, RR RlbWoiCR* ^aR^ ?*TRI

wf<i?n RfsicsR, «nfsf coiric^
:

5iH'0 <^i
<pTi5 rr Wc^fe i coiRit4 cr <iT*i«ii

i

*i

cr$ ^r*R cn&tstrt ricr$ afaiRi err® rsIrcr t

“^rmIs alRRTCRT rot, rr* wn wifsr <§rs i

RPRT ®fR®IRRfas RIWBRTRCRR^aR a^m” (*)

W^wa <t*1R R*®CRR *06 R^ffo Rfa RRCRW R*R?T$RTR I R^fft® Rf&CRKSTR

crrr rt «tt?rscr« ^afRR'c rm«i a^foco Rf«i% ^ra Rfc® CRivj rirpri

CRfclC® aT<3RT RTR, TOTR RTRT^ *IR,RR ^RT RTR CR §^T (*0 1*06) Rfe®! R'R^tR t

r^t RtfcsiR Ri®ft rc*rr rtrt Rfccwra rrwr rrcrr fRRRft aW,i> k^m i

TORT RSCRRft; WTRCR^ R^RTC® aiRT RTR I CRRR—

“rNr; R^ R;aRIC*T CTfcRS 5ite RR« I

SIRT CRT tR^afTs? fa®T a^TRTRRTRRfvoU” (*0 1*06 1*)

5R^*FM aCAR RIRT C“TlI'»'S CR ^»aCR RRRTW C'TRRCRR R??® >R4CQ aiR <PMR I

aWTaMRS SJ1R1R fa®T $m 4TRRIWH CR, ^flfa CR$ R^ RRR R^fRRT a^a^RfrCRR

rrI

“R^TWIRR^RRRK 5R®? aTaRTR^RT I

^R^oIOTfR TOT %RSU (*0 1*06 I*)

tool 'RTRTR ato fRR*R 5$RT ‘a^a^RfRCRR Rafi TO*T RRJ1R <5TT?R

®kiR af® Irr^r^f r^rt® R>fn*iifc*iiR, rcr cr$ Trrtr ®ttr ^m\ a^rs struts

5$Rlfe 1 R75R ^RfT3R RfRT RTRT Rlfa RRTRCRR fofw R*fRT fWRT RfaRJCSR-

RRR! RUtR* CWRRTRn W^US I

§RRRT RRIC® RTC^RR* R?R*f®sn” (*0 1*06 iq)

<R§ WfaCTsfe RRTRR CRTCRS RfoTRT RTCR* CR ^T WRfRf*R% I CRfaCTsfw ^TR RR^3F

f*IRT fRR% J^RTC? I (^RRRT <RRTCR RTRlfRCRR R^RCok I) SRTCR* ^TC^^ RTRCTO

I

4$ aRRolRSFflR SPRRR^S: ?R*^ ^RTRTlfRRSTR^a^ ai^RTC? ^R° CRHR

WH *?1CR ^ranfRRRf^R RS^ afRR^R ?^RTC5 1 ^oI'SR'Ir RTRiCR RRT 5^RTC5,

RMHTRR RffRR a^T wTbWvsl I (^) ^RSRT VN RC^R RCRRI R?5CR^I

farpralca ^af^5 5^rt rT^cstr, 'rtricr^ rto k'Rcar rh rsTrcrr? a^r? a^rs

iR^a fWTRT RsfRCR ?OT Rf®TC«H, CTOCR^ R^TR ^C'RCRT fr^TTR I fefxSRlCRR «RR*f$

R^RR ^T CR, RtBCR^oTCR5 fa^T 4§R;a RfRM ^^TT^ <RRf M
(5) RlfbC^lf^ ^atfB RRl 5tRTt5l—«IR? ^‘ttRltf gt»R R lfctXFWI aRfgm-

^ rn ^ctr RtretR^tf^saiRii hs-gr-oi^snrift (Rrt) i

(*) RlR![RPra^ MR RtR ®ttrM4 I
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sirr wTw^voiw Sawa fen 4f«wi«*M5fa *wa?5: *wa qfcm

fea fel ^5ra *W%H gsfe i *R *lfa fe55RT gspR pi, '$fa ^arca gs#R

srre <*r< aT^ico fa wr ^mm-, Ssr afarca, wife 4^515* fenfa srm

gsfapsfe irewR awT, aa; <6 a^«tR *Kaw !ffenfei *£i$sc;a *r«i ^fen

afappaT aaa^s; Wafers ^?n Si 4R^ an?i afararfePR aflaora 1 <5iasa

iprrf arS s$?it vofew foafa a* otr gteR 1 (te-ar-o 1** 19 i*-6) 1

jRi'bimw ««$ Sawnafei srsifep at«^>'a s&nos i ^tps cwro afewR
«ww« aaa* ^ fenifei afes a^/fw arc?*!! afenre 1 <a*5ica

®kw tow SawiR a*Va spt pn-afen g^Va afenrea i fafe afamwa
,

«tife mU $feoa afapsfe sm aRi a^a* asfe te^ri-ifa aaVtea »w

feRR^R gsfsraife^R I pfc few WS fafe 5=Wl^ a^T srfWTO'IW

afen?R
,
a^a! Rife MiafefaSta <3 pntai^ Rias *$*r aa^lra 4n*fc, $a, a?a,

wi >q t®raasai aa?R fea^s ^ar ^nfaaife 1 ^fa ara Ksm aaa asfen <$aa*a

S4I SfRTR aRI ffewr #IW *5m *Wa gsfen PtfapR PI, fa^RT 3R55I

aft PJTPo faan^l fefe taoIRs *& 5MT fat4*R gfea 5R^ §*R5lfa

>aws afefTS 'Q ^faaPTR fears 3ns ?[<3?IR ^*1 a^2R Pl$ aRT SHF! 'BjfasjTB

¥?a WP ^feTp^Fs ^fe»R PI, PsRR ^felTC *R *t*fa 5^1 afoCV5Pe

wpir a®R;s star^ feafes 5$pr i *qKR 4ta;a ^ prfaai fraiafa

^ afasTa ^kus RlfapRI 3Tfa ^srifenfea stai 2T®ICa HaR ^rfwi

feafes ^ssitrrt rMw 2^t jrfrc^ST a^fer sir® gsfesR i
*k$

W5TPR 5refe gsfertoRi (sm-R^-q^ r
; ^)\

m% a^rc*! tlw5^ fe^a^at w ^mw i fe?*R c^r ai«i% pff^s

aT^?IT 3RI RT (^JsO-^04 R) I SPffe SCT §ar»RTPR PPR

Sow aiS i acwoir ^o i*®4 *i;sfei arfawh (*) i gfero^, “^iron

aw WWS” I 3TReI'Q 3T^ aRP5® #TO ‘W’TRRI ^RRRIRfe’ I ^RR$

w afew ca fepi aRFR irr aa M<9? a?«ra fea i gna«i, fefe apaR?i) ’vwa

^srr wa* ^Tsaiwa, f^Rare ^ afewi ap? i

(*) ?»i% (W'u: ai tRlfs)—

tf*i% «j(fe a*apf" wapR a«R a*<5W ^warw =tor^ ^ prfe?s aroai

am i Ss 3i^r srt ?rr^pp wwaa #srt a?R^1 r*t <agsf^ gfes

^aiwi si^T atera s*rto* rr wanfew af?<3 w ?a aiS ®aifa

^itw?R gfeg^a pi aRf$ «jrt rtsrt fefap® ai^ ^r m\ wii5rJi5 &t »a^
^fepa aife ca, w% aiw <fl^a >vfe <r«i gsfen a*rR

*pfenfet*w (<na7R»r * I*** i*^, **«i *^i4 is>) i

(5) *rf^ ^pton gTffinpn gtJwqls; ft ii >ouoft i
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4C4 W gfonW, srf“4R WR4
4fa? ^ *R1C5? ’R'W 4PR5I34 PTT^fT

^f^nf^gR I >XR? fofa<3 TT^’fTgRn^ §*5^ ST*^ntIT C'SHiItTO? fw&nfww
l**<H**)l

^ tfTORTt? R'faRMWl Rq^WR 44T **?$$ W&? :®TO5 1 "TS4W (^)

^ncw,
<5i«o‘R ’i? «wi»: »ncsf 4fa ^ ^*qTi5 ^«iT^ 4fd?ii ^ff*roi£4 RfgRife^R

“C®Rf,5'5 «T*T PTSR CSRI^VsTR ^TC4 5R% £f4lf*T5 41R CT^^f, W W^wl?
4lTw? ,

$g[snpR *J»?gTF5 f?f5RJ 2ffTO 4*5f £R^ 4?dt'sT^ PT, 4f«R*R *£JT ?*l%

3pg5jg4 jfR«RRv©i CSWrf’t’tlR5 swJ^Jl 2PtR 4fcRlfegR I £$.1$ SR^RWIT I”

(3Mt*I <il^RrK'<5 ®I*^fWR «n4R R5f 5f«f^I*^5 4T Sft^dW I)

^mf^Sl
5jps| tXI^ ^T«mfW[f$ 5P^^t®T ^"WT 4lf*J4 f^f^girs

ajferiD?l vTOW W 5$W& PI, ^5 >reN> 5$?T ^R4^ w1l5E4 SR^fTT OTH

jpfen #?fti?rc
(

fatm srj 4i$ic4« srh 4?4r stt, 4HW ram* ^sjt

^sf?pj i vj^H'yd Sj 4f4<r Th4i) v^T<wi sn^f^T 4??icoi f\sf»r ^per $>%

4R^?r1 vaE[j SPrR 4f?W ^SJTpsrf^ WP'W 4f?IW \sfcl4I dT«1(.<?M, ^‘'T?? >X)^ 5134

iltWlT’I 4?MI 4[>$5|34 4RC
I 4??RT “1% ^ fafFT 44^1, vsRJ 5$PT ^5 W4TTC4

?N 4f^R STM «r1& ®tw* 4«fWs Ufai;*f 4l«OTH I ^S 'STO OfrfsfC® *n?<RT

irIer v$ «rto 4^4 tot 4rfforr c^T^csi-r i p$ 5134ft *r%4? *tfuo to
5R?n

'9ffw3 (^-w-o rs>fr-^o) i ^wra <4Jt ^^rrcjMft pr^
&Rr*\ «RI C4R 5fP«I Pfftira *f$ «TT I ^ f44R fapR

v$C#R 4?T 5R I

RR«f l^>^ 44^0 ^ 4ta^M M®T dl^KST SR’fi

« ^ $$: w;^ f<WTR 4f?RT PT dfsRIiresT ^I5T ?«J%

«J(tw SRtflfaW 5R^4fTT Sw fWT 4RRlfe=R, f^HT ^Rj <j>|^IC4'Q

RtsTPT C®RR 5134 4^? #R I ^?WI W?34 4Tt§?TT ^R 5134 "5RRT RTfW

CT^flW ^4T ?KP1TSR 4fwt kcgR I ^R3R *R% ^felfifflIC4 ^ fw aWT 4f4^R I

T^Tw '5TR'8 ^fgRTC^T, tT’«^l>lTl> “fT^IBR <3 *T5vf5f dW*f f^3lf?T® R®TT "OilC^ I

<d^lW f4^ Tv©T«T C4R 3MC*t?I^ 5Js«1 '5^t
<
M> 4MH I

5TfciS14t SfW wsmfwr TOW W ^SIW CT, T^Wf #3^*1 fotTJifTFR

fqfsrg S|g4 4S4
^'3 TO 4PRI W5R tf*(% sw^m 3?1PR SRT *441? 5134 m*

4tTRlfegR I faflT CWRT ^Tl^—

“«lWRf4 4\5^ TO? t4fH? ?Tf? SMEW'S? I

*f*n«: R^aroi?
4
? ^5W f*RWT ^U” (80 C*®TT) I

srtforosftpR -mzm ^tor^'Q 4frRTW»T i +m$*t 41WR

4^n«r51^gR 5R4T 'olM4W tRl^? JTR wt?W 4T'6?T ?R I
l«I^RW tf*rk5? f’TJR

(>) t-gi->8i^iaiie-^n; 154 gT?f«Wr9 M5Mbi5^ d «4 '*rfro 15*54 sifftc? 1
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m*lf wm *TR fcfcjW fillet? 5ref*04G 'ItSW ms ('em to Ik 14*) I

likTFTO
s
ta w ‘w 5 jg^ss’ 3?tot wiwts fckswTfi qftnnws i

=5RTHI a^sTO C5^n 3^ I

(*) 4^

—

<lfa 444 *04 SfSECS’RT 00—08 *pfas afok 4^54 5^1 1 5^14 TOT 00 4S«T&C4w ^ mroa^ik ^ w ^ 4754 to «r*irc?*(R 4T mai (*)

(SSrHi^ $*l£4 4nr4Ha
x
fl"lil ^1

S
<$ <411 5.^1 8ITC4 1 ^*iC0 *<iflj 4C4< TOT C4<*1

Sf'CTO^ jfrs 44T S$4TES I ‘WsWt’ « \fl4*RT TO4 Wk SfSf 5T*tsR£It«RI

aro ak 44T 34 1 (*)

W4T 44SR ^.>4144^4 4<«4 afiTO ‘
sTT'3?n *TT?I <44* ^T 4?44

*rk S$Eo$ af4*ffk 54 I kk 44k 4C4 4ktf5tS4, "4nk 444 TO 'Slk,

mr $$ ar*iT wkre jtt, ^«r [« aiskTO* cwfwr w~rar sfror 4i§i fcpj

aPTHtf«I sqHRT faS^T srJ'O^' S£44 §a4 4k4T mS OTfWT ^ «flf4re aik =Tf I”

W?$1U3 sknCTCTFT, “&'«&HMl CW ^aak4 k4I> «PR *4^4, ^k CT^a C49TT4

jprtfrcinr «ro <pr 4k r

“WFrtc*n 4 ffkrc^s a4iTO®ir*4 slnr a^krsi

^‘91*6 45T4T TOTOa* <4Srfcr4T* k6^* Sfkaku” (*0 108 14) •

$5T WTWI'Q kk (*0 108) K£§ TVo4l4kW4 3^ k*rT 4T44IWH I ^57 k*T

a*ksTTO«r 444 a*TOi c4pt <£k5ik4 &jw *n«m to sn •

&§ 4kc4 4TW4T 4k4T 4TO«f5n?4 <S4k W*fnk4T 4k$ ^5TO I 44®R

'fPr’Kft tfi^4T?r, TOM«t 44*4®k topics k4?a kw^ 4k zhm 'ST57$

anro akarks i <£ot44 spto ms—'a^iror 4ka*T wwm
<$4k to (o) kkr® skrfroR 1 Vfwr ^3^ 4444 '<«& tfprta^j, t4TO,

TOTO®! f44^a mTlkwS TOT tfHT 51^4 4k3T’ 3?TOT CTO4T^T 3$F5 4444

^tTTfiko 4EH, <4PR ‘faaPIT ^TC4 k»TP4 44^4, TO*45k ®f3T PR ^ 4ik "TO

4te •n 4444 4ikc3 ®r^k ctot 4k3T ur i

kk sf5r*k cror ^r^pnks '«k«T kranro 5^44^ c>it>ro "a ptwt

^SJlTf (*0 100 ) 3T^k tplk 4CR 'Q^TW’f 4k4T kk^ W4TO fa?T 5*T

«

(>) a ^431 4wt4l 5m <S4J 'art43t*tl4^?lTI? 31 II 331-50100 I

(3) 403M148? 34ft3ft 3133F 3R '3t31R 431 33 1 43fk S?t3 3ft4 44331 3f34 43
3<f33‘3 431 33 1 3^'93*f*l37 3^ tf4t3 4C33 34t3 3f33tt*3, 3t31 *J$f3C3 4lf33l 3t3l

33 4131 33^3ft, 4l3 3t3l *l3f33 tft4^tT3 4t3l 33 4t31 44331

1

"41 4tt4l 33^130371 3t3l; ’tf#TOIt^f4: I

?ft4<l3t? g34t^[ Ctfl33 44331 3f4 II <5?^p-3ltrl5 I

(0) 3l3*tf3C33 4f34fif337l<f) 3^34313 4^4 4^4 3TCC4 43 331 33 I
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w >npq~s1 ipft'Q snfarn *nt^5 jt^hi 4^srj $>$ withTSw

vfl*R<3 afaaFFP 3°Tf 5HI (^>) $*R *U?Wf a3*a?f <|T«1C«H W'Sl’f*! 5?lfw?IIC5R

'BTS4<< *imr STR7R #sFT I il^a t’P =pfon 4<4iC^ a^ffca ®I^T vqs

>18^ 5Pf?K?R I WW fsraw 'Q Rffilai 2SV%

;^-gr- ^n/ib)i

ifl^sjnr *ITC*fRR f«JT 3RJMW *RFJ<I &T*n m R I SR^a «a?pf$

^nanfoppi wwi an^n:«T *rar 5$m? i ^ Pf 5^1 'stsi w*mfwT?

*aa> &t?ra snrei U) a^s a^araiRal sret ^aminii^ afaq'®^ ^ttc^i

ppr—<©) ^wm itrapwi «W*ww4 w*\ <m ^pfcns 1 c^ ?m uss

S?5T 91^5 'Sflfapf vsRlfraPP 5©JT I ^*R W'R *?f<T?[T

aft v£tt< ©w?I<n M^T iiwfifw ^V 5$P© *pfiTC<?H I

^'w«si stpa &? a^sa ^ pfaw <jfrr?n^, a prst ^ouf?

KJ3 'S?W<T ^I^rs v*rh '3 W *fp*r<T fRT STCRlffliT *F?fT

^ncwi is)

?n><p “IP'R fcpfiR <PTC<a 'iO 100 18 (6) *Pfa?fT vSR'IC^

*ifa ^fsrai fane's ^wrrea 1 fofa jjfaraTO, ‘^aiRa^—'©a^aitaptfcre

^TRTFaS’ (fa? 6 181^)1 «HM ^afoTPlfa SfPs C*|tff «IWfR I “^SfWTsI

*nf«FSJ3tf5I m, 4*RaTC tafa? U” (fa?— ft 18 l^^s) 1

qfcNTCR aqfffi SPT «H'*WM fafaa^? s$$m •

“a prorate fasrer ®rcro as^ro; i

«n*ntec* m\ arca f^aws a fawften” (© 160)1

alteswRfa a^a ewtfps apn ttesprffat $aw a$, ma sw ar<tp^ wim*i
wnw swm #re, ‘us «trapr (w^s), ^ cwr afm a^ST ^ifesr

Pf^a ^strrt at^s ^ (^ c«w)i Sfara %*>pm w<pTi5 hsw
irsn ^araiRt^ ROTa ksra 1 (&)

(>) smt ft’t?: ^rc*n \Pi: 1

af%\s: ’rjit^pm: n c*r*r: afipiftr: 11 a^^pf-ptrT ^-gi-^ivis 1

(*) »i Jff^n 1 it^ ji-5^10 ;

(0 ) ^ ’rsfra cat-amf% 1 'sc'nw ^ *rtjs

»m 'ssw 1 *tw& a CT^ran grjt't atnsw fafe W^ft
C'9Jt!t«flS’J 11 («tt; !po^i>) 1

(8) 5J-CT V00 I

5i«fFit%:, a*fts 1

((f) ot «rf^:»fp ft'rwww ftt(Fi %ws a*p3m.i

*rwfefkm atfr^ fl^mn’ (^oiosis )
1

(*) “«hwi f? »rawf; Rfj ’ratfa m«rran: 1

»Pil? 3rc«rr cgt^FS ^rr 8iftpr\ 11

•iF'jir^'" cnt^aiR^ w »i?r'i

n ayn ctff% stc^h w!t\ 11

csn tpnji ^ncn«m nr? 'ft 1

nnrm v; nr,r^7 PnH^T: cstnnmF 11”
1
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wi ^ $csw 4t?rc awrsiwT ia$*gpn

4W»f$ t*cTFF &F?S 4T4SICW I

“5RTC?f*nsfaljTO FfC*f «P4fa fH'flr'OT I

'*fl*l
<HW,H4$< JW,n*PWn

4RFWT«T®< US 3R^S I

wwi^b"M?i^ ’Rrrat^’fWns qifowu

tfpms *t^r ^sw^K ^ 5^ ^snc^f ^$f®s i

‘riff's ?4'848 ?4P3i *f*f\ >1 ilWTvs fa ^f*T 11

’sraM^ Wit? W!5T?I? (^-9T-^ Ut I*) I

%?TTef^f«T3[ 5R:<T
5®r5Rff5 UUJ&. §CSN (i) 4fl>, S^lM

«JMJlTa4M &gT*f ^1

*0 too JpsfaTFff WM^^i 4t«55 Will* I—

“21 CtRCaf® 5q^T WIMl* atTRTCTTC I

W hI^I^n ff[ :pt?4tftf,s1^SF^ tt”

(4^3rra1^-^ «iw)i

(9) src>—

<K^r 5f^f^aT<T v,05T Sf'^RJ Js8 ff^T <lfa ^ "5|^fl C^t'&rHi &IC4

«R^*f Ji^^II^I WTi||T'S4W3 *m 4$ *f,3W STRI^aW 33H (5>) SFW5$ §SBf

Pf^STI *8fl> "W 5M (^TRTeT) 43T I *T?T

^t^TJrflj ^TT sjrf^oT'S gTKfi®! 'Q tsta^Cd iflSt >ls£$l$ «Kf^7P ^tWT

^fRfJH 4f«5s ^JTKI W1WS% 'Swzm SWl *1$ FT, WWl %3T4Tt*T

5R^ Ff*ffaPtW *RTR7&H 4?4?ll1Ww I 'afoWI ’IWTPT 4?^ »f4*l

•n 5%®t *f^r «Rjf snw »MB‘Ur *r*faifa vsKiTisiff <iT®u«rw

—

c'on^i c^mbt

4^1 (<i4f$ fef| 43 ?n^, mifa CvaWIM 5RT ^ fell 4f33 ;
^>l$.l 5^C®T O'®1*4

1

*fT*RT*f 4?<fC^s V^TI I WWl sot^TRT 3TC4J ’l**'® 5&*T ^ *fa SfM'R ’IWjW't

3p>o ^ferPRf f*4$ ^nf^nTs^f ^4® wiww ^fr® ^Tsc'®* i f'sfa w 'ptc«r ^nfa^s*?

OT^encs? va^R'Q ^ipff *w sfenrei 4*n J&?nraf

?TF5T OT 5IWT ^t?r?nfeffRI OfWf ^t«TC«H, ‘mC5T! ^
( 5 )

'St-spTo *1"
) SR^IO't; sonsn; 5I5SI50I

fltsjtf? 'Srtif'3 Kfr CffaC3 ’tit I V5151CT tar WSR’f Tf?mlf^t®H I CT

tft trsgicm^ 5tc^s f^r 1

“VI ^ 3J3K f% ^‘t^TBETTR : I (HI>Vrl>^) I

ts *j^5, ^ 'Q ARRCIT f^R’f ^T1t|csR I

(^) gi-tcaM; (»mfef) 1
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'6|WltT4 IVCoCSi, '^'STO ^kTOT b>, RTSR TOT I

*u$?i;a Rfcrar vsferai SVN tot cr$ afaa rstr 4kc«ia i <4t3Ri Rnsr^w 4
Sf$TO TO T̂OW RfkPTRR $VtRTOT sj;^ CR*$R RsfRRT SfTRgfo *knT «fCTRI

CTO C*f^m«RT IRF5T fetTOR RktR ^TOT RfatTO, ‘<£& Rffc ^RR^ STOTOT SITR$fc

ifomxz,
tort ^ srare w*qs (r^) ^ka’ i <4$ afror ^tot RaVraa r*oc4

^RWCTO TOT *Q$ akWTR I (5>) ^sT5TT^5 CTO PTRacaR 5RF5T &$anR •qkc'O aifaWR

in i iik^a pma aTRRTa ^kaikwRi ^anfnaRfiSa Rrarca (^-stt-

s>i*&i*)i

arcaraR to^t;r ^Morw skies (*) i to *pr R^fk §esia

arof 4^*r ;snts, wsaa to^r^ to? araRiRkero tot snaaeTO gks akar

<s RTslRORTPaR eTTo ak?llfec«TR I CRSRJ WW RTOTRRR ^jRT "TOT §t%

ak?JT TO/SST?1! «TP» 4£4 I “PRT RT TOt^fR S aiRSTRl^S TO^RlsM^Tfl^BT-

R^RRia^TRT 5f$Ts R«TOa? vSWT WRCR! ^Ff^CR 5 TOTOlTf^ TOTRT-

sfwStfo, rtsk vwi; u” (^>6 1*) i ^'nst asiaroca

R^ft RaktRa wVw: R^rfaRCaa RTSTTO^a afak skTCSI CRRR—

“TO>S R*f <il^lf^>
_R

v
TORTSo ^vsTW^lf^T>RR*r.|ff5 u” (8 I la 14)1 (0)

*reaa totto acro*TW5R5a% *nf?PTOiwiHaM«i rirr* totter >s$ aka ®ow
TOS TOt &$ TO^R^fS CSI'W'5* RT& 4?TOT fRCfa flr«*T sklESI

“to£ts ^iBMcai arcwws '®ri Rat Um k tor® jk® rr>5 'RakTC*5TR-

RERaT TOftj. ^atff#5 RR^TW ERRS CRTSafaf® RRkTOT 44? RR* RIWTRS...U”

(5>o is io \$>) toerIt ama R^ffik aka kcwkro srest w toes, “awrarMOTs

rr%s?tts Rakr? to^wri ^t Rakru” (01^)1 ^wraRxsit^-R^ R^fik

fecsiR i (8) a^rs Roaca? tot ^\ s&m, “a^cs^fn to^rs ^TSRwn
Ra^T kas ^R '5TPF5 ^5 Ra^S Ralkrs ^JiaRRpfhSTS R!^lRT;atWr5 kRfTOT RRS

CTOTfafc k^froi^ fnapt^ir (^TPR-cat-R^-'bo iq is) i

kra^, R^TRfTOT, RRtn^FR'ft 2l^5Ps v51^ ^WJ#?T fcdW RD&, aU51C^

&s R^fk kwa ^kmcw i TO^racro kkkn srcf ^rr5 (to£t) RR w
i top to£t wtf Rakrcro ^ra rt^ i Mr RtronsR, “^<wi csctt

TOk5, TO«R 'RR^ WK, VMJFQ TO^tks RT, Rq*R^ RT” (tRl-0 1^0) I

(>) ^rrora nf^s rf 'S’rti; f^*1 RR RRfl^r afR'^pR R^R 1 ^tro <?friaR

art^asi Rfta ri 4^ CT^ji cmta* 5ra^te spftro atftcRR ri i

(^) at^ip ^»i5

1

(0) -nattR RtRi =Rf?nitt.^H- Rtatf%jat? ^rfr^to aaqsref% n’

(8) “ttpre m ^5rt<n” ii atv-^-a^Gi^s i

RttatRR C^SRCJ 4^ ’ICSt'S «ft? SotR RtC^ I <U5ftl8-*; »; iOJ'S *1115 I
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,ro) tare I^jiTt jqw <yfa sir-ww* CT^*ti -fl1 î sum

^WWHH I

“373571 E3T &“<it*ft^ tST® ^£R33^ 33 I

srcm ^^Vspsfsrarc^fon” (3;-phu*8«o i

^<tH,8>*)‘i*lc'©'G ^§3;a 3ott 3$?nt5—‘fcare 37531 ^rcat^fs ^ihptrtt 5n3^«rR.tgt3”n

(iO IJs8) I 5fT?r*f <f)33 WITfftW ^ 3^ 3**!^ 3E®R 31$ I fafelT *q31CT

^733 §cgw ^ics?, o) ,5rc3 4$ '5TNnf?RsTf§?f wf^cs *n$ 31 1

0>) 5*10015*; 3TOT 558IC5; ^tir-8Gi505; <rro; **15*0; *s»i*i8; ft* *1015*:
5R5RO-5J gatg 011105 1





8ttSrcg»fg gjc^rr«rrarRr, 'wittf

tan^apa'rea a^npia ^var’hr ap\sa cwf ^mnafS ‘astf^-eraR’ =ttcst

s&srcs
1 §2na a^f a'S'ra Rants ‘aaaFaa;a’ srffts a^fmas fw?ra fnaaa faRS

5$nra an <Mtaia cam as^sa'Q rtptirt Maa“a stsire i &$ wis-faaawa$

RR<af5ra* m afafas? n?a ^ Raw afF® smarts » RaiTtsa a^ram® w
smarts—ta as^ cartas a^f nar smarts ^mrwa$ nfoatsa apical

‘aesfsTRS!’ aRT 4?^ 3m I
<4$ <M3 fRISa^a a«[tS$ neTT 5§?Ht5—(*) RRf$ R^RT

Rafaa* w$$ t*«iicam srcar^; atsfRas >il¥f*i arfstm sm i a^w a«tfaa>i aRT

asfatR <®rej faf*w 5$ta i awifaan faaapia $aa*srca Riao n*n smarts ca, &rtm

Rgrfamr tRaaiS'S css as^ r ssi anats aRT stsrre—astar RsVia>ia acsiPt

assRspra faafe sftaws asasr area* ^ws astaia tslT«i4 ^t"n*n cs rm^ wr

mnot arc* s^st srs i —atswas s’nra a^nsastna Rfew ^ am s?rt am i

iwcMissKvj atsfaasia ^faptf® aans t«*r, ac®!tna a;«rR a;an rs <3w
a^nta tsfstm arear srs—

(*) asT$r®T, (;>) afcrST, (o) a^TRtsrfaanRT, (8) ^sfa^sr, (6) akaiTw, (*)

asRa^aipmaf, (q) an^rr, 0/) asanmT, (*) asf*amr, (*o) RRRfamT, (**) faw.

(*;>) wcw, (*©) ans^T, (*8) s^t, (*a) a*a^«ft, (^<t>) astart*r®T, (*8)

siiwfaat, (**) R&rst, (*;») ^rw, (*o) aa'H'frr, (**) tR*nsni

aw-Taasa ^vas^R rs ^n° atmitam a^aas afass rr ww a^na

<n gfanr RiRM-ifaRstan §ft*s aT^sT am an 'owaa asaTTR«asta ats^Rasa

laasam am &srs estate ar^sT am i cssrts saR’ ricrihk astR w e&sics—

RRarntfaslaT ssaRrawfasI i

ac5.Twi ar ?n^sT am'sfipmrscnu

wnasf^n ^TR^nBRin ®fR7 am—Tail's) arja ^RRanca'n ammar >a<p^i a*^»1a m

$ffi)oT fa^^ asfnaT aurn amr^ 'oiacaa ar® ao^Ta^i i ac^imaaca5 w<3

w 5^® fa^ \»iac5n a*a^5 fer an aRa’Rtn ‘^rp^sran’ aiV4 spa >a^

en^la aRT ai'QaT fsaifoa, vsi^ica* '®r^ ai^taan^ afaan^ai ar^faaa a*a«

^na cana ^snaar '$a
s
la spa ^nprnRia wfat's ai^ aT i ^^aai srkjwvyjf

afm ^R^a asRTa^ ar fa^r^ aaifa^ ^a i amr 5^ v»iac^a 4Wfl am STssTam

a^faaaa at^m fa^apatgcaa faa^r^ica af*t% acdmanaa^^a 'jprr^pf aaipnRT

5PT r i vsca <5^ aat*s a®n spt ta^apatea a^ncaa Rana aRFFiw ^o^r^va

ca aama ^>wp[a aaana*ana aRianpf mpt^a aama ta^r R aTtai

$srca* ^ ?r asfatm a*am ^a r^i

(i) 1a^«irtT53 «a a<s, ^j, ^—* on: i
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frog 4 fw? '©HJR3 tSCTOTTO afwsA I 'OHIRJ SPT^'G C?*fT fa^lTO ^TTO

ctoto aAro <n toto-to ^pfroTCsa
;sifo IwrsTTO ca$ tocto 'aiRnsaT

^wiroai vflwi'G 'sm^ a^rr to RfanT tr^sA rr facaa tops ®fr» <pT™iw*i

aro i tp<sA ‘aRfa'PT&f’ tot 4<pffi> a;a<p aroa scrt s»To«k.^ aRita> wro

fro^arTatgcsni ‘aRfa'<pi a^^sA sa ar aatnr afror $csra ^tac^s aifai

irftf'G aRfw totr *r*^
s

hr as fro^rcaAsa a^Taancaa afes caro aT sarfn

a^ncara aRfaana as; ?mr ^a? *pspa to?tt tf'sAa acsia^ia^R cafacs areaT

to ;
^aafa5 a^rrcaa ^aa> ar totor Rjfea *aairST, >n*Ts a'ffsa afasa a*^Aa

RT*fCa aaFPSTCa aT*S SOST TO I faa^C’afoca CTO 5$CS aRfaaTOC£Sa

saafo ^fgrfas s&rire i *psA tmlwi’, ‘a*a’ srffro ana aRfaa>icaw3

art asar* afanT *aTana afanTcia ;
<sa? ?aac;ac*afeca pw awt TOiica

CTOTOTSa ^CSTCaa TO CWT 'Sfanca SC^TOTO faaaa TOTCafaS <HT S^TTCS

ananaca* aro acsfaana ancroar aare afanr crora fasrs ^tcaitHi tot scares i

a^sarc &»c?a astaaai ca*f afa’ft? s$ar i sea torero ^mAa **&, tr*^A

aR"f«TOi<j aaa^rop crofasAa ar to; aestaan aero ai$, aaca cwi^ to;

aRfaana to §cfn atfaara to ^rrsaa artna a^ aTacscsa—

<<)sts cai^a fartfrs n^aArtts ac^fronsi

'tt^ts aR;faan*bwrfr^TOlsia>^Va 1

1

W& aRfaaaa a?an fnrrtr a^fanT fsfa fa^aRatecaa cro s$?s aesfaana

aa^?a *aAana atfaRR i ^a? aca aesfaana sra^irfa artr ar aAaara anaca

CTORata*TOR: aTORT To? a^TS I

TO;1caaiTsaiaiia*si tos^w^su

cto to; aaa^pia fsfn «t^ aRfaanfaa trow ^tototo Um sr*iicsh i ^5
CTO5T ^rffffCSR “^T «t^T *TT 1 ^TORTI^ aRfsTTO, TOTOT

a;c<i« >n*t; aRfroro^cro ctot ^wts jtri to*sc^ ?to?t ^ to

tf
4ssA >it*i; arofron- #tot tojcto §c?r ^pfrorc^T wicto toI^ to

(fl?T? toW^ Tosh'S f^TO'Sjfocro TOTRT aR^TOTO ^‘ntf 5^5 aTS ^'Q?IT TO I

?TO!»Tc
t5itscTO 5^f*rfS arofroro sttot «r®Asr to; cw*r arofroro ar^

i toW aRfsiTO tf^Nr ^
arofroro ^r tott 5pfroT^ tot stoi t^tfcart^cTO tottot^s

aRfro^: fro$ to; <3 ^^^ trorca aT tor afara s$M$. 1 &
froraroaro^ ^tortt f^acaaits? a^nca?i aRl'^rroa aro^A akara afroT to*i^

5a
s
Naa asfros arfa 1 aRf^rro ^rs cro aT ;stcto cto aasA ^RTwa

* tfs ’S’Maicfofa ^f-pfFf5^: Jffa: 1

tftpia^ia^wiau at^s: 11 al’jnH, «i»<*
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mt, ^ ^*1
?) 'pti*)m

v ^»fit aro avnsf

^kpswi

"srranr a«w n-sskr arc; cw*f arsfwra nwtfa Pr*ntnT<T an

af^s toiptc fo srrsln 5TFf?n to aw anak ^m\

nVhr arc; rei^n arefaan

(*) wt’Tst, U) afossi, (o) ai^aror, (8) aa^w, (4) anR«sar, (&) aa^n,

<q) 3T«fJT«r, (1/) aafaaST, (Js) (*0) f^5T, (**) WTO, (**)

a*a^r, (io) ^Ww, (*8) 4wrr, (*4) S«wi'i, (*fc) aR^qti

nraa^aa apn fa^nra nafi> fa^npafsrea arefaa>i mrea afsc® sifc^n

5WHI (*) TO, (*) aaRa^fT, (0) *ra-»n, (8) a««5r®T, (4) aa^Wsr, («>)

wfe, (q) fa^ST, (fc) ’RR’WT ^ (is) 5T«a^«lfl

tsiw* arei fafapatewa “aaRa;a$an«fi’ ^’ir <sfc atf»pa mre

<<H
a
s caainana ‘^Wst’ ^arcn ‘aafaasn’ nw

ter wfo tf*\5l?f mw^ht « ‘few •tr tf^ fa^^ipataa' ‘awVif aawa
m afaRT 5^5 4aS 4*fRR E«TOI?»1 2Fff*I% 5&IW* I fa^aP*ltaa SIPS

<$t a^^Wa ^SRM C'ST^Cn afa^Fo ^5 aWI

tf^r skr*T*$ aM£ arefaai « fasapnfowa sraa aMSa nwa ak1® antTn

=rr ^nfawf'G wRnwa a^pia afar® ^w^ista anR i cat atbtu n®n

—

?Vk afo^r fa^apafs ‘afcrST’a sR^ai

n^la fa^npals ‘a^sr® rerfaiFrera sR^ai

n^ta afa^afaan fa^apnts ‘afasjfaan’a sm^ai

n^skr n*a^T fa^apnfe ‘arm^ra *rc-a^r i

nVk swJtot t^tnwts \sfwa sR^a i

apatoa fn«nW«F5 aFsfi> areTaai *psskr aiq; ewn arefaaia ^ «?r

5TT5F inti

(*) asrercasr, (*) *i?*t, (o) aiWfant, (8) n'ftaf, (4) a*iSwai, («>) a«f5«ft

-o (q) reraTani

viit a^wT twi sn^msi:^ nr «nfanrc

w w, w 5m wra ^aTRR vat^ ^5 ^trnw w^t^nr wn print

tf^k ptr te«i kp^ro awf*i^ ^tmw 1 <nt*m *rtf\ cn ptr ^it*i«pr

«r^ ac?knm e^«nf*f awk m *T<nra ^T's^rs m awn cnt ^saiMwt
*0$ ac^krw ara^s asfrrmwn t^T w skip® awi 4 ante ^nnan
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fogjapsifotaa toto afare tfVNr acsfwrofa* tosr to$ arores m*fa

=flp?-aaiTei i «iwct wnf? 'aiiwiwm aa*ataa to^tt »*pr raWraat a»pfo?a

SF$T afoat

(*) fa^TOafotaa a«ro astfroT "row” arca ^M*re ^ro ^i?r *p*«!

crow waT *na—

“

tott? snamrotf carairre arrow i” T-sla* a«rc areferem

to tow’ i ^ra afa^R <r^ afrorea—

‘

to? row? to u^rofc a^ro \'

ta^TOatgia anna*!®: TOfa t*naa aRf towst 5$sa wi 3$*nw i

aunt* ^PT3r«f ar afro aWNi^ wi ^t®raicsR i fa^apataa ‘toiI caiais®’,

nVla xprafa afa® TOfa ar«fan fas^ro ar «nana aarat a®n arat ann $at

afa w£ft> fafro a$t tot ^rotaa sr fat*iata$ a^n 5?, s*a wV a^f®

tot faE*KR$: ^rf^rr ana* 1 ^afara to TO^g ca farerca nfika ^at

m$ TOa^ga tot atsfaana tor ?aa;g affta tot TOiwa #ri<i aiti

anaa fa^apafeca cana at^foanal: &roa«T aaf*t% sa a$i gaas'T^iw* cana

^n?r#jnt^ fatataa sp(« q$ s?re1a a^iw &?ra ar ^roan wfsrc® ai'Q^r to
^T

I

TOS tf^sl U$ TOW’a$ TO Pf 'I't^lfe ’TO*! afTOESa TO! TO^SRCTOT

srrela atsfoana ^roan atf® TO^aa* wi<3 s$c® nrcat a*®^

rowa ^roan-

a to pna»nf®«t cb®s aro^afarfa?

^w?r;f«ffc®MT'oa»Rmifa^w u © i^ob-

•4$ §TOafe =71 ‘Rfaa^’ ^T?r ^t«I« W 5PTI VbWiim

TOWt as*&reaR RTOi*n£' <FTCaia ^roana^-a §csrg asfaar wa&nwa 1

^rrcre ata to &far® ao fa^apatecaa arstaan faaaa a&araatia a^rca5 to-

tott otto $$*m arela roR tor ‘row’ to aifaaT'G

afa^rg aroa ^w*! to ^«i» i ^to csttotcto tor ‘to^tst’ to sara

?pfro ‘a^’ TOTO ^fro aw aw? to 5^ai« 1 f^-

aWf'QWa TOR TOT *a«$ fef ’TOT?TC5R ?TO$ TOJ ?^5RT ?TOC5 I ’SfaS

tfVN 5w*f « §tor«i fa^a 'TOR '5pa*&ro fow^ anRs rti ^nro

afaro arfa to^^t ai^r ?^s1a tow tor aro^l 1

(^) fa^TOSTtoa f*whr aos.lwi feri ^ia 5T^«f—

aatra asro; tot? af*w rt aa^ ^ 1

?Vta Wta ac^^TOT atw arret ^aa ww aWro^ af®«qfa

vqs ^a 1 tot TORre ajraptofiPrar tafac^ra afa5a« ai«aT am 1 wrela at<B'$ia

swa—

at'BTOrra a^a aa aero a^ar 1

fa^TOatscaa ac® aatra ap*fa tript ato ctopt “aWrer s$ca—

TO’6 a^ tow ®m*ia ‘Rprtpnanre’ a«nf§a 'sr^r asfaaT bfrt to



«
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§5iff5'® 3313^ 53 *n i 3?»rEi$E53—'

3

rto sfanr «ior3

5737 (5Wfo £3§ ’SO ^af’Wi *1073 5737) £330 ^0*3 3*037 3E& ‘#p$f

(<a§ 37«fa 37*31) ac5t«w 5§o i r wm ^ 3i3t$3 afc faos

3lf337 W*I 073 ^T^5T 3703 31§ I Sf«J5 t£|§ SfF$l3 £333

*03 f3W*l
<

3 37>037 313 37 I 4§SF3J§ t3^30lte3 *^3703 a£5?gf31 315*13^513 5131

3pf3?7o 3I£3I

(0) ?3$3C**ltet33 ^5*13 2fC5>PfT ‘3^re-£*Tlf‘335F37’ 30 ^f«T® ^TO I

5W«t—

37S7S07f333SI 31 I

§513

3!3f55 3T 3T3373 30 f331S *103^53 5137 £337£3 3^515 3T 31373* 07*13 333

53 TO ‘3^?FK^nf‘W5T’ 30 3135 5§C3 1 3*^13 '^ol3 «0[TWI ^3TOT’ «l|§ fes

30 fetsfar® 5§O0 ‘3^3^t5 3o5ra-C’nf‘W5I3 TOTO 3f55 3*tf?0 fsfann 3131

^SFl^f 5W«f—

3i;^SFI5I §f® I

*T£*3fe 5m«t3 3f^o 4§ «m«I3 *7IOIt>3l 3sf3W £337 3ltc3—3*^3 ^5313313,

20 *13 SOTWT® 3151 C3I5 3j®l> 3£3 !

®f3t? ^3^3 £37£*f Sit'S ®C|j^ 3£3 '$7513

313 “3^S2F75T”» ‘3^^3757’ 4§ 3703 3C3I-Q 35^0 3T TO f333 3ff7£3£*73 3*31

03*7 43l§37 f*r£®£5l t3WT^WslfSi f*P$ £337 373 ‘3^J7*®orf*f3>7*
:

'$T’ 313^3

373^573 afc 030 3T§ v£)3? v£l§ 373^ 0§ tof®P5R3 £333 faf*0>J3 §?3f<5

30 3ft ;
3^JFS 07*13 31 33*57 a£5t*(*IM§ 3i»*lf383

3f$3lt 3l£3*, TO3 5737 33S£513§ 313 37 3^jr®07?*1^7 5§ff5 *17£3 311

C3 £3 3C5>t373 £3 £3 f3£*R fot*!^ *70 £3§ £3§ S3H^13 *3^3 375705 303 3£3J

3£$ £3§ £5*fr *1335i3*T£5T§ 0ff305 ^<337 *3F»lf33*l <fl§B?3J§ 3*«l3 £53>l *5*7lS

*l33tV5 a37f«rs 3*T305£5 §5T 31503 3?5®§ 3*77 501

(8) t3^30lta3 5$3* aC5f5FPT \sf*f57’ 30 357751 §573 BW*f—

*13l7t?l<f3^7 313-37-5375T

1

?*75
s
l3'0 5^ aiS^f33 ‘2f3^375T’ §513 <33^% 75C3 ‘^slw^ £333 3^

(«lfrofg £30), 3*<5l3 9m*I 03;^ £TC33 £3T3 «T<§ 31§l 33513 33,1341

—

3T vm 33^357 3317? 3^373731 ‘3313511

1

£330 3373511 3300 3f«f *Q7fa dltw 313 TO§ 33^357 5§0 1 f33Q3£<3fg£3

33ll3 *1073 t35W*t 33IE30 ‘3^757’ 5§E3 3577 5§30, 3H373 '330'e 3«rf3’«

*l3ll£33 *IRT39ll3 *3737 3^f3757 3»T7 5§3 1 3,^31? 3f*t7333 3*755 §573 £®T 2Wf"|l5

37 5<B313 ^5£33 3£3I «fl3 ?33<f^ 5§37 3731 ifl§W3I§ ?^5l <330 33ll3 *1073
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PPR-0 Rf <pf?R[T ‘tf^f^eTr aWMRl’ ^fTOT 4lWT 5$PS $5* M*TH>I

otr^^Mtipri &t «tot fa^qpR'repsT rktor

^Maim i

(<i) fa^wwww rot awTwi ‘afaMron’ tot tosi ^rt ®ra«r—

4*aRT pnfa^Mrs; 4Mst rMtiTrw i

JfRSto aOT aC^faW
<

TORiJsaT
,

?T rMo TOT PfRT TO RT
; Wfa ^ aC$T*14!

aMlfclW rMs ^Rf RIC5RF 4\s4l5l fspr *m M$ «m*RT OTl
-

*Wffl *F*®T?3

rTtoTwi—

croronfw to 4f«rsT afasiMw i

CTOTOfT RP*R Rtf ptfffPF atfTO?T I <&. Plffw RT RJ^aT'STR^aB' RR TOTOI 2RP$

aMfRR *Jt>I$PT PTTOT afa^'lftWI TOft 3Pfa4T 5$ER, ?'^
3
Nf 5IWBT

OT*I Ms? Stol^aPW $m Mot T+i W«II^IW-

M^5TW^?^-^niW^T ®R? I

faRTRSifaiw&KjfTO proiferoMii

4TOT Mot Mfrre aero ‘Mnws ®r preppqa pctrsprt M^stor

wsn^isw* 4$ rMsrr vifii^iw i fa^^frsOT aMffroT? ^rrtto^r

rri ‘4*rrt rcr pttrr w’^Jirai m r^it to ^srs atfw-

to fa*wR'Mw*i fas rt rpw ara ?[$?it *f^
s

t §rtpir ^nMro 4Mtt

stst ctort rMtt Mttcsr i tsire totMipf rtr rsrrtr Trrtohotj am
Rfare 5^t r$i fR^*a'ra?wra ^ir4 afarorat totto Mrrt ‘rTtoTwi’ 4$

RRRRR EMITTER R*TO afo RjRbM$ W 5$CR I vf*^ M§ W5
rt t&rt af?KR*f Ma?r£ rMr rMoMft tot ^r^ic4

4Mnm i r?$rr M^tpsTtspir aMYrwrt ?*^s% aT^iMro topvsMs

Mn Mtir rrt otr i

(«>) fRR^JjpsrfapTR r£ actfswi TORR^pmaf i wr—

rrr?s;r^riMt atrofaB a^W^Ti

rrsTr aw ac^?5T4T torr;rt’ R’Ma « to i ^rt wt-
aviw<TsaT cat«fT«tatat^f«T5T at'fjn

f^id^ra (tottIW *rmr aW)^ *n?»r?Two ^aVn^i vn?r^c«i TOro;a-

^nMi’ ^ca w 5l%iw ; M? 4«trtow aM^r «r?bw r 4Mn
»a*^ipr 4fac$m cat«rMcTO4 arosfhr totcti pitot tor ^iptIt ptw

T6RR# TOTO^aT W ^C4

1

§^PR? ^aPfl C4R <5RTTOJ$ RT^, R«IF ?*^T TO
« TOTm TOWRI RffaTO 5^T I f^JJPR'raPRT ‘TOR^a^TTMT’ wM TOT WR
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tan?«na *if?rca areaT aia itt 'aaia^t acaa* $a< aara* i 4t aisfaaa ca

arf^r ^ips ac*fc?a cara wi aiti

(q) fa^v^atetaa aga acst^i ‘*ia?n’ aica M^i TOa aa*i—

w^tfaiwm & aa^r «TW5» 5^$ti

aVia a'fc acsfaaa'G aa^i aica air® 1 ^tla w-

&»a aia sites ^tcao to tariff siar caaT aia an «at &sa awia acai

fa^ac*alFscaa swf^ "srfwsa afaar aca 5?a anas caaica <tfa,ana'©ica '^ca'ia

sisaiac^t “aa^T’ stca asr stairei swaf^ar asw afore bicsa aiti

tefa atererea ‘aa^T’ swia aifsaarat caaica s^scaTsa stca to ‘“aa^r 1

caa a^s ww afab'iwa^a fa^ a^ai ait 1 a*^1a 4t»ica to aaacaai ®c*pai

ssfcia teaa aT ottere afoiara §*na ait < aa^aia ^fi^aa—

a^ns a,4i*iMi fraa? sate asaitete 1

ww*s ta vi'Sic^ catca-aafa arafou

fcroiaffo *ft aaicacs war aia ^arca ‘aa^’ a< ‘aaacaa’ awrar faansi

m«TibaTa war aia—^aica ‘agars’ ^t srfaan caaaTba cat ^aca* sia^ ar atai

^&^o®aca ^aiaaaiaa ^srj aaraiafo ^ica* aa^a staire ^a° Planar *r4fia®i1<3

uita;a aa^ia aT aa^aorca ara^ai wr aforere 1 t^rre a®rr aia aa,ar smaa
anaa a^ntre sfoairea, caaica acsteaa siaa area asaiaiala aia^T aafite s^tar

&?ka TOt aa^ai ai*=ft acsteaa 1 ate a^ata ^^aac^t TOa a;W w aia

<5ca ‘aafosi’ acsteaaa stes t^ia Ta^aia ret aire ar 1 aaaa caaica^ ‘tf^afoTate

aarasrt’ w s$$m 1 a^sai? cat swia ate» t^ia* tacaa tater^j aa-fcaa ®rait

aa^aia ^ateaa aqaia^f to asai afoarrea 1 '^isra^bw^ facaaaia ^t §wa*
aiait aVia aaaf^a aarfas ^tai aia 1

(y) faa^ac^atscaa "^i^a acqT«i4i ^aiFsT’ aica aif^fjj^i ^ra to1-

a^anaiaaaiaaT^ a*anroi ^wreirei

a^srla aga sip^ppt'Q ^an^i’ area fafa^i ^ala ?wa—

a^airsT aia a«ma< aa ancai^waa, 1

<«t ^a aia © aj^ca c^r fafrosr ait 1 waar a^ta ara»aa i a>i ^afa^ ^ffa5^
cat «wit <iaas^t

(^) faa^jcafscaa aaa ac^fa^i ‘asWsr’a *mi

^taai 5 ^cairos 1
‘
• ‘4

10
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ac^terfapi ‘SaWsT’ 5WH I $3ja *ffaRa afsiaiBH—

?Ri«n ^rac® aa wnefs ar sfakasT i

pf-ss
5
! faa^ac’-a'kscaa ‘aWsrta aaW®i ^nan twin pi^fTtaan 9wafik<F ana*

*>re> atatsa, ^rai fph fcaaai ai$ i

(v,o) faa^apatecaa w ac^faan Mrawsferer arca «imi ^oa ^fasta a«fl

stoiiw—

*KWT I

«pqstoe w atsfaan ‘aiarefa®!’ arcat Sfsrfa® s$?nw i ^ra wa—
ar amrsfa®! to aif*a aiar«ra5*aaT i

fa^apa'Tvsiaa «itaia m^iamm’ ar anma sife wc*w ?as1a a?fa® ‘arwa awi

arnica's a^^iarm ®naai ®tfaa *afs err® afare nifa 1 ^t ai®T® \5®caa aw « «mc
i

cara £aaai caar am ar 1

(**) faacjac’wfocaa ^ama ac^smn ‘fa^sri §aia ^raa—

«w%Ksn^®8 carwr fa*®T 5 a^ia^ai

frVta waa arafaaae *?a^®r aica an® 1 ®n% wi—
fa^ fa^sRnar faan

§®a aw ^ ^aitf «tf®sr, cas*r wasla siaiawla Safran snaifnacas ^rfaas

aca 1 fa^ai^sfrecaa ‘ra^im *m facaa £afa*ft zfrps sa ar ama •aiwk ancaic?

fa^sr ^ca «a^ ^R? arcat cana £afaca>iaw area? am ar, «w* anro ar mica's

tf^sr ® aa^ atsfawiwt fa^ ai is^ arfamit am, ®ta acamra a^ac*

fas aai $$*r ? aasi facaa^oica ^r wm afaai^ £afaa>i aanawa §wcai afwsqw—

aanTm'*a*ft ai aaaWas anrnfa faana-frfran caaica siantf faf® ar

antsifa® arfoca caarcat *fa^®r aia'aai^al aecfsw stcai ‘waira* <<& *na

«amt fa^sm ‘asw’ w ^aaala’ 4$ a£f$ ^ak aaa *a1ana a*f<K:®c5>a ;

Baca'S Ma caa&wctw i

3755ai° aa? w^\ aaa5®* a$rf*®-an??

ararofwn^cenaa caan a a^arsu

aaa a^aai fwtarca^ aala faaa asrr ^tai^ 1 aaia fataaa araa srcarca

afaai aara^'a mfaw ?^ar ^faa a^^af^Ra fa^® ai ^ ami

^ansi ^ wk taf*rc^m faaa ^m\ fa^v**w£?**i to ^ifaw -arfa a^i

aVta eroa ^a^ ^roca ®t^t *aa>^ a®1® ^c®ik i fa^sT ^a% ^na farfw

aaa^ ai^ai ‘ana^r’ ai a^h? m'-a^r a^f® -aaa^ancsi gg[fgraia ai^i

afaar ^f’aa^na, a,hcua ara5w»aia ysja* rsT^arc^a aaN^la^rsaca
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%$’, 4n?r4*t;« <44* 4ht

4?amsi rrst ?vm aw*ft 4?44i

(**) *4T*t*T a^fa^T “WPTO’ 5TTCST 4?«T® $$41^
I &I4 »TOF«l-

WW 4?«Tst ^ipwTji^rti

tpsE^hG ^^f*f ac^ppi TRR-psn’g —

^RT4^^a»FFv514^a4
z
lTr5nf4'®T I

4R « sm 3444 ^^0 (p'&
s

fa w*i *p*t fafasr effw

^ri ^rm^a tot 4i$c® area <r*^ Is^ra w«i ‘'jwsf^a^fT fa$rf

4f«m$4l fa^aTst <nt444 3C4F5R 5$«lT**TI 4«m?T'8

fa^TORT’ fa^qp^SBRI 4144?$ 4faOT ‘fafSTU ‘WTO'3
C¥H cstf 4T 1 *f*A5% faWqft erf^s srs «jpRn §tn34W 'srsra

4144 «TO 4?4Cva aif4 I 5tR^*jfl5 —

fe^a^reartan ^^n^pn^rs 1

5T 4R*FF Snf>£$TC4* *TC4T?\5 PwlMlII

44rr ,

af^c4*rr«n’ w was *4iw-*F*HT4 »n5ipn w « !jtop

4?*tore 1 44* v$ *tf^*F5 ^*1 R«f«4EFi4 §aW^ 1

«a$ wra otwjtri vn>iw4 ®rt ‘«w rict astf^i s$nw 1

(*0) f^C^fv5M<J StlFfa a«f»T4l ‘4FR;?T’ 4TCT 4FT5 I &I4 epjpF—

<t^T4T vsWItMW) I

*pF5l 4$ ‘4FR^Tt4 4fa?IF ^l^T?f 5W ^faWOT*—

JFSJ^T «TR 4T sg?c?n

iwa acsfwr i fqfwto 4irt?14 cc«f m aifoiere

*f
r©s

l4 ®TO«Rr t4f*re>F ar«wTRWi^ni T4^4rRm44 ‘sra'^iimo

4«fT *m\ S&HW 44TC4« ‘RsfTC^FRSW If^^pr ^5J W S$«T I S>C4 T*^\5M

§514 C®? C4 f4w WF?44T4 §ai4 4T§ I
tf^ <4§ WT <5nT4*4FI«W 5Rlt TO*f

t4f*n^I4 4*C4I3R 4?MT 4fac®re4, 4T5T WT?;«TC4 ^«TT OTC54 >F^ 4f?ft4

’FR^T 4RR 4TF5 ^C4I ®TO 4f44T <5»f1?r aC5^®F414 *iWf

4tac^T—

»a^a^sri ac^5i4i 4nw«rt 51

44H4T4 ‘4W5T41’ ?*<5
s
t4 5m«I4 4^ 5^4TC5 TOITR!

RR4T aC4 4f44 1 5F4C4i 4STR4T I^T a44^41CT %$
TORF «P5f^y 5t4IWI

(^8) t4^n?=5Ft?5C44 5^*1 3F3;fa4T ‘-51^1’ 4TW '©f^® I §3[RF ^«I—

«I^Nn 4f«T5T 4^5 4Rm ^44RI

I
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«r*^ to; cwr aKfro* «rc*o §tsr*( 4c?r 4$ ’qrorc acrfton

51C*ffc &TC4 fTOFn 4f<«TC*T TOT 5TOI TOT 5§9IC5 TO; CTO 4n*f*TO

ff^sl acstfroro^ro to « ®rcF«nfa4 §csw 4C?r 4t$ i ?*®
s

hi cro fwc*f

fstpfjs' TO4 44fl> OTFRI §CS*4 **TT'G?fT TO I ^T? 5PTO—

4«fM? in^retf«iC4i a^iwnf’sfcs i

wt; f®TO7^ Jmc^cro: ^r^rf^su

4T4FTJ ol^<H>

4$ pricer af^« ‘silt’s ^wi^ctoi rt aifaro-G 4*r f®ro^j toff wtctot ^csia

^?n ri«w cro ct ac^faro tottor 4f4c® to
jtt wrt ^fro tot 4fto i ^ f<^c<T3c<T<T ^w»i acsfa^r $r;«i ^Iwg

to* 4c?T4fi> snare to^t ^farnc^, 4to w?$ awTwn eip^a srcaiT a^fts ^t<ro

4Ttott 4r?iTO3 to §atw 4ew snt w* to;M*t« 6^*1 acsTwra sr?tj 4$

*i?5§t grff^r «rWra «rl4ra 4ta sn*n 4fa strei

(M) aW*f aC^feT^F ‘areVtf 4Tlv5 I 5W«t~

4rei«?iTO',«?ca wtf afroarfarei

areVi 11

?^<T 5^V*r. aWf <i (?ll'b‘l >K4T4 3^-f^T TO3W, 44^77
, ^»W7T « 5T«4¥rf

snw i tsi^tcwtt 5w«i—

(4 ) w“ TOT^rmcm-TOri

(•*0 ai '©c.w^wTf wraTSTrcarasra; i

(If) *«4l«ft TO 3TT TOTT° TOT*1*m«4TO U

^TOsfracM wWi tofcto afes afsriw stro as *as1<T 4§: frofi> arofa4ia

?toc*ri at® ?;Knr® 4f<Tre§ cro 4r$re *^51 asc<w aret^T wmh 4$

aKfareran 4fa?ncTO 1 vfc to stt «p®t tos a^Twiw^ arefa ^nsFfiares

fafa^S ^TOl ®C?T4 4fTOJTC54, TO 441C4 ai^fa 44 acsf®i4T acdWTOTT

f4?^a '$fera 5f^ TO ? ^574 §TO afare ?7T f^TO5hro?r 5T«4H74 5P4C«T

4»l^S'IPf *P*f from 4^T ^7nC5 ^TJTTC^ fafa«f 5*^*1^ CTO “TO, f<^

CTOPf fjfC
6^ 5n?it CTO TO 5*T ; 5f^«l% TOTTO CgWs

~

Ca ‘44^’

^5W77
’ 'Q 45^7T 4^ ?TOF9 TO STOW 9f^TO I ^af*^5

Sflfa? 4^TT M?f 4W1 <3 §TOB5«TC4 a^«f4^a *^fl41« 4fWT ,

4^fl'l’C4 ‘5T«4
3
fa

£

f’

^rfror 1rof*r 4troR i 4^ acro^ a;w aTO^r 4fro fonzm ^aTTOP^
4T?raric^i f^TOsfiro? >isihi§ fsrk c^m^ to?< t*\ af??SR; 4froc5i 4TOia

4TO wr sfac?© arc?i f^TOsfiTO5 <^«i ^rf^s f-^hi 5f«4Wnr topc^

TOT ^ Wai TO *n I TO'f 5f«4t*f% st4c«t tot wh toto 5tca ^Ttoic^,

4TOF at^arapRf ^ sn ^1 4$; «nca»ca?r aaw
TOT TO, TOT TO*RT aT«TO7 ^ !

5|C«fa af^CaTTO TOTR
'

^^ <JTC4 44? '5T4J 45^
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arosr ^5*^ to* wf-caracro ^ afaafw

aTET I WIlT to* W TO TOTO* wsl i *07*? tot 5«p^
*T *F*F$ TO^HT fro^ W«MMWHf;i*f TOT *f<lTO^ ’T^'fT TO

TOFT W W *'SRTC«1 TO*T PT$ TOTO^J $*P5lfTO *f?TTO5ST MTO aT3£fa^RT

totoI *fron 4$ a«*Vrt tog atesr <Ttoic^—

aT TOP^rsitror #ror ^aisiWt i

vfTTOTCTOTOTR^nTTOS a®TO$SIS U

TOrraf?ITOI 5KfsRK*f ^f'BTOT ^RI^aG C*I*W a®*^*fT?r afTPF® 4^&,a ^^RTT^RT

a?3>T*TG aRPafa* fm*T TOT *a»*>fr S?Fs 5$C3 arf?TC?T I a*ICJ a«*1<RT

aSTOG a^W *?WT *P^ ‘V^TC'WT TOTO* N5J5JTRT S^lt^T I

(**>) fo^«rc*staBr cwr atsfaro to ‘WTO*reT’ i ^t a<**fofa af^
>T^ *ITO a«*1«rf ass i astroaro ePFI—

if)C*1TO <£,W$C*T WW* afa^aSS l

a®*^, “aS£TO*T5T *U WitfWift 'vHS U”

*r«nto ataraa 4* to g as; aw ^ii^fT toi tot um wKt $$$m ;

tot<t w aT arsr8raia;ci%Tta wwjIt afa^ira ate tog ^9caTca®f tost

atsfaaa stcai §st$ fa^aw^rGcaa *sar i ^tog torsre ;tt enro ^ a^sl

^sra toa «n Mn tot TOiwa tto astTO*F®T asroT?® ator faros i ^
<RXTO aPTCTO TOlt f®! a«; CW«T 3«f»14Hl ’TO fa^afa *Ca*T ^ 1

a?®TO ’TO ^ a^Twi STCJflt faCWfa *fa¥T arfWR 4$m TOT TO I

(*<*) fajatViGtaa agwa acsfa*i ‘artWfaat’ tost ^fgrfa®
;

sr*«i—

TO«rto^ mat «rors tott«Tto^fs i

ro?>$n»r5
*F;m ?n 5 *f«r®r aifetoafa

awro fafra asntata caroa >«* ara
4
afrop^pr tott tos

4
* ansrci *et to$

fa^awsi'iGM* qtoiM i
,ro?rr *fVl?T arsfrow ^i?r to»f art jtt$, >t^tt?

^ w&bU tot ^t^® §®to ^i ^rfaroH uig<

tt^t^t sr^t w ^n«Tl ac^Tei^ f^ro*! aTG?n to c^mtoto to*to
s
Ns'^t®?tc*t

pt ^Ter^TOl’ tost ^5 a^fsrTO ^p«t w«tt to, totct w ^to#s?e
i

s
hjt a^-f<ft

TO 4 f?TTO TO«f?T #?TTO TOT*! ^ ' ^TTTO ^TTOTOTT TOTCTO ^TITOTTO ^flPT I

(*y) fro^sTtroro ^«5w«r arsdron ‘spdwf tost «nrai «w«t—

T
tG'<cro sjnnf^g *5rfa^r wi

toiT
4
! *TT 5 5TT CaWT ^TO^TOT*!%U

^ sr^r«i
4
r’ 5tt ‘3T^jTOfrof*f%T’ at^Toi^iTi? a^w ^tiIWrt^ sto to

<rtoi^‘i
,

)w awf»t% vrf Mrst ^ttot srrar ^crocro

^a’^ita^ tot sa TO ‘sr^rt’ tost «ITF® i ^tot ^TOfrof»f^T (4toifa«ft)

0^ TO*T aiT^Tw «!tw,^ WITT wtf TO TOI TO; «RSl»RTO ^T?T
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$ospf a^taa ana«r <*$ orrefa mfrw rnc^ mam mrfaar fmfa ^
acsfaaa ac*n fare*! atfaar ar^rcaa tsrt asa i maar tr^s% ‘^aia* ^TSRf pncw

acat tsra mogia maarca wfatm ’tit i

(^i) faa?TCI5rf$taa ^ffata ‘'#W’ ; t^Ta 9PV«I—

srefam $ a*famT fafat?R mwf»n»

.fj^fO m^caa aia ai grfmaam caaita acsfama mftaiw cma am m atf, c*nne?

‘a^war aw stta i toa &gW3 a ara; cai^a acrfaao jjwj ata*? sot i a'mla

“aa^a* ^ispp (Tficaa at*n taia ^ >ttsit wai am, afro umx mamptma §ma
?nt aaslsraa^at msjmgjfm stem arca i catf am fataa wmaa asmoa

^?ipf tr«$ acsfawa ms*fo asTasiwa $ faara aro sot, ana«i n^w-.w^
atfua^na o a;si> aaanmanca toa ^iww pm’ arcaia a^i> staros <aa* c«ww
»a^«Tca actfawu saa c^ta^a 'pw’ *a1ana afaaroo moo ca ‘so^iw'at

fms soaara tsrcm a<;aa ait i afor^aitaa awl acsfaao awi* t*na amia war

aiai

(*o) fa^apafacaa fa^a snsfaaa ‘aaV^r’i tsia w-
mma'mT mtatam a<a^r ammai aa^fmaam caarca mrTTtefa earn stca moo

atfa^ -.OCT anm t?nt ^maa i ^t aaVft a'frama t®r taa^a srrer i >rasft

tsrao £cm a^caa sot i v& arefaaa awit t^ra msmfa mfeja astfmtam am
&ra i ^mTa ‘aw* am? wcaa aim tsm amra war m i ^t wa a>na«ao ^Tatiit

«pm1 ara; ac^faaoa tsja kgra a*fatm am arti asffaa^na affe pm,

pmram, 5M«mi a^tm t?oat aiaraa ami

(*v>) fa^at^toa «aa?ra?a ar ^sa a«;faa>i taaran arca #®fei ^ra

®wa—

^t5po a^aa^aiai^ aTaocsR m*na% i

a
s
Nfanme

i c^aran ^raam sprfNf^iu

«at ewaffa fa^; a^Tna;^ aca sa, ^wmaa ot arana t?oa aaia^ SfiTaaia^

^am art i marta *r*tTa" asp^nta aon ^rfacm am am moo ^t—aaa « a;a

gfffma *aa;a aoaow amia awfamffis a^ alw aT a^tam ^sra arnia a*aim

ar^ar am moot wnan a^f«^Fii asam *at a?m »r<cat aia; aw-Twm

t5ia a[R faan a^tacm tmgms asTaaic^a i a^sai? mw
5^ a?£ a^Ta^i atai

toa sramta a^aso wr arcat mca a*m% ^ata»aoa taaaca ‘caa’ soaa*

uaa^ ^«^rcaa ksa war am i cerarana a^caffam aoam;a am 5ca i cmaa

gr^«t—

cmar cmas?

^rn'i ^apo anaiB
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3 133*31 13.^$* 3R OT'STO WI! I

®af*5355[ *i
s

)>ilT3<3? 333^11 3*13172

^rf«T?rT §313 3531 355^13*1 e?l*s'l3 3^3*3 ¥^3®T 5¥31 313 31 3?o13'I ¥'3^

§5^3* 3C3f5RJl3 3531 'i'TS'jff 53*a 3*533 31§ I t3*$ f3^35*-3l©533 ‘5«7*fl3ir3

C3 3l«r3l5fi3 $5P3 43\ 3*F1 3^1*23
‘9lt353 3TfclWC*f3 f333 3T©31 43153©

571331 ?3*X f^; 53 31 31§3lT5 *5151 3?«!5*5 3131 313 311 4§ 315313 33R

*n§31§ '53337 <jT«1C\0 *[]f3 f3^3c*-»U©53^ ‘IFPIT^IT’ 355f«13*T3 53fa&33f*15'5 <3 5¥T3*5»H

33-1©^ 3?3*n337'?l ¥*®^3 4§ 5®T*f *5FT«<FT533 $*«3 5§3I55 1 3^ 43? 5«W31®

2f^s3 X?’ *TW?P 3> 1315*554© §313 3*513 *3T3© 333©^ 3^3 5431 3131 3^$

f?3t^7 © 3I33‘3S^SC‘3 T3f33 X? 3*15313 $5133 "K'H 43? '^T*® 3?fo"S^153 ®PP3

*5?3315SR —

3*%33F4; *»3*5**54; 3*I33*fa*3F*535312 I 3*131M? 6

C^ISr-W ^13*n 4§ CW33 *3^3*13 3*?337 ©n3© ^sf3$ $5P3 3*?33T553,

33FT353 *5151 ^ICSTlfo*® 5§53 1 f3X3CI5^rSC33 2IC^.T«13I 5f3»3 3I33> 53l*£*l *5131153

§313 *5f?#7© ?3*X 31©31 313 37 >33? ¥*^3 355?«13*155{F'Q *5R1 f3*X ?35*f3 m«’lllHI

Prf^C^s 31©31 313 311 3^537" $*®533 53C5T153I 4§3153§ 3RP*5 3*f3313

9Q?zf $"33x313 3*3© T'331C3 f3*X 3©3I $3*3lf‘s>f'5 3*31 5§5'$55 I

^rff 3§3K3 133^3^31^3 5413 ^3335*13 5353 355K. 71 ?333533 $5513

3sf337 a55?g1<M>13s553* 5413313^3 >31373 331 5§3IC5 1 54135? 5§5ST©

3t5?3f33 35313 ?35*13 3T33H© 3*31 5§3I5* 53© 353^**5153 3531 3*31 31 531 §51

3731 5)3^510 5§re 3TC3 *5?3*TCFf 3^*1313 35*13 31i^5«l© t33^331C>SF *51513 *5147*1

337¥3 fe«T 31 31373 4**5l3 ©353 5431 31§*a I f335715*3
i

T3533 f<P3l?3*W
"
ETC3§ *5135

«13\s^«f 5R, ^)§®R( *sf5I3 f*135©© f3*$333 *»T3 oT,'^^ 53 1 ¥*®^ ^73C53 "333^

vs33 aC5f9R33 tfcs ?33fS3 «13 “IT® 5§37 Tsr«RI ^1533 $3533 355 373^

aC5f*R33 afe 5H^3'e
l'Q «nf3C^ 3153s ^3\ 313; <3 3,Cb53 5«¥ ?3353'Q 3*3 $I*F5

531 53§ 35*33 331313 f53 153 371331 'awl3 515«3 313; « ¥^ »fl§ ¥»"§M f35©W

31513 355feT5T3 3*35Hi§ 5fff'35s5 31§*T13I v£13? f3^V^m«<T f337® 35; 313 «

*W5*I3 3333^1 3^3*^ 3;*1'G vot513 S5«3 3^*1^ 5§3155, 3151515 f33*F533 §513

3?v5 'S|3)3Tf3 '«13 3slft>31 313 ^3? ^5131 *13513 #331 533 313; 355^33sl’l^®153s

3?3W3 31 3*533, '51513 '511534^'© ¥'!5
s
t3 355^3“ 1553 533 3^3^ 5§31 $f§3155l

tf^ 5n«q tJ55f*13sl’lJ*(C3s ‘4;s3s3315^f3 3531’37’f C¥ *31^13 ^1331553 *51513 3531'©

>511331 355^413 3f*5 >5|3®13 *513 '5f353Pf533 355^1 «T¥I 3*f35'5 31?3 1 13X"

35*314533 355?«T513 3133^1 31515*5 313^ 5§31 $5^ <33? 53 33 3l33jo1 ^53*3153§

5353*55! 31 f333^ 353 5§^, 53X^3 3f334^3 © 3^333^33133© ¥**5l 3*1331553

1

§513 . 3531© X^3t® 355*§J «tT^F*5 53 1 355faPF13 $353P1 3*353 f3^35*3t©53

f35«l3 fox§ 35T1 53 31§l ¥'*s1’ 533 5313*113 *5153 53§ $35373 313 3*f331553
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faCHIOTa^ '®sr^e8<ii <p1*ri|*flt*t I

naancsrrscH bifn carncami? at*Tna>i:u” ©lisa wro

fefafns cwc^i osppfS a^sla sre*$ a«w cam am, n^sarc abnr a®n

mca 1 ^3ja ©iTaa^ §sgrn anaar C'Siwarcwa na^ao^ ^•,

<5r©ac*i'G acrmFFT-

sptcsf cafare nr$, n,oaK c«Mi5 ca ^ faf*m> asaicaa naa^ 4 faaca HC*aco

j^«i errfare no hi 1 a^la ncWra nc^fwra afo ca aviaa^ ^a 'stjtt asass

^siftpRM *5r?rt o ht$, aaaa ^fan^rca awfaw ^ ait® cam ami

arbfa acgfaain^gra cana am nats ^ric© moaT am ai 1 at^faaanjnc^ <sfrw

gfan fatss faws um nfaq© amt ^no? 1 a*^a §ncara wncam tfmrtfa

ca$ fbaaicaia Wf^ a^fa© aRCT 5%ITC5

“cnr&m ^<sn*nnrt arnTroKa^bic© 1” (*)

<<£ ca ac^feiai ar®i© *rra ramq$ acs; ©rt^: **101 a*r*fa atfaara cb*fr

afaa 4*w aiton^ncaa Maasft ^ « ww ^samo n’ncai

aa?*i% s^cai

nK’osicaa are nca sforn^nca apnfaaaa ^carter® s$$m 1 a*ss1a

arafaanbcg acsfaw ca *ai©cana nfaba arear am "sifan^nca ®Ria fa^aia

^ctm 0 hi, av*w awifaw §na aiawi ?n ^rpitf^ <$Rm anaai cnmca

Tbaq icam ‘fa^ta’ csaa^n nRfaaa cana aao caa ?aw ?rjj ana ataai ^toi

CHmca W ai OTM, “?qa’ ai *q?, ‘£1©’, W, IjiiSfi’ «9?KW 5at>

«warna fbac©caa nfe© actfsiaa afoc©re 1 ^ab cn§ cwfaa an amf£§

aibta accfaana naas*l nfaaw w ^mar a«o ^sfan^ncaa ‘acftfona’ w
fbBC©Wa ©nC^Hbai #5¥T «R!Fn tbSC^f^I^ ^IWIbHI ?Pfo I ^n^IEO
a^rsw-

ac^mtt 080 1^8 ^Hnjs

^50 c«w s$$m-

nr b nM b om«i^ b?«fOT«f3s 1

•pnFOWss *ff*rt, aR;s cw 0801^4

^in^nco acsfcreT ^ *ft^roo, hj^w ^5$ «a^ 'sw^ pro
^toi a^T^^i 1 ^?r fcjfon ^ nora

^fbffi oq^; ‘*n^’ (tow) >q (^a*nn) csw ?? aw 5^01 4$

nfabtM wr can a^afCo mar am amfa nas nr^ acsfaw^nc* waf6 rsco

wino ws w #ro,w ta?n^i snfanm §nm ht^i w% ^hrn^ncn

fas arntaa^ aim ^noa awfn% o ^ 1 ^mai gnfoqffrsica afsrc®

mfa atbla ‘toiw, ‘na^i’, ‘nama;nr, ‘^fw’ ar ‘aaja^i’, ‘af*¥5r ai ‘afw.

( ^ ) nfs*i?t,
i «e« n«ii ^ > c*tf 1
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C5trf^4i*^r it ‘a^ap^T’ a^W<* aMri anaiTaa^mia ‘aiVt*

csRuaa asfaairea, ^a? ‘arerefa^T’, ar ‘aar*a^r, it

‘spscaica'aF a^T^a a^caica '
!5n«r

:S

f rs*raa *a1s>ia

*TmtH i aaaa a^afe acsfaaaa^a waw cw acsTwriqfar 'sMana \

*a£ aag aiFfa a«J«i<pi wfo ca aa^ gfaaf aMM^m^ra afw faaala afi>aT

Tkjsi aica st f'ssr aaic^ abaa FsreTntaca* cast aas aiwq Ywwtawi 'staiTaa

csw^a aift»i% s$ws i CT$«r.J«M sicar acsfaaa Mila urn- ^rtri wwJjm
taw a^a^ arar 1 Mira^ncas csiPFfS <&—

ars acsfaaa a;a* w5'
•rc® ^caiwc i

aaarr a*s ^wi aHMarrc,c*fW5s u

^anaiaWw aaa imc'otTi^j afasca MRa^nca w scares—

as awlsc’o spnaa* fwppra: i

a SR2 U *©

Maas W5T are ^a in

asnau afoe 4a?*aa aR ai acRRjcaaw aula areisiaas acif a£ it wfa
ai^k ac^faas ‘Mf\srs ^wreac*! ?^s1 fa^ acRi arrow atfaairea wff5 aT'GSi

aii i iMta fa^iTS ^n^aa—

ssserk a<rc tf^T aaas* gwM aas ?

•TRrstsF wpfenaa ca*m a a^i^ns

«

psisriTSf ac^rw afasca aMsiUR a^1? sw^n cRnasffc

‘a^Twi a^aRs’ arfa cur srepro i

Rsmareas a^fa^5r®i«iMoifa«

a^siTv ac^Maa ca a^aRraa* aaa^Mic^'S Mbps 5^psc5 i *«ca caatca

acRracaa ifiaaiw aaicaa caa: aitca 'sreTca? aula aMaans asa^ fa^o a;a

anm ate arca i ^terc hjbtg afaaicsa—

aRiai'B a^^ia^sacaas? <»caa: aau

acRFsa? ^fw aregaa^i?HCfckm,aT i (*)

*sw c^Rfaiwa'Q ‘acRraa’ arcs* aaais’mi'Q ter faaa taaaa aT<3iT aia-

a^ aata^iTWi facias feare afrs i

faaRctem atefi ^ M acRrea? ta^su

'spssaR-aMsaRat^a^s aai^tis i

^rMaT^'GarMars at^a^Ta asiaaa^u as ?ps ^i^o^-oq

a^sS 'aa? wurtiw acRrscaa ^fi^aa tacsraw taaRsica ac^ia? c^na;aica aaa^a

n
(i) «u<9-> ,

»
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i ?isra& srcaj asra^ 4iw$ faw ®t*ri ‘a*^’ stri

fsat®?^ mffo mrfmi ^c®s re a^a^l®, ^ a^at §csrew s&m i

(^) Rfaa^nrea fa®
3
!?! fosc®? a^TsppT

;
^t<3 a^ca* awta*® $i£51Cl 1 <i&

?jR;fwRi *tr*tetT ?cp§ van i$i i®fa ®#ri afosre ^Tsbuctr—

*a6$a^*n«fT aRfaw am^swrt m 6 1^4

^rcpa®
4
^*^!®^*! c®r®Rrrs? aRf«rw re i5f£ c®? ’a'lw ‘X-sh ®tw sic*n ^ww^ii',

Vowin’, ‘p®ai?iw’ Rfaa^nrea *iia
s

lt®W4 ^rsiff afaRn a»n srer u 1 ^fri«t

Rffla^rC*! ‘§T®’ 5T £I®TW W 5T t'QI^I 45\ ^®5 serf's gl®*f'Gl
,
*)‘4l5 fec?R^

afefTC?, ^RTfW’IR5 CTRIC5? a«.t«l4l W 5U *5$, ^'Ofl IW TbfltW^. <MT ^4ll«

;

<3R5 aW®^ ^r^T®^:c
I *a*£® ^Tf?^R5 3R?=1^I afa^T fecSR W ^5TC$ I 4$

fossa wi$ arscaa afc® <I«sc® aits re Rrsfa^nresr p®, *rs aff® c®?

aula aRfaw -s-rpts^ afam smr 1

(O) RfaavsnW
i%$ •TPFP ?bflC®W5 w-
aNa; a^fa wniw ®i5]cat*ai5srrfa*is 1

mire <nwr 51 arcw ®iN*tfac*r< arfwT ®rw ^icawa®? ®r1 aHTcfe

Rarasn?a% <H «iaf® -^f^ca ^c<i, caarre %& 5t a^> fn^ fwic®? $foa 1

sfom,3TCcH 4$ -wrofa a?5® arifa ‘ia^®f ar facaa rena aRan art

^ a^'G ca$ ca§ Rireroaraarer w 3$$m 1 afaa^nrea Ra^rare^

^ « C^lW'5? ^5l1W adf»RSl aT <F?®T?TT '^'<Tin^ ’W^T #!IWI 5,50^

*%$' w£ aw ism wnsftrcsRf sic® ^sa 15 aw 1 factor X5* af<®5-

awssw; ®^t: 113$

ta®T fa?®^ ^lawa aiwsi'H <mi ^c°t ®rt 'T^*it^®’ ‘^iw^irg’ •rosi an®

3$ fl^rafcu ^Fni 'a^arw ^Nic® aifa, t=^; Wa^
cwai^ic^ aw aibl^ aRt=rw w'l ar'G?n aia ^ 1

06WRn«F« ‘a^ancw a'w Tt«ici»*i 1 ®if^a^n«i a,aci54

®uo aa® !^?nw—

Twiwrivfw* a*nf®ai^f®:i

cmfafos ai^<g< a^rt^Rtn

f®fst ^R^ra*! qfom'Q ®^wfaW wo <r®f<w c®w pitw ^T<i?iicm i

®tw sic® ‘tsRna^’, ‘spai^, ‘apra^’, ‘^f®ai?m^’

15 aw asvanwj5 c®a ^tc® aoi ac®i^5 a;a^ aaa^ ?pf55T

af?pf$ ^sfencm 1 ^ ;nspp r6sc®»fti5 w a®^ aRk^i i^c® ^§®, 4

f5w a<a5 ^awiHw<i w asni ^snsraT aw®1 ^iT®^*! Dtfac® ait 1

C®rs?5iw •SFm7g'5 ^tfl^cn aVNl s=Isna®T5 ^5 ?ft?[5T

c«faitaicis? i *rjrj aat«i aa*fa ^taarti i
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(8) fbTOSW *p©’ TO* af>N? I 4$ po’ ^TtTO spsRq

^TTP?-

TOWTOMdlM'W I

<TOWdk**fsdK fwfal 5 fap^J I’

;toto w*ifcp«iTO fc§Tf^j*r® iwh cwr zs?* cro

sn 3$?JT TOT CTO POT p®’ TO*P toe* I PT$ ps’ to, tor,

TO?TO fwsfa kpfo'tfCSI FJFsW fa©$ 5$C3 I >l?5TO p3TO, P5TOR,

pofa*r; v£RS paf^sf 5TFC5I paTOTO brkC'o'f ^far^l^snc*! 3TTO *lRPaCt? I

(6) wratics W to? Trjwpri w«i ct^ttpt w a^nre—

*?P5*?3 5W WCT fwICTOtfs 3^kP5 I

*R3< m^tws TOifriS *I^TOTT5TS B W
(i!j) ‘$'»?1’ ^1

,

p$'tS’ »TT5T S1‘*K<T TO I 3^?TTC5

—

^^fhsTW5TCT ^T1C3 ^*lteE3l*f*f 51

EPIC'S *T3 PUSH'S" '© |tnbjC'® 11

^TO^TTCTO p® fbflPeT ^iTO 4k?ll “TOT fa*£[ pSC^’

^erf1

? viiqi^i^ -Q fTOnpa *fkb?T Tw3iA«4

—

fcr^ CeW'SlISr P®TW, *T5TW 43° p5*R5I 3C5;fa<TO$ C^R^ ^"kra =#131 3T5fa

3^=141 ^1W, ^ef5^I <3 iT^lTO^ TOTO^ ^fcTTO SPTrfa® ^TOPH I 4 TOC*

3^^ ^kara tot stmre fro; 3faro ^i s^cfo ‘wips' *?ppp

Pew 373 4*nw ^v® to %£c'vte—

§c¥i>c< smnfcs »Bnt*i^i ^®«n i

st^i«Tt 5 ^t csrar ^r^krtfW^iu

»at ®raw tot pf^rer 43? tot ^srf ‘TOrps’ pspr to;3 tot sro i

(q)
,3tfR3^nC*RJ 5T8SI IbflWsW ‘WTJT’a 5T*C«T PT3T TO—

5tfro,s$3*ncsm wmiotwiwTwH'wc

»

511 5PRH 3TOJNI330B •yT'S^^Wit U

Pppfd’ TO7 TbQC'»t,t3 \5ti$3«I 3rf*;T3^3icq »TT 5h <piS TOJ^l C3 fo '$T5T

snfaro §to *n$i 'swW to?6 aTs
5

!^, to*t
55toppo *5ppm ^ totoI’

^fgRjT o|kb?I vfl'0?fl TO <
T»l't*<l<l'IC'S'Q W •TPPF kTbfl

§cm Pf^I TO I SFTOT f^p«(C«sitTO lf'^ sr:^ ^T ^3I?H

31^ =TT ;
W TO *f'®

s
l^ 3J5^®TTO PW “Wifi

Tjs^fg” sj3Tf >5«nCT'3 ‘TOT ^?TOT §CST*f TO 5^TO5 1 «fl<R

jflg
5^ P{«¥^«lt’ 3C5.f«14l qqW ^TO ^5^ 5^?ni5 tTOf ^®TT '^qCf dC$. I
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a*n sra wtffo awtata ^*0 jw a*a^at atoaaa s$arto, ca$a;a fato

CWTC?Rf ^"[fatTO 5$^ ato rt* f# vsm ^’O? #a aito aja> ato
fatol 3*fto wr ?$TOf TOT 5fto faCT* CTCa? an*f*aa ^T<3 «fltos

aiEM

aaan aiaa towra ‘sircar aaasjtoi^aa ato ‘awoaatoawe

sc*«r c^tos ar$ art a^ni> «ti 5a s\'t Tsaaacro afo srto tora ar. wa
toa “gsl^IilTra'H^^ltsitr^” atol $51^3 5a

sto ^?R ai$ ; l?5|5rTOF

asps toaa$ "sifoto?® Taamaa war^l j&ar<3 with afe raa ta ajtore

«rcaa aT$ '*i^t a;farre arar to ar 1 « aar ks\ usmwm aror $w aPia$

5T® for m 1 war tpaVa >r^i *tor-sr,w«jr arrow atoaaa a#sa
a?; f# vs* OTTO'S «i«f6 caTOa* aaana cana &cpa aKBar to an vsta

OTTOa TOPSZ7 spf*T5 to a^TT TO aT I

tsttsrit i^rtcsrt 'aatot assfaw §TOaE«r-

vg^oaaw^ia? awtowts*^ 1

aaa< ^roa a^rofa to^wu
<4$ csrto wfac® •

sii$ 1 4$ $fito arerroa arela to, w«r ato m atroa

5ii8w a;a «r*f caaa ^arca toa*faKa a*rf"i% store, aiFta ‘wro’^
5mf

f'Q 4$ arreT* actoraaa ats* ara soar to i atototorer tot sto asar-

%<f ato aw stoto aaarftoa tot assrtaTTO^a re*na store to i <4$-

a;a aaarftoaa as; cto atos^toaa atstoT sto towia am atorr to
aiw atos <3 a&rto 5$sik reto® ar<3?rT atoi anaar ato$ realtor

*^k ‘fa^sr’ aretora tosare re areaa totow a^ar store toaa^nre tot
‘

a*a’w te»w aa^to ac*arsre arear to i ^aa^nrea aa^to? apSTgare

a;n> ‘ac*arsa’ wai ^ cwa aT$i fata ^ aero &sh$ ‘ac^arro’ ^$ca

^"to ^facaai croaiW'G acto^F a*ara^' aiaaT a;a^ #rar aifacaa

vq<ia awracaa -«r«s3*a’ ‘<^sa*a' atossa*a’ ‘5rT?^a*a’ ‘a;^a«a’ ‘^gaa^a’

a;a m aaaa fafra a^aT^a cw m<*i alacaa 1 ^aa^rcaa ^^a?^ >o

f*aa7$ ^a? ara « aroroa a^raiaa &^tof salaaa atacaa ar 1 ato a^& a^;

a*araas ^ator ^to'G ara « Jwras at»aretaa a^ cw ^al^ia asfaro^ai

‘snaai toa a^(sr*^R'9 ‘srf^aa^na ar a^a ac^arga «ia,aaca ‘af^s’ ‘T^aaiar

‘araaro’ ‘faafeaas’ ‘Twsis^arar ^a^ ‘vsaraTaas'
-

a?TOa’ ^a? ana<s ^caa^ aaaa

c^r Prtoy ai$i «naia ‘esntaroa’ ‘acasrsa' 'awraa* a^to tafw cro 4$

ac^ai^a ^iar a^ 5-$to^ (Trfa^ aigar toi ^a* aiula artoaaa ‘snal

« *rto vs* wpaca caroa-^nal. ato, aaaara, ansiaiaiton, aj^aiaila^,

awa^?. ^aai, ^Ma«n, ara", ^a^s. taj^sr^. toa^a ^a* aaroa^aa m aw
urn. a*aaia;a. wtoaa^a, aaiaa;a, toa;a. a^aeaa;a, to^saa;% smnpro,

to^iro, faaa^p®, ^wagr®. ^laps, aisja^r®, prograan— ^asfsw aw c®?

^a? ^T^naa'O afeacaa TOT^a as* a*ffa% ^$aic? 1 >a$a^a$ are^a atorara^a

tato aaca tato fcatoi a^ ^$ai tato tost #®to $$$m 1
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WIT, HUMOUR AND SATIRE

IN

ANCIENT INDIAN LITERATURE

By De. S. K. De

although some manifestation of the bizarre and the grotesque may be

found in Indian Art and Architecture, one must look to literature for the proper

display of Wit, Humour and Satire. But since the earliest Indian literature,

comprised in the Veda, Brdhmar^a, and Upanisad was predominantly religious,

ritualistic or speculative in character, there was very little scope for the sparkle

of wit or pleasantness of humour. There is, no doubt, a comic side to some of the

myths and legends, but to the ancient Indians themselves they never appeared

in a fantastic light. It is witty, for instance, in view of Indra’s immoderate

indulgence in Soma drink, to call the Soma-vats ‘the belly of Indra ’
(indrodara),

but the exhilaration of Soma partook of a serious religious character. Indra’s

monologue (Rg-v., x. 119), in which he boasts, apparently under the influence of

Soma, of his superior power and greatness, may be amusing as the earliest speci-

men of inebriate braggadocio in literature
;
but since Indra’s cosmic acts are

attributed to Soma, such a profane view is out of the question. The curious Frog

IjHymn (Rg-v., vii-103), in which the croaking frogs in the rainy season are likened

.to priests chanting at the Soma ritual, or to Vedic students repeating their lessons,

is sometimes taken as a raillery or satire on the Brahmans ; but it is more properly

a captatio benevolentiae to the frogs, the great wizards who have the magical power

%f bringing rain ;
the simile is for flattery and not for fun, for graphic and not for

atiric effect. In the same way, it is misdirected ingenuity which would interpret

.he well-known, but obscure, Male-Monkey (Vrsakapi) Hymn (fig.-v., x. 86), in

which a favourite monkey is apparently the subject of dispute between Indra and

Indranf, as a satire directed against a certain prince and his wife
; the coarse

language of some of its stanzas is no argument, for such language is not

inadmissible in magic spells, especially in those connected with fertility rites.
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Scattered throughout Vedic literature we have witty, but cynioal, remarks

about wealth and woman. In the ftg-veda , for instance, one poet observes that

wealth in the form of cows makes even the lean man fat and the ugly handsome

(iv. 28.6), and buys the affection ofmany a maiden (x. 27.12) ; another attributes

the saying to Indra himself that the mind of woman is fickle and her temper

ungovernable (viii. 33.17) ; while UrvasI herself tries to persuade Pururavas

that with woman can be no lasting friendship, for their hearts are those of hyenas

(x. 93.15). The Maitrayaifi Samhitd (i. 10. 1116; iii. 6.3) describes woman as

untruth and classifies her with dice and drink as one of the three chief evils ;

the datapath a Brahmaqa (xiv. 1. 1. 32) speaks of woman along with the Sudra,

the dog and the crow, as something wrong
;

while the Kathaka Samhitd (xxx.l)

alludes sarcastically to her ability to obtain things from her husband by cajolery

at night. These observations, me. -it to be more earnest than jocular, are indeed

interesting ; for moralising, which underlies all satire, is as a rule foreign to the

spirit of the Vedic texts, while such denunciation is a commonplace of later ascetic

literature of India which, from the Buddha to Samkara, condemns woman as the

gate of hell. There is also some raciness, as well as ferocity, in the unmeasured

language ofsome of the Atharvanic spells and incantations meant for the destruction

of enemies in general and co-wives in particular. For driving away

worms, tiny fantastical worms in the entrails, in the ribs and in the head, worms

that move about in the eyes, in the ears and in the middle of the teeth, there are

exorcising spells (Atharva-veda

,

11.31 ;
v. 23), which naively speak of them

as demoniacal beings, males and females, of many colours, black, white, red and

brown, having mothers, brothers and sisters, as well as kings and viceroys ! The

personified Fever, with its brother Consumption, sister Cough and nephew

Herpes, is also imagined (Atharv., v. 22) as a spotty yellow demon and asked

not only to go to the enemy tribes, but also to “seek a lascivious Sudra girl and

shake her through and through” ! But less savage and more amusing is the spell

for inducing sleep (Atharv., iv. 5), in which the lover stealing to his sweetheart

at night wishes: “May the mother sleep, may the father sleep, may the dog sleep,

may the eldest in the house sleep, may her relations sleep, may the people round

about sleep !”

These and other secular hymns, some of which are of a narrative character, as

well as short legands in the Brdhmai^as, are indications that contemporaneous

with the religious literature of the Veda, there probably existed a profane litera-

ture which is now lost, but from which in course of time emerged, on the one

hand, the rioh collection of tales and fables in the Buddhist and Jaina literature,

and on the other, the narrative miscllany of the Epic and Parana literature, with

their diversified content of inexhaustible legendary and didactic material. This

later phase of Indian literature was abundantly developed on the secular side,

but it was still elevated in tone and became distinctly moralising in spirit. Per-

haps it was no longer hieratio, but in the striot sense it cannot be described as

popular literature : it was nearer to the popular mind, but scarcely composed or
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inspired by the people. There is, therefore, some quaint and racy flavour in the

parables and fables, in the popular tales and smaller narratives, but there is no

consistent or pervasive expression of general comio spirit.

The didactio passages, however, are not entirely devoid of witty sayings,

quaint similes and clever epigrams. The traditional gnomic wisdom, for

instance, is often expressed with a nimble sagacity of apprehension

which amuses the fancy. Here is a specimen from the sayings of Vidura

(Mbh ., v. 33.7), where six kinds of people are enumerated as flourishing on six

others : thieves on the heedless, physicians on the diseased, women on the libi-

dinous, priests on the worshippers, kings on the litigants, and wise men on the fools 1

With this may be compared the enumeration of ‘ eight powers ’ in the Anguttara-

nikaya (viii.27) : crying is the power of the child, weapons are the power of robbers,

Sovereignty is the power of kings, pride is the power of fools, humility is the power of

sages, reflection is the power of scholars, and meekness is tho power of ascetics

and Brahmans. We have also passages in the lighter vein on tho temptations of

monastic life, but nothing perhaps surpasses the amusing description, in the Jaina

Sui/ac/adamga (1.4. 1 .Of ;
2. If), of the plight of men caught in the snares of

women, who make them slaves and drudges, hold the baby, and “ wash clothes like

a washerman ”
! The well-known dialogue also of the canonical Nijjutti, which

passage is traditionally copied in Vallabhadeva’s Subhdfitavali (No. 2402) and

other much later works, show's that archness of pungent wit could be attained in

ridiculing the dubious character of a certain class of Jaina monks :

“O monk, your cloak has many folds”. “Yes, it serves me as a net when I

catch fish”. “You eat fish?” “I eat them along with my wine”. “You drink

sweet wine?” “0 yes, with the harlots”. “What, you go to harlots ?
” “After

I have crushed my enemies”. “You have enemies, then ?” “Only those

whose house I rob”. “You are a thief, then ?” “Only because of the love of

dice”. “How, are you a gambler ?” “Am I not, after all, the son of a slave

mother ?”.

Each age has its folly and foible, which do not escape observation, but the

irrepressible desire to reprove or ridicule finds expression in this age chiefly in the

didactic admonition of the delightful parables, tales and fables. From remote

antiquity religious wisdom favoured the use of parables, generally from a serious

motive and not from a mere sense of humour
; but very often, as in the case of the

well-known Udana parable of the elephant and the blind men, there is considerable

wit in making small and familiar things symbolical of great and strange verities.

The illustrative tales ofcommon life are perhaps more amusing and more in keeping

with the popular bonhomie and good humour. The Buddhist J&taka

and the Jaina Kathanaka, as well as the Epic and the Pur&pa, abound in

entertaining little stories of naughty wives and foolish husbands, of clever people

trying to outwit one another but generally overreaching themselves, of hopeless

fools whom—to quote a memorable phrase of Dryden’s—‘God for mankind’s

mirth has made’. The beast-fable, closely allied to the parable in its definite
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didactic motive, has a different kind of humorous appeal in its drollery and

mummery of human life, in its looking askance at human nature and depicting

it in the palpable hieroglyphics of brute creation. Perhaps the Rgvedic Frog

Hymn, whatever might have been its object, already recognises a certain kinship

between men and beasts; and the Upani§adic parable (
Chandogya Up., 1.12)

of dogs, who search for a leader to howl food for them, goes a step further
; but the

dogs do not yet bark wisdom nor do the frogs croak humanity. The beast-fable

is not yet recognised as a distinct literary genre either in the Epic or in the Jataka,

although the beast-motif, in which animals fare better than men, is utilised in

numerous fables for purposos of moral instruction. In the Epic, for instance, we

have the old fable of the innocent mice and the crafty cat (found also in the

J&taka) ; of the clever jackal, the greedy vulture and the dead child at the cre-

mation ground
;
of the hypocritical flamingo eating up the eggs of deluded birds.

In the Jataka we have a much larger number of diversified fables, for instance,

of the monkey outwitting the crocodile
;
of the ass in lion’s skin

;
of the cunning

orano leading the unsuspocting fishes into pleasant waters and devouring them all,

but ultimately receiving punishment from the clever crab ; of the wicked jackal

bringing about estrangement between two friends, the lion and the bull ; of the ox

envious of the pig on account of its good food, but becoming wise on learning

that tho pig is being fattened only for slaughter ; of the obstinate donkey who

would not move being lured by the eternal feminine
;
of the jackal all-tooth,

riding a lion rampant on the back of two elephants and going to war against the

king of Benares, only to be foiled by the cunning of the priest of the king
;
and so

forth. All those undoubtedly suggested the materials out of which the full-fledged

beast-fable developed in the Panca-tantra in a more systematic literary form.

The serious narratives of the Epics do not naturally give us a rich harvest of

humour. One may perhaps find some grim humour in the Mahabharata concep-

tion of tho son of Dharma as an inveterate gambler and clever casuist, of the lofty

teacher of the Gita as a great diplomat and unscrupulous strategist, or of Drau-

padl’s anger as the pivot on which the terrible family-feud and wholesale carnage

turned ; but ono cannot justly regard such aspects as expressions of the comic

spirit. In the smaller narratives and legends there is nothing more than a little

rough and racy flavour, occuring here and there only incidentally, for instance,

in the legend of Nahusa becoming Indra overnight and yoking the divine

ascetics to his chariot ; in the story of the two wives of his worthy son Yayati,

who in his old age had youthful inclinations
; in the description of the naive

Rsya^rpga, seduced by the experienced courtesan ; or in the recasting of the old

Vedic legend of the rejuvenation of decrepit Cyavana for the sake of the youthful

Sukanya. In the more refined and poetical Rdmdyana even, such instances are

not rare. We have the story of the ohild Hanumat jumping at the sun because

his mother instructed him to eat red fruit, the smashing of his body by the Sun’s

kick and subsequent piecing together of his dismembered limbs ;
the description

of Kumbhakarija’s enormous meal or Hanumat ’s long tail which created havoo
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at Lank&, and so forth ; but these are very slight and poor specimens of real humour.

Some of the narratives are repeated in the Pur&uas, but there they lose whatever

rough-hewn facetiousness they have in the Epics.

When we come to what is known as the classical period of Sanskrit literature,

which commences roughly with the beginning of the Christian era, we come across

a much more diversified literature, which is different in form, matter and spirit

from the Vedic or the Epic. With the disappearance of Epic didacticism and

Buddhist rigorism, we find the emergence of a new sense of life and its pleasure

and a general desire for refinement, beauty and luxury. With increased secu-

larisation and sophistication, traces of wit and humour become more frequent,

but the conditions were such that there was no effective evolution of a really

humorous literature. The complex and cultured society had undoutedly many
features which could have furnished fair sport for the literary purveyor of fun,

but the essentially romantic and sentimental literature which came to

prevail, and which had its own standardised theory and practice of art, was

precisely the reverse of the humorous. Leaving aside the further developed

literature of tales and fables, which had a simpler style and perhaps greater

popular appeal, we have for our purpose, only some lighter erotic verses with their

verbal wit and humorous fancy, some gnomic stanzas of mocking wisdom, a thin

surplus of satiric arabesques of men and manners, some coarse and jocular stories,

and a small body of comic writing of the farcical kind. All these have a piquancy

of their own
;
but considering the vast extent of Sanskrit literature, this is indeed

a meagre showing. Even if the wit displayed is certainly striking and, to a certain

extent, peculiarly Indian, the type of humour that is scantily represented is

hardly sui juris. The authors are all either poets, dramatists, moralists or

story-tellers
;
there is no need of classifying any one exclusively or outstandingly

as a humorist.

The modern reader may feel flattered and think a great deal of his own sense of

humour, but he need not presume that his worthy ancestors necessarily had

a stupid time. That they had the disposition and ability to laugh is clear from

the diffused and spasmodic specimens, but the conditions were scarcely pro-

pitious to humorous literature. There was nothing wrong with the Indian genius,

which could achieve brilliant success in poetry, drama and certain forms offiction,

but there was something wrong in the way in which the Indian literary mind

evolved and the Indian author was expected to behave. Although there was at

its start no limitation of form, and the immense fund of legends, as well as the

unlimited diversity of life, was open to it, Sanskrit literature from the beginning

appears to have been sequestered for the study or for cultured society, which was

not quite the best nourishing soil of wider human interest and intercourse. It

had little, therefore, of the gaitt de coeur, the broad and joyous popular exuberance,

its robust good sense, its simplicity, directness and freedom ; the literature was

lofty, exclusive, refined and cultivated. It was composed for an urban and

sophisticated audience, and had its own system of phraseology, its own set of
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imageries and conciets, and its own refinement ‘of emotional analysis. In course

of time its stylistic elegancies and sentimental subtleties must have spread down

and reached the masses, and there is no reason to suppose that their appreciation

was always restricted to a priviledged circle. But when the really creative stage

had subsided, there was greater respect for texts and traditions and less

universality of natural appeal. The literature receded further from common

life and common realities, and became predominantly a product of remote and

recondite fancy. This complacent literary attitude falls in with the placid view

of Sanskrit Poetics, which distinguishes the actual world from the world of poetry,

insists upon a super-normal or super-individual realisation of artistic emotion, and

rules out personal passion or a direct mirroring of life. It is for this reason that

the delineation of heightened poetic sentiment in a more or less affected poetic

diction becomes important—even disproportionately important—in the idealised

poetic creation, and a secondary or even nominal interest is attached to the realities

of theme and character. The tendency is towards the finical rather than

the robust, towards the ornate rather than the grotesque, towards harmonious

roundness rather than jagged angularity. In this distinct cleavage between life

and literature, between art and experience, there could be no breezy contagion of

wit and humour as an overspreading or distinct stylistic quality.

And yet the spring of humour did not become entirely dry in the earlier clawssical

poets; it bubbles and sparkles in unexpected ease and geniality. The earliest

known Kavya-poet, the ascetic ASvaghosa, is too earnest in poetically oxpounding

his noble doctrine to indulge in idle pleasantry
;
but one may suspect touches of

sly humour, as for instance, in the episode of Nanda’s ascent to heaven, in which

Nanda indignantly repudiates the Buddha’s suggestion that the ugly one-eyed

she-ape, seen by them on their way in the Himalayas, may not be less beautiful

than the wrife for whom Nanda still yearns
; while Nanda subsequently avows on

reaching heaven, where he sees the heavenly nymphs, that besides these, his wife

looks like the wrretched ape
j

With regard to another predecessor of Kalidasa,

it is not clear what Jayadeva means when he speaks of Bhasa as the laughter

(Hasa) of poetry
;
but leaving aside the conventional Jester (Vidusaka), there

are some piquant scenes in the so-called Bh&sa-dramas, such as the scene in the

Avi-mdraka
,
where king Kuntibhoja is too confused to apprehend the tangled

facts of relationship disclosed to him, or where in the Svapna-nataJca, Vasavadatta,

with fine dramatic irony, is driven to weave the nuptial garland for Padmavati

wrho is going to be the new wife of her husband, or where the now queen Padma-

vatl is made to hear, unseen but accompanied by Vasavadatta, the king’s

confession, made unawares to the Vidusaka, regarding his deeply cherished love

for the old queen.

Coming to Kalidasa, however, we find for the first time a more subtle and delicate

sense of humour. His refined poetic sensibility shows a keen realisation of what
is agreeable and disagreeable and an intuitive perception of the happiest attitude

of things. His humorous imagination, therefore, is something not to a be detached
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from his theme ; it lies at the root of his poetio sense of balance and restraint,

of his power of tragic pathos, of his warm humanism and many-sided sympathy
with life. The direct touches of humour are very rare indeed, but its tone is

clear throughout, whether it manifests itself in the maidenly jests of Sakuntala’s

companions, or in the description of the debauched king Agnivarman who, unable

to tear himselffrom the caresses of his women, lazily puts out his royal feet through

the window when his loyal subjects entreat his blessed appearance 1 The finest

example of what Kalidasa’s charming fancy and gentle humour could achieve

is to be found in the whole scene of the young ascetic’s appearance in Uma’s

hermitage, his self-confessed volubility, his apparently earnest but good-humoured

raillery about Siva, whioh evokes a firm rebuke from Uma, leading on to the

hermit’s revealing himself as the god of her desire to her surprised but agreeable

embarrassment. The smile of Kalidasa’s Comic Muse has nothing in common

with the loud laughter of the caricaturist or the bitter mirth of the satirist ; it is

charged with poetry and kindliness, with the finest romance and tho profoundest

good sense.

And yet some critics would take Kalidasa’s Malavika/jnimitra as a veiled

satire on some royal family of his time, if not on Agnimitra himself. But it is

really a light-hearted comedy of court-life, whose key-note is nothing more than

the pursuit of pleasant and idle gallantry
;
and its trifling with the tender passion

is quite in keeping with the breezy outlook of the gay circle which is not used to

any profounder view of life. Love in it is a pretty game ; the hero need not be

of heroic proportion, ho is only a carefree and courteous gentleman on whom
the burden of kingly responsibility sits but lightly, and who possesses an amazing

capacity for falling in and out of love ;
while the heroine need not be anything

more than a frail and fragile inginue with only good looks and willingness to be

loved by the incorrigible royal lover. One need not wonder, therefore, that while

war is in progress in the kingdom, the royal household is astir with the amorous

escapades of the somewhat elderly, but youthfully inclined, king. We have

polite banter, witty compliments and frivolous philandering, but no satire or

caricature appears to have been meant. Kalidasa was a greater poet than wit

;

he played with comedy, but put his strength into poetry. The type of courtly

comedy, however, which Kalidasa standardised in this play, had its peculiar appeal

;

but while Harsa achieved success in it with his two pretty playlets on the amusing

amourette of the gay and gallant Udayana, the beau-ideal of Sanskrit legend,

RajaSekara banalised it with his two weakly sentimental and tumidly poetical

imitations. It is a pity that this elegant comedy of courtly intrigue and gallantry

could never divest itself of its sentimental and poetical atmosphere, its legendary

and fictitious material, its romantic world of fancy for the real world of fashion,

to become a full-fledged comedy of manners. It never developed into the genteel

comedy, which would have afforded ample hunting ground to wit and humour

in the egregious oddities and absurdities, affectations and imbecilities of a

meretriciously urbane society.
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In this oonnexion a reference may not be out of place to the Vidu$aka

or Jester, who is already known to Vatsyayana (1.4.46), and who figures in these

and other romantic comedies as the professional fool. It is possible that the

Vidusaka’s attempts at amusing by his witticisms about his gastronomical sensi-

bilities were originally unavoidable concessions to the groundlings
; but much

of his wit has lost its flavour which we must believe it once possessed, while most

of his oddities became fatuously conventionalised into mere buffoonery. It is

unfortunate that the outworn jests of yesterday’s literature, like the exposed

relics of yesterday’s feast, leave us cold to-day, and even repel. It is perhaps

an inevitable consequence of working out a particular genre, to its last shred and

coarsest grain
;
but the truth seems to be that wit is the salt of literature and not

its food ; and unsupported by other qualities, it seldom survives. The particular

type of character could not survive, because the Vidusaka of Sanskrit drama was

of the author’s making, and not of nature’s. Like the Fool of King Lear
,
he

was seldom invested with individuality or even dramatic justification. The only

fine exception, where the dry bones of convention are given the flesh and blood

of a human being, is perhaps Maitreya of the Mrcchakatika, who is not the common

Jester with his gluttony and tomfoolery, but who is a simple-minded, whole-

hearted friend with his dogliko blundering devotion.

From what has been said above it is clear that whatever might have been

the case with the earlier poets, it would be idle to seek traces of wit and humour

in the later sorious poetry, whose whole cast of thought and style and atmosphere

of idealised sentiment were unfavourable, almost fatal, to a desirable blending

of imagination and reality. The later poetry preferred literary quality to human

interest, and reposed w'ith complacency on the pedantic and the far-fetched. It

evolved its fixed principles and patterns, its literary etiquette regarding what

to say and how to say it, and its stabilised poetic diction as the proper uniform

of poetry. The poets were profoundly learned and cultured men, but their

genius was too sane and orderly
;
and whatever their forte might have been, it was

not playful trifling. Whon they attempt it, as Sriharsa does in the episode of

Damn’s feast ( Nai§adha, xvi), it is steeped in excessivo eroticism and disfigured

by unhesitatingly introduced vulgar innuendoes in what is supposed to bo witty

repartee of cultured society. The sense of relative porportion, without which

there can be no sense of the ridiculous, becomes rare, and poets think nothing of

obvious exaggeration and extravagance. The poetic frenzy, which describes

the eyes of maidens as compendious oceans or arms ofmen as capable of uprooting

the Himalayas, is delightfully hyperbolic, but the poet is funny without meaning

to be so.

This tendency to exaggeration and over-elaboration reaches its climax in the

gorgeously ornamented Prose Kavya, which deals with romantic tales and pins

its faith on the cult of style, believing, as it does, that nothing great can be

achieved in the ordinary way. Its prose is actuated by an outrageous tendency

to reproduce the manner or mannerism of poetry, thereby becoming neither good
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prose nor good poetry : and in evolving its own sesquipedalian affectation, long-

drawn-out brilliance and overwhelming profusion, it loses raciness, vigour and

even sanity. Although there is great ingenuity, and even wealth of real wit,

in the veritable battalion of puns, similes, hyperboles and antitheses, there isno

sense of restraint and proportion ;
and as the narrative is reduced to a mere

skeleton in favour of romanticised sentiment and array of pompous phrases, there

is hardly any room for real humour. It is doubtful whether Bapabhutta ever

saw the comic aspect of putting the entire tale in the mouth of a parrot, or realised

the ludicrous side of some of his enormous exaggerations and strange conceits

;

and it is no use upholding his picture of the Dravida ascetic or his description of

Skandagupta as having a nose as long as his sovereign’s pedigree. The richness

of verbal wit of these old-time romancers may be admitted ; but when Subandhu,

for instance, tells us that a lady is raktapada (red-footed) like a grammatical

treatise, her feet being painted with red lac as sections of grammar with red

lines, or that the rising sun is blood-coloured because the lion of (lawn clawed

the elephant of the night, he is blissfully unconscious that he is descending to the

ridiculous from the sublime. Dapdin’s Dusa-kumdra-rnrita, however, is a delight-

ful exception“of a different type, which we shall consider in its proper placo below.

One would expect that since the drama is, more or less, a transference ofhuman

action on the stage, there would be more exuberance of life and attention to the

realities of human nature. But Sanskrit drama was considered, both in theory

and practice, as a subdivision of Sanskrit poetry, and could not escape its

traditional limitations. The earlier drama, however, afford one or two exceptions.

The wit and humour of Sudraka, for instance, who must have realised that

he was not composing an elegant series of sentimental verses but was writing

a real drama of artistic and social challanges, are indeed remarkably refreshing

in their unique dramatic setting. A story of unconventional love of a high-souled

and cultured Brahman for a witty and wise courtesan, the Mrcchakatika is not

shorn of real poetry and sentiment, but it unfolds an amusing world of rascals,

schemers, idlers, gamblers, thieves, courtiers, constables and even hangmen,

—

riff-raffs of society indeed, but all amiable gentlemen I With great ingenuity

the private affairs of the lovers are linked with a political intrigue which involves

the city and the kingdom ; and into the cleverly conceived plot are thrown a

comedy of errors which leads to disaster and an act of burglary which leads to

happiness, a murder and a court-scene. In the diversity of individualised

characters and dramatic situations from common, even low, life, Sudraka’s comic

spirit, as one of his Western critics justly says, “ runs the whole gamut from grim

to farcical, from satirical to quaint ”, while his corresponding sense of pathos is

equally real and impressive. An exception should also be made in favour of ViSa-

khadatta who, judged by modem standards, was also able to write a real drama.

He had consummate skill in weaving an ingenious plot and creating amusing

characters, but his Mudrarak^asa, as a drama of political intrigue, is of a somewhat

prosaic cast, its action taking the form essentially of a game of skill, in which the
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interest is made to depend on the plots and counter-plots of two rival politicians.

There is little room here for softer feelings or lightness of touch ; but it is an alert

and really humorous imagination which can conceive and create the scene of

feigned quarrel between C&oakya and Candragupta, carried on with effective

gravity and dignity, but with the purpose really of a ruse to deceive Raksasa.

These are fine dramas indeed
;
but the rather formless poetical plays of Bha-

vabhuti (8th century A. D.), the youngest of the earlier group of classical drama-

tists, are typical of Sanskrit dramatic composition in general. If the courtier

and the man about town (Nagaraka) stood at the centre of this literature, it gained

in urbanity and elegance
; but we have seen that the atmosphere became too

refined and artificial to convert the comedy of polito life into a real comedy of

manners. Not the courtier, nor the Nagaraka, but the Sahrdaya, the expert

acstheto, came to dominate the taste and inclination of later literature. The
playwrights preferred to draw upon the epic and legendary cycles of stories with

a more conscious leaning towards poetic extravagance and greater lack of dramatic

power and originality. The taste for elegancies oflanguage and sentiment increased

w’ith greater isolation of drama from life. The result was that what
was produced was neither good drama nor good poetry. Even middle class

life was presented by Bhavabhuti in an excessively poetic and sentimental

atmosphere. The heroic and erotic drama alone survived, with the thinnest

surplus of plays of other kind
;
but the heroic degenerated into the pseudo-

heroic and the erotic into the namby-pamby. Common life was left to inferior

talents, and their productions wore allowed, in course of time, to pass into neglect

and oblivion.

It is natural, therefore, that expression of wit and humour, like angel’s visit,

should become few and far between. Bhavabhuti, very wisely, drops the

Yidusaka, and leaves the perilous side of humour alone. In his Malati-madhava,

however, he attempts some comic relief in the episode of the pretended marriage

of Nandana to Makaranda disguised as Malatl, while Makaranda’s impresonation

involves Madayantika’s mistaking him for Malatl and confessing una*wares her own
love for him. The device is well conceived 1 and has points in its favour, but Bha-
vabhuti is generally too earnest to be really humorous. And as a corollary, in the

matter of pathos also, which is closely allied to humour, he has not the true

delicacy which can distinguish the pathetic from the maudlin. The love-agony
in his plays becomes too prolonged, unmanly and unconvincing. For instance,

he makes his Madhava faint too often, and this happens even at a time when he

^aja^ekhara copies this, with much less success, in his Viddha^alabhanjika
f in arranging

marriago of the king to the boy of unsuspected sex.—Stray instances of witty or humorous
incidents are not wanting : such as, the comedy of costume in Harm’s Nagdnanda

, where the
' iva mistakes the Vidu^aka, sleeping covered by a woman’s mantle, to be his own inamorata ,embraces and fondles him ; or in the scene in Kr§nami6ra’s allegorical play, the Probodha-

candrodaya
f between Egoism and his grandson Deceit who are good examples of

hypocrisy, or where Peace searches in vain for her mother. Faith, in Jainism, Buddhism and
Vedicism (Soma Cult), each of whom appears with a wife who claims to be Faith. But it cannot
be said that they show a true appreciation of that fine form of humour which has at its root an
abundance of amused sympathy with human frailty.
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should have rushed to save his friend’s life in danger t The interminable lamen-
tations, tears and faintings of even his more mature and royal Rama are certainly

overdone to the verge of crudity.

What we find foreshadowed in Bhavabhuti becomes, in an exaggerated form,

a definite posture with the decadent play-wrights who succeed him. There is a

vast amount of distress in what are meant to be pathetic scenes, but we read

through them comfortably without tears or emotion, unless the sham-tragic lingo

becomes too much for our patience. The extreme rarity, and when they occur,

the utter worthlessness, of comic or pseudo-comic scenes are on a par with the

extravagance and tediousness of this diffused rhetorical pathos, as well as with

the huffiness and exaggerated passion of its impossible stage-heroes. The fact

is that the lack of humour explains and is explained by the lack of pathos, and

both spring from a lack of grasp on the essentials of human nature. These sen-

timentally idealised writings hardly show any sense of the stress and contradiction

from which both tragedy and comedy arise. The attitude is ethically clear and

regular
; there is no situation of moral complexity, as well as no appreciation of

the inherent inconsistencies of human character
; no shadow of tragic error qualifies

heroic grandeur as no shade of good is allowed to redeem foulness. We have

consequently neither really tragic heroes nor really lively rogues. As humour
often degenerates into coarse and boisterous laughter, by tragedy is understood

a mere misfortune, a simple decline from good to evil hap, the nodus of w hich

can be dissolved in sentiment or cut away by the force of merciful circumstances.

The theory insists on a happy ending even of an intrinsically tragic theme. Very

often the hero undergoes real and grievous affliction, but all pangs and perils give

way before him, and the poignancy of tragedy is warded off. The calamity never

comes home, but becomes the means of sentimental effusion ; and the hero is-

seldom brought to the point where he can utter the agonised cry of Oedipus or

Lear in their last straits. The comedy, in the same way, is confined chiefly to

insignificant characters and to equally insignificant incidents. There is no

breadth of sympathy for the follies and oddities of human nature, no amused
allowance for its ugliness and rascality, no inclination to look at life more widely

and wisely, and no sense of tear in laughter, which consequently descends to

puerile and tasteless vulgarity. There is hardly any passage where the reader

laughs but lays down the book to think. Sanskrit literature has enough of wit,

and it is often unquestionable and strikingly effective
; but it rarely achieves-

tragedy in its deeper sense or comedy in its higher forms.

The failure, with rare exceptions, to achieve real comedy even in satiric or

farcical sketches is best illustrated by a class of small erotico-comic compositions,

namely, the Monologue-play or Bhapa and the professed Farce or Prahasana,

both of which, closely allied in certain characteristics, represent direct attempts-

at raising laughter. Both these types of dramatic entertainment contain popular

traits in their theme and rough gaeity, and must have, in a limited sense, been

popular in appeal
; but they belong, not to the popular theatre, but to the literary
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drama. They are definitely literary productions of the elegant and mannered

kind and, therefore, exhibit their normal stylistic merits and defects. Both

have for their theme the coarse and shady acts of debauchees, rogues and

vagrants ;
but in effect they develop the character of the old Vita1 and Vidusaka

of the regular drama, who become principal and not merely incidental. The

exaggeration of oddity and vice found in these two types of plays, therefore, is no

raoro nor less removed from real life than the picture of ideal virtue in the serious

drama.

The Bhiipa is a peculiar one-act and one-character play in which the Vita,

neglected as a character in the serious drama, figures alone as the ‘ hero * in all

his glory. Most of the existing specimens (about a dozen so far published) are

comparatively modern and belong mostly to the South. They lack variety and

are of the same pattern ;
and whatever comic or satiric touch they contain, it is

almost lost in thoir excessive eroticism and their failure to achieve more than

conventional quality. The theme may be described as the record of the Rake’s

Progress. There is no action, but only a prolonged monologue, carried on by
suppositious dialogues between the Vita and his unseen friends, and involving a

perfect day of adventure in his imaginary promenade through the city. In this

way he describes the shady lives and amorous adventures of a largo number of

his acquaintances, mostly rogues, hypocrites, bawds and harlots. Satire is slight

and only incidentally introduced in some Bhanas, ridiculing, for instance, lewd

Paurapikas, old Srotriyas and fraudulent astrologers, or particular sects like

Jangamas, Saivas and Vaispavus
; but the language and imagery thoroughout

are, as we have said, hopelessly erotic and sentimental.

But there are four Bhanas which definitely belong to an earlier age and show

greater variety and liveliness, as well as a larger zest for social satire and comic

relief. In ono of thoso, the witty and accomplished Vita finding the rainy season

too depressing comes out to spend the day in some form of amusement. He
cannot afford dice and drink—even his clothes are reduced to one garment

; so he

wends his way towards the colony of harlots, meeting and jesting with various

kinds of people, and ultimately reaching the house of the roguish couple, namely,

a decrepit Nagna-Sramapaka Visvalaka and his dried-up mistress Sunanda, where

he passes the day discussing with considerable wit and pose of authority certain

knotty problems of love put. to him by his friends. The title of the work, ascribed

to Isvaradatta, namely, Dhurtn-vitu-samvadn or ‘ Dialogue of a Rogue and a

Rake’, is amply justified by its content, which gives, among other things, an

amusing epitome of the aesthetic and erotic laws governing the life of a rake. In

‘Sanskrit Dramaturgy takes the Vita as an assistant in the love-affairs of the hero, although

the Mrcchakafika and Cdrudatta, where he chiefly occurs, represents him differently. Ori-

ginally he was perhaps a witty and accomplished companion of a prince or of a Nagaraka or of
a courtesan (of. Vatsyayana 1.4.45). He resembles distantly the Parasite of the Greek
Drama, but he is not a despicable character. He figures as a man of wit, polish and culture,

a frequentor of the gay society, a poet skilled in the arts, especially in music and erotics ; and
vo n if ho is a voluptuary, he does not lack taste and breeding. In the later Bhanas, he retains

eo ho of his old polish but becomes degraded as a worthless professional amourist, widely

acquainted with the ways of the demi-monde.
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the Pada-ta^itaha or ‘ Kick of the Foot* of Syamilaka, the theme is more
interesting and treatment more amusing. The Vita sets out to attend an assembly

of rogues and rakes who meet to consider the question of expiation referred to them

(for the learned Brahmins could not find any prescribed mode in the orthodox

codes of Manu and other authorities) by Taupdikoki Vispunaga, the son of a

Mahamatra and himself a high official, for the indignity he has suffered by pay-

fully allowing an intoxicated courtesan, a Saurastra girl, named Madanasenika,

to kick him on such a sacred spot of his body as his head. Various amusing modes

of expiation are suggested
;
but in the end it is agreed on the proposal of the pre-

siding rake, that Madanasenika should put more sense into her lover by setting

her foot on the president’s own head in the sight of Vispunaga
\

It is true that the prevailing erotic atmosphere even of these earlier Bh&pas

spoils much of their decided leaning towards satiric and comic portraiture, but one

scarcely finds elsewhere their greater freedom of natural humour and polite irony,

their power of shrewd observation and presentation of a motley group of amusing

characters, not elaborately painted but suggested with a few lively touches.

Characters like Dattakala6a, the pedantic Papinian with his sesquipedalian affec-

tation and war on the Katantrikas ; Sarasvata-bhadra, the sky-gazing poet with

a verse written on the wall
;
Samdhilaka, the Sakya-bhiksu who consoles the

hataera Samghadasika with words of the Buddha ; the prudish and hypocritical

Pavitraka, shrinking from the defiling touch of other people in the street, but

secretly visiting houses of ill-fame ; the Sresthiputra Krspilaka, a young blood

averse to marriage, who thinks his ‘misbegotten’ father to be an obstacle to his

enjoyment of wine, women and gambling
;
the sanctimonious Buddhist nun

Vilasakaundipi, of easy virtue, who always quotes the scriptures
; the decrepit

actor Mrdangavasulaka, who apes youth
;
the Pustaka-vacaka Upagupta, a sort

of Falstaff, at war with his mother-in-law,—to quote at random only a few

—

are specimens which are as ridiculous as they are rare in later literature. F. W.
Thomas is undoubtedly just in his remark that the natural humour of these four

Bhapas “need not fear comparison with that of a Ben Jonson or a Moli&re”.

Although there is greater opportunity of direct comedy and satire, the Pra-

hasana or Farce which, like the Bhapa, consists of one but sometimes two Acts,

does not deserve much praise. The earliest farcical sketch in one Act, the Matta-

vilasa or ‘Diversion of the Drunk’, of king Mahendravikrama of Kafici (about

620 A.D.), depicts the drunken revelry of a Saiva mendicant, bearing a human

skull in lieu of an almsbowl and accordingly calling himself a Kapalin, his wander-

ing with his wench through the purlieus of Kafici on his way to a tavern, his

scuffle with a hypocritical Buddhist monk whom he accuses of the theft of the

precious bowl, his appeal to a degenerate PaSupata to settle the dispute, and

the final recovery of the bowl from a lunatic who had retrieved it from a stray

dog. The w'ork does not evince much distinctive literary merit
; the incident is

amusing but slight, the satire caustic but broad. Within its limitations, however,

it shows power of vivid portraiture in a simple and elegant style, and certainly

deserves an indulgent verdict as the earliest known specimen of Sanskrit Farce.
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The next work, undoubtedly old but of uncertain authorship, is the Bhagavad-

dyukiya or ‘Farce of the Saint and the Courtesan’. It can be distinguished

from all other Sanskrit farces in that the comic element is found not in the oddities

of character but in the ludicrousness of the plot. The saint is here a true ascetic

and learned teacher, well versed in Yoga, even if his pupil Saridilya, sceptical of

Yoga, is the typical Vidusaka of the serious drama. The courtesan, who enters

the neighbouring garden and awaits her lover, does not show the vulgar traits of

the common harlot, ridiculed in the normal Prahasana. The funny situation

arises when the girl falls dead bitten by a serpent, and the saint, finding an oppor-

tunity of impressing his scoffing pupil by an actual display of Yogic powers, enters

the dead body of the courtesan. The messenger of Death (Yama), coming to

fetch the departed soul and finding that a mistake has been committed, allows the

soul of the courtesan to enter the lifeless body of the saint. The curious exchange

of souls makeB the saint speak and act like the courtesan, while the courtesan

adopts tho language and conduct of the saint, until the messenger of Yama restores

th<* equilibrium and returns tho souls to their respective bodies. Although a small

piece, tho play attains real comedy, not by cheap witticisms and antics, but by

a genuinely amusing plot and commendable characterisation
; it is easily the best

of the Sanskrit farces.

For, the lator farces are erotico-comic productions of an unredeemingly coarser

type, and have little to recommend them. The earliest of the group, the Lataka-

melaka or ‘Conference of Rogues’ by Kaviraja Sankhadhara (12th century)

is typical of the rest. It describes in two Acts the assembly of all kinds of knaves,

in the house of the bawd Danturu for winning the favour of her daughter Madana-

manjarl. They represent a number of types, each labelled with a particular foible,

indicated by their very names. First comes, with his parasite Kulavyadhi, the

profligate professor Sabhasali who, having a ferociously quarrelsome wife Kalaha-

priya, seeks diversion in the company of harlots. As Madanamanjari has acci-

dentally swallowed a fish bone, the quack doctor Jantuketu is called in
; his

methods are absurd, but his words and acts make the girl laugh, with the happy
result of dislodging the bone. Then appear the Digambara Jatasura and the

Kapalika Ajfiano&I quarrelling
;
the cowardly village headman Samgramavisara,

accompanied by his sycophant Vrivasaghataka
; the hypocritical Brahman

Mithytiiukla ; the fraudulent preceptor Phunkatamrira
; the depraved Buddhist

monk Vyasanakara, interested in a washerwoman, and other similar characters.

There is a bargaining of the lovers, and in the end a marriage is satisfactorily

settled between the old bawd Dantura and the Digambara Jatasura.

The other extant faroes, belonging to a much later time, are even less attractive.

There is some wit, as well as board satire, but they are often defaced by open
vulgarity and immoderate eroticism. The method of presenting a single trait,

instead of the whole man, in an exaggerated form, and of attaching a descriptive

name to it, can hardly be expeoted to produce life-like results. But the device

becomes an almost established convention in a sense much more stereotyped
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than that of Ben Jonson’s “humour”. We have, for instance, curious names

like Anaya-sindhu, Kali-vatsala or Duritarpava, of kings ; ViSvabhapda, Dh&rma-

nala or Anrta-sarvasva, of court chaplains ; Abhavya&ekhara, Kukarma-pafica-

nana or Kumati-pufija, of courtiers ; Vyadhi-sindhu or Atur&ntaka, of physi-

cians ;
Samara-katara or Rapa-jambuka, of generals ; Sist&ntaka or SSdhu-

himsaka, of police chiefs
;
and even obscenely repulsive Pracap<,ia-6epha, of the

overseer of the royal harem ! It is the letter, and not the spirit, of comedy to

fasten such professional badges and define characters by cut-and-dried peculiari-

ties.

The Sanskrit farce, as a whole, suffers from poverty of invention and lack of

taste. It has all the point that is in ribaldry and all the humour that is in ex-

travangance. The interest seldom centres in the cleverness of the plot or in well

developed intrigue, but in the absurdities of character which are often of a broad

and obvious type. We have neither thoroughly alive rascals nor charmingly

entertaining fools, for they are all thrown into fixed moulds without much regard

for proportion or reality. Apart from the inevitable eroticism which, however,

is open and not insinuating like that of Wycherley or Congreve, the whole atmos-

phere is low and depressing. No doubt, the theme of tricks and quarrels of low

characters is allowed by Sanskrit theory, but the prescription is taken too literally.

The characters in the Prahasana are low, not in social position, but as unredeem-

ingly base and carnal
;
and there being credit for no other quality, they are hardly

human. The procession of unmitigated rogues and their rougher pastimes need

not be without interest ;
but there is no merit in attempting to raise laughter by

deliberately vulgar exhibitions and expressions, which mar the effect of the plays

even as burlesques or caricatures. The parody of high-placed people loses its

point, not only from tasteless exaggeration, but also from its extremely sordid

and prosaic treatment. Even ifrefinement is out of place in the farce, the detailed

and puerile coarseness of what Hazlitt calls ‘handicraft wit’ is redundant and

ineffective.

There is, however, a small body of distinctly humorous writings which, com-

posed in the normal literary mode and style, do not profess to be regular comedy

or satire, but which, under a thin narrative or didactic veil, show clearly comic

or satiric tendency. The most remarkable of these works is Dapdin’s Da6a~

Icumara-carita or ‘Adventures of Ten Princes’. Though ostensibly a prose Kavya,

it differs in matter, form and spirit from the normal specimens of Bapa and

Subandhu, and it is rightly described as a romance of roguery. Although it never

abandons the romantic interest and finds a place for marvel and magic and winning

of maidens, it is yet primarily concerned with the adventures of wicked tricksters,

who are yet loveable rascals. Dapdin deliberately violates the prescription that

the Prose Kavya, being allied to the Metrical Kavya, should have a good subject

(sad-d6raya) and that the hero should be noble and elevated. Gambling, burglary,

cunning, fraud, violence, murder, impersonation, abduction and illicit love consti-

tute, jointly or severally, the dominating ineidents in every story. The princes
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axe all accomplished gentlemen, but the two chief motives, which actuate their

wild deeds, are the desire for delights of love and possession of a realm
; for which

ends they are not at all fastidious about the means. Take, for instance, the

story of (Jpaharavarman, which is one of the longest and best, being rich in varied

incidents and interesting characters. The seduction practised on the ascetic

Martoi by the accomplished but heartless courtsesan, Kama-mafijari, who also

robs and deceives the merchant Vastupala and turns him into a destitute Jaina

monk, but who in her turn is deceived, robbed and punished by the equally un-

scrupulous but large-hearted hero of the story ;
the adventure in the gambling

houso
;
the ancient art of thieving in which the hero is proficient

; the punishing

of the old misers of Oarapa who are taught that the goods of tho world are perish-

able ;
the motif of tho inexhaustible purse and subterranean passage borrowed from

folk-tale
;
all these, described with considerable humour and vividness, are woven

into tho story of the Indian Robin Hood, who plunders the rich to pay tho poor,

unites lovers, reinstates unfortunate victims of meanness and treachery, and

passes with ease from the prison to tho royal harem.

The work of Daridin is, no doubt, imaginative fiction and absorbs much from

the folk-tale, but in its lively series of pictures of the rakes and ruffians of great

cities, it somewhat approaches the spirit of the picaresque romance of Europe.

Even if it is not open satire, the trend is politely satirical in utilising, with no small

power of wit and observation, tho amusing possibilities of incorrigible knaves,

hypocritical ascetics, heartless harlots, cunning bawds, unfaithful wives, fervent

lovers and light-hearted idlers, who jostle along in the small compass of its swift

and racy narratives. Tho pictures are, no doubt, heightened, but in all essentials

they are truo ;
not w’holly agreeable, but free alike from affectation and rt.pulsive-

ness
;
not truly moral, but bordering upon fundamental non-morality. Even

the higher world of gods, Brahmans and princes is regarded with little resp«ct.

The gods aro brought in to justify the unscrupulous deeds of tho princes them-

solvos ;
tho Buddhist nuns act as procuresses

;
the teaching of the Jina is declared

by a Jaina monk to be nothing more than a swindle
;
and the Brahman’s greed

of gold and lovo of cock-fights aro held up to ridicule. The style and diction of

the work is comparatively freo from the extended scale and ponderous stateliness

of tho normal Prose Kavya
;
it is elegant, vigorous and effective enough for the

graphic dressing up of a cheat, a hypocrite, an amourist or a braggart. These

qualities, rare indeed in Sanskrit literature, make Bandin ’s delightfully unethical

roinancero picaresco a unique literary masterpiece.
,
almost creating a now genre.

Unfortunately, the difficult typo inaugurated by Dapdin’s unconventional

romance never found favour with the theorists
; and there was no gifted follower

who could develop its many possibilities. An extremely limited number of satiri-

cally inclined works, however, came into existence after Dapdin ; but they are all

written in verso and are entirely different in style and spirit. The earliest and

most notow'orthy of these is the erotico-satiric Kvttanl-mata or ‘Advice of a
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Procuress
9
which, in spite of its ugly title and unsavoury content, was written by a

highly respectable person, named D&modaragupta, who was a poet and minister

of Jay&pida of Kashmir (779-813 A.D.). The theme is slight but the treatment

is the poet’s own. A courtesan of Benares, named Malati, unable to attract

lovers, seeks tho advice of an old and experienced bawd, Vikarala, who instructs

her to ensnare Chintamani, son of a high official, and describes in detail the art

of winning love and lucre. The discourse is strengthened by stories of some

courtesans and their lovers in which, however, tho comic is intermingled with the

erotic and pathetic sentiments. The stories, though well told, are without dis-

tinction, and cannot be compared to those of Daodin ;
while the more squalid sub-

ject-matter, though delicately handled, is not above reproach. But it would be

unjust to reject the work merely for its content. It is a distinctly artistic pro-

duction, the merit of which lies in the elegantly polished and facetious style with

which the droll life, possibly of contemporary society, is painted with considera-

able power of polite bantor and gentle ridicule. Tho erotic tendency, no doubt,

prevails, but there is no didactic moralising, nor any squeamish language in des-

cribing women and their ways. Damodaragupta is a humorist rather than a

satirist, an artist in words and a poot ; he neither hates tho knaves nor despises

the fools into which he finds his society divided. But if his good-natured raillery

is not biting, it is not entirely toothless.

Ksemendra, also a Kashmirian of the second half of tho 11th century, takes

Damodaragupta as his model ; but he is not a poet and humorist, but an indus-

trious polymath, a devotoe of what may bo called miscellaneous literature and

when he chooses, a foul-mouthed lampooner of contemporary society. In his

Samaya-mdtfka or * Source-book of Convention’ for tho courtesan, he is, no doubt,

inspired by Damodaragupta, and selects a similar thome of the tricks and snares

of the harlot. A small tract of eight chapters, written mostly in the fluent Sloka

and not in the slow-moving Arya metre of its prototype, it gives the slight story of

a young harlot, named Kalavatl, who is introduced by a roguish barber to an

‘owl-faced, crow-necked and cat-eyed’ old bawd, called Kankali, for detailed but

witty instruction in her difficult profession, and who succeeds with the advice and

assistance to ensnare a prococious stripling and rob his rich and foolish parents.

The most curious part of the work is the amusing account, given with touches of

local colour, of Kankali ’s own adventures, her wanderings in younger days through

the length and breadth of Kashmir as a whore, pretended wife and widow to

many men, nun, procuress, thief, shop-girl, seller of cakes, barmaid, beggar-

woman, flower-girl, woman-magician and holy saint
; while her spicy anecdotes

from a vast store of experience, her classification of different types of men after

different birds and beasts, and her shady but ingenious ways of cheating fools

and knaves are not without interest. The merit of the work as a whole lies, not

indeed in its indecorous subject, but in its heightened yet graphic picture of certain

types of men and scenes, painted with considerable sharpness of phrasing and

characterisation, and with an undertone of mocking satire against many forms of

prevalent depravity. Like Damodaragupta/ Ksemendra never shows any

2
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squeamishness regarding delicate, questionable and even repulsive topics, nor any

tendency to romanticise them. He is an equal expert in erotics and shrewd observer

of life, but he lacks Damodaragupta’s lightness of touch and polite wit, and often

lapses into coarse realism or bitter sarcasm. It is true that he is more a satirist

than a humorist, and is in a sense priviledged to present things in a repulsively

naked form, which his subject demands and is often unable to avoid
; but it cannot

be said that his outspoken frankness does not often slip into deliberate gloating

ovor bald and unnecessary vulgarity. Nevertheless, the Samaya-nidtfkd as

ehroniqw ncandaltuse is not mere pomography, nor an immoral work with a moral

tag, any more than the Kvttani-mata is
;

it is, in spite of its obvious grossness,

an interesting Hjjncimon of an approach to realistic satirical writing which is so

rarely cultivated in Sanskrit.

It is not necessary to consider in this connexion some smaller works of

K^emondra, such as the Sevya-scvakopadda (sixty verses on the relation of master

and servant), Cdru-caryd (a century of moral aphorisms on virtuous conduct

illustrated by miscellaneous myths and legends), Calurvarga-samgrah

a

(on the

four general objects of human activity, namely, virtue, wealth, love and salvation).

They are not as richly descriptive or narrative as astutely homiletic, although

there are occasional flashes of trenchant wit or the flavour of amusing word-

pictures and anecdotes. Of the samo typo but a much better and larger work,

is his Darpa-dalana. It is a diatribe against human prido, which is described

as springing from seven principal causes, namely, birth, woalth, learning, beauty,

valour, charity and ascoticism ; they are treated separately in as many chapters,

with illustration of oach typo of bragging by an invented talo. Here the moralist

is dominant, but tho satirist is irrepressible and peeps out vory often, as for ins-

tance, in tho description of pretenders to learning and to sanctity.

In his Kcdd-vilasa ,
however, Ksomondra reverts more distinctly to satirical

sketching of various forms of human frailty, with less coarseness and greater

sense of comedy, and adopts the moric Arya metre of Damodaragupta’s work.

It is a poem in ton cantos, in which Muladova, the master of trickery, famed in

Indian legend, instructs his young disciple Chandragupta, son of a merchant,

in tho art of knavery and illustrates his exposition by amusing tales. Tho first

canto gives a general account of tho various forms of cheating ; the second des-

cribes grood ; the third discussos the orotic impulse and wiles of woman
; the

fourth is devoted ontiroly to the harlot
;
the fifth depicts tho wicked Kayasthas,

skilled in crooked writing, who as high-placed executive officers, possessing little

conscience but groat powor of mischief, form the target of Kscmendra’s special

invective ; tho sixth dilates upon tho follios of prido ; the seventh describes with

much wit tho wandering singer, bard, dancer and actor, who steal people’s money
by thoir dovico of making harmonious noise and meaningless antics ; the eighth

doals with tho trioks of the goldsmith who steals your gold before your eyes ;
the

ninth is concerned with various forms of swdndlo practised by the astrologer,

quack doctor, seller of patent medicino, trader, vagrant, ascetic and chevalier
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d’industrie of the same feather ; while the tenth and last canto winds up with,

a constructive lecture on what the arts should bo. Tho work is thus a fairly

comprehensive discourse on the activities of notorious tricksters known to

Ksemendra ; and his easy and elegant style makes the pictures amusing and the

satire effective.

The two works, DeiopadeSa and Narma-mala of Ksemendra, tho one in the

form of ironical advioe and the other in that of josting pleasantry, are in some

respects complementary to each othor and conceived in tho same spirit and style ;

but they aro directed, more narrowly but with greater concentration, against the

hypocrisy, corruption and oppression which prevailed in Kashmir in Ksomondra’s

days. The De4opadeSa deals, in eight sections, with tho Cheat, who builds castles

in the air to delude other people ; the avaricious Miser, miserable, dirty and deso-

late, who never enjoys what ho hoards ;
tho Prostitute, described as a mechanical

wooden puppet, with her ohoap tricks and one hundred and one amulets worn on

her body for luck ; the snake-like old Bawd, who can make tho possible impossible

and vice versa, but who cannot help getting bruised in constant brawls ; tho osten-

tatious Voluptuary, monkey-liko with his foppish dross, curly hair, dental speech

and love for loose womon ; the students from foreign lands, especially from Gau^la,

who sanctimoniously avoid touch of othor people lost their fragile body should

break, but who, under tho bracing climate of Kashmir, acquire over-bearing

mannor, refuse to pay shop-keepers, and are ready to draw tho knife on tho sligh-

test provocation ; the old man, marrying a young wife to the amusement and

joy of other people, and begetting a child, like a withered tree bearing unexpected

fruit ;
the degraded Saiva toachor, ignorant and lecherous, and the pooplo who

come to him, namely, tho inevitable Kayastha and his fickle wife favoured by

the Guru, tho poetaster struggling with Ins shabby verses, the crafty merchant,

tho bragging alchemist, tho false ascetic, the boastful grammarian, the stupid,

ink-bosmeared scribe. In the Narma-mdla we havo a similar sories of pen-

pictures, but its threo chapters aro specially meant to bo a sharp satire on the

misrule and oppression of the Kayastha administration before the time of king

Ananta of Kashmir. The Kayastha, whose pen was his sword, monopolised all

key-positions in the state, as the Grhakrtyadhipati (or chiof executive officer of

internal administration), the Paripalaka (or provincial governor), the Lekhopa.

dhyaya (or clerk-in-chief), the Gafija-divira (or chief accountant) and tho Niyogin

(or villago executive officer). In the first chapter aro described the public activi-

ties of those and other officers, their parasites and myrmidons, their corrupt and

atrocious misdeeds ; tho rest of the work outlinos, with great skill, the degraded

private life of the typical Kayastha and his frivolous wife, in the course of which

we have again a quack doctor, a foolish astrologer, a Buddhist nun acting as the

traditional go-between, a surgeon-barber, and the $aiva Guru who institutes

a religious sacrifice to restore tho mysteriously failing health of the Kayastha ’s

wife. Much of the satire in these two works has its specific direction, local and

temporal
;
but a very largo proportion, substantially faithful even if squalidly

exaggerated cum grano salis
,
will always be applicable so long as there exist in the
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world sharpers, boasters, liars, hypocrites and pettifoggers. The maimers may

be obsolete and the topical details superfluous, but tho pictures, painted with the

unerring insight of a shrewd observer, will never be out of date. The value of

Kgomendra’s satirical sketches will be clear when one considers them in the light

of the vein of originality which practically failed and ceased after him. We have

some feeble attempts, but these later moralising authors, anxious to maintain

respectability, are afraid of descending to repellent roality, and only touch the

fringe of it, from a safe distance, with the long end of tho stick of romantic verse.

A much more pleasing and abundant expression of dolicato wit and humour

will be found scattered in the hundreds of miniature lovo-stanzas than what one

ftiifto so scantily in the limited number of long-drawn poems of serious literature.

Those little stanzas occur throughout in the erotic patakas, in the Anthologies,

as well as in the gallant toying and trifling of tho light-hearted love-dramas. Love

kt depicted here, not in its infinite depth and poignancy, nor in its ideal beauty,

but in its playful moods of vivid enjoyment breaking forth into delicate blossoms

of fancy. If Sanskrit poetic theory insists upon impersonalised enjoyment of

personal emotion, this cultured attitude of artistic aloofness is shown by the way

in which tho poet lifts his tyrannical passion into a placid mood of delectation,

whoreby even tho darkening sorrows of love dissolve into sparkling tints of

laughter. The artistic mood thus becomes akin to the humorous.

The earlier centuries of stanzas, ascribed to Hala, Amaru and Bhartrhari,

as well as later collections, abound in fine verses which make light of the serious

passion with their subtle wit and gentle humour. An early example of pure wit,

in which a quotation or hackneyed idea is dexterously turned to another strange

purpose is found in the clever, if somewhat gross, application of two lines

of ASvagliosa by Bhartrhari in his ow n two linos. Asvaghosa in his Saundara-

nanda echoes the age-old denunciation of woman as the source of all ovil

:

In tho words of women there is honey,

In their hearts there is deadly poison

;

Repeating this half-verse in his $pvjdra-6ataka, Bhartrhari twists the idea into

a flippant effect, at which the austere Asvaghosa would perhaps have frowned

with distaste :

Hence doth one drink from those lips,

And striko at tho heart with the fist l

But instances of wit or witticism, which relax the tension of high-strung senti-

ment or playfully make fun of the amorous condition, are much finer than this.

They are, however, so plentiful and diversified that we can, for illustration, refer

only to a very few'. The wife is offended and angry, the husband falls at her feet

in penitence ; their little boy spoils the pathetic effect by seizing the opportunity

of riding on papa’s back, so that the incensod mother could hardly repress her

laugh. The lover’s heart is filled by thousands of women, the poor girl is unable

to find a place in it ; hence she is making her already thin body thinner and thinner.

On hearing YaSoda says that K^ija is but an infant, the maidens of the village
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smile knowingly at tho so-called infant. As the fair maiden pours out water for

the thirsty traveller, ho feasts his eyes on her and lets the water escape through

his fingers, while she with equal zest lessens the stream of water. The young

couple quarrel and pretend to sloop with breathless silence ;
it remains to bo soon

which of them will stick to the last
;

The maiden who guards tho field has no

rest from wayfarers who insist on asking their way, however much they know it.

Once bitten twice shy ; tho monkey which mistook a bee for a black plum will

pause bofore it vontures again. To the quostion why the bust of a woman never

remains firm, it is wittily replied that nothing stays firmly on a woman’s heart.

A young lady wonders why all gossip centres on her lover alone
;

is there only

one young man in the village ? The futility of her anger in the presence of her

beloved is thus confided by a young girl to her companions : “I turned my face

down from the direction of his faco and fixed my looks on my feet
; I stopped

my eager ears from listening to his words ; I concealed with my hands the thrill

on my sweating cheeks ; but, 0 friends, what could I do to prevent the knots on

my bodies from bursting asunder ?” Tho house-parrot, overhearing in the night

the words murmured in confidence by the young couple, began to repeat them

loudly in the morning before their oldors ; embarrassed but quick-witted, the

young wife stays his impudence by placing before his beak a piece of ruby from

her earrings on the pretext of giving him the soed of a pomegranate.

The samo light of jewelled and fact tious fancy plays on the surfaco cif many
a gnomic or reflective stanza, which gives us droll bits of homely wisdom, often

cloverly polarised into antithesis or crystallised into epigram. It is difficult to

convey the terseness of metaphorical or paronomastic wit, on which much of the

raciness depends, for the expression is often characteristically Indian ; but we risk

here just a few examples, for want of more space to illustrate their witty senten-

tious stylo. Whoro could the stag-like solecism flee pursued by tho lion-liko

grammar, were there not cavern-like mouths of teachers, actois, astrologers,

doctors and priests ? Better death than feeding an uninvited guest who calmly

sits down, though you glare angrily at him. For a man to serve a king is as wise

as to lick the edgo of a sword, embrace a lion or kiss the mouth of a serpent. Be

not too upright
;
go to the wood and see, —the erect trees are those that are felled,

the crooked are loft standing. When the WT
ost unites with the Sun, her faco glows,

the faco of the East is dark
;
thero is no woman who is not jealous. Even if a

sorpont has no poison, he should swell out his howl
;
poison or no poison, the ex-

pansion of the hood itself is enough. Tho light and insignificant dust, daily tram-

pled by tho feet, is tossed high by tho fickle w ind, and it sits on the top of lofty

mountains. The capablo man, becoming a victim of his qualities, be ars the burden

of work on his shoulder ; but the wickod bull, whose shoulder is not hardened by

work, sleeps comfortably.

It is difficult to characterise tho versatile and multiform wit scintillating in

such breezy littlo stanzas, or to say in what sense or how far the wit is specifically

Indian. But Sanskrit litorature will furnish abundant illustration of the various
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forms of wit enumerated in Isaac Barrow’s well-known description (TForJfe*, Sen

14):

“Sometimes it lieth in a pat allusion to a known story, or in seasonable applica-

tion of a trivial saying, or in the forging of an apposite tale ; sometimes it playeth

in words and phrases, taking advantage from the ambiguity of their sense, or the

affinity of thoir sound ;
sometimes it is wrapped in a dress of luminous expression |

sometimes it lurkoth under an odd similitudo. Sometimes it is lodged in a sly

question, in a smart answer, in a quirkish reason, in a shrewd intimation, in

cunningly diverting or cleverly restoring an objection ; sometimes it is couched

in a bold sehome of speech, in a tart irony, in a lusty hyperbole, in a startling

metaphor, in a plausible reconciling of contradictions, or in acute nonsense
;

sometimes a socnical representation of persons or things, a counterfeit speech,

a mimical look or gesture passeth for it
;
sometimes an affected simplicity, some-

times a presumptous bluntness giveth it being ; sometimes it riseth only from a

lucky hitting upon what is strange ; sometimes from a crafty wresting of obvious

mattor to the purpose
;

often it consisteth in one knows not what, and springeth

up one can hardly tell how i”

A much moro sustained vein of quiet, but incisive humour, resting not so

much on sparkling sayings as on the rich setting of human nature, runs through

and onlivons the fablo and the popular tale which, made out of traditional mate-

rial but reducod to a litorary form in the Panca-tantra and the Brhat-katha res-

pectively, had perhaps a direct popular appeal. They are interesting not only

because of thoir livoly narrative but also becauso tlioy show a sense of the value

oC'simple and direct stylo
;
and tho largo number of recensions of these and other

later story-books boars witness to thoir wide currency. The Pailca-tantra is not

only one of the greatest books which have an interesting history in world-litora-

ture, but it is also the solitary surviving example in Sanskrit of a masterpiece of

its own kind, tho unique work of a great but quiet humorist. The author, who-

ever ho is, is a wise and amusing moralist who, under a transparent veil of pedago-

gic seriousnoss, can elotho his abstractions with wings, or a beak, or a tail, or

claws, or long ears, and can make them talk and act with greater sense and shrewd-

noss, or with greater stupidity and drollery, than tho presumptively superior

human beings. The work is a fantastic travesty of natural history in the service

of moral philosophy. Even if it inculcates expediency in the practical affairs of

life rathor than a strict codo of uprightnoss, there is much sound sense, which

usually moans sound morality. Its appeal stands by itself
;
it does not depend

on subtlety of verbal wit, and has nothing to do with the mawkishness or eroti-

cism with which humour is almost universally associated in Sanskrit literature.

The frankly fictitious disguise presents eternal truths of human nature in a deli-

ciously distorted but impressively instructive form, which is delightful alike to

children and grown persons, to all agos and all lands.

Tho intorest of tho Brhat-katha or “Groat Tale” is different. The work is

polymorphous liko the Pafica-trantra, but it is neither a well knit nor a well pro-
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portioned book of praotioal wisdom ; its extent is vast, content miscellaneous,

and form ohaotio ; and its countless number of emboxed tales, legends and witty

stories of human adventure would, in their rich and overwhelming mass, justify

the quaint, but appropriate, title of Somadeva’s largest version (of more than

21,000 verses j) as ‘the Ocean of Streams of Stories’ ( Kathd-sant-adgara). Al-

though the hero Naravahanadatta is a much married prince, his chief and best

love Madanamafijuki is the daughter of a courtesan ; and the story is not of court-

life or courtly adventure, nor even of heroic ideals. The work presents a kaleido-

scopic picture of men and things, which is consonant with middle-class view of life,

but which is sublimated with marvols of myth, magic and folk-tale, with the

romance of strango adventure in fairy lands of fancy. It is, therefore, a book of

larger and more varied appeal, containing, as it does, a gallery of sketches, both

romantic and real ; and Keith is perhaps just in characterising it as a kind of

bourgeois epic. From our point of view, it is an unparalleled store-house of spicy

stories concerning the eternally interesting fools, knaves and naughty women

—

a veritable mine of comic invention—which evinces a wide, intimate and amused

experience of human life, quite in keeping with the good-natured wit and humour

of the ordinary man.

The later story-books are neither so vast nor varied in content. But the

enigmatic ‘Twonty-five Talos of the Vetala’ (Vetdla-paUcavimiati

)

is deservedly

popular for its ingenious and witty narratives, whilo the ‘ Seventy Tales ofa Parrot’

(tSukasaptati) would repay reading, if one ’s taste inclines towards frivolous but

perennially ontortaining anecdotes of cunning women, who got out of embarras-

sing scrapes, deceive their foolish husbands, and evon exact apologies from them

for their very suspicion. But not so attractive is the Bharataka-dvdtrirfiiikd

or ‘Thirty-two Talos of f§aiva Mendicants’, of equally unknown date and author-

ship, in which are ridiculed the Saiva mendicants, who are made to quote the paral-

lels of gods and saints to justify their own dubious conduct. Much bettor told

are the ‘Tales of Rogues’ (
Dhurtakhyana

)

of the Sevatambara Haribhadra Sfiri

(middle of the 8th century), which, with a Decamerone-like frame-work, satirises

the incredibility of absurd Epic and Purapic tales by means of equally fantastio

tales narrated by the assembled rogues. The Jaina authors are fond of stories,

and have produced thorn in amazing profusion ; some of the collections contain

really amusing examples, and one need not speak disparagingly of Jaina achieve-

ment in narrative literature ; but in whatever form they are presented, the stories

are often inspired by religious propaganda, or have a moral implied or attached to

them ; they are seldom intended for mere entertainment.
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THE INDIAN CONCEPTS OF KNOWLEDGE AND SELF

(Third instalment)

By Kalidas Bhattachakyya

The Prabhakaras had claimed that as reflective correction presents the past

awareness of ‘this snake
5

to have been conative (
vyavahara ), not cognitive (jrlana),

it must have been so even before correction. This was challenged in the last

instalment. It was suggested that though there was no gmuine cognition of

‘this snake
5

there might have been a seeming one. ‘Seeming cognition is not an

absurd notion. If in the absence of a genuine reality there may yet be a seeming

one (as in error), this may be true of cognition also1
.

There is another point against the Prabhakaras. Is not their conative aware-

ness (ivyavahara

)

a misnomer ? Awareness, according to them, as according

to most of the Indian thinkers, is only another name for cognition, and conation,

like feeling, is only a result, not a form, of cognition. How would the Prabhakaras

react to these charges ?

Their reply to the first charge would be that a cognition cannot be seeming.

It is always genuine. As cognition, according to them, is self-revealing (
svayarp-

prakaia) it is not possible that there may be a cognition which is not at the same

time apprehended in that form, and, conversely also, if anything is apprehended

(even retrospectively) as cognition it cannot but be cognition. There is no scope,

therefore, for a seeming cognition. Further, if at all it seemed to be cognition

what was the genuine state that seemed that way ? If it too were cognition there

is no question of seeming ; and if not cognition, what was it then ? Any attempt,

again, to explain this seeming by a theory of error would involve indefinite regress.

To the second charge they would reply by analysing the concept of vyavahara.

All speak of vyavahara of things known. This proves that it is not identical with

knowledge. It is not also identical with iccha or prayatna. Iccha (wish) is of

the form ‘Let there be such and such* or ‘L )t me bring such and such into existence ,

and prayatna (will) entails bodily movement, both springing from istasadhanatd-

jfidna. But the vyavahara of a thing known is neither such pious wish nor always

entailing bodily movements, and it may not spring from istasadhanatajMna.

The minimum that is required of it is that tfe content known is spoken or asserted

as real, ‘speech
5

here meaning no obvert use of language but being what is roughly

called in Western logic judgment

}

Judgment is not merely the cognition of

something as real, it also asserts that as re&l. This assertion, as neither conation

nor cognition, may be understood as a coftative overtone of cognition. It does

»

1The exact nature of seeming cognition will be elaborted afterwards.

'Vide Vatsyayana-bhasya on Ny&yasutra, 1.1.4., to cite a typical use of the

hara. Vide also Citsukha’s definition of svayarflprakdfatva as avedyatve salt aparofywffflim'

hdrayogyatvam. Vide also Advaitasiddhi and Vii$hale£a (N.S.), p. 278. }J *

How far the definition of vyavahdra above applies to the Advaitin’s vy&vah&riha reality

will be seen later.
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not follow cognition bat is synchronous with it as a fringe. Loosely to call it

awareness^cognition does not matter much if only we remember its real nature

1

.

The Pr&bh&karas claim that ‘this snake* was, at the pre-correction stage,

vyavahdrika in this sense. It is not necessary that what is asserted is to be of the

exact form in which it was apprehended. In his theory of savikalpapratyakfa

the Naiyayika too has claimed that the thing known comes to stand with a name

attached to it, so that in vyavahdra—aa&eTtion a name at least has intervened*.

As to how the name gets unified with the thing, the Naiyayika believes that it is

all due to assertion*. In our interpretation of the Prabhakara view of conative

unity (in the second instalment of this essay) we only elaborated this process of

unification

4

in the light of what happens in gross conation.

Generally the total content where different items are unified through vyavahdra

is also, on the fundamental realistic postulate of the Naiyayikas and the Pr&bha-

karas, real. In other words, the items made to unify are also believed as already

unified in rerum natura. The Prabhakaras only exempt error from this rule. In

error the unity is taken as not known, but only made through assertion. In

normal cases knowing and making-through-assertion coincide. It is only in

error that the knowing side is absent6
.

The Prabhakara view of error stands so far on a solid ground. The real defect

of this view, as also of the Nyaya one, will be shown in the next sub-section.

L. Advaita theory of error

The Naiyayikas hold that the unified content of illusion at least appeared as

known though it was not real. Correction, according to them, is an act6 of rejec-

tion (bddha). The Prabhakaras/ on the other hand, believe that the illusory

unity was not known, whether genuinely or apparently, and so conclude that there

is no bddha in correction. If ‘object’ means the real-as-known there was no

unified object, according to the PriVbhakaras, at the pre-correction stage. Some

constituents of it, viz this and snaifc\were known reals, but these w'ere not known

in unity. The unity that appoared^as only vyavahdrika .

But both these views are one-si»d. Bddha is a phenomenon evident to

everyone. Any attempt to deny it would involve indefinite regress. If bddha

itself were false the Pnibhiikaras woulw have to explain it by their theory of error.

They wrould have to say that there was cognitive but only a vyavahdrika bddha ,

1Tho conation that as on effect follows c Ignition is gross vyavahdra which is no form of
awaroness, if cognition alone has a claim to t iat title. But even at the root of this gross cona-
tion there is assertion as subtle vyavahdra

. t

*Vide Vatsy&yana-bhasya on Nyayasutr.v 1.1.4.

•Here he differs from the $abdika accorc ing to whom the name is the very essence of the
thing, or at least stands eternally unified w;th it.

•Not merely a name is unified with the :Urvikalpa real, there is also unification of the reals
themselves.

•Generally Western philosophers have \ot distinguished between cognition and assertion.
They usually consider the entire situation— Cognition cum assertion—and so speak of knowledge
as an act . Obviously this act is not a forri of gross will. It is cognition as assertion. There
is, according to them, no cognition and aiportion.

•The word ‘act* should not be unnecessarily mystified.
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which amounts to saying that there is no badha of badha, and so on. If, on the

other hand, badha is admitted there would be nothing to deprive the unified

content of its cognitivity.

The Ny&ya view is wrong in another way. ‘This is snake' is, according to

Nyaya, a cognitive object but unreal. But according to the fundamental realistic

postulate to which Nyaya adheres as much as the Prabhakara there cannot be

a cognitive object which is not real at the same time. If the Prabhakaras have

unjustifiably denied cognitivity of ‘this is snake’ the Naiyayikas have erred in

another way. They have compromised the realistic postulate.

The Advaitin would do neither. Rejection, with him, is a genuine phenomenon

and, therefore, the false object genuinely cognitive. Yet he admits that even

this rejeoted object was real. To remove the apparent contradiction1 between the

the rejection of an object and its being at the same time real he holds that this

reality is qualitatively different from that of a non-rejected object, without,

however, ceasing to be reality for that reason. The reality of the former is vydva-

hdrika, and that of the latter is paramarthika. It may be that what is now

paramarthika is false from a higher metaphysical standpoint. But then the

ultimate real will have to be called paramarthika and ‘this is rope' vyavaharika.

In contrast, at that stage, with the vyavaharika ‘this is rope’ the content* this is

snake’ could no longer be called vyavaharika. The Advaitin finds a new name for

it, viz., pratibhdsika. With this ultimate metaphysical development, however,

we are not concerned here.

‘This is snake’ is a cognitive object with vyavaharika reality. This novel

concept saves Advaita from both the Nyaya and the Prabhakara one-sidedness.

Against Nyaya it justifies a type of reality for ‘this is snake’. It may not have

paramarthika reality, but may well be real in the vyavaharika way. Against the

Prabhakaras it claims that this content was a cognitive object. They had denied

cognitive objectivity of ‘this is snake’ in deference only to the fundamental realis-

tic postulate. But if that content be granted vyavaharika reality there remains

no difficulty that way.

The Prabhakara position requires closer examination in this context. That

the illusory content at least appeared as a cognitive object is as much evident as

that it is rejected in correction. If the Prabhakaras are intent on dismissing this

objectivity itself as illusory they will, as in the case of the illusory ‘this is snake’,

be forced to deny even the objectivity of this objectivity as illusory, and so on

ad infinitum. They cannot argue that the second objectivity is the avarupa

of the first ; for on the same ground Advaita might also contend that the first too

was the avarupa of ‘this is snake’. Nor can the Prabhakaras claim that at least

to them the content ‘this is snake’ appeared as non-cognitive, appeared, in other

words, as only the cognitively non-distingushed ‘this’ and ‘snake’ unified through

mere vyavahdra. If to them it appeared that way, to others it appeared otherwise.

*It will be seen later that the contradiction is only apparent.
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At least that other appearance has to be declared false. Again, even Advaita

would not object to
4

this
> and ‘snake’ being unified through vyavahdra

, but it

would still call the unity cognitive. As vyavahdra is a conative overtone of cogni-

tion its rejection might mean that the assertion element is dropped and the cogni-

tion of the pdramdrthika real stands out alone in correction. Only Advaita,

for reasons to be soon considered, holds that the pdramdrthika reality is here not

‘this’ and ‘snake’, but merely ‘this’, i.e., the rope.

The concept of vydvahdrika reality so far works well. But if nothing further

is known about it the entire hypothesis would be ad hoc . The concept has to be

devoloped further. The relation of this reality to the other type ofr eality, viz.,

the pdramdrthika
,
which alone is normally called reality, has to be shown. It

has also to be shown if the concept is at all tenable intrinsically.

The two realities are not disparate. Everybody knows what is genuinely

real. It is what is independent of its knowledge. It is the adhisthdna which is

bodily revealed through its objectivity. If, at different times, it is revealed through

numerically different objectivities we are yet aware of it as by itself a definite

that appeared as those objects—it is what continues
(
anuvrtta

)
in them. Object

thus is continuous with the real, it is the appearance of the real. So is also the

case with the false object. It too is the appearance of a real adhisthdna. By
the ‘false object as yet real’ the Advaitin means (i) that it has a real adhisthdna

and (ii) that it is continuous with that adhisthdna . Were it not continuous, the

vydvahdrika reality of ‘this is snake’ would be scarcely different from the Naiya-

yika’s unreality.

The content of a normal savikalpa-pr atyakfa is a valid appearance in the

sense that the reals that are bodily apprehended in nirvikalpa-pratyaksa them-

selves appear as related to one another in a determinate unity. The false object

too is equally a determinate appearance of the nirvikalpa real and itself called

real on that account much as all normal objects arc. A normal obiect is called

real because it is the appearance of a real adhisthdna
,
munfcaining a bond of

identity with that. The false object is no doubt rejected. But that docs not

detract from its reality. It can at most be real and yet rejected. The distinction

that Alexander has drawn between real and unreal appearance would be of no

avail against the Advaitin. His real appearance is, we have seen, a misnomer.

The term ‘appearance’ there is not merely inappropriate but positively misleading.

By that term ho only intended a portion of the reality-continuum, just cut loose

by selective response.

The two realities

—

vydvahdrika and pdramdrthika—may not be disparate

:

the former may be taken as an appearance of the latter. But is the concept of

appearance itself tenable ? Is it, again, intelligible that an object is both real

and rejected ? There might be a third objection as follows :

It is not clear whether according to the Advaitin the savikalpa object is the

appearance of one or more than one nirvikalpa real. If, of one, this is unintelligible.
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How can a unified object develop out of one item only ? If, of more than

one, that would be untenable for another reason. An appearance is always of

one thing ;
the other factors present are only accessories. Though there must

be a plurality of factors only one of them is the essence (material cause) that has

appeared. The Advaita reply to these three charges will considerably clarify

the concept of vyavahdrika reality and its relation to the pdramarthika.

The first charge is that the concept of appearance is untenable. The distinc-

tive mark of appearance is that between it and that of which it is an appearance

there is a bond of identity. The charge is that if there is any difference between

the two they cannot be identical also.

In our essay ‘The Concept of Cause as in India and the West’—Part II1 we

have defended the Sankhya-Yoga, Mimamsa and Advaita concept of bhedabheda

against Nyaya-VaiSesika. We have shown that a material cause and its effect

do not fall apart, that the former is bodily present in the lattor, constitutes it and

is its essence. The material cause, in other words, appears as the effect. The

appearance is an accident, and that of which it is the appearance is its svarupa.

We need not repeat our arguments here. The false object is, from this point of

view, as much an appearance of the nirvikalpa real as any normal savikalpa object.

The only distinction between them is that one is false and the other not
;
and

falsity, it will be seen later, does not exclude reality altogether.

Nyaya-Vai6esika may ask if the nirvikalpa real is at all the material cause of

the savikalpa object. Advaita would reply that it is, because, according to it,

the former is bodily present in tho latter and is itself known in the savikalpa man-

ner®. Moreover, is not the nirvikalpa Brahman the material cause of the savi-

kalpa world, and is not the latter an appearance (though false) of the former ?

There is no reason why ordinary nirvikalpa reals, qua nirvikalpa, should be qualita-

tively different from the nirvikalpa Brahman.

The bond of identity between a nirvikalpa real and its savikalpa appearance

is evident in normal cases : the former is found bodily present in the latter. But

can this be true of the adhigthana rope and its snake-appearance ? Within the

snake-appearance we do not perceive the rope. Can it be said, again, that the

rope here is a nirvikalpa real and the snake a savikalpa object ? Advaita replies

that the adhi?thdna rope is, as a matter of fact, perceived in the snake-appearance,

though not as rope. It is perceived as barely ‘this’. Even the Naiyayikas and

the Prabhakaras have admitted this. A false object differs from a normal savi-

kalpa object exactly in this point. In normal cases the nirvikalpa object is not

perceived as a bare ‘this’, it &tands rich with content. But in error it is not per-

ceived that way because of some defect
(
do§a). It cannot be said that the ‘this’

element belongs to the snake only, not to the rope. True, it belongs to the snake i

the savikalpa-pratyak§a is of the form ‘this is snake’. But after correction it

1The essay was published in the second issue of this Bulletin.

•This point will be developed in connection with the Advaita reply to the third objection
above.
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is also felt that the rope too was, at the time of error, perceived as a bare ‘this*-

Not merely felt, unless the rope was so perceived there could not be error at all.

None but the Sunyavadins admit niradhifthdna-bhrama, and their view will be

explained away in the next instalment of this essay. Every error must have had

an adhifthdna, and we could not know this law unless in errors that we have

actually experienced we have perceived adhisthanaa somehow, i.e., in the form of

bare ‘this’. Moreover, whenever an error is corrected the locus with which the

false object was identified remains over in tact, though everything else is rejected.

Adhifthdna is that which stands out when an error is corrected, and when it stands

out there is the inevitable feeling that it had been peeping all through. We feel

we had all along been perceiving it, though also as what it is not. If, in cases of

total hallucination, and sometimes in dream, no specifiable basis stands out after

correction, this is because the basis here is the whole world or, may be, my body

round which the world centres, and we are always aware, however implicitly, of

the world as a whole and my body.

So ‘this’ is as much a feature of the rope as of the snake. It cannot, again,

be claimed that there are two ‘this’s, one belonging to the rope and the other to

the snake. After correction we inevitably feel that the two are the same. There

is also no valid reason to the contrary, unless the Nyaya point, to bo refuted

later, is affirmed, viz., that the nirvikalpa and the savikalpa objects fall apart.

With this is also answered the objection—why is the rope to bo called a nirvi-

kalpa object, and why the snake a savikalpa one ? The rope is nirvikalpa because

it was perceived as a vague lump, as a mere ‘this’, and the snake is savikalpa

because it is perceived dofinitely as snake in the form ‘this is snake’ 1
.

The Advaitin understands every effect as an appearance of its material cause.

To this the Naiyayika may object that sometimes the relation between the two

cannot be expressed in this language. A substance is the material cause of its

attributes, and contact is an attribute. But a treo-in-contact-with-a-monkeya

cannot be said to be an appearance of the tree. When A appears as B there are

in B the half-distinguished A and an unspecifiable something else—the two forming

a homogeneous unity ; and though in reflection A can be distinguished (realised)

apart from B such distinguishment of B is not possible. But in the case of the

tree-in-contact-with-a-monkey neither the tree is half-distinguished, it standing

quite clear from the beginning to the end ; nor is monkey unspecifiable, nor do

they form a homogeneous unity, nor is it true that the monkey can never be found

apart from the tree. In other words, when A is in contact with B this contact

with B does not permeate A. The category of appearance is inapplicable to cases

of oontact. Even if the contact with B were, as according to the Advaitin, in

'Be it noted that we have moved a long way from the Nyaya-Vai6e$ika notion of nirvikalpa
and savikalpa pratyak?a. The justification of this departure will be seen later in connection
with the Advaita refutation of the concept of joint appearance.

*The Advaitin never understands attribute as separate and in itself. Attribute he under-
stands in the form eubstance-wilh-atiribute or atlribute-as-in-avbstance. This follows from
his theory of tadatmya or bhedabheda relation between substance and attribute.
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bhedabheda relation with A, this would be no mystery. The abheda relation

would have to be understood in respect of one part ofA and the bheda in respect

of other parts (avydpyavrtti).

So far with cases where an attribute does not permeate a substanoe. Even

in cases of permeation there is no bhedabheda—so argues Nyaya-VaiSegika. In

such cases either the locus of permeation is only in name, having in reality ceased

to exist by the time the permeator has come into being, or the locus and the per-

meator are both present and there is only a new relation, called samavdya. A
quantity of hydrogen (and also oxygen) is said to remain permeating a glass of

water. But the real situation here is water only and not that gas also whioh is

now non-existent. The water can indeed be decomposed into hydrogen and

oxygen, and retrospectively it is often said that the hydrogen (aho oxygen) had

permeated it. But, as a matter of fact, when decomposition has taken place

there is no water, there are only the two gases 1
. When, again, red colour stands

permeating a flower, Nyaya-Vai6esika holds that though both the flower and the

colour then exist there is the relation of samavdya between them. Nyaya-VaiSe-

sika thus refuses to recognise the concept of appearance once again.

As regards the case of the monkey in contact with the tree, Advaita

would reply that the contact is between the tree and the monkey, not between

parts of either. It is not also between two wholes. The question of part and whole

arises, as we have seen in the second instalment of this essay, at a higher reflective

level where alone, therefore, the question of vydpyavrtti and avydpyavrtti is rele-

vant. A thing may have parts, and as with parts it may be a whole. But at

the unreflective level the part and the whole are each perceived as an absolute

thing, neither being understood, at that level, as referring to the other. They

are so understood—and, therefore, literally as part and whole—only at a higher

reflective level. Each having reference to the other is not, at that higher level,

a mere epistemic phenomenon. The reference is apprehended as a factual rela-

tion, like that between objects corresponding to relative terms. Even if it were

merely epistemic the question of vydpyavrtti and avydpyavrtti would not be affec-

ted. Even then it would be true that sofar as facts are concerned there is no whole

or part, there are only absolute things. The tree and the monkey are absolute

things, and the contact is between them, not between parts and wholes. It may
be noted that even Nyaya-VaWesika in its doctrine of avydpyavrtti has not con-

sidered the monkey in the aspect of a part. If the monkey is avydpyavjita in the

tree, the relevant part of the tree also is avydpyavrtta in themonkey, and between

two relevant parts—one of the tree and the other of the monkey—there is no

avydpyavrtti.

The case of hydrogen and water and that of the flowerand its red colour create

no difficulty for the Advaitin. He does not believe that a material cause and its

*We have excluded cases like salt dissolved in water. In such cases there is no permeation,

a particle of salt having only intervened between two particles of water, and vice versa. Chemi-
cal combination, on the other hand, is always a case of permeation.
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effect fall apart. The idea that one has ceased to exist or that there is a relation

ofsamavdya follows really from this presupposition of falling apart. If there

is no falling apart, it is not unintelligible that there is bheddbheda or tdddtmya in

these cases, as between all material causes and their effects. Everywhere the

effect is an appearance of its material cause.

The possible Nyaya-Vaifiesika objections set aside, it may still be asked if the

concept is as intelligible as could be desired. All depends on what is meant by

intelligibility. If it is intended that the relation between the real and its appear-

ance is to be understood in terms specifically of one only of the two categories,

bheda and abheda, it is, we admit, unintelligible. But that logic is not binding.

If facts are otherwise logic has to submit and adjust its application accordingly.

A fact is exactly as it is known to be, provided there is no evident contradiction

or imposition. A contradiction or imposition that is inferred may also be accepted,

but on condition that some defect in the primary cognition is discovered or be-

lieved as discoverable. There is nothing like this—no evident or inferred contra-

diction or imposition—in something appearing as something else. Hence it is

a fact that a real appears in another form which is both identical with and different

from it. Logic to adjust its application will have to say either that the identity

is in one way and the difference is in another, as the Mimamsakas have done,

or that either the real or tho appoarancc is ultimately non-existent, as some Ad-

vaitins hold, or that the same thing can remain in two forms—explicit (abhivyakta)

and implicit (anabhivyakia)—as Sankhya-Yoga believes. Of these three alterna-

tives the first and the second are untenable. The first is wrong because the Mi-

mamsa doctrine of kdrydtmand bhinnatvam kdrandtmand abhinnatvam amounts,

as we have seen 1
,
ultimately to the third alternative above. Tho error of the

socond alternative is ovident from tho fact that neither the real nor tho appearance

is taken actually as non-existent in spite of the formal logic of dichotomy. If,

yet it be argued that one of these must be non-existent this would speak for one’s

devotedness to that logic, but would fall short of facts. How would one then

distinguish between a real appearance
(
parindma

) and a false one (vivarta) ? Itis

a fact that some appearances are rejected and some not. The distinction cannot

be obliterated all too easily by a swoeping application of logic.

Normally, then, appearance is no unintelligible concept. Difficulties arise

when an appearance is found false. The difficulties, it will be seen immediately,

are so intractable that a false appearance wili have to be taken as really unintelli-

gible though it does not for that reason cease to be an appearance.

In a normal savikalpa unity the vikalpas, though knowledge-wise, are believed

as clinging to the nirvikalpa real, and the unity is taken to be as much real as the

nirvikalpa content. But as the nirvikalpa corresponding to the rejected judgment
‘this is snake’ is not snake but only the rope in the aspect of ‘this’, the vikalpa

*In the essay ‘The Conoept of Cause as in India and the West’—Part II.
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relation between it and the snake-character1 cannot cling to it. It follows that

the unity ‘this snake 1

so far falls outside the nirvikcdpa real. As they thus stand

disconnected the former cannot so far be said to have appeared as the latter. Yet,

however, the unity cannot at the same time be taken as wholly disconnected.

For, then, ‘this is snake* could not be a judgment asserting something. The funda-

mental realistic postulate is that every object is a real object. So it is impossible

to deny that the nirvikalpa real, otherwise called paramdthika adhisthdna, has

itself appeared as the unity.

With regard, again, to the relation between the adhisthdna and the appearance

we are faced with a similar difficulty. The false object cannot be taken as either

identical with or different from the pdramdrthika adhisthdna . As neither sun-

dered from the pdramdrthika nor yet as maintaining continuity with it, it is called

a vivarta ,
as opposed to parindma

,
of the pdramdrthika adhisthdna .

It might be asked if even a real appearance is not in the same plight. It too

falls aside and yet remains in identity with the adhisthdna . Was it not actually

described that way ?

It was described that way. But there is a difference. In the case of real

appearance ‘both identity and difference* was not unintelligible, but it is so in the

present case. There was nothing in the former that challenged its reality. But

the difference-side in the latter amounts to a challenge that way. So far as the

false appearance is sundered from the adhisthdna it cannot be taken as its appear-

ance. But no such gap is felt between an adhisthdna and its real appearance.

Some difference indeed is felt, but that does not amount to a gap. In spite of the

difference-side the appearance was all along felt as retained on the bosom of reality.

In false appearance, on the other hand, it is felt that the appearance is ever slip-

ping from reality. Yet, however, there is no denying that it is an appearance

of that reality. How there can bo both gap and continuity at the same time

is a genuine mystery, so inscrutable that wo feel we have no right to assert both

in the same breath ;
and yet error is a genuine occurrence in the world. We were

permitted, however, to assert both identity and difference in the case of real

appearance. If, in the case of false appearance, we cannot assert both gap and

continuity the language we use should be one of our incapacity. We should say

we do not know the false appearance as either falling asunder or retained in reality.

The Advaitin means this when he says in a pseudo-objective language. ‘It is

neither identical with nor different from the adhisthdna (or, in a simpler way,

neither real nor unreal)*. Anirvdcyatva is a category of privation, not of objec-

tive assertion. The false appearance is anirvdeya, but not so a real one .
2

1This does not clash with what will be said later, viz that the savikalpa unity is, according

to the Advaitin, the appearance of a singlo nirvikcdpa real. The snake here is no nirvtkalpm

real. ‘This is snake* is the appearance of the rope only. The memory (according to Ny&ya*
Vai6e$ika) or the disposition (according to Advaita) of snake here acts as a nimitta kdrana in

such a manner that the content of that memory or disposition comes to be foisted upon the
. rope. The content of a disposition to be foisted means that it is constructed (by ajftdna) on
the locus of the rope. More of this later.

*It has been too hasty on the part of some Advaita dialecticians to have declared even a
real appearance as anirvdeya on the ground of its being both identical with and different from
the adhisthdna.

The anirvdeya, when detected, is reduced objectively to the real adhisthdna , and what
remains over is only an epistemic privation, which means that nothing else has remained. What
remains over in the case of real appearance is, on the other hand, a novel assertion*

3
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There is another aspect of false appearance worth mention in this connection.

Normally the snake is declared false after the rope is known as real. But this

is not necessary. As the judgments 'the rope is real’ and 'the snake is false’ are

different it is not impossible that the latter may occur independently of the former1 .

As a matter of fact, it so occurs when some defect in the perception-situation cor-

responding to ‘this is snake’ is discovered. The point worth noting is that even

such independent judgment ‘the snake is false’ asserts something as real. It

asserts at least the reality of the situation that the snake is false. Either, then,

even the false suake has some form of reality or, though false, it is the appearance

of some real adhisthdna which is virtually asserted in that judgment (and the

two alternatives really coincide). Here too the appearance is not understood as

either identical with or different from the adhisthdna. Not identical, because

there is some difference—one is the adhisthdna and the other its appearance. Not

different, because, after correction, there are no two judgments here, viz., ‘this is

snake’2 and ‘the snake is false’. The latter stands undistinguishedly fused in the

former. The adhisthdna, in other words, is known as real only through the false

appearance. It at most demands dissociation, but is not yet actually dissociated.

There is actual dissociation whon the correction of ‘this is snake’ is supple-

mented by another judgment ‘this is rope’. At this stage the rope no longer peeps

through the snake as constituting its ‘this’ part. It stands evident as a full-

fledged reality withdrawing the ‘this’ part from the snake into itself, and the snake

divested of individuality turns into a nullity. Not that the apparent individual

was really a universal3
. Individuality is not an extrinsic property added to the

universal that constitutes the individual. Even when the universal is distin-

guished as having constituted it what remains over is not individuality, but just

that old individual. Or, from the Nyaya-Vaitesika point of view, the individual

has always its own svarupa (distinct ive character) on account of which the univer-

sal as a different entity inheres in it. In any case no individual is a universal

plus a bare individuality. When, therefore, we have the judgment ‘this is rope’

the content ‘this is snake’ has disappeared altogether. The snake, at this stage,

is not merely not false, it is not oven tuccha. It is nothing at all, no content even

that is tried to be constructed. It is then absolute zero. If even after the judg-

ment ‘this is rope’ we feel that the snake is false, this is because we have turned

(on account of a persisting saniskdra) to the snake and rediscovered a do$a in it

implicitly or explicitly. Rediscovered, because the dosa was already discovered

implicitly in the form of incommensurate disappearance. It cannot be said that

even the first discovery was after the judgment ‘this is rope’. It is not known for

certain which of these occurred earlier. Add to this uncertainty the fact that the

judgment ‘the snake is false’ may occur independently of the judgment ‘the rope

is real’ and also the fact, to be substantiated later, that there is nothing in the

rope as real to reject the snake, and there will be no ground for holding that the

x\Vhy tho other side is not mentioned will be evident toward the end.
•‘This is snake’ considered retrospectively from the view-point of correction
•Some modem realists believe this.
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discovery of the do§a was later than the judgment ‘this is rope’. The retrospec-

tive feeling that the snake is false is thus due to a turn-back to the snake. Unless

for whatever reason we have turned back there is no occasion for the content

‘this is snake’ and no question, therefore, of falsity. There is nothing in the

content ‘this is rope’, now known, that would necessitate this turn-back. The

turn-back is, as we have said, due to the samskara (inertia) of the old cognition

that continues for some time. After a few moments we forget all about it, unless

indeed the samskara is very strong. Sometimes the turn-back is effected by the

continued presence of the old content itself, as in the case of the bent appearance

of a straight stick immersed in water. As long as the bent appearance will last

there will be continued occasion for the turn-back. The primary do$a here for

which the appearance is declared false is no disappearance, but the presence of the

water, and on every turn-back the same defect is discovered. The difference

between the two cases is that in one the do§a is wholly inherent in the false con-

tent1
, in the other it is not so.

To consider now the second objection raised in page 184. How can the

snake be both real and rejected at the same time ? Is this not self-contradic-

tory ? Advaita replies by paraphrasing ‘real’ as ‘not unreal’ and developing its

consequences. This paraphrasing would not only remove the contradiction but

throws additional light on the error situation.

‘Unreal’ here does not mean something positive that falls outside reality. In

the judgment ‘X is Y’ it is inevitably presumed that X is a reality which is related

in a manner with Y. But in the statement ‘X is unreal’ X, to begin with, is not

real. Whatever be the meaning of ‘unreality’, it is at least not reality, which

means that there is no presumption that X is real. ‘Unreal’, therefore, means

sheer absence of reality. The judgment ‘X is not Y* is not, again , to be necessarily

understood as that X falls in the positive region outside Y. The litoral meaning

of ‘X is not Y’ is that X is related in a peculiar manner with the absence of Y.

The unreal as the absolute absence of reality is not real even as absence. In

all judgments, affirmative or negative, the simple reals, the relation and the unity

are all real. The only exception to this rule is the case of a content spoken of as

unreal : the factor absence of reality is not real, and so its relation to the content

and, therefore also, the unity formed that way cannot be real. ‘X is unreal’ is,

then, no judgment.

The content X, as just seen, is not real. It is not merely not real, it was not

even presumed to be real. It is not merely not real now, before or after, it neither

is nor was nor will be even spoken of that way. Its status is peculiar. From the

beginning to the end it is spoken of as bereft of all reality. The false snake, on the

other hand, is not of this type. It was once spoken of as real. It is not spoken of

as unreal from the beginning to the end. Hence the false snakeis not unreal. The
coresponding judgment would be ‘this snake is false’ where ‘this snake’ is not

1Kachadidofaa only prevent the rope from appearing as rope, and the straight stick from
appearing as straight. They have nothing to do with the snake and the bent appearance.
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apraaakta: it is the snake that was taken as real before correction. That prasakta

gngjts ig now rejected. The unreal, on the other hand, is intrinsically aprasakta.

The only contents which are unreal in this sense are those which are either unac-

complished or problematic only1
,
and they include what are self-contradictory

and what from the beginning are known as merely imaginary. The unreal, literal-

ly understood, is, then, the self-contradictory or merely imaginary. The Advaita

name for both is tuccha*.

‘Not unreal’, on the contrary, means what belongs to the region outside the

self-contradictory and the merely imaginary. For two reasons it has to be under-

stood in that positive way. First, there is no difficulty that way. In the judg-

ment ‘X is not unreal’ the subject is not from the beginning taken as bereft of

reality. Secondly, there is no conceivable negative way here. ‘Not unreal’,

negatively understood, would mean that unreality is absent. But whatever is

spoken of as absent must have been taken as real somewhere. The unreal, how-

ever, is never speakablc as real. Hence there is no question of its absence. ‘Not

unreal’ means what falls outside the self-contradictory and the merely imaginary.

Understood that way it comprises objects, like the rope, which are not rejected and

also objects, like the false snake, which are rejected. The false snake is not unreal

and is yet rejected, and there is so far no contradiction in that. The snake is,

in other words, neither self-contradictory nor known from the beginning as merely

imaginary, and in that sense not unreal.

We have seen that the false snake is real in the sense of being non-different from

the pdrmdrthika adhifthdna rope. It is now shown that it is not also unreal.

Viewed either way, there is no clash with its rejection. So far as one feels a gap

between tho adhifthdna and the appearance the latter cannot, it is true, be spoken

of as real ;
but undeniably it is also an appearance of, and so non-different from,

the adhi$thdna, and cannot as such be spoken of as not real
; and between two

privations there is no clash. That there is no clash also between the not-unreal

and the rejected we have just seen. The snake, then, is either speakable as neither

identical with nor different from the real adhi§lhana or objectively both not-un-

real and rejected.

When the Advaitin calls it neither real nor unreal he understands by ‘real’ -

not what is an appearance of the adhigthdna—not a savikalpa object coincident

with the nirvikalpa real—but that nirvikalpa real itself considered reflectively

as not rejected. ‘Not real’ would, from this point of view, mean what is rejected
;

,

and the snake as neither real nor unreal would mean that it is rejected and yet an
appearance. Unless reflective rejection is qualitatively different from rejection

1Bandhydputra is an unaccomplished content, and khapufpa problematic only.
1

•The Naiyayikas do not recognise any fundamental distinction between mithya (false)
1

and tuccha (unreal). Both, according to them, are equally rejected and both were apprehended
j

before rejection. They are wrong, however, in the second point and, therefore, also in the
first. Bandhyaputra or khapufpo might in a sense be taken as apprehended, but they were
not apprehended as real. It follows that they were not apprehended in any normal sense of
the term. It is of the very nature of apprehension (knowledge) that the content apprehended l

is, at least primarily, taken as real. The tuccha was not, therefore, actually apprehended ; i

there was at most a trying to apprehend it through language-construction. Hence its rejec- \
tion also is qualitatively different from that of a false oontent.

The tuccha is not, again, the vikalpa of Yoga. The latter is an accomplished content,
though effected through language only, in the sense that the relations involved in that savikalpa
oontent are merely verbal pratitis.
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that is unreflective, this is no new report about the false. We are only told that

the false is a sub-class under the wider class ‘not unreal’, which, we have seen,

follows from the very analysis of the concept unreal. The question of reflective

rejection and what follows from it will be taken up later in this section.

In the judgment ‘the snake is false’, and consequently in ‘this is snake’, the

reality directly asserted is the rope as ‘this’, the snake being only what is indirectly

asserted as real, as the form in which the direct reality had appeared. All our

act-response (including assertion) was to the snake
; and even now when it is

known as false there is imagined act-response to it. There was no act-response

to the rope, and if now when we have detected the rope it is responded to these

are a new set of responses totally unconnected with any earlier and all present

imaginary response. The rope as ‘this’ was, however, known all along as the

direct reality and is so known even when the snake is declared false. The direct

reality so known is paramarthika and is called adhi§thana . But even as the

paramarthika is so known the indirect reality—the snake—continues to be res-

ponded to at least in imagination and is called vyavaharika for that reason.

When, however, the paramarthika comes to be clearly known in the form ‘this is

rope’ the snake ceases altogether to be referred to, unless the inertia of that re-

ference lasts for some time more1
.

Paramarthika and vyavaharika are only relative terms. The rope in relation

to the snake is paramarthika
,
in which context the snake is vyavaharika . It

may, however, happen—and as a matter of fact the Advaitin has claimed it—that

the rope too is, from an ulterior point of view, false, the direct reality corresponding

to it being existence as such or pure consciousness. From this point of view the

rope will be vyavaharika
,
vyavahara being understood more sweepingly as ex-

perience—bhoga in general2
, as opposed to absolutely unattached pure cognition

;

and pure existence or pure consciousness is paramarthika . From this point of

view the ordinary false content—the snake—would come down to a level lower

than the vyavaharika . The false content so understood is technically called

pratihhdsika3 .

1The false bent appearance of a straight stick immersed in water is no exception to this

rule. There we have only a double imaginary response to the false appearance. The straight

stick was perceived before and is never perceived at the time the bent one comes to be known
as false. Hence when the latter is known as false the response to it is imaginary in the context
of the straight one which, in its turn, is itself imaginary at that time. When, however, the
stick is taken away from the water the case would be analogous to the rope vis a vis the snake,
except that the disappearance of the bent stick is not intrinsic to that appearance but due
to the relation with the water having ceased.

aThis meaning of vyavahara does not differ in essence from the meaning given earlier, viz.,

assertion. To cognition the real is presented exactly as it is, and assertion always represents
it as savikalpa. If explicit vikalpas are, to Nyaya-Vai6e§ika, knowledge-wise (though not
denied to be real), Advaita would only equate knowledge, in this context, with experience =>

bhoga. Explicit vikalpas are, in other words, bhoga*wise. Nirvikalpa reeds (with or with-
out implicit reference to other such reals) as data for these vikalpas are not for bhoga, bhoga
meaning experience by the individual jxva . These reals are, according to Advaita, created
by God—it may be for the common bhoga of all individuals. It should be borne in mind
that nowhere the bhoga-wim is denied to be real also.

The distinction between cognition and bhoga (experience) above is that while in cognition
the real (nirvikalpa or savikalpa) is just revealed, in experience it is' also asserted, i.e., made
closer to the knower or incorporated. It may be that such incorporation is ultimately
untenable, the knower or knowledge being constitutionally incapable of it. But ultimately
tenable or not, such incorporation is a fact to start with. At the empirical level cognition and
incorporation go together.

*If the prdtibhaMa is pratUisamakdlina or pratUifartra the vydvahdrika is also bhoga*
samakalina or bhoga&arira.
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So far with the second objection raised in page 184 against Advaita. We
now turn to the third objection raised there. It concerned the impossibility of

joint appearance.

Advaita would agree that joint appearance is an illegitimate notion. Where

behind an appearance there are several factors, either the appearance is definitely

of only one of these, where the other factors are only non-constitutive causes'

or it is the appearance alternately, not jointly, of each of the factors.

Consider two cases of so-called joint appearance—the bent appearance of s
!

straight stick immersed in water and a whole as the appearance of parts.

The bent stick cannot be as much an appearance of the straight stick as of the

water. No one calls the bent stick an appearance of the water. There is ncj

bond of identity between it and the water. The water may have something t<|

do in that situation
;
yet the very fact that the appearance is called bent stic^

proves that the required identity obtains between it and the straight one. Thje

water is only a non-constitutive accessory1
.

'

In some cases indeed an appearance is not named after its material cause!

But even there everyone, questioned on the point, would certify that it is thP

appearance of one particular factor and not of the other factors which are, there-

fore, only accessories (
nirnitta or sahakari lcdranas). Some of the accessories,

again, are often treated, not without reason, as more toward constituting the

appearance than the rest. When a seed, for example, develops into a tree

(where, therefore, the seed is the material cause), soil and water look more

constitutive than air and light : soil-properties and water enter into the seed for

its development. But either this is a superficial account, air and light also

influencing the seed no less than they, or where there is really such difference

among the accessories we may recognise a third causal category, viz., sahakari

kdraiia, it being that accessory which remains, either unaltered or in a modified

form, in the body of the effect2 .

A whole as the appearance of parts is a new case altogether. All the parts

that constitute the whole are of the same status. It cannot be said that one only

of these is the material cause and the rest nimitta or sahakari. Yet there is no

joint appearance here. The concepts of whole and part are ambiguous. A thing

which is a whole or one which is a part may be perceived absolutely, i.e., not

as whole or part, but just as a given thing ; or it may be perceived clearly as a

whole or a part. In the former case there is no question of -p&it-things consti-

tuting the whole-thing. Of the whole and the part each is alternately perceived

as absolute, ‘alternately’ meaning (a) that there is no preferential ground why one

'Alexander’s theory ofmere and false appearances has been refuted in the second instalment
of this essay.

*Vide YuktldlpikS (Metropolitan)—page 64 (piirvapak?a) and Sataratnasamgraha.
(Arthur Avalon Tantrik Texts)—pages 24-25.

The Ny&ya-Vaifejika concept of aeamavayi karana comes near it, differing in only one
fundamental point, vis., that in Ny&ya-Vaiteyka no effect is ever taken as in whatever way
identical with its oause, not even when the cause is material.
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should be perceived and the other not, and (6) that, as a matter of fact, one only is

perceived at a time. Not merely the whole-thing and the part-thing but eaoh

of the part-things also is alternatively absolute in this sense. The alternate

perception of the part-things is not their samuhdlambana~pratyk§a. A part,

again, may be perceived (or inferred, as the case may bo) as a part and the whole

as a whole , where in the former case the whole as a whole, and in the latter a

part as a part, comes to be known by implication . But there is no question in

the former case of other parts and, in the latter, of any definite part. There is

no question, therefore, in either case, of the whole being constituted by several

parts. A part understood as part is necessarily known as constituting the whole.

There being no need so far of other parts, it alone is the material cause. A whole,

similarly, understood as whole, is necessarily known as constituted by some

parts
;
but there is no need of knowing the parts definitely1

. As, therefore, the

parts are not definitely known and as a single definite part is sufficient to cons-

titute a whole, this whole is the appearance of either that single definite part or

alternately of each part.

What is true of part-whole is true in the same manner of any other pheno-

menon loosely called joint appearance. Every such appearance is at most alter-

nately constituted by X, Y, Z, etc., and it is only a weakness of language that

alternation is represented as conjunction. Either the word ‘conjunction
1

is

not to be taken literally or, if literal, it means conjunction of alternatives which,

again, is a mere word representing no fact.

Joint appearance is thus an illegitimate notion. Appearance is always of one

definite thing. Other factors do not constitute it conjointly with that definite

constituent. They either constitute it alternately or work as nimitta and sahakdri

karanas.

The savikalpa object might, from this point of view, be understood as the

appearance of either each of the nirvikalpa reals alternately or definitely of only

one of them. As, however, the latter alternative is here absurd we have to

accept the former. Nirvikalpa pratyak§a that forms the basis of savikalpa

pratyak$a has not for its object a plurality of discrete reals2 . The object is here

the alternation of simple reals. This, in essence, is the Advaita8 notion of nir-

vikalpa object. Let us see how.

At the nirvikalpa stage the simple reals were perceived as alternately absolute.

But we have already4 seen that they were also perceived each with a vague

*It is strange that even Nyaya-Vai6e$ika has held, though on another ground, that in
perceiving a whole we need not perceive all the parts simultaneously. Their ground is that
the whole is a self-complete entity, even apart from the parts.

It may be asked if even Nyaya-Vai£e$Ika is consistent so far as the false savikalpa object
* this is snake * is concerned. Are there two or more nirvikalpa reals here ? There is only
one nirvikalpa real here, viz., the vrope, snake (sarpamdlram) as the object of pramufPataU-

vdka-smrti coming to be complicated with it in the jftanalak?arid way. The salient point in
this Nyaya-Vai£esika account is that this other object is sarpamatram, not this or that snake,
and so far looks like a nirvikalpa real. But it is not a reed revealed in any nirvikalpa pra
tyak$a, now remembered. The memory here is of the object of a past savikalpa pratyakja.
Only that object is now divested of its spatio-temporal specificity, without, however, being
a universal for that reason. It is doubtful, then, if the bare snake (sarpamatram) is, in
Ny&ya-Vai6e$ika, a nirvikalpa real, though it looks like that.

The Bh&ttas also hold this view.
*In the second instalment of this essay.
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differential quality, vague in the sense that this quality was perceived neither

as a definite content nor like other qualities that remain in a substance. It

appeared as a felt undefined fringe involving an equally undefined reference

(which, therefore, is not yet a determining or determinate relation) to the other

reals perceived alternately at that stage. It follows that in the alternate

perception of each nirvikalpa real-with-that-differential-quality other nirvikalpa

reals are apprehended as so vaguely referred to. The content of nirvikalpa

pralyakga is thus everytime somehow a vague totality of those reals.

This vague totality is not of the form A and B and C, etc. And is either a

defined relation or merely verbal. If former, it is no part of nirvikalpa content.

If latter, the content would be simply A, B, C, etc., without even togetherness.

But if even togetherness is absent how could it be known that all these
,
not one

of them, are the content of nirvikalpa pratyakm ? A nirvikalpa content cannot

involve defined relation, but in it there must be some vague counterpart of

relation. That counterpart is the vague differential quality in each, referring in

an equally vague manner to the other reals concerned. Togetherness has some-

times been understood as not additional to A, B, C, etc., butrealand yet exhausted

in them in the sense that while these entities are imaginable apart from together-

ness the converse is not true. But such exhausted reality is only another name

for the functional differential quality of each of them. The content of nirvi-

kalpa jmityakfa is A with a differential quality or B with a differential quality

or C with a differential quality, etc., and in each case it is a vague indeterminate

whole. In savikalpa pratyak$a this vague whole stands defined as a determinate

unity involving explicit relations.

The vague whole is not, as some Hegelians believe, a homogeneous con-

coction whore the constituents are in no way discernible. It is a whole where

A, B, C, etc., are each discerned in its identity, but alternately and each with

a vague differential quality. There is no question of total homogeneity or absolute

absence of definiteness.

According to Advaita, the savikalpa object is the appearance of such nirvi-

kalpa reality. But there are two points yet to be clarified.
(
a

)

0 to be an

appearance of R requires that R is bodily present, though largely veiled, in 0
and that in the same act by which 0 is perceived R is also perceived to whatever

extent. 1 Is the nirvikalpa object so present in the savikalpa, and does it

necessarily belong to that savikalpa content ? Again,
(
b ) if the nirvikalpa

,
as

already seen, is itself a reality-core with2 a differential quality, may it not be

said that it too is an appearance of the core ?

Advaita would admit all this, but with qualification. As regards the point

(a) it would say that the nirvikalpa content is bodily present in the savikalpa

and, so far identical with it, is also perceived in that savikalpa pratyakqa ; but

it would add that there is also difference between them : while the nirvikalpa

*The Naiyayika will deny this.

•This ‘with* ia no defined relation.
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real is a vague whole and perceived that way the savikalpa is explicitly relational

and perceived also as relational. As regards the point (6), it would admit that

nirvikalpa reality is an appearance of the reality-core, but would add that there

is no specifiable difference here between reality and appearance if by ‘difference*

is meant an explicit relation. As the differential quality is not explicitly different

from the core the difference between this core and the nirvikalpa object as

appearance is not also explicit. That object is as much a reality as an appearance.

If through the savikalpa object the nirvikalpa roal only peeped, the core does not

peep through tho nirvikalpa object, the vague differential quality being its

functional nature (dakti) and the core only demanding separation, never to be

had as separate in any normal empirical attitude. Relatively to the savikalpa

object, on the contrary, the nirvikalpa object ofton remains separate, as when

we have mere nirvikalpa pratyaksa which has not developed into savikalpa

pratyak§a. If the core is at all to be separated, this is possible at a higher spri-

tual level not under consideration here.

A meaning of ‘reality’ suggested in page 192, but not developed there, may
now be taken up for consideration. It was suggested that ‘real’ may mean un-

rejected and that the false object as evidently rejected might not be real in that

sense.

Unrejectedness may be understood in two attitudes. A content may be un-

rejected in the sense that the explicit question of its rejection or not has not yet

arisen, or it may mean that such question having arisen it is found to be un-

rejected. In the former case the attitude is one of primary (unreflective) accept-

ance. In the latter the content is recognised in a reflective attitude of confirma-

tion : it presupposes that the content was challenged but that it has stood the

challenge.

From the point of view of primary acceptance the falsity of a content would

be an immediately felt vague differential quality that is only later defined in

reflection as rejection, dosa, incompatibility with the real, etc. Reality too,

as primarily accepted, is, as we have seen, another immediately felt vague differ-

ential quality, to be later defined in reflection as explicit unrejectedness, confirm-

edness, coherence with other reals, etc. The distinction between primary and

reflective reality and equally between primary and reflective falsity is no mere

epistemic phenomenon. Prima facie the contents themselves are known as

different. In one case there are gross relations and qualities, in the other these

are subtle. To understand grossness and subtleness as due entirely to the in-

tensity or otherwise of knowing would be dogmatic. The prima facie objectivity

(reality) of these cannot be dismissed except on explicit ground. But no such

ground is evident1
.

An object primarily apprehended as false is also real in the sense that it is the

appearance of a real adhifthana, tho reality of the false object being vydvaharika

‘Even Nyaya -Vai6e$ika has admitted a distinction between gross and subtle bhtitcu,

between udbh&tar&pa and anudbhutar&pa and also between ezplioit sound and felt vibrations
as its implicit form.
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only. Vydvahdrika reality thus does not clash with primary rejectedness.

Indeed it is only on account of primary rejectedness that the object was taken as

real in the vydvahdrika way. Vydvahdrika reality does not also clash with

reflective rejection. Only pdramdrthika reality clashes with rejectedness, primary

or reflective. It follows that both reflective and primary rejection (falsity) is

pdramdrthika .

Reality, on the other hand, is, as we have seen, of two kinds—pdramdrthika

and vydvahdrika . An object primarily accepted as real is vydvahdrika
, and one

with reflectively established reality is pdramdrthika .

This does not conflict with the Advaita doctrine that Brahman alone is pa-

ramdrthika reality and all else, even the rejectedness and the reflectively estab-

lished reality of empirical objects, is vydvahdrika . In the context of this essay

the vydvahdrika is exactly what the Advaitin, from a higher point of view, calls

prdtibhdunka
, and our pdramdrthika is, from that point of view, vydvahdrika .

Rejectedness and confirmed reality are vydvahdrika from that point of view only.

But they are pdramdrthika in comparison with the primarily accepted reality.

They are adhikasattdka and the primary reality is nyunasattdka . Rejection of

the highor vydvahdrika1 in favour of the ultimate pdramdrthika would similarly

be a phenomenon at that pdramdrthika plain. Rejection of O by R, even as

necessarily referring to 0, is a free function of R, ever slipping from the self-

contained being of R and yet freely retained on account of the persisting sams-

kdra of the old perception of O, which sarhskdra ceasing, the rejection would

also cease, loaving only the self-contained It behind. The positive being of the

rejection is R itself which only acted for some time as the negation of O2
. O is

vydvahdrika
,

but its rejection somehow belongs to R. If O continues for some

time as anirvdeya this does not affect the sole reality of R in that context.

1According to Advaita there is no reflective confirmation of the higher vydvahdrika .

*Vide the Bh&tta view of negation which Advaita accepts.

The Btatus of the rejection as the svarupa of the real has been established in another
way in Advaitasiddhi

—

mithydtvamithydtva . It is not clear, however, whether according to
iVfadhusudana tho pdramdrthika rejection of O by R is merely epistemic or something more.
Were it merely epiBtemic, his view would clash with the general Advaita view of negation
and would be in line with the Prabhakara view of negation, which is that negation
is only my taking the positive in a manner. We have also seen and shall again see in greater
detail why the rejection cannot be merely epistemic. But, if not epistemic, we shall have to
recognise that even according to Advaita the pdramdrthika reality would, even as pdrarrar-

thika

,

have a rejective function {ajndna-§akti) in general which comes to refer to aparticutar
O because of a persisting samskara of 0 or because of the continued presence of that O.
Ajiiana as a jakti of (dSjrita in) Brahman has been admitted in Pancapadika, Vivarana and
PaficadaSf. This does not affect the pure monism of Advaita. The entitative reality of this

&akti is Brahman itself. $akti means that which by itself is no entitative reality but which
yet is the very same reality as function . Function is indeed neither identical with nor
different from the reality ; but this neither-nor represents no mere epistemic privation. Nor
is it both identical with and different from the reality. It is an objective neither-nor, and,
therefore, no appearance, real or false. (Brahman is the sheer entitative reality, and this

Brahman considered as also the Lord of that function is J§vara as mdyddhl&a . Jfvara as
mdydva&aga is, however, vydvahdrika . It is either Isvara as we understand him or one among,
though having created or lording over, us. 16vara as mdyadhl&a , on the other hand,—as
sarvajha and sarva&akHmdn, as one who has ik$ana—is not vydvahdrika. He is Brahman

-

with-faftt. It is only some later Advaitins who have denied this, having too easily under-
stood the negation of the identity of the iakti with Brahman and the negation of its

difference from Brahman as its anirvdeyata, as its falsity.)
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Or, there is another explanation. Rejection may be understood in two ways

—as belonging to R in the form of R rejecting 0 or as belonging to 0 in the form

of O as rejected. Understood in the first way as a relational property of R it is

not false, but understood in the second way as belonging to O it is rejected with

the rejection of 0. The two representations of rejection are not epistemic only.

Each is an objective situation. Rejection is an objective relation between R and

O, and there is no possible decision here as to which one of the two possible

representations is finally right. Every relation, moreover, unless it be a third

separate entity, belongs equally to either relata, and rejection, like pure negation,

is no conceivable third entity. While, again, a negation is related more closely

to its pratiyogin and only loosely attached to the anuyogin, no such discrimination

is possible in the case of rejection. Rejection is not also a negation plus some

epistemic attitude. Not-A does not exist, and as not-A it was never taken as

existent. But the rejocted snake, though in a way it does not exist, was yet

taken as existent even though it is now known as rejected. Not that the two

sides—the negation and the past position—just go together. If the past position

was as much real as the present negation the two cannot go together ;
for the

present negation, if real, was also a past negation. The past position was not,

again, merely epistemic. The fundamental realistic postulate is that every

appearance is, even as appearance, real.

In the rope-snake context the rope is not merely reflectively real, it had primary

reality too, like the snake. It too was just accepted as real before its reality

could be reflectively established, before, in other words, it could be taken as

pdramdrthika. From this point of view it was vyavaharika.

The rope is pdramdrthika so far only1 as it has rejected the snake, not because

it has been accepted primarily as real. There is nothing in its primary

reality that could reject the snake. That it occupies the space of the snake

does not prove that therefore the snake is rejected : on the same ground the snake

might also reject the rope. The snake is rejected unreflectively. When its spacehas

been unaccountably occupied by the rope it comes to evince a vague differential

quality, loosely called disappearance2—a quality which is later defined as some

do§a, sometimes as the explicit rejectedness, of that snake. The snake having

evinced that differential character, the rope now, in contrast with it, comes to be

known as reflectively real. Reflective reality of an object is apprehended either

through its confirmation by other cognitions or, as here, through the rejection of

the corresponding falsity. This reflective reality, as not merely epistemic, is

called pdramdrthika.

It cannot be said that the rope is taken as real because it is the object of a later

knowledge (
vMarajfidna

)

for which we have natural partiality (pakfapdta). The

later knowledge has not, it is true, been yet contradicted ;
but there iB no evidence

'The adverb ‘only* is relevant in the present context only. It will be seen a few page*

below in the text that the rope is reflectively real even when its primary acceptance is confirm*

ed by other cognitions. .

•This is wholly unlike any other disappearance. The false here is not removed or destroyed

in any normal sense of the terms. Vide Advaitasiddhi—the third definition of mithydtva.
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yet that the earlier knowledge has been contradicted. To the question how
both the cognitions can go uncontradicted the reply is that as a matter of fact

one—generally the earlier—comes at this stage to have evinced the differential

quality of contradictedness. This is why there is paksapdta for the uttarajUdna .

Merely to have an uncontradicted uttarajndna does not justify the pakfapdta .

Merely to have it is no sufficient evidence that the purvajnana
,
even though

it is opposite, is contradicted. It is not, again, true that if there is an uncontra-

dicted knowledge of A the knowledge of its opposite stands automatically contra-

dicted. The opposite of A in the present case is not its formal contradictory.

It is only a contrary. But there is no a priori determination of contraiety. B
can be called a contrary of A either if on A occurring B is rejected (or ceases) as

a matter offad or if A and B are known as co-ordinate determinations of a common
determinable. But the latter condition would be of no avail here. The rope

is taken as real 7ww
t
but the snake was taken as real at another point of time.

Unless, therefore, the as yet uncontradicted acceptance of the rope means that

it is real for all time there is no rejection of the snake. Not that though there

is no assurance that it will remain real in the future it is yet believed as having

been real in the past. If its future reality is doubtful, so is also its past reality;

for if per chance in future it comes to be rejected it will not then be taken as

having been real in the past. The rope can be taken as real for all time if only

its reality is known reflectively either as confirmed or through the rejection

of the snake. Unreflective acceptance of it does not guarantee reality for all time.

There is no uttarajfidnapaksapd t

a

even when an object as merely inferred1

to have been in a locus is found to be the contrary of one perceived in the same

locus earlier. That it is an object of inference is by itself no evidence that

the opposite cognition is an error. The opposite cognition could be known as

erroneous only as evincing some defect. Often the defect stands immediately

evident as the inference takes place, as when the apparent smallness of the per-

ceived sun is found to have been due to the defect distance . Often, again, on the

basis of many such rejections-due-to-defect we infer one. The latter happens

when immediately as an inference takes place the opposite cognition is rejected.

It is not rejected a priori on ground of opposition The cognition of A can on its

merit reject the cognition of its opposite B if only that B had not already appeared

as real2 . Where it had so appeared it could be rejected only on account of some

defect in the prior cognition. This is particularly evident when one inference

rejects another inference . Till wre come to know some defect in the process of the

second inference there is no question of its rejection3 .

The knowledge of A, then, rejects that of B either when the latter has evinced

primary rejectedness or, as noticed before, when the former comes to be confirmed.

1Morely inferred, not confirmed through inference. In the latter case the object was already

•known before that inference took place.

*This presents in a nutshell the arguments given toward the end of the last paragraph.
Wide iSatpratipakfa (antinomy) in Nyaya. In Ny&ya, however, saPprcUipak^a has been

understood as a form of hetvdbhd?a, though it is not known for certain which of the two
inferences in a case of satpratipakfa is wrong.
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A cognition is confirmed when its object, primarily taken as real in that cognition,

is also inferred from other considerations, so that there is no longer primary reality

only ;
the object has now come to be known as also a reflective reality,

though the latter, as will be shortly evident, is not known as an imposition but

as what the former was in disguise or implicitly.

The rope, thus, as not contradicting the snake on the mere ground that it is

perceived in the space occupied by the snake, is in no way better than that snake

which too was primarily accepted. The rope as primarily accepted is, therefore,

as much vydvaharika as the snake. It is elevated to the paramdrthika status

when either the snake has evinced primary rejectedness or the knowledge of the

rope has been confirmed. Of the two methods, however, the former is more

convincing. When the snake has evinced primary rejectedness we realise

the paramdrthika status of the rope, but when the acceptance of the rope

has been confirmed (and the snake h is not revealed that character) we only

believe its paramdrthika status, not realised that. Yauktika tiraskdra is never

on a level with realisation. Brahman similarly may, from the higher metaphysical

point of view, be apprehended as paramdrthika in two ways. When the mere

acceptance of the self (or existence) is confirmed ratiocinatively, either through

inferring it again or through inferring the untenability of everything else1 , its

paramdrthika status is yauktika only. But when everything else has come to be

perceived as defective and so rejected, the paramdrthika Brahman stands realised®.

The question whether with the confirmation of a cognition or the rejection of

its opposite the paramdrthika reality comes to be supervened on the primary or

whether the primary reality comes to be known as itself having been paramdrthika

in disguise may now be taken up.

The question is that oiprdmdr),ya—paraiah or svatah—understood here from the

point of view of the object of knowledge, not in the traditional form as to whether

the truth of a knowledge is additional or not to that knowledge, whether,

in other words, the conditions of the origination (and also the knowledge) of the

truth of that knowledge are not or are identical with the conditions of the origi-

nation (and also the knowledge) of that knowledge itself. We shall answer the

question in the traditional form, but throughout in the light of our problem.

Naturally many of the traditional details will be left out of consideration.

In the primary attitude an object is just taken as real. In the reflective

attitude it is asked whether I am justified in so taking it, whether, in other words,

the object is really real or not. In the primary attitude there is only grahayu®,

in the reflective attitude there is niScaya*. In the language of Western

‘This is no new way of confirmation. It is fundamentally knowing p&ram&rthika reality

through rejection of the opposite. Only, the rejection here is not direct, but

inferential. _ . __ _ ...

•The footnote 1 above was from the Advaita point of view. There are other philoso-

phers who speak of realisation of Brahman as parmdrthilco without the rejection of everything

else Their method is a form of samadhi on the intellectually confirmed Brahman.

Or it may be that aamddhi had all along been synchronous with ratioeinative confirmation.

•Sometimes called sathiayo.

Sometimes called uvadhdra^a or adhyavasaya.
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philosophy, in the primary attitude there is only knowledge, but in the reflective

attitude there is truth or otherwise of knowledge.

Nyaya-Vai6e§ika in India and Russell and Logical Positivists in the West

believe that the truth or error of a cognition is an additional phenomenon due

to some additional ground. Nyaya-VaiSesika holds that the truth of a cognition

is an additional merit known through the content being inferred in a secondary

cognition, and its erroneousness is a defect additional to the cognition and

known through its conflict with other cognitions. Logical Positivists believe

that as the truth of a cognition has nothing to do with its object which is already

accepted as real it has no metaphysical import and is either a way of restating the

already accepted real or relevant in some non-metaphysical interest
; and similar-

ly with falsity. Russell holds that there is truth only as the content of naive

cognition 1—to which alone the characterisation ‘real’ or ‘unreal’ is appropriate

—

consists with the contents2 of other possible or actual cognitions, and truth as

thus different from reality or unreality is either due to or itself that consistency.

The Advaita view is entirely different from these. Truth, according to the

Advaitin, is no extrinsic property of knowledge due to some additional ground.

It belongs intrinsically to cognition, which means that the conditions of that

cognition are ipso facto the conditions of its truth. Truth is also known in the

same way as that cognition is known, and, therefore, immediately with that

cognition. But erroneousness is not of this nature. A cognition is known as

erroneous when it is reflectively rejected, and the rejection, we have seen, is due to

some defect in that cognition.

It may be asked of the Logical Positivist, Russell and Nyaya-VaiSesika if

truth, as they conceive it, has anything to do with the previously accepted reality.

Logical Positivists have openly denied this and consider the problem itself as

extra-metaphysical. But they are mistaken from the very beginning. When

one cognition supports another the support lent is, as a matter of fact, such as

does not fall flat on the content of the former. The reality of that content is

taken as at least known in a better way, if not as established just now. This

knowing or establishing is no mere epistemic phenomenon. As valid it claims

that the form in which an object appeal's to it must be a real character. The

form is here confirmedness, and it is objective3
,
no mere subjective confirmation.

Such objectivity could bo denied if only the new form could be reduced without

remainder to one or more of some primitive forms of objects accepted primarily

as real or if the objectivity could be taken ah lying in its use only, as in cases of

hypothesis. But according to Logical Positivists themselves confirmedness cannot

be treated that way. Indeed, it is on this ground that they have dismissed truth

as unmetaphysical (unverifiable). But it would have been more consistent if

'The content is called by him proposition,

•These contents were also naively accepted, and in their case also truth is known through
that very consistency.

•In these few paragraphs we have not always distinguished between objectivity and reality*

We have often used the terms synonymously under the idea that no confusion is likely.
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they had rather recognised its objectivity and only added, with perfect justice,

that truth is categorically different from common objects. The validity that

an awareness has been claiming cannot be dismissed all too easily. There is no

special reason why only primary objects, and at most those also which are veri-

fiable in use, should be real. These are real because they are so taken in common
parlance. But truth and many other tilings are also so taken. Common sense,

we do not deny, sometimes misleads. But every time the exact error has to be

demonstrated. If no error is visible and if what is commonly taken as real is

neither reducible to primary objects nor yet verifiable through use, there must

be some other criterion for its reality. Criteria which are arbitrarily chosen cannot

lawfully dismiss its reality.

Perhaps doutedness, disjunctive character, probability, suggestedness, efc.,

of an object may be1 reduced to some primary objective features jplus a privation

on the epistemic side. But this is not possible with regard to truth or confirm-

edness. Truth as a factual character of knowledge, and so confirmedness as a

similar character of the object of that knowledge, could not be denied even by

Nyaya-Vai6esika. Arthavattd2 of a pram&tya has not been reduced to samartha -

pravrttijanalcatva :

3 it is inferred as a factual character of knowledge through

that hetu. Only Pragmatists have attempted such reduction. But they are out

of consideration here4 .

Russell’s view is not clear enough. By separating truth from naive reality

he has in effect either denied that the latter is real at all, the adjective “ naive
”

being only apologetic, or intended that truth is only an epistemic attitude that

does not affect the primary reality, or, as truth, according to him, is either the

system or knowledge of the system, he intends that this system is a higher reality,

naive reality being lower. The first alternative is untenable. The content of

primary acceptance is felt from the beginning as real. The Russellian distinction

between subsistence and existence would be of no avail here. Even if the

content were subsistent, the reality which is felt in primary acceptance is never

what he means by ‘ truth \ There is no question of system at this stage. The

second alternative too is unacceptable. On his own admission truth is either

the system itself or knowledge of the system, and in either case it is no mere

epistemic attitude. The system itself has to be taken as a sort of reality The

^This requires good deal of analysis and cannot be asserted all too easily.

%Pramdnato 'rthapratipaUau arthavat pramdnam—Vatsyayana-bha$ya
8SamarthapravfUijanakcUva is obviously a compound of primaty reals.

*If Logical Positivists have denied objectivity of some characters without sufficient ground,
the Hegelians, going to the other extreme, have arbitrarily taken every apparent character
as objective. Some modern realists have gone even beyond Logical Positivism. They
hold that even existence is no objective character. An existent object is, according to them,
only a subsistent content plus the epistemic attitude of assertion. But they have offered no
reason why it should be so. If existence be merely epistemic there is no reason why
subsistence*too will not be so, the subsistent being only an abstract content (separable through
language) plus the attitude of mere entertainment. It should be borne in mind that reduction
can pass as complete only when a complex object is broken up into simple ones with at most
a privation on the epistemic side. If, on the contrary, a new positive epistemic attitude is

to be postulated, this indicates that the reduction has failed.
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third alternative does not say much. To distinguish between naive reality, <§>n

the one hand, and the system, on the other, as lower and higher realities wou||d
throw no light on the relation between the two. I

It is not known for certain how Nyaya-Vaifesika views the relation between
truth and naive reality. Sometimes it appears that truth, in that system, ig

only a psychological betterment of knowledge, having nothing to do with iis

content, that content continuing in its naive reality. So understood, the view
would fall iti lino with Logical Positivism. Often, again, it appears that truth,

'

according to Nyayu-Vai6esika, is not so detachedly psychological : truth, though
a psychological merit, has something to do with naive reality, because tha|

reality is now understood as really real. But this would mean that naivl)

reality as such might not be ultimately real, that, as ultimate reality alone |s

reality proper, naive reality as such is no reality at all. The Nyaya-Vaifesiki
view, understood this way, would be scarcely different from Russell’s view
refuted above. It is a fact, again, that according to Nyaya-VaiSesika every

object of primary acceptance is real, unless rejected. But if unrejectedness

here moans that the object is unrejected only up till now, this cannot constitute

genuine reality. Either, then, the as-yet-unrejectedness is an accidental

adjective, the object being real on its own account, not on account of its un-
rejectedness, or the unrejectedness that would constitute reality is not limited

in time, but known as absolute, and such knowledge is possible if only the primary
acceptance—and, therefore, its object—is confirmed. In the former case the

view would be perilously near the Logical Positivist’s notion of truth. In the

latter case confirmedness would have to be regarded as an objective character,

so that the question of the relation between primary and confirmed reality crops

up again. Either, then, the Nyaya-Vaifiesika view is wrong or there arc two
realities the relation between which is a pressing problem. It will be seen

immediately that when the relation is deciphered the theory ofpamthprama^ya
gives way to that of svatahprdnulnya

.

Confirmedness, we have seen, is not merely epistemic. It is an objective

character of the content. But this does not mean that thero are two realities

one primary and the other confirmed. In true knowledge the primary' reality

is itself taken as confirmed. Nor does it mean that the primary reality has
developed in the Hegelian way into the confirmed. The idea of objective deve-

lopment of reality springs from a wrong notion that confirmedness is not at all

epistemic, that the so-called epistemic confirmation is only a necessary parallel

itself also metaphysical, to the metaphysical augmentation of reality. That
notion is wrong. If confirmedness is objective, there is no denial also that it is a
subjective process of confirmation which comes to reveal that objective character

for the first time. Confirmedness was, in this sense, implicit in the primary

reality. That reality had all along been paramdrthika, though it was not known
in that way. The Advaitin had, with SSnkhya, recognised objective grossness

and subtleness elsewhere. But here the question is of the grossness itself having
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remained implicitly in the subtle. The implicit being of the very grossness in the

subtle cannot itself be a subtle being. At the most we are entitled to say that

even the subtle was objectively gross though the grossness so far was unknown.

Or, better, when the grossness—in our actual case, confirmedness—is revealed

through a subjective process it cannot be said to have not boen already

present, though so long unrevealed. The non-revelation in these particular

cases was not due to any ajnana as attached to objects. Objective ajfiana oon-

ceals the being of only a full-fledged content in the past. Here, however, the

content as in the past is not full-fledged : it remained in the past as only a

sarhskdra. In all such cases—indeed at every place where the Advaitin speaks

of gross and subtle—the concealing principle and, therefore also, the revealing

one are epistemic1
.

Till this confirmed reality came to be known explicitly it had romained non-

distinguished from other associates. In explicit knowledge it is distinguished,

t.e., dissociated from those associates. This dissociation may be effected in two

ways—either through continued concentration or through getting the old fused

content into systematic connection with other contents. In the former case the

confirmed reality is realised, in the latter it is understood ratiocinatively. In any

case, the primary reality was already the confirmed reality implicity2 . From the

point of view of truth, we might say that truth (prdmditya) was already present as

a character in primary acceptance : primary acceptance is implicitly true. This

is the theory of svatahprdmdnya.

Aprdmdnya, however, cannot be intrinsic. If knowledge is intrinsically

true it cannot be intrinsically an error also. In tho language of object, what is

reflectively confirmed cannot be false at the same time. Error, we have seen,

is due to some defect in the primary cognition and known through another cog-

nition which is either the knowledge of this defect or the confirmed knowledge

that contradicts the primary knowledge. Aprdmd.ij.ya is paratah and is «.1hq

known parataJj.

Several questions may be asked of Advaita at this stage. It may be asked

(i) whether reflective reality cannot co-exist with falsity, much as primary
reality can, (ii) whether if every cognition is intrinsically true error is at all

possible, seeing that a true cognition cannot be erroneous at the an.m« time and
(iii) if 8vatah.prdrndy.ya is so incompatible with svatah aprdmdijya how at all

the Sankhist could hold the two together.

The reply to the first question is that if the primary reality of an object does

not clash with its unreflective rejection this is because even the object is

the appearance of what is primarily real, and if it does not clash with refleotive

rejection thy; is because the two attitudes are different. But neither the eon-

1AI1 Advaitins have not drawn this distinction*

•We are here developing only the Advaita view of grossnees-subtlenees. Another view
has been developed—though that too is ultimately Advaitic in character—in my ‘The
Business of Philosophy* in the Proceedings of the Indian Philosophical Congress, 1955 ^nd
also in 'Objective Attitude and Idealism Proper* in K. C. Bhattaoharya Memorial Volume,

4
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finnedness of an object (or the confirmed object) is an appearance, it being identi-

cal, as we have seen, with the primary reality, nor are confirmedness and reflective

rejection in two different attitudes. Confirmedness clashes also M'ith unreflective

rejection because, as already seon in page 197, unreflective rejection is factually

identical with one that is reflective, though the attitudes in the two cases differ.

Rejection is always puramdrthika and must, therefore, clash with paramarthika

reality. The confirmedness of an object can never co-exist with its rejectedness.

The reply to the second question is more far-reaching. A cognition that is

rejected as erroneous is no genuine cognition at all. It is only an apparent

cognition (jndnahhdsa). By ‘genuine cognition* is meant what psychologically

is an actual case of cognition. Apparent cognition is one which, like a false outer

appearance, is indescribable as either cognition proper or no cognition. It is

also indescribable as either what actually happened in the mind or did not happen.

It cannot be urged that though the snake is false t here was yet a genuine cogni-

tion of it. We have refuted this popular notion in ‘Objective Attitude and

Idealism Proper’ in K. C. Bhattacharyya Memorial Volume. We quote here

the relevant lines.

“ Is there any guarantee, again, that the subjective side can never be false ?

Falsity here does not mean invalidity, it means that the subjective side did

not really occur, that it only appeared to occur. May there not be false

subjectivity in this sense ? There may bo, and for the following reason :

“ A subjective affair, let us call it cognition, does not really occur if it does

not refer to (reveal) a real object. A false object is no real object. Hence the

so-called cognition of the false object did not really occur. So long indeed as

its falsity was not detected the cognition was taken as having really occurred.

But when the object is found unreal we are compelled to say that it did not

really occur. The non -occurrence is not unintelligible on the ground that

before the object was found false the cognition was apprehended. For, every-

where, as much with regard to subjectivity as with objects, the false which was

taken as a real event till the falsity was discovered comes now, with that dis-

covery, to be regarded as what was oidy an apparent occurrence, not real.

Like the false object the falso cognition also is thus only an apparent oceurrent.

In the objective attitude apparent occurrence is as much a form of objectivity

as real occurrence. It cannot, in this attitude, mean the mere situation that

I was aware of something though that something was not real. Initial ego-cen-

tricity is as much banned hero as with regard to real objects.

“It cannot be objected that as the awareness of this false cognition has to

be similarly treated there would be indefinite regress. No cognition is the

object of another cognition. An object in itself, it is only enjoyed, reflectively

or unrefleotively. It is either self-luminous or apprehended by a form of sub-

jectivity which, not being co-ordinate in status with

it, is eternal pure consciousness.
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‘‘The first premise of our argument for a cognition being false, viz., that

a cognition does not really occur if it does not refer to a real object, is not un-

tenable. A cognition of its own nature asserts its object, and this assertion

is nothing but positing the object as real. The object may later be found false,

but this is not incompatible with the first assertion which is of the very nature

of cognition. Not that as not cognition it continues to be regarded as having

been some non-cognitive mental affair. That would be meaningless. A sub-

jective occurrence which refers of itself to an object—real or unreal—cannot

but be cognition
” 4

As, therefore, the awareness of the false object is no genuine cognition the

question of svatahprdmunya about it does not arise at all. It is a jhdnabhdsa

which, in Advaita metaphysics, is a modification of ajwina ,
not of untuhkaruna}

It does not reveal an object in the proper sense of the term ‘revelation’. JjiUina

does not go over to a reality which is already there and assume its form. The

ajiidnavrtti and the false object—the snake—are simultaneous. Nyaya believes

that the snake is an existent elsewhere reality now remembored as bare snake

(sarpamatram) divested of its spatio-temporal co-efficient (and that this memory

acts here as the sannikarm). Advaita does not believe that there can be bare

snake. If remembered, it must be some definite snake with a spatio-temporal

co-efficient. Yet, since a definite snake with that-ness cannot be fused with a

presented this, something like sarpamatram has to be postulated. It is true also

that unless I had perceived some snake previously I cannot mistake the rope

for a snake. Hence something like memory too has to be admitted. But only

something like
,
not the exact bare snake or memory proper. Not the bare snake,

because bare snake is ordinarily a universal
;
and not memory proper, because

the content of memory is always definite and retains that-ness. What is here

like bare snake and almost remembered is the content of sarpa-sarhskara (dis-

position left by a previous perception of snake). In error this sarhskdra litis to

be understood as directly operative—directly, because the operation is not through

its maturation into a definite psychosis, viz., memory. Such direct operation

of sarhskdra is not possible in the region of anta)fkarar),a. Hence the resulting

vftti is a modification of ajhuna. This vrtti occurs after the rope has been per-

ceived as ‘this’, after in other words, antalfkarar^a has identified itself with the

bare ‘this’ aspect of the rope and assumed its form. Hence for the ajiidnavrtti

to occur the antahkaraqa has not to undertake a second journey to the rope.

How corresponding to the ajiidnavrtti the object also assumes the snake form is

a subtle metaphysical question that we need not consider in detail. It is enough

to note that, as much as the vikalpa in ‘this is rope’ and the semi-vikaipa in ‘the

snake with a differential quality’, even the snake-character is here an impo-

sition. It is ajhdna$r?ta, it endures just so long as the awareness of it lasts, it

1With this is refuted once again the Prabhakara view that the awareness of the snake wa»
no cognition. Ny&ya-Vaige^ika understands it as cognition but is at difficulties regarding
it exact nature and status. The Advaita theory is in this respect a distinct improvement-

•This point will be elaborated in the next instalment of this essay.
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is pratitUarira . The awareness of it is not knowledge: w*e cannot say that the

snake was already there and is now revealed. It is only jndiwbhdsa.

The third question asked in page 205 was how if svatafypramdtyya is incompa-

tible with svatah ajrrdmdr^ya the Sankhya philosopher could hold both. The

reply to it would be as follows:

—

Is this really the Sankhya view? There is no hint even to this effect in the

the extant Sankhya literature, though some Advaitins tell us that it is the Sankhya

view. But may they not have misinterpreted Sankhya?

If Sankhya has at all believed in both svatabprdmdwLya and svatafy aprdmai&ya

the concepts must have been understood in a different way. Sankhya might

have meant that those cognitions which are true are true intrinsically and those

which are errors are erroneous intrinsically, not that all cognitions are true in-

trinsically and yet the cironcousness of some cognitions is intrinsic. It might

be meant, in other words, that the confirmed reality of an object was implicitly

present in its primary reality and its rejection, in case it comes to be rejected,

was also implicitly present, and that as the subjective process of confirmation

does not create that confirmedness so is the case with the subjective process of

rejection. The interpretation appears to agree also with the Sahkya theory of

satkdrya.

But the difficulty is that the object which has come now to be rejected was,

to start with, taken as real, and the question is wdiether at the previous stage

there were both primary reality and (implicit) rejectedness. This is impossible.

If there was reality there could not be rejectedness, and vice versa. Primary

reality could have co-existed with rejectodness if only the rejeetedness were

vyavahdrika. But Sankhya does not allow vydvahdrika reality as standing over

against rejection. Nor can it hold that an object now rejected was, oven before

rejection, not real in any way. The fundamental realistic postulate is common

to all Hindu thinkers. If a content appeared at all as an object it must have

been real also in whatever way. It is thus impossible to hold both svatakprdmdtyya

and svatalb aprdmdu^ya of cognition.

Against Nyaya according to which confmnedness is created for the first time

by the subjective process of confirmation Advaita, as we have interpreted it,

holds that the subjective confirmation only reveals the confirmedness that was

already there implicitly. We have all along interpreted Advaita in this way.

But may it not be questioned if it is actually the Advaita view? Has not Advaita

maintained that there is svatafypramdtyya even from the point of view oijnaptil

If so, how could confirmedness be only revealed by the subjective process of

confirmation winch is evidently other than the primary cognition? Does not

svatahprdmdTiya from the point of view ofjnapti mean that the way in which the

primary knowledge is apprehended is itself the way also in which its truth also

is apprehended? Does it not, in other words, mean that knowledge which, accord-

to Advaita, is known (by the sakfin) immediately as it occurs is known at that

very moment as true also?
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We reply, all this is true, but not literally. Were the truth of a cognition

evident from the beginning there would have been no occasion for confirming

it through other cognitions, and the Advaitin would have had no need whatsoever

of justifying any of his doctrines. As a matter of fact, he has attempted justifi-

cation at almost every step. This implies that confirmation is not useless, and

we have seen that according to Advaita it is not entirely unmetaphysical either.

This means again that the description of the theory of svatabprdmdnya attempted

in the last paragraph is not to be taken literally.

What the Advaitin means is that the prdmiinya which was implicit in the

primary cognition was at that stage known, but not as explicitly as through

confirmation. The primary reality of the object of unreflective acceptance was,

in other words, confirmed reality also, though implicitly. The awareness of pri-

mary Teality is itself the awareness, though not clear enough, of confirmed reality.

Sak$ibhdsyatva of a vrtti does not preclude a deepening of that bhdgyatva at a

later stage.

In valid cognition, whether savikalpa or nirvikalpa, the paddrtha that is

known as object is indirectly contacted as having the rope-character really in

it. The paddrtha as such is not indeed of the form ‘this is rope’. But undeniably

it is a rope, though with the rope-character undistinguished. It is apprehended

as ‘this is rope’ in savikalpa pratyaksa, and as rope with a vague differential

quality in nirvikalpa pratyaksa. So far witli valid cognition. In error, however,

the snake perceived is not as such a paddrtha : the paddrtha here is the rope-as-

‘this’ and the snake an imposition. Yet, however, as an appearance of that rope

-as-'this’ and, therefore, non-different, so far, from it, the snake cannot be denied

also to be a paddrtha. Evidently, again, it is not as unreal as a square circle or

a castle in the air. It is not asat altogether. It still possesses vyavaharika realiy.

Thus through a prolonged discussion we show how the Advaitin has consis-

tently distinguished between object and reality and has yet stuck to the maxim
‘every object is real* even in his theory of error. Unless, indeed, there was such

a maxim, somehow universally accepted, there would be no problem of error at

all. We have seen how the Prabhakara, the Naiyayika and the Vijflanavadin

progressively compromised the principle; and we have shown, through criticism

of their views, as also of a few other views aligned, why the principle in its crudest

form has to be adhered to. The Sunyavadin’s theory of error will be examined

in the next instalment.





The Condition of Vedic Studies in Ancient and

Mediaeval Bengal

(as Reflected in Epigraphic Records and Literary References)

By Dxjrgamohan Bhattachabyya

Halayudha, a great scholar of the twelfth century at the court of king

Lakamanasena of Bengal, presented in the introductory portion of his Brahmaya-

mrvasva1 a picture of the condition of Vedic studies obtaining in his days among

the different sections of Brahmapas of Bengal. Some of them, as has been

stated by Halayudha, used only to memorise the Veda (adhyayanam&tram

kriyate) without understanding the meaning
;

some others, on the other

hand, cared only for the sacrificial application of the Vedic texts and disoussed

the meanings of a limited number of Mantras in the light of the rules of Karma*

mlmamsa, without paying any regard to the adhyayana or memorisation

(adhyayanam vinS, kiyad eva vedarthasya karmamlm&ms&dv&repa yajfietikar-

tavyatavicarah kriyate). Halayudha’s observations here may be correotin

a restricted sense, and may be applicable to the particular time he had in

his mind. They do not however imply in any way the absence of Vedic studies

in Bengal, laying emphasis, as they do, on an ideal method of study to be

pursued viz., the memorisation of texts together with the comprehension of

their meanings—vedadhyayananantaram vedamantrarthajfiane hi t&tparyam.

In view of the admonishing nature of the remarks, it is probable that they

also contain an element of exaggeration, probably used by the author as a

corrective for any lapses in regard to the Vedic studies among his contem-

poraries in the land of his birth. Adityadar£ana of Kashmir has also lamented

in a similar way over the absence of proper Vedic studies in his own province*.

The evidence of an enormous number of epigrapic records and literary

references of various nature, however, proves convincingly that so far as

the proper study of the Vedic texts and the strict performance of the Vedio rites

are concerned, Bengal inancientdays did inno way foil to keep pacewithany other

•Edited by D. Bhattacharyya, Sanskrit Sahitya Parishad Series, Calcutta 1068.

•See Introduction to the Laugdkfigrhyattitra, Kashmir Sanskrit Series, p. 8 :

1$ ^ OTfflT.* sue hw i n
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part of India. The Vedio Bhdfycu produced in old Bengal, some of which

have now been brought to light, are the most tangible proofs of the glorious

achievement of the Bengali scholiasts in the sphere of Vedic study1
.

From the internal evidence of Vedic literature, it has generally been

concluded that Vedic civilisation had first been confined among the Gan*

dharas, Kekiyas and Madras in the region of the Punjab and adjacent places,

und had established a stronghold umong the Kurus and Paiicalas of Madhyade4a.

The people from these places then advanced towards the east and other

directions, introducing the Vedic religion and culture into the new territories.

According to this theory, Vedio practices were adopted in the eastern l«mds

only at a later date. From some deprecatory allusions to the eastern countries

found in certain passages of the Vedi, Smrti and Puraija literature, it has

been surmised that places like Vuhga remained for a time outside the range

of Vedic culture.

But even in the later period, when the people of Bengal in general yielded

to none in regard to the adoption of Vedic religion and the acquisition of Vedio

learning, the attitude of disapproval continued to show itself in literary pieces

here and there.

Udayan&carya, the author of the Nyayakusumdnjali, attacking Prabha-

kara’s views in regard to the nature of verbal testimony, condemns a Gauda

Mimamsaka, who is described as being unable to distinguish the words of

Manu from those of the Veda®. VaradarajamiSra in his commentary on the

Kusumdrijali identifies the Gauda Mimamsaka with the famous author of the

PaUcikn , ».e., Salikanatha, adding a remark that the Gaudas do not read the

Veda, and have not therefore any idea of what is not Veda8
.

&filikan&tha’s Prakaranapancika has been published, and the unjustifiability

of the condemnation hurled against him has now become obvious4
. That the

^Halayudha’s Brdhmanasarvcwva and Gunavi§nu’s Chdndogynmantrahhd§ya have been

published by the Sanskrit Sahitya Parishad
; Narayana’s Pari£i*taprakd£a on the

Chandogapariiispa was partially published in the Bibliotheca Indica ; Bhat^a Narayana’a

SarcUd on the Qobhilagfhyasutra is a publication in the Calcutta Sanskrit Series. Guna-

vijpu’s Bhd$ya on tho Chandogyabrahmaiya has also been published now in the Calcutta

Sanskrit College Research Series.

tKusumddjali HI
: qtafciwTfwTfsmr

*Varadaraja’s Kuff/mahjalibodhint (Sarasvat i Bhavan Texts, p. 123)

:

4The Qtrvd&apadamajijari, a sort of a conversational grammar for the beginners
of Sanskrit composed by another Varadar&ja, a pupil of Bhaftoji Dlk$ita flourishing
between 1600 and 1660 A.C., contains a discourse on evil practices current in different
provinces of India, the abandonment of the Veda being mentioned as such a practice in

Gauda : *fhr&T fTWlt: I

A manuscript of the work (vy&.—24) is preserved in the Sanskrit College Library,
Calcutta. See P. K. Godet Some Provincial Customs and Manners, Bharatiya Vidya„
vol. VI, 2, February, 1946, p. 27.
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Brahmanas of Bengal in the ninth or the tenth century were not deficient in

Vedio knowledge will be clear from the evidence adduced in this paper.

Further, such statements about the dearth of Vedic learning are of little value,

as they have been made also with reference to various places other than

Bengal. Krsijami&ra’s Prabodhacandrodaya, a drama composed in the eleventh

century under the Chandella king Klrtivarmon, refers to the people of the

north and the west including the region of Kuruksetra as devoid of Vedic

learning1
.

It must however be conceded that Jainism had once held a mighty sway

over Suhma and Pupdra in West and North Bengal several centuries before

Christ. The growing influence of this non-Vedic'religion in the country toge-

ther with the sweeping waves of Buddhism in the neighbouring land of Magadha

had retarded the speedy progress of Vedic learning in Bengal in the early period.

The genealogical chronicles (Kulapaiijis) of the Radhiya Br&hmanas indicate

that Adi^ura, said to be a Gauda king of the eighth century, had brought to

his court five Sagnika Brahmanas from Kanauj to guide him in the performance

of certain sacrificial rites2 . Again, genealogical books of the Vaidika

Brahmanas affirm that five Brahmanas of Kanauj, well-versed in the Veda,

came to Bengal in the eleventh century in order to perform the rites of Sakuna

Satra for king Samala Varman of the Varman dynasty of East Bengal. The

Brahmanas claiming descent from these later immigrants still call themselves

PaScattya !»Vaidikas3 . In spite of the obvious anomalies in the narratives of

the genealogical books, the central fact of the stories cannot but be true. But

it will be quite apparent from the various kinds of evidence given below that

there existed in Bengal a considerable number of Brahmanas versed in the

Veda even before the advent of Vedic scholars from Kanauj4
.

The inscriptions of the five copper-plate grants obtained from the village of

Damodarpur in the district of Dinajpur prove that the BrShmanas of Bengal

1Prabodhacandrodaya, 2, 25 (N. S. Press, 2nd ed., p.76)

:

qpsrarr: wrfam: i amnrrfq mv*
i fqqnsnrtartofl qrgryftq: i

It may be mentioned here that the author of the drama was rather inclined to

consider Radha, a place in Bengal, as a safe asylum for the Upanigad : TTfffwWt

qpft ^qfaqfen: aqgrqgrcftfa i

Prabodh. IV, 6, p. 138.

*See R. C. Majumdar, History of Bengal, vol. I (Dacca University, 1943) p. 580ff.

9Jbid. t pp. 203, 582f.

*See R. G. Basak, Epigraphia Indiea, xiii (1916), p. 288.
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used to perform sacrifices even in the times of the Gupta kings (fifth to sixth

century) 1
.

Two Brahmapas are said to have purchased lands from the ruler of Koti-

var^a in t he Pupdravardhana Bhukti for facilitating the performance of their

own Agnihotra (mamagnihotr&ya) and Pancamahayaj fia (mama pa ficamah&yaj fia-

pravartun&ya)*.

Three records found in the district of Faridpur clearly show that Vedic

rites used to be performed and Vedic studies used to be prosecuted in the

V&raka Mapdala during the reigns of Dharmaditya and Gopaoandra in the

sixth century. Candrasvamin, the donee of the first grant belonged to

Bharudv&ja Gotra owing allegiance to the Vajasanoya school of the Yajurveda.

He was versed in the six Vedarigas3
. The donees of the second and the third

grants are described as followers of the Kanva Recension of the Vajasaneya

Yajurveda4
.

The Tipperah Copper-plate Grant of the seventh century informs us

that one Pradosa barman asked for lands from king LokanStha for settling

more than one hundred Brahmipas who had among themselves students of

all the four Vedas (caturvidya)5
. Budhasvamin, the maternal grand-father of

Pradosa barman was an ‘agnyahita’ maintaining the sacrificial fire perpetually

in his home6
.

The facts recorded in these copper-plates definitely prove that Brahmapas

well-versed in the Vedas were available in Bengal long before the emigration

of some Brahmapas from outside as described in the genealogical books.

Caturbhuja, the author of the Haricarita tells us in the colophon of his

poem that his ancestor Svarparckha had received from king Dharmap&la a

village named Karaiija in the Varendra region, which was inhabited by

Brahmapas versed in Sruti, Smrti, Purapa and Kavya7
. Svarparekha’s grand-

son Divakara is described as an ‘acarya’ specially devoted to the Vedas'(traylpara)8
.

It is therefore evident that Vedic scholars were not rare in Varendra during

the reign of the Pala king Dhnrmapala.

•Damodarpur Copper-plate Inscriptions, E. I., xv, p. 129.

*Ibid., pp. 130, 133.

•Grant of tho Time of Dharm&ditya, 1. 19—Indian Antiquary, xxxix, p. 196.

•Second Grant of tho Time of Dharmaditya, 11. 10, 11; Grant of the Time of
Gopacandra, 1. 13

—

Ibid., pp. 200, 204.

•Tipperah Copper-plate Grant of Lokanatha, 1. 24

—

E. I., xv, p. 307.

'Ibid., 1. 18.

hi arafo fiim; u

—Catalogue of Palm-leaf and Selected Paper Manuscript* belonging to the Durbar Library^
Nepal by H. P. Sastri, vol. I, p. 134.

*lbid., p. 135.
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We learn from the Oaruda Pillar inscriptions of Bhatta Guravami6ra that

his ancestor Darbhapani, a minister of king Devap&la of the ninth century,

was deeply versed in the four Vedas1
. Darbha’s grandson KedftramiiSra could, even

in his boyhood, imbibe the contents of the Veda by merely seeing them once

and could recite them verbatim later. 2 The statement in the inscription

possibly suggests that Darbhapa-oi and Kedarami^ra had got the Vedic Mantras

by heart. King Surap&la used to grace the sacrificial sessions (ijya) ofKed&ramtera

by his presence in order to receive the auspicious wat ers on hishead.8 This shows that

Vedic sacrifices were held in Varendra during the reign of Surapaladeva. We are

able to gather from this important stone-pillar inscription that in the ninth

and tenth centuries during the reign of the Pala kings, the ancestors of

GuraVcjniSra were hereditarily experts in the Vedic lore. Guravamifira has

been described also in the Bhigalpur Copper-plate of Nar&yapapala as one

‘who had mastered the Vedas with all the auxiliary sciences’ and ‘who had

performed sacrifices bestowing large bounties’. 4

Narayana’s Chandogaparitistaprakam is a commentary on the Chandoga*

pariH$ta of Katyayana. Only a part of the commentary has been published so

far. Though a treatise on the Smrti ,
it reveals the vast Vedic erudition ofthe author.

In the preface of his commentry Narayaoa has given an account of his ancestors

living in Uttara Radha. Paritosa among them had performed the Soma sacrifice

and was the Veda incarnate, as it were. 5 One of his sons had his mind always

engaged in the performance of vedic rites. 6 These statements prove that Soma

sacrifices used to be performed in Radha and that there was no scarcity of

deeply read Vedic scholars.

*Akshay Kumar Maitreya, Qaudalekhamdld, p. 78. The original expression in

Sanskrit perhaps implies that Guravamifira had the four

Vedas at the tip of his tongue.

tGau4cdekhamdld i p. 74

:

sra W. II

'‘im. snrfsTTT i

'Ibid.

H:

jft q,TRr srom ii

tprOt II

Ohandogaparihffaprakdsa, 61.. 3 (Bibliotheca Indies, p. 2).

«9Wrsf*fTWftjRHT:

—

Ibid. 61. 5, p. 2.
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KrgpSditya of Cabatigr&ma, described in the Bapgad inscription of MahlpSla-

deva in the tenth century, was a follower of the Vajasaneya Yajurveda. 1

In the next century, Khodulla Devakrman, the donee of the Amgachi Grant of

Vigrahapak III, and VateSvara SvamiSarman mentioned in a copper-plate grant

of Madanapala were students of the Kauthuma Recension of the Samaveda.2

It is stated in the Sangli Plate of the Rastrakuta king Govinda IV that the

father of the donee had come from Pundravardhana and had studied

the Vajasaneya Yajurveda.3 Here is an instance of a Vaidika of North Bengal

going to take up his residence in another province in the ninth century A. C.

In the twelfth century, Vaidyadova, the king of Kam irupa donated some

lands to one Somanatha, who had hailed from VarendrI. In the copper-plate

concerned, Somanatha has been called ‘the best of the Srotriyas’ for his acquisi-

tion of Vedic knowledge, performance of sacrifices and other achievements.4

We le im from a copper-plate grant of Bhask iravarman that during the

reign of king Bhutivarm in towards the close of the fifth or the beginning of the

sixth century, a large number of Brahmapas professing allegiance to different

Vedic Sakhas lived in a village now included in the north-eastern part of

Bengal.8 The assertion that there was not a sufficient number of Veda-knowing

Brahmtnas in Bengal before the eighth century can therefore have no basis. It

is probable that Vedic culture had already spread over the whole of Eastern India

by the fifth century A. C., and that the Vaidikas had settled in lands up to

Kamarupa to the east of Bengal. These were the Brahmanas detailed in

Bhaskaravarman’s copper-plate inscription mentioned above. Of these Brah-

matyus, 105 have been described as Vajasaneya, 74 as Bahvrcya, 15 asChandogya,

9 as C&rakya and 2 as Taittirlya. 8 Bhiitivarman, the great-great-grandfather

of Bh&skara had donated lands to these Brahmanas.

Balavarman’s Copper-plate Grant records the fact that Devadhara Bhatta of

the Kapva Vajasaneya school used to officiate with confidence7 in Vedic sacrifices

as an Adhvaryu.

'See Banged Inscription, 11. 47, 48—Oautfalekh . p. 97.

*Amgachi Grant of Vigrahapala III, II. 38, 39

—

E.I., XV, p. 298 ; Manahali Grant,
1. 43

—

Gau<falekh, p. 164.

*Sangli Plate of the R&$$rakuta Govinda IV, 11. 46, 47—Indian Antiquary, xii, p. 257.

« a «« %

*rcn*rr mflfrc sftfau: u— a. 26.

wnftar r* i— a. 27.

Karnauli Grant, Oaudalekhamdld, p. 134

.

*See Padmanath Bhattacharya, Kdmarupafasandvali, p. 9.

•Copper-plate Grant of Bhaskaravarman, 11* 54-126

—

Ibid., pp. 17-26.

Balavarman’s Copper-plate, 61. 27.

—

Ibid. p. 78.
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The First Copper-plate of RatneSvara, a contemporaryof Balavarman, informs
us—“there was in Vamadevapataka, a Brahmapa of the ParSSara Gotra, named
Devadatta, the foremost of the Vajasaneyins of the K&pva Sakha. Having
gained this great Vedio scholar as her devotee, the Vedio Learning felt muoh
gratified.”1 His son Gangadatta was an ‘agnyShita’, maintaining the Grhya fire

in his home.®

Dharm ipala’s First Copper-plate describes the village of Kosafija in Sr&vasti

where sacrifices were performed in such profusion that Kali’s evils could not

enter the village at all.
3 Ramadeva of that village was a formidable scholar of

the Samaveda (samavidam akhandyah).

In the Silimpur Stone-slab Inscription of the eleventh century the village of

Tarkari in Sravasti has been described as a famous home of the Brahmapas
(viditam sthanam punarjanmanam). The Srauta and Grhya rites were frequently

performed there according to the precepts ofthe Vedas and Smrtis. The sacrificial

smoke rising to the sky, already brightened by the glorious acts ofthe villagers, used

to wear the appearance of the black moss floating in the Milky Ocean .
4

Thus, two epigraphio records, found in two different places, describe Sravasti

as famous for Vedic culture .

5

Another copper-plate of Dharmapala mentions the village of Khy&tipali in

Kamarupa, wherefrom sacrificial smoke used to rise to the heavens,® while the whole

village resounded with chantings of the four Vedas .
7

armrar uWf^rt qw' q«n hww it

Ibid., p. 99.

Ibid.

8CTR: qq H^yiPT I

Ibid., p. 165

nrfWT

snsmqwiffffq qT?rt qftfcTfasqTfwr 5th i

swqfrftqfT fasregfrrarm fipnqrr

”

EJ*I» t XUI, p. 200

*R. G. Basak and K. N. Dikshit have placed Sravasti in North Bogra in Bengal (JS.I.9

XIII, p. 287 XXIII, p. 103), while Padmanath Bhattacharya lias made it a part of K&ma-
rupa near the eastern border of Paundra

(Kamarupa&asanavali, p. 160), The identification

of the locality is however disputed. See History of Bengal, vol. I, pp. 579-80.

cr^Rt ^>5* wrw>TWTc|

—

Ibid., p. 174.

Ibid; p. 175*
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R&madevaSarmin ofNorth R&dhi, thedoneeofthe BelavaCopper-plate grant of

Bhojavarman was a student of the K&pva Sakha of the Vajasaneya Yajurveda.
1

The donees of the Belwa Copper-pl ite of Vigrah ipala,® and the Madhainagar

Copper-plate of Laksm ujasena3 were students of the Paippalada Sakha of the

Atharvaveda.

There are hundreds of other records describing scholarly individuals and

testifying to their proficiency in Vedic subjects.

Though these records have spoken of persons adhering to each of the four

Vedas, the followers of the Kanva Sakha of the &ukla Yajurveda and the

Kauthuma fiakha of i ho Samaveda appe ir to h ive formed the majority of the

Br&hmapas of ancient Bengal.

Thus far evidence h is been adduced mainly from epigr.iphic records. It is

not probable th it Brahm u.ias mentioned in these records accquired the appellation

‘vedadhyay in’ merely by recit ing t he Cayatrl as t he Brahmaryis of the present times

do. By a proper ana lysis of t he statement s concerned, we have come to the conclusion

that these appellations hive been used with proper care and consideration.

There is no mention of Vedic studies in the cases of some donees named in the

inscriptions. Ke&ivasena’s Idilpur Copper-plate and Visvarupisena’s Madana-

pada Copper-pl it e give the Co Iras and Pravaras of the donees, but mike no

reference to their proficiency in Vedic subjects .
4 On the other hand, the donee of

Visvarfipasen i’s Sahitya Parisad Copper-plate has been called ‘a student of a

part of t ho Kapva Sakha (ekadeaadhyayin)5
,
while the donee of Damodara’s

Chittagong Plato h is been described merely as a Yajurvedin, there being no

reference to his ever being a student of the Ved i. It m ly further be noted here

that in the description of his ancestors, Guravamisra has referred to the Vedic

scholarship only of his father and gre it-grandf ither, m iking no comment on

the learning of his grandfather and other ancestors .
8 It may therefore be con-

cluded that the persons who actually read the Veda were called ‘Vedadhya-

yins’ in the inscriptions, while those who read only a portion of their own Vedic

§akhas were described as ‘iakhaikadeiadhyayins’. But in the case of those who

had no knowledge of the Vedas, only the Gotras and Pravaras of them wore

mentioned without any reference to their knowledge of the scriptures. The

qualifying appellations applied in the inscriptions to the individuals may there-

fore be taken as representing truth.

'See Inscriptions of Bengal, vol. iii, p. 21, Copper-plate 11. 42-45.

•See Journal of the Asiatic Society, 1951 (Letters), p. 134 ; E.I. XXIX, p. 10.

•See Inscriptions of Bengal, vol. iii, p. 112.

•See Inscriptions of Bengal, vol. iii, pp. 125, 137.

"Ibid., p. 147.

•Qatifalekh., pp. 71-75.
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It hns been truly said that ‘the Vedio culture made a great headway

in Bengal under the patronage of the Varman and the Sena kings.’1 King

Ball&lasena of Bengal has been described in his Adbhutaaagara as one singularly

devoted- to the Vedic path (ved&yunuikapathika). Ho has also been given the

appellation ‘vedayamikadhvaga’ in at least four copper-plates.2 Aniruddha

Bhatta, the guru of Ball&lasena was one of the foremost scholars of his time

in Veda and SmFti (vedarthasmrtisankatliadipurusa).3

If it is true that scholarly Brahm iijas had sometimes been imported

to Bengal from outside, it is also equally true that Brahmaijas of Bengal with

great reputations for their Vedic learning were invited to other places and were

held in high esteem there.

The Cheedivalasa Copper-plate ofthe Kalihga king Devondravarman V dated in

the Gangeyaera 397 (891 A. C.) records several grants of lands to Adilya Bhatta

and others, who are described as scholars from Bengal. 4

The Gaonry Copper-plates of Vakp.ati Munja (10th century) give us the informa-

tion that learned Brahm inas from different part s of India hadmigrated toMaIwa and

received donations at the hands of the Paramara prince Vakpati MrnTja. Some

of the donees from Bengal are stated to have been specially proficient in the Vedio

lore, a large m vjority of them being Sam ivedins.5

Visvesvara Sambhu, a Vedic scholar of groat repute born at Purvagrama in

Daksioa Radhi, has been mentioned in the Malkapuram Stone-pillar Inscription of

the Kakatiya queen Rudramba. 6 Visve^vara was profusely honoured by the

royal families of the Kakatiya and the Kalacuri lines. He is said to have founded

near Jabalpur a great educational institution named ViAveSvnra Golakl. Here

also Vifive^vara showed his devotion to the Veda by appointing along with others

three Professors for the three Vedas—Rk, Saman and Yajus.

'History of Bengal, vol. i, p. 397,

2See Anulia, Govindapur, Tapandlghi and $aktipur Copper-plates of Lak§manasena.

2See Danasagara, §1. 4 :

qrcHft nsrf«r i

‘See Journal of the Andhra Historical Research Society , vol. ii, pp. 150, 152.

*K. N. Dikshit in describing the copper-plates says in the E . l,,aadiijp. 103: “In

several instances the donees seem to have migrated all the way from Bengal, which thus

appears as a country where Brahmanas studying different Vedas were flourishing”.

• Journal of the Andhra Historical Research Society , vol. iv, pp. 158-162. See also

History of Bengal . vol. i, p. 884. Names of many other Brahmanas who migrated from

Bengal are found in various epigraphic records. But their achievements in respect of Vedio

studies are not clearly recorded therein.
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These sons of Bengil, who were honoured in other parts of India for their

proficiency in the Veda cm cert tinly be regarded as convincing testimony to

Bengal’s attainments in the Vedic field. Butthe VedicBhdsyas produced in ancient

Bengil are the living proofs in this regard .
1 Some of these Bha^yas had been

written here long before Sayapacarya did compose his famous Vedic commentaries

in the South.

In the past, Bengal had, no doubt, her days of glory in the field of Vedio

studies. But signs of a serious decline in such studies in the later days are clearly

noticeable. The onrush of the Bhakti movement or the distraction caused by the

ardour for the newly found Navya Nyaya miy h ive contributed to this decline.

Actually, an anonymous stanza found on the cover of a Nyaya manuscript gives

a hint to that effect .
2 The stanza expresslynames ‘fSiromapimata’ and ‘Avadhuta’

as the two factors instrumental for the disappearance of Vedic studies (vedavSda).

‘$iromaiji-mata’ points to the contributions of Raghunatha Siromoni, whose

genious is credited with having raised the status of Navya Nyaya very high

among the Bengali scholars of the fifteenth century. The word ‘Avadhuta’

stands for the great Nityananda, who made the devotional Vaispavism specially

attractive to the people of Bengal.

’Three of these works have been described elsewhere. See D. Bhattacharyya, Our

Heritage, vol. i, pt. 2 ; vol. ii, pts. 1 and 2.

*See Dinesohandra Bhattadharya, Vange Navya Nyaya Carca, p. 103.

get

farn n?r. it



THE SOURCES OF DHARMA

Part III

By R. C. Hazra

The word ‘Smrti’, literally meaning ‘memory’ or ‘recollection’, came in the

remote past to be applied in relation to Dharma technically to moan those

individual traditions about the various acts of Dharma which were carried in

memory by the orthodox Vedic scholars and t ransmitted by them to the succeed*

ing generations. It was due to this use of the word that Sahara, Kumarila

and other Mimamsakas cited particular acts of Dharma as instances of ‘Smrti’,

viz., the complete covering of the Udumbara-post by means of a piece of cloth,

the observance of celibacy for forty-eight years for the study of the Veda, the

priests’ taking food at the house of the saorificer after ho purchased Soma

plants (for the Soma sacrifice), the Adhvaryu priest’s taking of the cloth worn

by the sacrifice!1 at the Vaisarjaniya Homa, the same priest’s taking of the cloth

with which the sacrificial post was covered, and so on1
. That the same use of

this word was equally prevalent in later days is shown by many of the oommen*

tutors and Nibandha-writers, of whom Sridatta Upadhyaya quotes on one

occasion verses from the works of Manu, Yama and Devala to show the conflict

of views between the first and the last two writers on a certain practice and

says that the views of both Yama and Devala are to be set aside on the authority

of Brhaspati who prescribes the rejection of a Smrti that goes against Manu’s

provision2 . The word ‘Smrti’ was also used to mean the above-mentioned

traditions generally. For instance, the Kaufdaki-grhya-sidra (alias Sdnkhd-

yana-grhya-sutra) mentions ‘the Smrti of those who are thoroughly conversant

with tradition (agama)’ 3
, and in the Taittiriya-drai),yaka ‘Smrti’ has been

said to be one of the four means of knowledge of the Solar orb4
.

tVee, for instance, Sahara, Kumarila and othern’ comments on Purva-inlmarfisa-eutra
i. 3. 3-4.

'‘See Acaradarsa (printed and published by the Surya-prabh&kara Press, Banaras,
Samvat 1939), p. 1

—

‘manuh

—

mutroccara-samutsargarp diva kuryad udan-mukhah/
dak§in-ahliimukho ratrau samdhyayofi ca yatha div&//

evarp mamma sarva-kAla-vyapi-mukha-niyama-vidhanat
pratyan-tnukhas tu purvahne eayahne pran-rnukhun tatha

/

udan-mukhas tu madhy&hne niSayaip dakjina-mukhah//
iti yama-vacanatp

sadaiv-odah-mukhah pratah sayahne dakjina-mukhab
iti devala-vacanam ca n&dartavyam,

monv-artha-viparlta ya smftih sa na praAasyate
iti brhaapati-vacanat /

/

See also VijnSneAvara and others’ comments on Ydjfknxdkya-smfti 2. 21 (smrtyor
virodhe nyayas tu, etc.).

‘Kaueitaki-grhya-autra (ed. Ratna-gopaia Bha((a, Banaras Sanskrit Series, No. 145,
Banarae, 1908), vi. 6. 16

—

. . .
.
yath-agama-prajfta-firuti-amfti-vibhavat /

4Taittirtya-aranyaka (ed. Anaadttrama Press, Poona), i. 2. 1

—

5
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From the literal meaning of the word ‘Smrti’ and from the recognition of

both the Veda and the Smrti as sources of Dharma by all the Smritikaras and

Mim&msakas from early times it appears that originally this word was applied

to mean only those time-honoured traditions of Dharma for which no basic

texts could be found in the Vedas. With the separation and settlement of many
of the Vedic schools in widely distant parts of India and with the growing

unpopularity of Vedic studies with the progress of time there was a gradual

increase in the ignorance6 of the people about the relevant Vedic texts which

formed the basis of their Dharma. Consequently, they were compelled to depend,

for the validity of their own duties, rites and customs, more and more on the

recollection (smrti) of reliablo Vedic scholars belonging to such families as were

noted for hereditary study and knowledge of the Vedas and performance of acts

prescribed by these works. Thus, coining to bo used to mean also those acts of

Dharma for which thero wore corresponding Vedic texts, the word ‘Smrti’ had a

wider application and covered all traditions of Dharma, no matter whether the

corresponding basic texts of the Vedas could be found or not.

Even as early as in the days of Gautama8
, if not earlier, the word ‘Smrti’

came to be used to mean also a distinct class of works recording a mass of the

above-mentioned traditions, and this is shown by Gautama’s recognition of

‘Smrti’ as one of the secondary sources of Dharma and his mention of the

‘Dharmasastras’ among the works to be used by kings in administering justice7 .

There is an aphorism, very often ascribed to ‘Sankha-and-Likhita’ and rarely

to Gautama (but not found in the present Gautnma-dharma-sutra
) ,

in which

‘Smrti’ has been expressly said to be the same as the ‘Dharma-sastras
’8

; and we

8mj*tih prat.yak$am aitihyam anumunog catu$tayam
/

otair ikiitya-raandalain sarvair ©va vidhasyate //

“Tradition, Perception, Legendary Account, and Inference—(these are) the fourfold (proofs),

and with all these the orb of the Sun will be known.*

*

According to Sayanacarya the word ‘Sraj*ti* means ‘the works of Manu and others
which are based on the $ruti (texts) to be presumed’ (sinrtir enumeya-Aruti-mCilain manv-
S,di*6astram), ‘Pratyak$a* means ‘the Vedic texts to be perceived by all people through the
ear* (pratyak^aip sarva-puru^anam drolroiia grahyarp veda-vakyam ca), ‘Aitihya* means
‘Itihasa, Purana, Muhabharata, Brailmaims, etc.’ (aitihyam itihasa-purana-mahabharata-
brahman -aidikam), and ‘Anumanu’ is ‘the practice of &i§tos* (anumanah si$tacarah).

ftIt related not only to the different rocensions of the Vedas but also to the right

interpretation of their texts.

‘According to P. V. Kane, Gautama, the author of the famous Dharma-sutra connected
with his name, ‘cannot bo placed later than the period between 600-400 B. C.—Kane,
History of Dharmaddstra, I, p. 19.

7See Cauiama-dharma-sutra (AnandaSrama Press ed.) 1. 2, and II. 19 (tasya ca
vyavaharo vedo dharma-gastrany arigany upavedah puranam).

8 “ smptir dharma-6astrani, te$am pranetaro manu-vi$nu-yama-dak$-ahgiro-’fcri-brha>p.tty«

u£ana-apa8tamba-vasi$tha”katyayana-para6ara-vy&sa-6ahkha-likhita-saipvarta-gautannv!?aia-
tupa-harlta-yajnavalkya-pracetas-adayah //**

—

Quoted as from ‘Sankha-and-Likhita’ (Sahkha-likhitau) in Lak$ryndhara*s Kflya-fr.ilya-
taru , I, p. 23, Hemadri’s Caturvarga-cintd?nan

i

(ed. Bibl. Ind., Calcutta), II (Dana-khaiida),

Part 1, p. 18 (v.l. ‘smrtayah* for ‘smrtih’), Can<Je6vara*s Kftya-ratndkara
, p. 28, Mitramisra’s

Vframitrodaya, Paribha$a-praka6a, p. 16, and so on, but ascribed to ‘Gautama* in Apararka’s
commentary (on Yajhdralkya-smTti 1 . 4-5), p. 7. Apararka changes the order of the names,
includes ‘Atreya’, omitting ‘Yama’, *Vasi§tha* and ‘Harlta’, and reads ‘Pracetas* for

‘Pracetasa*.

Only the list of the name* (which follows that of Apar&rka very much) has been given
as from ‘&ahkha* in Devanabhat$a*8 Smrti<andrikd (Mysore ed.), I (Samskara-kanda), p. 2.
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have already seen that Manu also bears the same opinion8 . This new use of the

word is important in that it not only points to the nature of the works known

as ‘Smrti’ in those days but also suggests a much earlier beginning of the

Dharma&astra literature. As a matter of fact, Gautama’s use of the word

‘DharmaSastra’ in the plural number10 and his frequent references, made

indefinitely or anonymously on all occasions but one11
, to tho opinions of other

Smrti-writers on different points of Dharma, show definitely that he was prece-

ded by great literary activity in the sphere of DharmaSastra. Although, for

extreme paucity of information, it is now impossible to say definitely when and

under what circumstances formal treatises on Dharma began to be composed,

it can hardly be doubted that tho Smrti literature, as we have it now, had its

beginning much earlier than 600 B. C. and that it was connected, in its origin,

with the different Vedic schools then situated in different parts of India. The

comparatively early Dharma-sutras, now extant, amply testify to their affilia-

tion with particular Vedas ; and even as late as in the eighth century A. D.

Kumarila-bhatta found particular Dharma-sutras to be studied in particular

Vedio schools, as he said : “Barring tho Purapas, the Smrti of Manu, and the

Itihasa, all other Smrti works, such as those of Gautama, Vasistha, Sankha-

Likhita, Harlta, Apastamba, Baudhayana and others, as also the works on

Grhya (rites), are each seen to bo studied exclusively in distinct Vedic schools

(caraija), exactly like tho Prati^akhyas. For instance, the (Sutra) works of

Gautama and Gobhila are accepted (i. e., studied) by the Chandogas only ; that

of Vasistha by the Bahvrcas (Rg-vedins) only ; that of Sahkha and Likhita by

the Vajasaneyins ;
and those of Apastamba and Baudhayana by the

Taittiriyas” 12
. It is true that at present some of the Sutra-carapas are not

found to possess Dharma-sutras of their own, but this may bo due to the fact

that the Dharma-sutras of these schools have not come down to us for some

reason or other, or, more probably, that the peculiar features of these schools

were not considered sufficient to necessitate the composition of independent

•Tho relevant verse of Manu is Manu-emrti 2. 10 (6rutis tu vedo vijileyo dharma-Sastrain
tu vai sinrtih), which has been quoted in Part II of tho present essay.

‘•For the relevant Sutra of Gautama soo foot-note 7 on page 2 ante.

“Gautama's references to other authorities in his Dharma-sutru are as follows :

‘Apartun’

—

Gautama-riharrna-svtra 19. 0.

‘Acaryah’

—

Ibid., 3. 35 ; 4. 18.

*Ahuh’

—

Ibid., 19. 4.

‘Eke’—Ibid., 1. 19, 42 ; 2. 16, 40, 56 ; 3. I, 18 ; 4. 13, 17 ; 0. 0 ,• 7. 23 j 10. 25, 45, 53,

07 ; 11. 10 ; 12. 27 ; 13. 12 ; 14. 3, 30, 33 ; 16. 11, 20, 31 ; 10. 14, 39, 45 ; 18. 7, 19, 23 ;

21. 0, 8, 14 ; 23. 13, 29 ; 24. 4.

‘Eke§am’

—

Ibid., 10. 27 ; 27. 14 ;
28. 17, 24, 38.

‘Sarve’

—

-Ibid., 10. 41.

It is only Menu who has been referred to by name in Gauiama-dharma-sulra 21. 7 (trlpi

prathamuny anirdeSyani manuh). But the AnandiUrama Press edition wrongly reads ‘anu*

(for ‘manuh), and Haradatta, who accepts this reading, takes it to mean ‘anukrantani’.

The Manv-t'mrti,
reforred to by Gautama, must be the earlier one, on which the present

text of Manu was based.

“purana-munav-etihasa-vyatirikta-gautama-vaeijtha-Sahkha-likhita-h&rlt-fipastamba-bau-
dhayan-adi-pranlta-dharma-fiastranam grhya-granthanarp ca pratifiakhya-lak§apavat prati-

caranaip patha-vyavasth-opalabhyate / tad yatha gautaiplya-gobhillye chandogair eva ca

E
arigrhlte /

’ vani$thaip bahv-pcair eva, SaAkha-likhit-oktaip ca vajaeaneyibhife / apastamba-
audhayaniye taittiriyair eva pratipanne /

Tantra-vdrttika, I, pp. 243-4.
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Dharma-manuals for them. Kum5rila-bhatta says that as all the Dharma-

sutras give instructions about (the duties of) the castes and stages (of life) and

the Dharmas are mostly uniform, the mutual agreement between the Dharma-

sutras is quite proper13
. However, being originally meant for the use of the

members of one or more Vedic schools, the Dharma-sutras had rather a limited

scope and a comparatively small number of social and other problems to deal

with. Yet they contain numerous references to the difference of opinion among

ancient authorities as regards particular points of law or custom14
. In Yaska’s

Nirukta (3. 3-6) we find mention of heated controversies among ancient teachers

on various questions of inheritance
;
and, besides referring to others’ opinions

anonymously on a large number < f occasions, Baudhayana names seven Smrti-

writere (viz., Aupajahghani, Gan' ima, Harlta, Kafyapa, Katya, Maudgalya and

Prajapati), Vasistha names five (viz., Gautama, Harlta, Manu, Prajapati and

Yama), and Apastamba names as many as eleven (viz., Eka, Harlta, Kanva,

Kanva, Kautsa, Kunika, Kutsa, Prajapati, Puskarasadi, Svetaketu and

Varsyayapi). From all these names and references it is evident that a fairly

extensive Smrti literature had come into existenco even by the time of compila-

tion of the Apastamba-dharma-sutra
; but it is remarkable that in none of the

extant Dharma-sutras there is any list of the names of reliable Smrti-writers

like those contained in the works of Yajhavalkya, Pnrasara and others, nor has

any indication been given in them for discriminating between the Smrti works

as sourc ‘s of Dharma or rejecting any of them for its unauthorised statements.

This shows that, i i spite of remarkable difference of opinion between the ancient

law-givors on various points of law and custom, no necessity was felt by them

to reject any Smrti work as a wholo. This attitude of respect, borne by the

anci nt writers on Dharma towards the Smrti works, was due most probably to

the f icts that these w,wks were meant principally, if not absolutely, for the mem-

bers of the different Vedic .-.eliools who cherished very high regard for their ancient

rites and customs and tried to follow them with the utmost fidelity, and that they

recognised as sources of Dharma the Vedas and also the tr ulitions and practices

of only those (Brahmin) members of the Aryan society who studied and learnt

the Vedas and assiduously performed from generation to generation the acts

prescribed by these works. However, their strict adherence to the Vedas

allowed them little scope for introducing remarkable innovations in Dharma,

although there was difference of opinion on various points of law and custom.

We have already said how during the few centuries following the ages of

Baudhayana and Apastamba the social, religious and political life of the Hindus

lsyat tv itara-smrtinam prayena sariipyat iti / tad ucyato / sarva-

dharma-sutran&ip varn&§ramopade£itvad dharmanam caikarupatvat paranpara-sarpvaditvaip

yuktam /

—

Tantra-varttika
, I, p. 285.

^Besides referring to the divergent opinions of other Smrti-writers (for which see

foot-note 8 on page 2 ante), the Qautama-dharma-siUra (I. 6—tulya-bala-virodhe vikalpah)

clearly refers to the conflict of views of ancient authorities on Dharma and prescribes that in

case of conflict between authorities of equal force, either may be followed at pleasure.

It is to be noted that in referring to the divergent views of the different authorities on
Dharma Gautama, Baudhayana, Apastamba and others do not say that these varying
prescriptions were meant for people of different Yugas.
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waa affected very seriously by repeated inroads of oasteless foreigners as well as

by the spread and popularity of Buddhism, Jainism and other heresies and the

systems of the Br&hmas (i.e., BrahmS-worshippers), P&flcar&tras, P&4upatas,

Samkhyas, Yogins and others. During this period it was the spirit of compro-

mise, and not that of negation, which was most needed for the life and vigour of

the Hindu society ; and the hard task of bringing about religious syncretism waa

undertaken in all earnestness by the Purapas and the MahaJ>harala. But in

spite of their high idealism in admitting the sources of, and authorities on,

Dharma, their deep regard for the Vedas, and their great reluctance to admit of

any remarkable change in their outlook as regards Dharma, the Smrti-writers

could not keep their eyes completely closed to the hard realities which con-

fronted them and their society. They deemed it necessary to modify and

liberalise their views as regards Dharma and made concessions more or less

with an eye to their human tendencies which had so long been sacrificed to their

strict idealism. We have already seen that Manu gave full recognition to as

many as four sources of Dharma and thus made a remarkable advance over his

predecessors, although he claimed to be a faithful follower of the Vedas 15
.

From the statement of the Manu-smrti that after compiling the (original

Dharma-) &astra Brahma himself taught it to Manu, who, in his turn, taught it

to Bhrgu, Marici and other sages18
, it appears that the Smrti works

of Marici and some other sages, (and evidently not those of Gautama,

Baudhayana, Apastamba, and other Sfitra-writers17 ), which were thus taken to

h ive been derived from the Mdnava-dh arm.a-4d.stra, generally followed the views

of Manu and had no serious difference of opinion with him. But the Manu-

smrti itself, though not giving any list of reliable Smrti works, testifies

to the fact that besides the extra-Vedic Smrtis, which it denounces as wholly

unauthoritative and unreliable, there grew up a number of other Smrti

works W'hich, though claiming to be based on the Vedas, were to be rejected

as useless for correct knowledge of Dharma. The relevant verse of the Manu-

smrti (12.95) runs as follows:

ya veda-bahyah smrtayo yas ca ka.8 ca ku-dratayah /

sarvas ta nisphalah pretya tamo-nistha hi t&h smrtah //

“Those Smrtis which are outside (the pale of) the Veda, and those (others) in

l*Manu-8mrti 2. 7

—

yah ka6cit kaayacid dharmo manuna pariklrtitah
/

mi sarvo ’bhihito vede sarva-jnanamayo hi gah //
“Ibid., 1. 58

—

idam Sastram tu krtv-asau mam eva svayam aditah /

vidhivad grahayamasa marlcy-fidhpe tv ahaip inuixln //
17It is to be noted that Gaubama and Apastamba have been enjoying wide reputation as

authorities on Dharma from very early times, and this ig amply testified to by the Smrti-
writers as well as the Mlmamsakas including Kumarila. Yet the Manusmfti names Marici,

who is mentioned neither in any of the extant Dharma-sutras nor in the lists of Smrti-writers
given by Yajnavalkya, Para&ara, 6ahkha-Likhita, Yama, Paithlnasi, Ahgiras and many others.

For these lists see Ydjfiavalkya-smrti, 1. 4-5, Para&ara-amrti 1. 12-15, Krtya-kalpataru, I, p. 23,
Smrti-candrika , I, pp. 1-2, Madhavacarya’s commentary on the Pard&ara-smrti, ed. V. S.

Isl&mpurkar, Bombay, Vol. I, Part 1, p. 108, Kfiya-ratndkara, pp. 28-29, Nity&cara-pradipa
of Narasimha Vajapeyin, ed. Bibl. Ind., Calcutta, I, p. 20, Vlramitrodaya, Paribh&$&-
praka&a, pp. 15-18, and so on.
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which there is bad vision (or knowledge, of their authors), are all useless

after death, because they have been declared as based entirely on ignorance.”

In this verse the reading ‘smrtayah’ is given by Kulluka-bhatta and Ram-candra

who comment on the Manu-amiii, as well as by Kumarila-bhatta and Govinda-

sv&rain, who quote this verse in Tantra-vdrttika, I, p.196 and the commentary

on Bandhayana-dharma sutra ii. 9. 12 respectively; but Medhatithi, Sarva-

jfianar&yana, Laksraldhara (in Krtya-lcalpataru, I, p. 262) and Apararka (in

his commentary, p. 14) read ‘Srutayah’ in its place. That the reading

‘iSrutayah’ cannot bo the right one, is shown by the facts that

the Smrtikaras and th) Mimaqisikas use the word ‘Sruti’ exclusively

to mean the ‘Veda’, that Manu expressly says that ‘Sruti’ is the same as the

‘Veda’ 1
', and that, as we shall see hereinafter, Medhatithi himself uses the word

‘Smrti’ (and not ‘Sruti’) to mean the literatures of the Sakyas, Bhojakas,

Ksapanakas and others who are said to be outside the pale of the Vedas

(bahyah). Kumarila, Jayanta-bhatta (author of the Nydya-manjari), and others

also use one or more of the terms ‘Smrti’, ‘Agama’ (i.e., Tantra) and ‘Sastra’ to

mean extra-Vedic scriptures of the Baudhhas, Jainas, Samkhyas, Pancaratras,

P&supatas, Saivas and others19
.

According to Medhatithi the word ‘ku-drstayah’ in the above-mentioned

verse of Manu is a Tatpurusa compound moaning ‘the philosophical systems

based on wrong reasonings, such as the proving of the Veda being the work of

a personal author, the rejecting of Apurva, deities, etc., and so on’20
; following

Medhatithi Kulluka-bhatta takes it to mean ’the anti-Vedic philosophical systems

of the Carvakas which are based on bad reasonings and consist in the rejection

of deities, Apurva, etc.21
;

Laksmidhara means by it the philosophical treatises

of the Bauddhas and others22 ;
and Kumarila-bhatta understands by it the

extra-Vedic (trayl-bahya) scriptures of Pakhapdins (heretics), Vikarmasthas

(habitual doers of unlawful acts), and Haitukas (sceptics)23
,
who are the same

as the Sakyas (Buddhists), etc. Others’ interpretations of this word, though

18 Manu -smrti 2. 10—Srutin tu vedo vijneyah, otc.
19See, for instance, Tantra-vdrttika (on Pur t'a -minidtfisd -sutra i, 3. 4), I, pp. 186 ff. ;

JayeLnUx-hhattiiH Nydya-manjari (ed. Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series, Banaras, 1936), pp. 239 ff. ;

MitramiHra’tt VrramUrodaya , Paribha§a-prako&a, pp. 20 ff.

aoku-dr$(,ayah asat - 1arka-dar&anani
/ veda-kartuli sadhanam apurva-devat-adi-nira-

karanam evam-adyah ku-dr$tayah /—Medhatithi’s commentary on Manu-smfti 12. 95.
2lyani casat-tarka-niiilani dovat*apurv*adi-nirakaran-atmakani veda-viruddhani carvaka-

dar&antini /—Kulluka-bhatta’a commentary on Manu-smfti 12. 95.
2-Krtya-kalpataru, I, p. 262—ku-dj*§tayah ku-dar&anani bauddh-adi-Saatrani.
83 Tantra-vdrttika (on Purva-tnimarji$d-&utra i. 3. 4), I, pp. 195-6

—

&akyadaya£ ca sarvatra kurvana dharma-de6anam /

hetu-jala-vinirmuktam na kadacana kurvate //

eta eva ca te ye$am van-matren-api narcanam
/

pakhandino vikarmastha haituka4 caita eva hi
/ /

etadlya grantha eva ca manv-adibhib pariharyatven-oktah /

ya veda-bahyah gmrtayo ya6 ca ka6cit ku-dr$tayah
/

sarvas ta ni$phalah proktas tamo-ni^ha hi tali smytah //

tasmad dharmarn prati trayl-bahyam evam-jatiyakam pramanyen-anapek§yaip
syad iti Biddham //

According to Kulluka-bhatta, Sarva)aanarayana, Raghavananda and others, the Sakyas,
Bhiksukas, Ksapanakas and others are Pakhandins (see Kulluka-bhatt^ and others’ comments
on Manu-smfti 4. 30).
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differing in some cases**, equally relate to the extra-Vedio or anti-Vedio works
or ideas. It is to be noted that Medhatithi takes the expression 'veda-b&hy&h

Srutayah’ (extra-Vedic Srutis) to mean ‘such anti-Vedio and non-Vedio declara-

tions as “Heaven is attained by bow ing down to Caityas” and the like, which

are well-known as the doctrines of the Nirgranthas, Sobhas (?) and others’

;

according to Laksmldhara, it is ‘directive of such acts as bowing down to

Caityas’26 ; and Kulluka-bhatta explains the words ‘veda-bShyftli smrtayah’

saying that ‘the Srnrtis that are not based on the Vedas, are such statements

of visible purpose as “Heaven is attained by bowing down to Caityas” and the

like’27 . It is needless to refer to others’ interpretations. All these show that

in spite of Medhatithi and others’ difference of opinion as regards the reading

the word ‘smrtayah’ and their interpretation of ‘drstayah’ (in ‘ku-drs(ayalj’)

to mean, in most cases, the ‘philosophical systems’ (darAanani), thoy cite

instances which clearly show that they practically make no distinction in

meaning between ‘srutayah’ and ‘smrtayah’ but take both the expressions

‘veda-bahyah smrtayah (or Srutayah)’ and ‘ku-drstayah’ to mean the literatures

of only those who are outside the pale of the Vedas. As a mattter of fact,

Madhusudana SarasvatT includes the Carvakas (cited by Kulluka-bhatta)

among the ‘Veda-bahyas’28
;

and Medhatithi mentions Siikyas, Bhojakas,

Ksapaiiakas, Nirgranthas, Anarthavadas, Pancaratrikas, Pahipatas and others

in the same capacity, saying : “Nor is it right to assort that ‘the Smrti-and-

Sila of persons versed in the Veda is also merely referred to for the purpose

of pointing out the unauthoritativo character of the heterodox Srnrtis (bahya-

smrtinam)’
; because the unauthoritativo character of those latter is already

well established by reasoning. For such heterodox people as the Sakyas,

Bhojakas, Ksapanakas and the rest, there is no possibility of any knowledge

of the Veda, by virtue of which they might be regarded as authoritative on

matters treated of in their Srnrtis ; because in the first place they do not admit

any connection with the Veda ; secondly, they openly declare that the Veda is

not authoritative
;

thirdly, they contain teachings directly opposed to the

Veda ;
and lastly, these Srnrtis clearly prohibit the study of the Veda. If

Buddha and others had been students of the Veda, then alone could there be

any question as to whether or not their Srnrtis are based upon the Veda.

When however, as a matter of fact, any connection with the Veda is not even

remotely possible, how could there be any possibility of these being based upon

the Veda ? On the contrary, these writers themselves put forward an entirely

24For instance, Sarvajrianarayana take^ the word ‘ku-dr^ayaf to moan Inference
(anumana) and other mode# of proof, which, being anti-Vedic, are false ; and according to
Raghavananda it means the Buddhists and others’ knowledge about self arising out of
Inference (anumana).

2&atha veda-bahya veda-viruddha aveda-mulah 6rutayo grantha- <«aipdj*bdhe$ii nodan££
*cai tya-vandanena svargo bhavati’ ity-adyah nirgrantha-^obhadi-siddhftntal? prasiddh&b.

uveda-bahyah 6rutayah caitya-vandan-adi-nodikah.

—

Kftya-kalpataru, I, p. 262.
27yah smytayo veda-mula na bhavanti dr$tartha-vakyani ‘caitya-vandanat svargo

bhavati’ ity-adini.
28Prasthana-bheda (ed. Van! Vilasa Press, Srirangam, 1912), p. 2—

evam saugatanam prasthana-catu$tayam
/

tatha dehatma-viiden-aikam prasth&narp
cdrvdkandm /

evam d©hatirikta-deha-parim&n-atma-vadena dvitlyarp prasthanam digamba*
ranam /

evarp militva nastikanam §at prasthanani
/

tani kasraan nocyante / satyam /

veda-bdhyatvat te$am ralecchadi-prasth&navat paramparay-api puro$*arth-anupayogitvaa
upek^aniyatvam ova /
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different basis (for their codes) in the form of tradition handed down through

a series (of several Buddhas), as for example, in the following words : ‘With

my divine eyes I perceive the good and bad conditions of Bhiksus*. Exactly

in the same manner, all such heterodox people (bahyah) as the Bhojakas,

P&ficar&trikas, Nirgranthas, Anarthav&das, Pa^upatas and the rest hold that

their scriptures are the works of gifted personalities* particular deities, capable

of directly perceiving the subjects dealt with by them
;
and they do not admit

that Dharma has its source in the Veda
;

in fact their scriptures contain

teachings directly opposed to the Veda
;

e.g., some of these people, holding that

death frees the living beings from the troubles of living, hold all killing to be

meritorious ; So that there is distinct disagreement

(between the Veda and the said heterodox scriptures)"29
. We have already

seen that according to Kumarila-bhatta also the word ‘ku-drstayah’ means the

extra-Vedie scriptures of the Bauddhas and others. It is remarkable that

by the word ‘dratayah’ (in ‘ku-drstayah’) most of the above-mentioned autho-

rities understand the ‘philosophical systems’, though without sufficient reason30 ,

and none of them takes into account those Smrti works which, though pro-

fessing to be rooted in the Vedas, were not based on a correct interpretation

of the Vedic texts due to their authors’ want of proper insight into the meanings

of the Vedas. So, we should take the line

‘ya veda-bahyah sxnrtayo yas ca kas ca ku-drstayah’

to mean two kinds of Smrti works, viz., (1)
cveda-bahyah smrtayah’ (the extra-

Vedic Smrtis) and (2) ‘ku-drstayah31 smrtayah' (i.e., those Smitis which, though

not being extra-Vedie, suffered from a lack of right vision or knowledge of their

authors as regards the correct meanings of the Vedic texts on which these Smitis

were based). Manu’s mention of the prevalence ef extra-Vedie Smrti wrorks in

his days and his recognition of the practices of Sadhus as w'ell as of self-satis-

faction (atraanas tustih) as sources of Dharma, indicate that besides the two

extreme kinds of Smrt is, viz., the extra-Vedie ones and those based on Vedas,

there were others w'hich, though claiming to have their basis in the Vedas, were

influenced very much by popular ideas and practices and were consequently

rejected by Manu as ‘ku-drstayah’. We have already seen how Manu was an

ardent follower of the Vedas32 and urged learned men to engage themselves in

their own duties by resting upon the authority of Sruti33 . So, it was not at all

aoModhatithi’s commentary (on Manu -smrti 2. 6), I, pp. 56-57.
,0We mint not overlook the fact that the ‘philosophical systems' (dar&mani) have nothing

to do with the sources of Dharma or the places of its occurrence (sthanani

—

Ydjhavalkya-
smrti 1. 3) and are consequently irrelevant here.

8lWe take the word ‘ku-dr$tayah* to bo a Bahuvrlhi compound and analyse it thus :

kutsitah (ninditah) df$tayah yasu tah (smrtayah).
8

8

About the basis of the Dharma described by Manu, the Manu-smrti (2. 7) £>a3
T8 :

“yah kadcit kasyacid dharmo manuna parikirtitah
/

sa sarvo ’bhihito vede sarva-jnanamayo hi sah //**

Bfhaapati also says :

“ved-arth-opanibandhatvat pramftnyam tu manoh smrtam /

manv-artha-viparita tu ya snaftih sa na 6asyate //*’

This verso of Bphaspati has boen quoted in Krtya-kalpataru, I, p. 42, Smrti-candrikd, I,

p. 17 (v. 1. ‘vednd upanibaddhatvat pradhanyam tu, etc.*), Viramitrodaya, Paribha$a-
prak££a, p. 27 (v. 1. ‘pradhanyam*), and so on.

88Manu-stnrti 2. 8—Srati-pramanyato vidvan sva-dharme niviSeta vai.
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unnatural for him to reject those Smrti works which, in his opinion, were not

based on the Vedas.

Manu’s eloquent advocacy for the Vedas and his rejection of the above*

mentioned Smitis as sinful and perfectly useless for the life beyond, could not

bring about the extinction of those Smrti works which claimed to be based on the

Vedas but recorded views considered by Manu to be non-Vedic. Manu’s age was

followed by one of great religious struggle, which wras marked by zealous

activity not only among the various ‘extra -Vedic’ sects (including the Paftca*

ratras, Pasupatas, etc.) but also among the followers of the composite Dharma

advocated by the present Puranas and the Mahdbhlrata . This latter class of

people, as well as the followers of those Smrtis of the Vedic fold which were

stamped out by Manu as totally unacceptable, must havo found great encourage-

ment in Manu’s w ider outlook in recognising the sources of Dharma as stated

in Part II of the present essay. As a matter of fact, the works of the post-Manu

Smrti-writers show clearly that, like the authors of the present Puranas and the

MahabMrata ,
these Smrti-wTitcrs also wore more or less progressive in their

views and literary activity and tried in their own way to establish the

Varna^rama-dharma and the authority of the Vedas among the people. Thus,

flourishing a fewr centuries after Manu and making remarkable advance over him

in the matter of recognition of the sources of Dharma, Yajnavalkya said :

“srutih31 smrtih sadacarah svasya ca priyam atmanah /

samyak-sarpkalpajah kamo dharma-mulam idani smrtam //

( Yajnavalkya-smrli 1.1).

“$ruti, Smrti, practice of good men, and what is agreeable to (one’s) own self,

(and also) the desire arising from complete (i.e., unswerving) determination

—

(all) this is (traditionally) remembered as the source of Dharma.”

It is to be noted that in making this statement Yajnavalkya made no distinc-

tion between the Sistas and the Sadhus35 but took all of them together to form

one respectable class whose practice was to be regarded as a source of Dharma

without any discrimination. He also added one more source, viz., desire arising

from complete (or unswerving) determination (sarayak-samkalpajah kamah).

His mention of the ‘Purana’ as distinct from the ‘Dharma-6astra’ and as one of

the fourteen places of occurrence of Dharma (dharmasya sthanani)36 indicates

that his main intention for recording this additional source of Dharma was to give

recognition to those Puragic rites and customs which the followers of the Vedas

felt a strong desire to perform without any feeling of hesitation. We have

already seen that in early times the Paricaratras, Pasupatas and other extra-

84For ‘sSrutih* Vi.4varupa roads 'vedah* (boo T. Ganapati S&stri’s edition with Vi6varupa*s
commentary). According to Apararka the first half of this line reads ‘druti-siDyti-

sadacarah’.
35We havo already said that the $i$$a3 are those (Brahmins) who are well-versed in the

Vedas and assiduously perform the acts prescribed by these works, whereas the S&dhu# are
such persons as lack knowledge of the Vedas but are faultless in respect of character, conduct,,

attainments and high regard for everything Vedic.
88Yajiiavalkyasmrti 1. 3

—

purana-nyaya-mlmarpsa •dharraa6&str-Snga -m&rituh
/

vedah sthanani vidyanaxp dharmasya ca caturda£a
j
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Vedic sectaries had round them a class of people who, though taking to the

worship of sectarian deities for the accomplishment of particular objects (artha-

siddhyartham)37
,
had high regard for the Vedas, attached great importance

to VarpS^rama-dharma and the Smrti-rules, and did not like to give them

up. On the other hand, with an eye to the prescriptions of the Vedas and

the Smrtis, they devised their own method of worship and way of life and

did not allow themselves to be guided by the Aptas who joined the orders

wholeheartedly. For various reasons the number of such adherents to the

different sects increased so much in those days that it was neither wise nor

possible for the Smrti-writers to shut them out from the Vedic society or to

ignore their rites and customs as unlawful. So, as we have already seen,

Yajftavalkya placed the Sistas and the Sadhus on the same level, overlooking,

for practical reasons, the distinction made between them by Vyasa, Manu
and others, and added another source of Dharma to provide for the recogni-

tion of the rites and customs of those members of the Vedic society who had

high regard for the Vedas and the Smrti-rules but could not be dissuaded

from sectarian observances and worships in their own composite way (as is

described in the present Puranas) . However, the credit for such remarkable

innovation in the recognition of the sources of Dharma does not go to Yajfia-

valkya alone. His use of the word ‘smrtam’ (meaning ‘remembered’ or

‘traditionally known’) in his verse quoted above, shows that in enumerating

these sources he w'as preceded by other authorities, of w hom we have got no

knowledge at present.

The provisions, recorded in the Ydjnavalkya-smrti, for the development of

the Hmrti literature and the life and growth of the Hindu society, were not

taken in their right perspective by the commentators and Nibandlxa -writers

,

who came long after Yajnav.ilkya. Being eager to bring about a compromise

between the divergent statements of the Smrti-writers, early and late, and

working under the influence of Kumarila-bhat ta, Sainkaracarva and others who

fought hard to uphold Brahmanism against thi onslaughts of Buddhism, Jain-

ism and the anti-Vedic and extra-Vedie systems of religion and to re-establish

the Vedas in their right place of authority, these writers explained the above-

mentioned verse of Yajfiavalkya in their own scholarly way, which obscured

Yajfiavalkya’s views and minimised the value of his contributions to the life

and growth of the Hindu religion and society. For instance, Visvarupa,

VijnaneSvara and Apararka took the word ‘sat’ (in ‘sadacarah’j to mean the

Vistas38
; and according to the first, such persons were to be regarded as ‘good’

(santnh) as had no desire, were devoid of pride, etc., learnt the Veda, and per-

formed the acts prescribed by it. In his opinion, ‘the practice of good men’

37 Jayakhxja-sarfthita 22. 34b-37a.

**Vijnane£vara’s Mitdksard (on Ydjilavalkya-smrti 1. 7)—sadScarah satam £i§$an&ra

ftcuro ’nu$thunam. Apararka’s commentary (on Ydjdavalkya-amrti 1. 7)—sadacarafi

4i§t'u,'drah.
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also was ‘Smrti’, but as it was not recorded, it was mentioned separately.8*

Thus, ViSvarupa and the other two commentators excluded from the scope of

Dharma the practice of those numerous members of the Vedio society who were

not learned in the Veda. This was a clear denial of history, which could not but

be harmful to the life and expansion of the Hindu society. In interpreting the

expression ‘samyak-satnkalpajah kamah', the commentators and Nibandluw

writers, being guided merely by their scholarship and not by their critical

judgment and historical outlook, were equally wide of the mark. According to

Vijiianesvara, this expression means ‘wish, such as “I must not drink water

without taking food", which arises from proper determination and does not go

against (the prescriptions of) the fSastra’ ;

40 Laksmidhara, who is followed by

CandeWara, MitramHra and others, himself follows Vijfianesvara, whom he

wrongly names as Visvarupa, but suggests another explanation saying that the

expression ‘snm3'ak-samkalpajah kamah’ means desire for the performance of

such acts as doing good to Brahmins,—a desire which arises from determination

not caused by love, etc. and which has been called ‘Sila’ (conduct) by Manu 11
;

Apararka takes it to mean wish for performing some act of Dharma at some

particular time according to such directions of Nostras as ‘-Whenever faith

(Sraddha) becomes strong (in a person, he) should kindle (the sacrificial fire for

the sacrifice)’’ or “(Whenever a person will have a) liking for (the performance

of) the Sraddha ceremony, (he should do it)”; 12 according to ^ulapani, it means

one's wish for doing such acts as making gifts,—a wish which arises from one’s

resolve not going against the prescriptions of Sastras
;

1S and according to

Narasimha Vajapeyin and Gadadhara it means such wish for refraining from

physical enjoyments as arises from one’s determination for keeping aloof from

these .
44 It is needless to refer to others’ views. The interpretations, referred

to above, will show how unsatisfactory they are. There is no reason why the

acts of Dharma, cited in them as instances, should necessitate the recognition of

"Visvariipa’s commentary (on YajnavdUcya-smrti 1. 7)

—

akamatmano dambhadi-rabita vedartho-vido ’nu$thatara6 ca santah, to$aip yad
adr$tayacaranam sa sadacarah

/ tatha ca vasi$thah—“6i$tah punar akamatma, agfhya-
mana-karano dharmah” ni

/ anupanibandhanac ca nmftito brahmana-parivrajakavad
bhedenopanyasah

/
40Mitaksara—samyak-sarnkalpaj jatal.i kamah 6astraviruddho yatha ‘maya bhojana-

vyatirokenodakam na patavyam’ iti
/

ilKrtya-kalpataru
, I, p. 21—‘eamyak-samkalpaja’ iti sarayak-samkalpaj jatah / ‘k&mab]

6astraviruddhe arthe [yatha] maya bhojana-vyai irekena udakam na patavyam iti

viSvarupah / athava, ‘samyak-samkalpat’ ragadi-rahita-sarpkalpctt, jfian&d upajataxp
brahmanopacikir$adi [yad eva] mamma 6ilatvenoktarp [tad eva] samyak-aarpkalpaja
ityanenaivocyato /

See also Krtya-ratndkara

,

p. 27 (where Vi6varupa is named in place of Vijfianesvara) ;

Vlramitrodaya , Paribha$a-praka6a, p. 10 ; and go on. CandeSvara suggests a third inter*

pretation, saying : “athava 6astrona vaikalpike vi§aye pratibodhito atma-tu^ir icehaiva
niyamiketi”.

—

(Krtya-ratndkara, p. 27).
43Apararka’s commentary (on Yajflavalkya-smrti 1. 7)—samlclnah 6astrartha-vi$ayo

*nenedarp sadhayamlti manab-karma eamkalpab / tajjab kamo dharma-ciklr$a /

kala-vi6e$e sarnkalpajah kamah, yatha—“yadaivainarp Sraddhayopanayet (? 6raddhopanamet)
tadaivadadliita” iti / athava “6raddham prati ruci6 caiva” iti /

43&ulapani*g commentary on Yajfiavalkya-smrti (ed. J. R. Gharpure, Bombay, 1039)
1. 7—samyak-sarpkalpaja iti

/
d^straviruddha-samkalpajah k&ma? tu danadir maya

kartavya iti janitecch& /
44samkaIpo niv^tti-samkalpah / taj-janyah kamo nivxttlcch& /— NUydc&ra-pradipa,

I, p. 17. See also Acdra-sara (p. 12), which reads ‘tajjanya-k&mab*.
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an additional source, viz., ‘samyak-samkalpajah kamab’. These acts may
easily be taken to be baaed on one or other of the first four sources of Dharma
mentioned by Yajfiavalkya.

Although, in recognising the sources of Dharma, Yajfiavalkya was more

liberal and accommodating than his predecessors now known to us, he was not

willing to regard all the Smrti works current in the Hindu society in those days

as equally authoritative. We have air *ady seen how a fairly extensive Smrti

literature had grown up by the time of compilation of the Apastamba-dharma~

Sutra and how Manu rejected as unauthoritative all those Smrti works which

claimed to be based on the Vedas but made statements considered by Manu to

be non-Vcdic. Consequently, being inspired by his more advanced views and

the noble intention of adding life and vigour to the Hindu society, Yajnavalkya

made a selection of as many as twenty writers of Dharma-Sastra (including

himself),45 whose works he recommended as authorities on the subject. With

the progress of time and the consequent expansion of the Dharma-^astra

literature as a matter of groat social necessity, a number of other closed lists

were prepared by different authorities for the guidance of the peoplo, who must

have felt very much confused at the multiplicity of and variety in the works on

Dharma. As these authorities hailing from different climes and ages, could not

have exactly the same notion of Dharma or be equally informed about the

Dharma-sastras followed in different parts of the country, their lists naturally

differed in names or lengths in accordance with their attitude towards the

individual authors. Thus, the Parrixara-snirti (1. 12-15) names twenty autho-

ritative writers of Dharma-Sastra (including Partbsara), who, except three,

namely, Ka&yapa, Garga and Praoetasa, are the same as those named in

Yajnavalkya ’s list (in which the names of Yama, Brhaspati and Vyasa occur in

place of thoso of Kasyapa, Garga and Praoetasa)
;
Yama, as quoted in the

Krtya-kalpatara, Catiirvar<ja-cinfamani and Krlya-ratnalcara gave a list oftwenty

compilers of Dharma-sastra,40 naming all in Yajfiavalkya ’s list except Satatapa,

46Aooording to Vijnano6vara, Apararka and Sulapani, tho verses of Yajnavalkya, con-
taining this list, ran as follows :

manv-atri-vi^nu-httiita-yajhavalky-osano-'hgirah
/

yam-ftpastnmba-samvartah katvaynna-bfhaspatl
/ /

I
>arfiSara -vynsa-&ankha - 1 ikh ita dak$a •ga utamau /

$at atapo vasi^has ea dliarma-£ustro-prayojakah //
(Yajnavalkya-smfti 1. 4-3).

But Visvarupa reads these two verses thus :

vaktaro dharma-sastramun manor vi$nur yamo Vigireh /

vasi§tha-dak§a-samvarta-sa tatapa-para^arah
/

/

npawtamb-o^ano-vyasah katyayana-brhaspati
/

gautamah %6kha-likhitau harito 'trir aham tatha //

Those verses, as given by Vigvarupa, have been quoted in Narasimha Vajapeyin’s Nitydcara-

jjradtpa, I, p. 19, and Gadadhara’s Acdra-mra, p. 11.

The text of these verses, as given in Garuda-yurdna (ed. Vangavasi Press, Calcutta)

i. 93. 4b-6a, is the samo as that given by Visvarupa.
4fiFor the verses of Yama containing this list see Krlya-kalpataru, I, p. 23, Catunarga-

cintdmani , II. i, p. 19, Kftya-ralndhara, p. 29.

In Nityacara-prcullpa, I, p. 20 and Acara-wra, p. 11, a list of sixteen sages has been
given as from *Yama-smrti\ but this ascription is undoubtedly due to a confused reading
of the Krtya-kalpataru (I, pp. 23-24), where the names of almost all these sixteen sages
have boen given by Lak$mldhara himself after quoting the verse of Yama mentioned above.
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who was replaced by N&rada ;
the Caturvimdati-maia summarises the teachings

of twenty-four sages looked upon as authorities, and these inolude all exoept

Katyayana in Yajflavalkya’s list and also five more, namely, Vatsa, N&rada,

Gargya, Baudhayana and S&mkhya ; similarly, the SaUrimian-mata was based

on the teachings of thirty-six sages ; according to Paithlnasi47 the number of

the sages recognised from ancient times as authoritative writers on Dharma was

'thirty-six’, and the names of these sages, as given by him, inolude as many as

sixteen48 who were mentioned neither by Yajiiavalkya nor by Yama
; in the five

anonymous verses derived from the Prayoya-pdrijata in MitramiSra’s Vlra-

mitrodaya, eighteen sages have been named as ‘the promulgators of Dharma-
sastras’ (dharma-Sastra-pravartakah) and eighteen others as ‘the authors of

secondary Smrtis’ (upasmrti-vidhayakah) 4®
; and in three other anonymous verses

quoted in the same work, the authoritative Smrti works havo boen said to be

twenty-one in number and their names given .

50 Although most of the

Nibandha-writers were for taking these closed lists merely as suggestive of other

names ,

61 there is little scope for doubt that for the guidance of the people

47For the relevant- versos of Paithlnasi see Smrti-candrika, pp. 1-2, Madhaviiearya’s
commentary on the Para&ara-smrti , I. i, p. H 8, V Iramitrodaya, Paribha$a-praka6a, pp.
15-16, Nllnkantha’s Sarftskdra -mayu kh

a

, p. 2, and so on.

In Paithmasi’s lint Bfhaspati has been named aw Guru, and Y&jhavalkya as Yogi.
Tho Smrti-candrikCt names Baudhayana as Bodhayana, and Laugak$i as Log&k$i ; the

Viramitrodaya and M&dhavacarya’a oommontary on the Pard&ara-smrti namo Bhfgu in
place of Guru ;

and tho Sarjiskdra-mayukha numon KaSyapa for Kasyapa.
For ‘Kar$iiajinih’ the Sarfiskara-mayukha wrongly readH ‘Katyayanah*.
4*Theso sixteen sagoa in Paithina^i’s list are the following :

Pracotas, Baudhayana, Pitamalia, Sumantu, Kasyapa, Babhru, Paithtna, Vyaghra,
Satyavrata, Bharadvaja, Gargya, Kur§najini, Jabali, Jamadagni, Laug&k$i, and Brahma-
sambhava.

According to MitramLsra, Brahma-sambhava is tho same as Brahrna-garbha (see Vlra-

ynitrodaya, Paribhfi$u-prakiisa, p, 16).
4aFor these versos see Viramilrorlaya

, Paribha$a-prakaSa, p. 18.

For Gadadhara’s mention of ‘eighteen 8mrtis’ and ‘eighteen UpasmrtiH’ see Aearn-sdra
p. ii.

In Smrti-canrfrikd, p. 2 the verses on tho Upasmftis havo boen ascribed to A^igiras.
As tho Smfti-candrikd reads tho last lino as

‘upasmrtaya ityotah pravadanti mani§inah*,

its list of Upasmrtis consists of sixtoon names, omitting those of Paithlnasi and Gobhila.
In tho Smrti-candrika Laugak$i, Jatukarnya, Baudhayana and K&ntida have been

named respectively as Logak$i, Jatukarna, Bodhayana and Kan&da.
Of the eighteen names of ‘promuigators of Dharma-6atra’, one each has been named

exclusively by Yajiiavalkya and Paithlnasi, and sixteen by both of them
; but of the

names of the authors of Upaerurtis two are found both in Yajiiavalkya and Paithlnasi’s
lists, four only in that of the latter, and the remaining twelve are as follows :

Naciketa, Skanda, Kasyapa, Sanatkumara, Santanu, Janaka, Jatukarnya, Kapinjaia,
Kanada, Vi6vamitra, Paithlnasi and Gobhila.

‘ 9

50For these verses see VIramitrodaya, Paribh&$a-praka$a, p. 18.

Of the twenty-one Smrti-writers named in these verses, two have been included in the
lists of Yajiiavalkya and Paithlnasi, one in those of Yama and Paithlnasi, seven in that of -

Paithlnasi only, and the rest are as follows :

Dovala, Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu, Atreya, Gaveya, Marlci, Vatsa, Paraskara, RsyaSrAga
and Vaijavapa.

* 6 9

61See , for instance, V&varupa, Vijnane^vara, Apararka and Sulapani’a comments onYdjiiaixilkya-smrt

i

1. 4-5.

After quoting Yajiiavalkya’ s list of twenty compilers of Dharma-6&stra in his Madana-

pdrijiita (ed. Bibliotheca Indies, Calcutta), p. 11 Maaanapala says: 'neyam parisarpkhyft
kim tu pradar.4anartham etat, yato baudliayan-adayo ’pi dharma-6a&tra-prayojakA bha-
vanti*.

Similarly, Dovanabhatta and Madhavacarya quote Paithlnagi’s list of thirty-six writers
on Dharma and say : “nanu, kim iyaip parisaipkhya ? maivam, tatha sati vatsa-marlci-
devalft-paraskara-pulastya-pulaha-kratu-rfyadfAga-likhita-cohSgaley&dln&ip dharma-pranetr-
tvam na syat”.

F # *

After quoting the above-mentioned list of Paithlnasi, Nllakantha also says : “sattrimgad
iti na parisamkhya /

tena vi£vamitradln&ip dharma-pranetrtvarp siddham
mayukha, p. 2).
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the authors of these lists intended to make exhaustive enumeration of the

authoritative writers of Dharma-Sastra known to them ; and this can be esta-

blished by a number of facts, which are as follows :

(1) The list of Yama, mentioned above, has been followed immediately by

the verse

‘otair yani pranitani dharma-6astrapi vai pura /

tanyevatipramanani na hantavyani hetubhih /
/’62

in which the word ‘eva’ is significant and shows definitely that Yama intended

to make an exhaustive enumeration of those writers of Dharma-sastra whose

authority he considered unquestionable.

(2) The express mention of the numbers ‘twenty-four’, ‘thirty-six’ and

‘twenty-one’ in the lists (including that of Paithlnasi) mentioned above, are

equally significant.

(3) The classification of the writers on Dharma into ‘eighteen promulgators

of Dharma-sastra’ (dharma-Sastra-pravartakah) and ‘eighteen writers of Upa-

smrtis’ (upasmrti-vidhayakah) in the anonymous verses mentioned above, and

the fact that Vyasa and Katyayana (who have been mentioned by Yajnavalkya,

Paithlnasi, fSankha-Likhita53 and others as compilers of Dharma-sastras and

whoso works have been said by Yama to be highly aut horitative) have been classed

with the authors of ‘Upasmrtis’ (which, as works on Dharma, were certainly

less important in the eyes of the author of these anonymous verses than the

‘Dharma-Sastras’), indicate that the person, who made this classification, followed

his own way of discrimination in preparing the list, which, consequently, was

exhaustive.

(4) Even in much later days when numerous Smrti works had already come

into existence, there were some Smrti-writers who believed in a limited number

of authoritative Dharma-sastras. For instance, in his Krtya-kalpataru Laksml-

dhara quotes the open list of Sankha-Likhita and the closed one of Yama,

which together contain the names of twenty-two Dharmasastra-writers54 and

then takes the word ‘adi’, occurring at the end of the open list of Sankha-

Likhita, to mean the following fourteen authors : Budha, Devala, Soma,

Jamadagni, ViSvamitra, Prajapati, Paithlnasi, Pitamaha, Baudhayana,

**<See Krtya-kalpataru, I, p. 24, Caturvarga-cinlamani, II. i, p. 19, and Krtya-ratndlaira

,

p. 29.

For ‘ati-pramanani’ the printed edition of the Kflya-f.aljalaru wrongly reads 'atipran!-

t&ni’.

MFor the list of $ankha-Likhila, see foot-note 8 on page 2, ante.

MOf these, twenty are the same as those mentioned in Yajnavalkya’a list (for which

see foot-note 45 on page 12, ante), and the remaining two are Fracetasa and NSrada (named

respectively in the list of Sahkha-Likhita and Yama).
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Chagaleya, Jabala, Cyavana, Marici and K&§yapaM . Aooording to Latsmt.

dhara, it is only the works of these fourteen sages which, besides those of the

twenty-two writers named in the two lists mentioned above, enjoy universal

recognition (sarva-parigrhlta) as authorities on Dharma and go to make up the

list of the thirty-six authoritative Smrtis of Manu and others mentioned in the

following verse quoted from the ‘Bhavisya-pxtnrQa '

:

manv-fidi-smrtayo yas tu sattriniSat parikirtitah /

tasam vakyam kramaSah samSlocya bravlmi te //
56

As regards the works of Vrddha-^atatapa, Yogi-yajflavalkya, Vrddha-vasistha,

Vrddha-manu, Laghu-harita and others LaksmTdhara is of opinion that these

were compiled under changed circumstances by the same authors as formed

the said group of thirty-six Smrti-writers57 . But he rejects the Sattrinisan•

mata and similar other works as unathoritative (apramapam) on the ground

that these were accepted and recognised as authoritative by some persons only58 .

iSSee Kftya-kalpataru I, p. 24—adi-sabda-grahya3 caite—budha-devala-soma-
-kaSyapah.

That tho printed edition of tho Krtya-kalpataru wrongly includes the names of Vfddha-
6atatapa and Sumantu in this group, is shown definitely by the facts that those two names
make tho number of these sages sixteen (which, in addition to the twenty-two named
in Yama and ^ankha-Likhita’s list*?, would mako tho total number of sages thirty-eight,

and not thirty-six as said in the ‘Bhavisya-pnrdna 1

)

,

that the 8mpti of Vfddha-datatapa
has been mentioned again with those of Yogi-yojnavalkya, Vpddha-vu«i$tha, Vrddha-manu,
Laghu-harita and others, that Apararka, CandeSvara, Norasiipha Vajapeyin, Gadadhara,
Mitramigra and others, who respoat this list of Luk§m!dharu, do not mention
Vrddha&Uatapa (see Aparaka’s commentary, p. 7, Krtya-rattuikara, p. 29, Nitydedrn-
pradipa, I, p. 20, Acdra-sdra, p. 11, Viramitrodaya , Paribha$a-praka&a, p. 16, and so on),

and that Apararka, Hemadri and MitrarnlSra do not include the name of Sumantu (.see

Apararka’s commentary, p. 7, Caturvarga-cintarnani II. i, p. 19, and Viramitrodaya,

Paribhtt§a-praka6a, p. 16).

It is only Hemadri who is found to include Vrddha-gatatapa among the fourteen sages
named by Lak$mldhara.

Candesvuro includes Sumantu in this group of fourteen sages, and in doing bo he is

followed by Narasiipha Vajapeyin and Gadadhara.
Apararka and Hemadri name Jabala as Jabali

;
and these two writers as well as Nara-

siniha Vajapeyin, Gadadhara and MitramiSra name Kasyapa as Kagyapa.
baKrtya-kalpataru I, p. 24

—

tatha ca bhavi$ya-purane

—

... ••• • •• ••• ••• •••

manv-adi-smrtayo yas tu $attrim6at parikirtitah /

... ••• ••• ••• ••• Ml
‘manv-adi-amrtayah*, tag canantar-oktabhir ova earva-parigrhltabhib puryante /

(The above verses, ascribed to the Bhavieya-purdna, are not found in the present text of
the work).

67Kftya- J:aIpataru I, p. 24—vfddha^atatapa-yogiyajnavalkya-vfddhavasijtha-laghuliarlt-
adlni tu prasiddha-$at'trimgad-antargata-kartj,kany eva avasth&-bhedena tair ova karanat.

These words of Lak§mldhara have been repeated almost verbatim in Krtya-ratndkara>

p. 30, and Viramitrodaya, Paribha$a-prakfi£a, p. 16. For similar expressions see also Apa-
rarka's commentary, pp. 7-8 (evam vpddha-manv-adaya.4 ca vayo-Vasthadi-bhedena manv-
adi-pranetara eva dra§tavyah), Nitydedra-pradipa, I, p. 20 (yogiy&jfiavalkya-brhanmanu-
vfdaha^atatapa-prabhftlni tair eva kptani), and Acdra-sdra

, p. 12 (same as in the Nitydedra-
pradipa ).

58The relevant text (viz., yat tu $attrim£anmatadi tat kaigeid eva parigfhltatvad
vijnanac ca j^ramanam), as given in the printed edition of the Krtya-kalpataru (I, p. 26).

and repeated in Kftya-ratndkara
, p. 31, is certainly wrong. That the Krtya-kalpataru

originally read ‘apramanam’ (for ‘pramanam’) is shown not only by the context but also
by Mitramigra and Narasirpha Vajapeyin, who quote Lak$midhara*s words thus :

“$attrimsan-matadikam tu kaigeid eva parigfhitatvad vigltatv&d apram&nam ity uktarp
kalpataruna” ( Viramitrodaya, Poribha$a-prakaga, p. 17), and

“yat tu $a$triipgan-matadi tat kaigeid eva parigrahad viganac capramanam iti lak$ml-
dharah”

(
Nitydedra-pradipa , I, p. 22).

According to Mitramigra and Norasimha Vajapeyin, Lakgmldhara's ground for rejecting
the *8attritn^n-mata, etc.* was that these works wero accepted by some persons only but
decried by others.
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Laksmidhara is followed by Hem&dri who repeats Lak$mldhara’s words

in his Catwvarga’eitUdmaif* II. i, pp. 18-20 and gives the number of the autho-

ritative Dharma-tastras as thirty-six on the strength of the authorities quoted

by his renowned predecessor.

Prat&parudradeva, on the other hand, says that as the respective duties

(dharma), prescribed in the Dharma-SSstras, have to be practised by the

different castes, and the non-duties (adharma), pointed out in them, to be

shunnod, it is necessary to know exactly which works are to be followed for

the correct knowledge of Dharma and Adharma59
. He then divides the autho-

ritative Dharma-Sastras into ‘Smrtis’ and ‘Upasmrtis’ and makes exhaustive

enumerations of these as follows :

(a) Smrtis compiled by Manu, Ahgiras, Vyasa, Gautama, Atreya, Yama, Va-

sistha, Daksa, Samvarta, Satatapa, ParaSara, Visnu, Apastamba, Harita, Sahkha,

Katyayana, Guru, Pracetas, Narada, Yogisvara, Bodhayana, Pitamaha, Sumantu,
Kasyapa, Babhru, Paithinasi, Vyaghrapada, Satyavrata, Bharadvaja, Gargya,

Karsnajini, Jabali, Jamadagni, Laugaksi, Vatsa, Marici, Devala, Paraskara,

Likliita, Chagaleya and Atri.

(b) Upasmrtis compiled by Jabali, Naciketa, Skanda, Laugaksi, Kasyapa,

Vyasa, Sanatkumara, Santanu, Janaka, Vyaghra, Katyayana, Jatukaryi, Kapifl-

jala, Bodhayana, Kayada, ViSvamitra, (Paithinasi and Gobhila)60
.

Prataparudradeva says that Jabali, Laugaksi, Kasyapa, Vyasa, Katyayana,

Bodhayana (and Paithinasi), mentioned in the second group, are not the

same as their namesakes mentioned in the first51 .

(5) Serious difference of opinion as regards the authority of certain Dharma-

5astras was also found among scholars of much later dates. For instance,

Laksmidhara rejected the Sattrirnsan-mata and similar other Smrti works as

unauthoritative, but Mitramtera tells us that Vijfianesvara, Apararka, Sulapani

and others recognised these works as authorities82 . A similar statement has

been made by Narasimha Vajapeyin also63 . Aparaka says that the

Caturvinmiti-muta, PariMsta, etc. are to be recognised as Dharma-Sastras64 .

As a matter of fact, verses or extracts have been quoted by Laksmidhara,

Vijfianestvara, Apararka, Devayabhatta and others from the Sattrimian-mata,

Caturvimiati-mata and similar other Dharma-sastras not mentioned in the

lists already referred to.

**Sara*vati- rilCim, Vyavahara-kanda (ed. R. Shama Sastry, Mysore, 1927), p. 13—manu-
arnrtos tad-aviruddhanam anyasain sraptlnam itarasam upasraptinam puran-etihas-adln&rp
veda-nuilakatvona pramSnyam anglkrtam nyayavidbhih / ata$ ca tad-ukto
dbarmo ’nuj^hoyah narvegam varnanarp tat-pratipadya£ cadharmo narmjtheya ifcy aviv&dam /
etac ca manv-adi-svarup-aparijnane tu na Sakyam iti tan nirupyate /

/

80Ibid., p. 13.

p. 13—jabali-laugakji-vya^-adayah purv-oktS na bhavanti.
88 Vlramitrodaya, Paribha§a-praka$a, pp. 17-18—jattrimSan-matadikam tu kaWcid eva

parigrhltatv&d vigltatvad apram&nam ity uktarp kalpataruna / vijnane£var-apar&rka-
iulapani-prabliptibhis tu pramapatvena parigrhltam / yuktaip caitat /

**NUyacara-pradlpa, I, p. 22—yat tu $atttirp£an-mat&di tat kaifcid eva parigrah&d viga-
naco&pramanam- iti laksmidhara}} / vijfianedvarSdi-yogidvara-likhan&t tu tad-vakySny apy
adriyante / tatrasmadadi-pravfttav &tma-tus$ir eva pramftyam / /

•‘Apar&rka’s commentary, p. 8—oaturvicp£atimata-partfi$i&dayo ’pi dharma£&stra*
tvenaiva jfiey&b.
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From what has been said above it is evident that the elosed lists of Yama,
Yajiiavalkya and others were intended by their authors to be exhaustive and

not suggestive of other writers as many of the commentators and Nibandha-

writers try to make us believe.

Besides the closed lists of authoritative Smrtis mentioned above there

were also some open ones (such as that ascribed very often to Sankha-Likhita

and on rare occasions to Saijkha or Gautama85
), which were framed in view

of the endless number of the Dharma-Sastras current among the Hindus in

different parts of India. The authors of these open lists, winch appear to

have been very few, were fully conscious of the limitation of their

knowledge of the numerous Dharma-Sastras followed in distant places and did

not Hire to be dogmatic in their statement about the authority of these works.

They knew fully well that the rejection of any of the popularly accepted

Dharma-Sastras was sure to disaffect its followers and serve adversely the

interest of the Hindu society by practically disowning these people as its

members and thus encouraging the non-Vedic and anti-Vodio religionists, who

were always eager to take all unfavourable circumstances and cases of conflict

to their own advantage for religious conversion. So, by taking the social

problems into full consideration the authors of these open lists, with their

liberal outlook, made provision for the recognition of as many Dharma*

6astras as possible and thus tried to save the Hindu society from disintegra-

tion and death.

With the progress of the time and the consequent changes in the social,

religious, political and economic life of the Hindus, the Vedic schools got dis-

persed in distant places and Vcdic study lost much of its popularity, so much

so that many of the Vodic schools died out altogether and a good number of

ancient Vedic works became extinct. Consequently, for want of direct per-

ception of the various Vedic texts, it became extremely difficult for one to

understand how far the varied statements of the Dharma-£astras were rooted

in the Vedas. On the other hand, the hard struggle for existence, necessitated

by the rise and spread of the non-Vedic and anti-Vedio systems of religion and

philosophy, made a considerable section of social and religious thinkers feel

keenly that for the sake of unity and solidarity the Hindu life and society were

to be based more surely and firmly on the Vedas. So, there came forward a

number of Smrti-writers who did not like to be liberal in their outlook like

many of their immediate predecessors but thought it wise to follow Sabara-

svamin and other early Mimamsakas in entertaining stricter views as regards

Dharma and its sources. It was most probably these people who recognised

only eighteen works as ‘Dharma-Sastras’ and stamped out eighteen others as

‘Upasmrtis’. That this selection was made much earlier than the eighth century

A. D. is shown by Kumarila-bhatta’s mention of ‘eighteen Dharma-samhitas*

(astadaSa-dharma-samhita) in his Tantra-varttika on Purva-mlmdraed-autra

*&See foot-note 8 on page 2 ante.

6
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i. 3. 7 (part ii, p. 201). There is no doubt that the strict attitude of these

scholars continued to much later days, and this is amply evident from Medha-

tithi’s explanation of the Manu-amrti. We have already seen how, with an eye

to the Vedas, he interpreted the sources of Dharma recognised by Manu.
The prominently Vedic inclination of the present Manu-amrti, its great popu-

larity, and the statements made in the Vedic works about Manu as the father

of mankind and as an ancient law-giver of unrivalled authority86
,
prompted

some Smrti-writers to follow an easier method of discrimination between the

Dharma-£astras. They took the Manu-amrti as the ideal one, with which the

other Dharma-£&stras, to be accepted as authorities, were not to disagree. Thus,

Brhaspati said

:

“vedarthopanibandhatvat pramanyam tu manoh smrtam /

manv-artha-viparlta tu ya. smrtih sa na Sasyate //”67

“Being a compilation of the meanings of the Vedas (the Dharma-Sastra) of

Manu is traditionally known to have authority. The Smrti that goes against

Manu’s (intended) meaning is not approved of.”

Ahgiras also said :

“yat purvarn manuna proktam dharma-Sastram anuttamam /

na hi tat samatikramya vacanam hitam atmanah //”68

“No statement (of any Smrti-writer) is salutary to (one’s) ownself, in case it

transgresses (what has been said in) the excellent Dharma-Sastra formerly

declared by Manu.”

This way of selection, in which the Manu-amrti was made the touch-stone

of the Dharma-Sastra literature, was followed conveniently by the later Smfti-

writers, many of whom declared the superiority of the Manu-amrti in unequi-

vocal terms. For instance, Devanabhatta said :

“yatra punar manavasya smrty-anterena virodhah tatra manukta eva

fireyan”89
.

Prataparudradova also said

:

“manu-smrtes tad-aviruddhanam anyasam smrtinam

pramanyam anglkitam nyayavidbhih”70
.

We have already seen how Srldatta Upadhyaya set aside the views of Yama
and Devala in preference to that of Manu on a certain practice.

(To be continued).

6*For the relevant passages see P. V. Kane, History of Dharma&astra
, Vol. I, p. 136,

67Quoted in Kftya-kalpataru, I, p. 42. See also Smrti-candrika, I, p. 17, Vframitrodaya,

Paribha$a-praka6a, p. 27, and so on.

••Quoted in Smrti-candrika, I, p. 16.

••Smft%<andrikdt I, p. 16.

70SarasvcUl-vild$a, Vyavahara-kanda, p. 13.



AN ASPECT OF JUSTIFICATION OF RK-MANTRAS

IN THE AITAREYA BRAHMANA
By Viman Chanbra Bhattacharyya

A critical study of the rkverses with their corresponding applications in the

Aitareya Brahmana will at once tell us that the author of this text, though

bearing all along an attitude of justifying the rkverses, can, only in a very

few places, satisfy even himself with his mode of justification. Apparently

his arguments are carefully planned and efficiently led, but emotions, more

than reasons, seem to have swayed him. When a mantra appears to him

as very much suited to the occasion in which it is applied, he at once earmarks

it as rupasamfddha (that is, ‘opulent’ or ‘perfect’ in form) and declares that

part of the rite ‘successful’ (
samrddha )*. But the statistics of these rupo-

samrddha rkverses by the side of the total number of rkverses dealt with in

the A. Br. will only disappoint us. Prima facie it is difficult to believe, from

the insignificant number of the rupasamrddha verses, that the rkverses could

have been originally planned for liturgical employment which the orthodox

school undoubtedly stands for.

Like all framers of later ritual texts the A. Br. too can not successfully

fit all the rkverses in their ritual frames. The reasons are not far to seek.

As days pass on, the body of the sacrifices as they were prevalent in the

Samhita period goes on continually expanding itself in dimension.* New
offshoots in performances are incorporated, making, thereby, a sacrifice more

complicated .
3 On the other hand, a parallel protuberance in the number of

rkverses needed to meet the growing demand of the now ritual offshoots was

completely lacking. Or, the case might have been just the reverse. There

is every reasonable probability of a Rgveda rite being totally forgotten leaving

behind it the corresponding mantra to be cited during its performance. The

position of this surviving mantra having become sacrosanct and therefore

unassailable by then, it can not be wiped out of the Samhita and retains its

use somewhere in later rituals though its corresponding ceremony is totally

wanting. When the author of the A. Br. perchance comes across such a verse,

the task of justification is not easy for him. To meet such cases he has some

stock devices3® by using one or the other of which he has shown ingenuity in

justifying even inconvenient texts. One of these devices is, which I have

named the RK-device, introduced with the expression tad etad rsilj, pa&yann

The vory common expression on such occasion is etad vai yajilasya samrddharp yad
rupasampldharp yat karma kriyamanam r<! abhivadaii. SiVyana, in his commentary on the
word says that the rkverse is called rupasamrddha as it describes the rite just as it is being
performed : pathyamaneyam T'J anusfhfyamanatp karma 'bhiva/lati sakalyena bravltl ti yad asty
Mai va rupasamyddhih—on A. Dr. III. 5.

The sanction of additional assistants to the usual band of four priests amply testifies to
this fact.

’As Caland lias pointed out, the last K.inda of the Atharvaveda owes its creation to this
steadily growing complication in ritual

—

Das vaitanasutra des Atharvaveda, P. VI ; See also
Oldenberg, Prolegomena, P. 307.

*a For the other devices see V. C. Bhattacharyya : Application of Rgveda Mantras
Rubricated in the Aitareya Brahmana ; Our Heritage, Vol. I, Part II, p. 289.
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abhyanumca or tad etad red ’bhyuktam . By having recourse to this device,

our author alludes to, in his favour, an authority for the particular ritual

even in the very body of the Rgveda samhita.

A study of this device is made in the following lines.

The examples of RK-device are, of special importance as, by adducing
a Rk, in support of a ritual or any part thereof, the A. Br. tries to find out
a Sarphita-basis for it. As a device, therefore, it has more than a mere justi-

ficatory importance. It definitely suggests that the mantras thus quoted are
of ritual origin. But the number of such mantras is so negligible in this great
work that one is naturally inclined to doubt if this can be accepted as a general
theory. The usual expressions1 with which these verses are quoted, go to prove
that even before the composition of these verses, the rituals they celebrate

or in support of which they are introduced, were performed. This is tanta-

mount to saying that mantras evolved out of sacrifice. On the other hand
evidence to the contrary is not lacking. To quote the words of Prof. K. R.
Potdar “Even though, for all practical purposes, it is true that the question
of the priority of the hymns, or the sacrifices can not be definitely decided
either way, one of the poets, who is probably looking back on the growth of
the hymns and the sacrifices, remarks that the hymns came to be written

first and then the sacrifice came into existence
(sulctavdkam prathamam dd id

agnim dd idd havir ajanayanta devdhjsa esdm ynjho abhavat tanupdh—Rv.
X. 88. 8). This solitary reference can not prove much

; but it is certainly

worthy of note as an opinion of one, who though he may have been relatively

late in the tradition of the hymns and the sacrifices, was certainly much
noarcr to them than the later speculators in the field of the interpretation of
the Rgveda and hence, it is not altogether improbable that his statement
may bo containing precious grains of truth in it.”

“Another poet appears to be hinting at the fact that all the hymns were
certainly not being composed for the sacrifice nor were they considered to be
of a particular standard for the sacrifice (Rv. VII. 29. 3). All the hymns
might have been composed in honour of certain deities but only some of
them were considered as ‘Competent’

(aramkrtib

)

for the sacrificial performance.
It was only when a particular hymn was admitted as competent that the
offering was considered as acceptable to the divinity and hence could be
given in the sacrifice as indicated by Icada nunam maghavan ddsema&”. It
is, therefore, practically impossible to determine which of the two—the
mantra or the sacrifice—is earlier and which is later. The learned Professor

says : "All the hymns therefore need not be imagined to have a sacrificial

setting, though that must have started becoming more and more defined with
the growth of the idea and practice of sacrifice. It is for this reason that even

Had etad rph priyann abhyanuvaca (seeing this the seer declared)^. Br, IX 1 • XI 2 •

XII. 9, tad apy etad wQoHam (this iie also declared by a seer)—Ibid, XL. 3, tad etad rsinoktam
(this is declared by a seer)

—

Ibid , X. 5, and so on.
* *

*K. R. Potdar, Sacrifice in figveda. Chap. II, p. 20-21.
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Br&hmagas could not pick up all of them for their purposes and Y5ska too,

when he attempted a critical study of the Rgvedic hymns could not apply the

criterion of sacrifice in their classification8”, and concludes thus : “We may
therefore reasonably conclude that the relationship of the hymns and the sacrifice

suggests the fact that the ritual has been evolving in certain stages, though all

of them cannot be very precisely determined for want of any clear-cut data

regarding the chronological priority or otherwise of the hymns7 ”. Now let us

in the following lines make a study of the mantras quoted under this device in

the A. Br. and see how far they actually celebrate the ritual in support of which

they are introduced.

A. Br. IX. 1.

The Brahmaiia says that in the Indra-Vayu cup (Aindravnyava graha) Indra

is entitled only to a quarter of the drink (sa e$a indraturiyo graho gfhyate yad

aindravdyavah)

.

This the text justifies by a story preceding that states that of

gods running a race to decide the right to drink Soma first, Indra and Vayu won

conjointly. This story can, at best, justify Indra’s jointly sharing the cup

(graha) with Vayu and not Indra’s admittance to only a fourth share in the

same. To make good of this flaw, the text puts forward in its favour the'

epithet indrasdrathih ascribed to Vayu in the .ftgveda Samhitd8
. The epitP

means ‘with Indra as charioteer’ which i3 only vaguely suggested ’ ^
the story already referred to. Inspite of the fact that the hymn9 in which Vayu

is characterised with this epithet, can be believed as the foundation of the

brahmanic10 story, there is every reason to doubt if the epithet can be regarded

as competent enough to justify Indra’s one-fourth share in the cup with VSyu.

In other words, even granting that Indra was the charioteer of Vayu in the race

which they two conjointly won, it cannot be deduced therefrom that Indra

should have one-fourth share in the cup. From the text11 following we learn

that in the days of the A. Br. a charioteer could claim a fourth share of the

booties conquered by his hero and obviously this social cuetc t prevalent by

that time serves as an incentive to advance the Rk in favo>" division of
t $0

the cup as applied to ritual. Strictly speaking, therefore, ri • xample

of justification by a rkverse but by social practice and custom. jur text

argues that charioteers of its time claimed a fourth of the booty bj .orce of the

example that Indra becoming a charioteer of Vayu conquered suohu , it implies

that even at the time of the composition of the Rgveda verse where the epithet

•Ibid, p. 37

7Ibid, p. 38.

IV. 46 2b or 48. 2b.

*$v. IV. 46.

10In fact, the very first verse agrartI pibd madhundtjt sutqrfi vdyo dwi$fi$u / tvarp hi
purvapd asi seems to refer to the race the gods ran to decide the right to drink Soma first.

llt<wndd dhd py etarhi bharatdh satvanarp vittirji prayanti turfye haiva wrjtgrahitdro
vadante.

litunye haiva earjtgrahiidro vadante 'munaivanukajena yad ada indrah edrathir iva
bhutvodajyat.
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occurs, charioteers were entitled to a fourth share of the booty. This gives rise

to a vicious circle, inasmuch as, the verse presupposes the custom which again at

the time of the text, is regarded as having its foundation in the verse. It is true

that being essentially a social institution sacrifice originated and developed in

ancient society not as an isolated phenomenon but in association with social

ideas and ideals and it is practically impossible to determine as to which the

chronological priority should go.

A. Br. X. 1.

By way of praising the Nividthe text tells, ‘Prajapati was here being one only

in tho beginning. He desired ‘May I be propagated and become greater’
; he

practised fervour ; he restrained speech
;

at the end of the year he uttered

twelve times. The Nivid has twelve clauses
; it was just the Nivid that he

uttered ;
after it wrere all beings created” 13

. The half verse11 which it quotes

immediately after, in support of its praise of the Nivid means, according to the

interpretation of Savana here, that Prajapati attained poetic power
(
kavyata ,

iabdasraslrtvam—Say.) with the first-born Nivid and then created the sons of

Manus 15
. Obviously, the mantra-portion seems to be adduced in 'support of

what tho Brahmapa has to serve by way of speculation regarding the holy origin

of the Nivid. It is, therefore, a case of justification of tho brahmanic speculation

and not of a mantra in its ritual setting as is the proper function of a

Brahmana.

The most glaring discrepancy that readily arrests our attention here is that the

hymn (
Rv. 1. 96) in which the mantra occurs has Agni Dravinodas16 as its deity

and therefore, sa in the first pld<t can only refer to Agni and not to Prajapati as

our text wants to make it mean. In fact, Sayana renders sah as so’gnify when

explaining the mantra in the Samhita while, here he succumbs to the wrong

fitting of the mantra in the context of the Brahmana17
. Even after a careful

study of the entire hymn where the verse occurs, one fails to understand how sa

can make any reference to Prajapati and is inclined to consider it as only an

attempt of ext to dupe the society in regard to process of justification by

hastily mardm-port ion out of its original context and adducing the

same 1 ui with a twisted interpretation suited to the occasion.

A. Br. X.

In the Soma sacrifice the Saman-singers sing the Bahispavamanastotra with

Rv. IX. 11. 1. of which Soma Pavamana is the deity. The rule is that the

Bahispavamanastotra should be followed by an Ajya Sastra sung by the Hotr

l8Keith*s rendering of the passago concerned.
1.96. 2ab

15Comp. sa prajapatih purvaya prathamarp pradurbhutaya nividd dvd dafapadarupayd
kavyata kavitvarp fabdasrastftrcim dyor dgatavdn praptavan ity arthah / tata urdhvarp mantis
ndrp vaivasratddinarp sambandhinir imd brdhmanaksatriyadirupdh prajd ajanayat—Say. on
j$v. 1.96. 2ab in the A. Br.

16dravinoda$tvagunaviji#fo’</nih juddhdgnir vd devatd—Say. on the hymn in the Rv.
17Sav. also gives altogther different meanings of the other two words kavyata and dyoh

while commenting on this mantra in the Sarphitd .
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priest and the two should have the same deity. Here the discrepancy Hob in

the fact that the verse in which the Ajya Sastra is sung is #v. III. 13. 1, the

deity of which is Agni and not Soma Pavamana. This discrepancy being

pointed out by the Brahmavadins18
, our text at once advances a Rk19 to show that

it is, after all, apparent and not real because the Rgvedio seer identifies Soma

Pavam&na with Agni characterised as Pavamana (purifying)80. This justifica-

tion of a settled practice in ritual is made on the sheer strength af the

attribute pavamana ascribed81 to Agni. But pavamana as an attribute of Soma

is not identical in meaning with pavamana as an attribute of Agni. When
Agni is called pavamana

h

evidently he is thought of as ‘Purifier per excellent’**

but Soma Pavamana of the ninth Mandala of the Rgveda Samhitd is Soma as it is

pressed by the stones and flows through the woolen strainer into the wooden vats23 .

A. Br. XII. 1.

By adding tho syllables of calls (ahdva) and replies (pratigara

)

of Hotr

and Adhvaryu priests in each of the three Savanas, an attempt is made here

to show them as equalising the number of syllables of a pdda in a particular

metre and thereby as equalising the metre itself. As an argument, it does

not certainly appeal to our sense of reasoning and this is no unusual feature

of the brahmanic mode of reasoning and speculation. What is really repulsive

is to see the Brahmana telling us that this luxuriant speculation as given l''"

it, serves as the motive power behind the composition of the Rgveda verst

1. 164. 232 ‘. If wo could somehow know oxactly the circumstances under

which the first hymn came to be written, it would have been of great

help to unravel the mystery to a considerable extent. Yet, a critical acumen

applied to the study of Rv. 1. 164 where this verse occurs shows that the hymn
BT~

- —

is full of higher, nobler and mystic thoughts wrapped in spiritually allegorical

expressions and the seer-composer assumes the role of a mystagogue there.

Sayana in the Rgveda Samhitd introduces his commentary on the hymn accord-

ing to its spirit25 and regards the verse28 in question as primarily speaking of

the three divinities as located in the three regions27 . It is only secondarily

that he gives an alternative explanation, obviously from the viewpoint of the

18Comp. tad dhur yathd vdva] atotram evarp jastrarp pdvamantyu admagdh atuvata

dgneyarp hotd ajyarp Sarpsati hat-ham asya pdvamdnyo ’nujastd bhavantiti .

19Rv. IX. 66. 20.

20Comp. yo vd agnih aa pavamdnah tad apy etad f$inoktam agnir f$ih pavamana itu

Also comp, agna dyurpsUy ddyas tisrah pavamdnavi&ispdgnidevatdkdhr~-S&y, on Rv. IX. 66.

aiIn Rv . IX. 66. 20.

a2Corap. yad va jodhahatvad agnir eva pavamana iti mantrdrtkah—S&y. in A . Dr. on Rv*
IX. 66. 20.

•8Comp. ‘As passing through the strainer Soma is usually called pavamana or pundna

f

flowing clear (from pu)—Macdonell, Vedic Mythology 9 p. 106.

utad etad f$ih pa§yann abhyanuvdca yad gdyatre, etc.

95Comp. prdyena jftdnamok§atyaraprafatjtsd, aamin aukte prdyena aarpHayotthapanddayo
bahavo ’rthdh pratipddyarUe.

(

••Namely, 1.164.23.
27tad idarft tri§u athanepu trayandm agnyddinarp padddhdnam .—S&y.—on 1.164.23. in

the Rgveda Sarphitd.
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Ritualistic school of thought as he himself professes by the expression

athadhiyajHam, and this, too, clearly follows the A. Br. in every88 detail. With

all regard to the ready talent of the A. Br. to pick and choose a rkverse

in its favour, it must be said that the present case provides us with an example

of the brahmanic craftsmanship in making the maximum use of what minimum

resources it can trace in the wordings of a mantra.

A. Br. XII. 9.

To account for the place of the Maruts in the Niskevalya Sastra, the text

here gives us a story and draws upon Rv. VIII. 96. 7 as the basis of the same88.

Undoubtedly, the verse tells the same tale of which the A. Br. thinks it to

be the basis and a study of like quotations in the Brahmapa literature may
be of immense help in determining mantra-basis of many later myths and

legends.

A. Br. XL. 3.

Three rk-verses30 are here put forward to show the indispensability of a

priest to a king. The parent hymn where these verses appear extols Lord

Brhaspati excepting the tenth and the eleventh verses of which both Indra

and Brhaspati are the deities. The verses in question, if regarded as an

eulogy of Lord Brhaspati, suit the context31 well and there is no reason why
'y should be taken as specially composed for praising a priest as the

Br&hmapa32 thinks.

MComp. etat sarvam ailareyabrdhmane devaviiah kalpayitavyd iti Kharyj*, vispaffam
Smndtam.

ntad etad r#»£ paSyann abhyn&vaca vftraaya tvd, etc.

IV. 60. 7-9.

**Comp. idam ddy rktrayarp purahitapraiarpseti brahmanam, athaviI siiktasya fgdvaya-

varjitasya bdrhaspatyatvad bfhaapaUr eva stutih—Say. flv. IV. 60. 7.

"Say. introduces the three verses with the expression tad apy etad rfinoktam.



THE ADVAITA VIEW ON THE PERCEIVEDNESS OF
OBJECT

SECTION IV

By Brahmananda Gupta

In the Advaita system of philosophy we come across the definitions of both

jUdnagata pratyaksatva, i.e., the perceptual character of cognition, and visaya-

gata pratyaksatva, i.e., the perceivedness of object, as respectively the identity

of the antafykaraijsivrttyavacchinna caitanya with the vi$aydvacchinna caitanya

and of the antafykarayuivacchinna caitanya with the vi$aydvacc,kinna caitanya1
.

A cognition, in plain language is perceptual (pratyak$a)
when it is felt as

identical with the object, when, in other words, the Vrtti is felt as

identical with the object. But when the question is as to why an object

is taken as perceived, w'e, in order to reply to it, have to be more interested in

the object, not whether on the subjective side there is a content or not. It

is enough then if we say that on this side there is merely the subjeot-owtoj-

karana. The question of identity with object is there as in the case of jftana-

gata pratya • .

The Advaitin adds to this his metaphysical doctrine of one cit (conscious*

ness) that pervades both antafykaraya and object and consequently another

doctrine, viz., that everything, whether object or Vrtti or arda^karana, is but

delimited cit
;
it is either cit as delimited by object or cit as delimited by content

or cit as delimited by antafykaraya.

In the Advaita theory of perception, then, thero are the following points:

—

(1) There is cit or absolute consciousness which is the ultimate reality and all

entities of the universe are dependent upon cit for their existence and manifesta-

tion. Thus cit is the adhi§thdna, i.e., locus of both object, on the one hand, and

content and anlatjkaraya, on the other.

(2) In perceptions two delimited cits—one subjective and the other object

—

become absolutely identified through the antahkaraya coming out through the

senses and assuming the exact shape of the object.

(3) The shape qua the shape of antahkaraya is the Vrtti.

(4) There is an ontological distinction between perceptuality of the cognition

and perceivedness of the object.

(5) Perceptuality of cognition is but the Vrtti (or better cit, as delimited

by the Vrtti) being identified with the object (or better, cit ae delimited by the

object).

The last two points we have already refuted in a previous issue of the Bulletin.

The second and the third points will be refuted in a later issue. In this section

l‘‘Adye pramanacaitanyasya vijay&vacchinna-caitanyabheda ita bratnab”. Ved&ntapari-
bh&$a. Ed. by M. M. Atlanta Krishna &3strl, p. 44.

"Sv&k&ravpttyupahita pramat? caitanyasatt&tirikta-sattakatvafiunyatve sati yogyatvam
vi$ayasya prakjatvam”. Ved&ntaparibh&ga. Ed. by A. K. S&stri. Page 73.
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we shall refute the first point aqd that by itself would be a sufficient blow to the

Advaita theory of perception.

The Naiyayikas will not admit that the aattd of an object is dependent upon

cit. The Nyaya realism, i.e., the independent existence of the object, has been

already established in a previous issue. The Advaitin may indeed counter*

argue that it would be self-contradictory to say that I know that the object has

a separate entity beyond the scope of knowledge. For how could we know the

existence of a thing which is beyond our knowledge ? Thus to describe a

thing as independent though it is dependent on our knowledge (the Advaitin

is an ego-centricist) is self-contradictory. If the Naiyayikas argue that we

infer the independent existence of the object from the object-as-known, the

Advaitin will reply as follows :— The Naiyayika himself believes that the sddhya,

i.e., the thing which is to bo established, must have been experienced in a

general way (.wmanyataya). But in this particular case of dispute they will

not be able to point out a single instance whero we had perceived the independent

object associated with an object-as-known. It would be self-contradictory to

know the unknowable or to speak about the unknown. Moreover, the Naiya-

yikas themselves have said “Sarvarn jheyam vdcyatvdt"

.

The Naiyayikas, however, may support their cause by the argument that

when wo know a thing we actually believo in the pre-existence of that thing.

How otherwise could there be a statement like “Sat eva saumya idam agra

asit
”

1
? Or, we take it for granted that this particular thing which I know at

this moment existed before it was revealed to me and will continue to stay (in

the absense of any pratihandhal a) in the future without being known to me.

The Advaitin has of course a reply to this, which the Naiyayika will have to

counter. The Advaitin will partly agree with the Naiyayika that in our

statements such as “this thing existed before its revealation” we believe in the

prior existence of the object. But he has further analysed the statement and

drawn momentous implications. He says that when we say “this

thing existed”, by the term “this thing” we mean “this known thing”

or “this particular thing which is now' revealed to me”. So when we talk

about “this thing as past” we mean “the present known thing as past”. This

is realism from the ego-centric point of view, i.e., realism as involved

in idealism. Whenever we talk we talk about a known thing though that

thing need not be confined to this present. It has a past and future for their

theories and this past or future is nothing but the history of the present “known

thing”. Thus when we say that this thing existed in the past we mean that

the present known thing was in the past or will remain in the future, the past-

ness or the futureness being involved in the present knownness. If the question

is asked as, to how the present known thing could remain in the past as un-

known, how, in other words, the past existence which inevitably was in a state of

unknownness, can be reconciled with the Advaitin’s ego-centricity, Advaita

1Chandogyopani§ad

.
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will take shelter behind his theory of ajfiana (nescience). He will say that the

thing, i.e., this known thing, was yet as past unknown only because though

known (for otherwise we could not say “this thing”) it was nevertheless covered

by ajfiana (nescience). Thus he will argue that the pastness of this known thing

is but its being known as unknown (ajfiatatayd jfiatam) and so also the future.

It (this known thing) could not reveal itself in the past because it was then

covered by ajfiana, its knownness consisting in its description as “this thing”.

At the present moment this veil of nescience is broken and the object is revealed

to us. This is how the Advaitin fights Nyaya realism.

True to his realism the Naiyayika cannot accept this Advaita account. He
will directly attack the ego-centricity. He will argue that to treat any object

as known object or to hold that object has no separate existence beyond know-

ledge is fallacious. “This thing” may, if one likes, be written as “this known

thing”
; but we must not forgot that in both the expressions the term “thing”

at least claims for itself a separate identity in the form of “thingness”. So

the “thingness” and its revelation or “knownness” are two separate aspects,

though they are supplemented by each other. Thus it appears that the

objective character and manifestation are not identical. Hence it cannot be

held that all things are known things and that tho thingness necessarily involves

knownness.

This being the case, the Vedantic objection that as all things are dependent

upon knowledge to conceive the independent identity of those objects is self-

contradictory is no longer tenable. Objects exist independently of their

knowledge. They exist on their own right. It is only by accident that an

object becomes associated with knowledge and therefore related in the relation

of visayata-visayita.

We have so long criticised the Advaitin under the idea that its cit is

subjective. This is why we described him as an ego-centric philosopher. But

there are Advaitins—and not a few of them—who regard cit as specifically

neither subjective nor objective. Cit, according to them, is prakdSa, i.e., the

principle of manifestation, and psychical states (vrttis

)

and antaljkaraija are as

much manifested as outside objects. Cit—consciousness=the principle of

manifestation is subjective only when psychic states or antahkaraiia are mani-

fested, i.e., when this cit is delimited by these two. But it is objective when

other objectes are manifested, i.e., when it is delimited by these latter.

Perception, according to these Advaitins, takes place when the two delimited

cits stand identified through the identification of the two delimiting adjuncts.

The metaphysical grounds for this Advaita view of consciousness will be

examined in detail and the view refuted in a later essay. In the meanwhile,

however, we may refute this Advaita view from another point of view.

It is desirable that in discussing problems in logic and theory of knowledge

we should presuppose only the minimum of metaphysics. Elaborate theories in
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metaphysics have to be worked out through logic and theory of knowledge and

hence should not be presupposed. True, it is not possible to keep clear of all

metaphysics. But then only that much of metaphysics is to be presupposed

about which there is no serious dispute.

Now whether there is one pure consciousness at all, and if so, whether this

consciousness is the ultimate substantive substratum and everything else is

adjectival to it, is a matter of serious dispute. It is a highly sophisticated theory

like that existence is the ultimate substantive and everything else is adjectival

to it. Bather, if at all some metaphysics is unavoidable in logic and theory of

knowledge, that metaphysics should be the commonsense one, which everyone,

even the Advaitin, admits till he philosophises in his own way. Such common
metaphysics rather tells us that consciousness (knowledge) is a product which

sometimes happens and sometimes not, and that there is no question of its being

treated as the ultimate substratum. Further, the prakdsa of outside things

is, to commonsense, nothing but the awareness of these. Hence there is no

question of one neutral consciousness being delimited by antahkarana and outside

objects.



FALSITY OF FALSITY

By Nirod Baran Chakraborty

the advaitin considers the world as false. The opponent now makes him face

a dilemma which appears to shake the very foundation of Advaita. Is this

falsity itself false or not ? If the first alternative be allowed, it would mean

that the world the falsity of which is itself false is rather confirmed as true. If,

then, the Advaitin proves the falsity of the world, bearing all the while in the

mind that this falsity is nevertheless false, he is in effect proving the very reality

of the world which the opponent has already accepted. The Advaitin is thus only

proving the proved. There is a further difficulty for him. Sruti according to

him, speaks only the truth. But if the world is real, the &ruti texts relating to

the non-dualism of reality will have to be taken as lies.

If, again, the falsity of the world is not sublated, this falsity at least is real,

and it would be an easy step from this to the reality of the world. For, first,

this falsity is itself a phenomenon of the world, and if even one item of the world

is real, the Advaitin cannot hold that the entire world is false. Secondly, this

falsity is an objective appearance (drSya), so that we can infer from its reality,

the reality of the world which also is an objective appearance. If falsity be real

because it is dr&ya, even so the world also should be real because it is df6ya. This

alternative that falsity is not false would also entail that the famous inductive

premise of Advaita, viz., that whatever is drsya is false comes to be contra-

dicted. For falsity itself is drdya and yet not itself false. Thus whichever

alternative is accepted, Advaita is gone.

If falsity is sublated, the world becomes real. So, Brahman and the world

have to be taken as two real principles. Again, if falsity is not sublated, it is

real. This means not merely that falsity is a second real principle side by

side with Brahman, but that even the world stands as real side by side with

Brahman. In any case it appears impossible to stick to the Advaita position.

The Advaitins reply that to them falsity is false, and that yet there are

none of the difficulties mentioned. The difficulties which are said to arise when

falsity itself is regarded as reed do not concern them. And the difficulties said

to arise when falsity is negated as falso can all be explained away.

The falsity of the falsity of the world would have implied ihe reality

of the world if only both the cases of falsity had not the same metaphysical

status. The silver-character in the nacre and the eternal absence of that

silver-character do not have the same metaphysical status and this is why the

falsity of the silver-character implies the reality of its eternal absence, and

similarly the falsity of that eternal absence implies the reality of the silver-

character. But in the case of the falsity of the falsity of the world, both the
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cases of falsity have the same metaphysical status—both are equally appearance.

So, the negation of the negation of the world does not imply the affirmation of

the world.

To explain the sameness or difference of metaphysical status. When the

silver-character is denied of shell it is denied qua silver-character, and t.hia

silver-character is not to be found (indeed it would be meaningless to seek it)

in the ‘absence of silver-character’. The relevant aspect (avacchedaka

)

in which

the silver-character is denied of shell does not thus belong to the ‘absence of

silver-character’. But this rule does not obtain between the false world and

the falsity of the false world. When the world is denied of Brahman it is not

denied qua world. The relevant aspect (avacchedaka

)

in which it is denied is

not its being the world, but its just being an ‘appearance’ (drsya). But, now,

when even this false world is denied (false) the relevant aspect in which this

second denial is made (or the aspect in which the false world is again false)

is verily the same fact of this second falsity also being an ‘appearance’
(dr£ya).

From the first case of silver-character and its absence we can have the general

proposition that the denial of x-character implies the truth of its contrary if

only the relevant aspect in which the x-character is denied is not found in the

contrary (and in all such cases the two terms are x and not-x, i.e., contradicting

each othor, not merely contrary
; or they are subsumable under a relation of

contradiction). The world and the falsity of the world do not, however, come

under this general proposition. Hence the denial of the falsity of the world

does not posit the truth of the world.

Wo may offer another analogy to clarify the issue. Cowness and horseness

are not two contradictory characters. So if we deny cowness of the elephant

we do not necessarily affirm horseness of it. When cowness is denied of the

elephant it is denied not qua cowness, but as a property subsumable under

‘not-elephantness’. Now, horseness is equally a property subsumable under

‘not-elophantness’. This is why the denial of cowness of the elephant does not

imply affirmation of horseness of it. Similarly with the denial of the falsity of

the world : the aspect of drSyatm in which alone it is denied is present in the

world also.

One might even simplify the case and argue that of two contrary, as opposed

to contradictory, characters, the denial of one does not necessarily entail affirma-

tion of the other. Reality and falsity, now, are not two contradictory charac-

ters, they are only contrary. Reality is that which is eternally non -contradic-

ted and the false is that which appears before sublation. The contrad ictory of

reality would include not merely this but also what is contradicted without ever

appearing at all, viz., the amt, e.g., the son of a barren woman. If there were

only two categories, viz., reality and falsity, the denial of falsity would have

entailed affirmation of reality. But there is a third category also, viz., asat.

Hence the denial of falsity might entail affirmation of asat also.
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Here it may be argued by the opponent that in the second definition of

falsity
1
,
the Advaitins themselves have admitted reality as the contradictory of

falsity, which means that reality and falsity are indeed contradictory. Again,

if they are not contradictory and are related in the same way as cowness and

horseness are, we cannot understand how the Advaitins could at all speak of

the falsity of the world. The world, to say the least, appears as real. How

can it be called false at the same time ? Cowness and horseness cannot both be

present in the elephant. So reality and unreality also cannot both be found

in the same world.

To the first objection, it may be urged that reality and falsity do not belong

to the same order of reality. Reality is transcendental
(
pdramarthika

)

whereas

falsity is only phenomenal (vydvaharika). So their contradiction does not imply

the force of contradiction of two things belonging to the same order of reality.

In the case of a contradiction of two things of the same order of reality the

falsity of one will imply the reality of the other. But in this case where two

things belong to different categories the falsity of one does not necessarily imply

the reality of the other. So the falsity of the falsity of tho world cannot imply

its reality.

To the second objection the Advaitin will reply as follows :

—

When the Advaitins call the world real and again false, they do not make the

statements from tho same standpoint. From one standpoint the world is real

and from another standpoint it is false. When we Bay that the world is real,

the reality is apparent (pratibhdsika) and not empirical (vydvaharika). If it

were empirical, there would have been a contradiction to think both empirical

reality and empirical unreality of the same world. It may be said by the

opponent that there is no harm if the reality of the world be understood as

transcendental (pdramarthika). But then we should reply that in the absence

of the empirical order of reality the world cannot have transcendental reality

also. When we have said that the world has no empirical reality what we have

meant is that it is not uncontradicted even in our experience. So, the attribute

‘eternal non-contradiction’ cannot be applied to the reality of the world.

Therefore it cannot be transcendentally real, as eternal reality implies eternal

non-contradiction. The world which has empirical falsity may very well have

apparent reality.

Here the opponent may raise an objection as follows :

—

If from a certain standpoint the reality of the world has to be admitted, there

would remain no distinction between empirical truth and empirical falsity. If

the world as apparent be real from the standpoint of appearance, equally so

would be the case with the silver appearing in the locus of nacre.

xPraka&itman offered the second definition of falsity end it is as follows :

—

Tho false is that which is eternally negated in the locus whoro it appears.

{Pratipannopddhau traikalika-nisedha-pratiyogitvam.)
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Moreover, if the empirical world has only apparent reality, the 6ruti text

‘Truth and error equally come out of the Truth’ (aatyam canrtam ca aatyamata-

bhot) cannot be explained satisfactorily. The term ‘error’ in this text would

become redundant. The text means that Brahman being covered by Maya

(nescience) was transformed into the empirical world and apparent silver which

is found in the case of silver-nacre illusion. Now if the Advaitins accept the

apparent reality of the world, we shall have to say that Brahman was trans-

formed into the world and the silver which both have apparent reality or truth.

The apparent reality is present both in the world and in the silver perceived in

the locus of nacre. Now, if we think that both of them should bo understood

as true, then nothing as error is found which may be regarded as the manifesta-

tion of Brahman. As both the world and the silver are apparently real,

nothing remains as false. In order to avoid this difficulty, the Advaitins have

to admit—so argue the opponents—the tranccndental (pammarthika

)

reality of

the world. The world is neither apparently real (pratibMsika), because then

the distinction between truth and falsity would be abolished, nor, empirically

real (vydvaharika) because the falsity of the world has already been granted

(by the Advaitin) empirical reality. The Advaitin would thus be forced to

acknowledge transcendental (pdramlrthika) reality of the world.

The Advaitins, however, in reply, will say that this cannot be. If the

falsity of tho world be empirical, the world can have no transcendental reality.

When we say that the falsity of the world is empirical, we have to admit

that the world is not empirically real. Now, the world cannot be empirically

real in the sense that it is not uncontradicted in empirical experience. What

is not uncontradicted even in empirical experience cannot be eternally uncon-

tradictod and what is not eternally uncontradicted cannot also be transcen-

dentally real. Therefore tho world can never be etamally real. The first term

‘truth’ in the Sruti text above implies the world which has pragmatic value,

and the second term ‘error’ stands for the silver of the nacre-silver illusion,

which has no pragmatic worth whatsoever. If we understand the terms

‘truth’ and ‘error’ in this way, then the term ‘error’ does not turn out super-

fluous. Tho empirical falsity and the apparent reality are already admitted

in tho silver of nacre-silver illusion. From this standpoint, the world also

is admitted to have empirical falsity and apparent reality. As the ignorance

of tho falsity of the silver appearing in nacro implies the apparent reality

of the silver, so in the same way the ignorance of the falsity of the world

suggests the ’ apparent reality of the world. The valid knowledge of the

falsity of the world removes the ignorance about the falsity of the world

and the empirical reality which follows from ignorance. In this case, the

reality of the world is negated by the valid knowledge of the falsity of the

same. This means that the reality of the world is sublated by some other

knowledge than the cognition of Brahman. So, the reality of the world is

definitely apparent. If it were empirical, it would have been negated only
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by the knowledge of Brahman. As the reality of the world is apparent, so

the belief of the Advaitins in only one ultimate reality remains unshaken.

The above is not indeed accepted by all Advaitins. There are good many

Advaitins who hold that (1) the world is sublated only by the final knowledge of

Brahman and (2) the knowledge of the falsity of the world can do nothing but

expose the knowledge of the truth of the world as invalid. To all such Advaitins

the world has obviously empirical (
vyavaharika

)

reality.

This view of other Advaitins need not be challenged. Even if this is

admitted the Non-Advaitin opponents will gain nothing. In this case the

falsity and the reality of the world would oome to have the same empirical,

reality. But even then it is obvious that they are not transcendental

(paramarthika) realities. In any case the Advaita position that the eternal

reality is one without a second does not suffer at all.

Here it may be objected that empirical reality and empirical falsity are

two contradictory concepts and so both of them cannot be true of the same thing

at the same time. From this, it would follow, the opponent might urge, that

the world cannot be both empirically real and empirically false.

The Advaitins reply that this is not impossible. They point to a similar

paradoxical case in Nyaya. The Naiyayikas believe that conjunction

(samyoga)* and its eternal absence are not contradictory. This means that

a particular conjunction and its absolute negation may exist in the same

thing. Now, if this is not impossible, why should we think that empirical

reality and falsity cannot be there in the same world ?

Inference and verbal testimony can again speak for such a possibility,

The Sruti text ‘there is no manyness’ (neha ndndsti kincana) implies that the

world and its falsity are equally false. This may also be shown with the help

of an inference. In Advaita philosophy ‘to be an appearance’ (drdyatva) is

regarded as a mark of falsity. Now the world and its falsity are equally

appearances (drsya), so they are false for the same reason.

Now the question is—In the case of silver superimposed on nacre, the

silver and its falsity have not the same grade of reality, the silver being

apparent (prdtibhdsika) and its falsity being empirical (vyavaharika) ; why,

then, in the case of the world should reality and falsity be of the same em-
pirical grade ?

The Advaitins support their stand in the following way :

When the knowledge of a particular thing negates another, they must be

of different grades of reality. The knowledge of the falsity of the silver implies

Conjunction is a temporary relation between two things which can easily exist indepen-
dently of and separately from one another. The relation between a man and his pen with
which he writes is an instance of conjunction. The Naiy&yikas admit that conjunction
and its absence may be had in the same thing. “A monkey, for example, can be both posited
and negated in the same tree through the same conjunction at the same time—-it happens to
be present in the top but absent at the foot of the tree ! ” (Dr. A. K. Boy Chcudhury, Self
mid Falsity in Advaita Vedanta, p. 106).

For a fuller discussion of the point ‘Siddh&ntamukt&vall’ may be consulted.
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the negation of the reality of the silver. So, the reality and falsity in the

case of the silver superimposed on nacre cannot have the same grade of reality.

But this is not the case with regard to the world. The knowledge which

establishes the falsity of the world cannot negate the reality of the world.

So, the reality and falsity in the case of the world cannot be of different grades.

DfSyatva is found to be the common factor in both the reality and the

falsity of the world. As both of them are equally sublated by the cognition

of Brahman, so they are negated by the same cognition, and those which are

negated by the same knowledge are of the same order of existence. Sometimes

the nacre is perceived as silver due to the ignorance of the actual nature of

the nacre and the perceived silver appears as different from the nacre also.

Now when the nature of the nacre is known, the silver and its perceived

difference from nacre are equally destroyed. As the silver and its perceived

difference from nacre are sublated by the same knowledge of nacre, so they

are of the same order of existence.

Udayanacarya contends in his ‘Atmatatvaviveka’ that reality and falsity

cannot be true of the same locus as they are contradictory and the absence

of reality and falsity cannot, on the same account, be understood in the same

thing.

This objection does not hit the target as the Advaitins do not admit reality

and falsity as contradictory. The contradictory of reality is asat which

cannot appear at all. But the false appears and so it is other than asat, and

this again implies that the false is not the contradictory of reality.

The world and its falsity are of the same order of reality as both of them

are negated by the knowledge of Brahman. So it is clear that the world, its

reality and also its falsity are negated with the realisation of Brahman.

Therefore, the falsity of the falsity of the world does not posit the reality of

the world, and the non-duality of reality remains intact.



THE BASIC AUTHORITIES UTILISED IN THE
SMRTI WORKS OF MITHILA

By Joydev Ganguly

It is well-known that the Smrti literature that has come down to ua consists

mainly of five classes of works, viz., Dharma-sutras, Dharma-S&stras, Bhasyas (or

commentaries like that of Me<ihatithi), commentary-cum-digests (such as the

Mitaksara), and pure digests or Nibandhas. But, saving the Ycijnavalkya-smrti1
,

most of the extant Smrti works of Mithila belong to the Nibandha class and

cover a comparatively short period of her history. These works, unlike those

of other provinces, show unique vigour of life and growth which is due, to a great

extent, to their authors’ selection of basic authorities.

Regarding the sources of Dharma Gautama says :

“vedo dharma-mfilam / tadvidam ca smrti-STlo //”

“The Veda is the source of Dharma, and the tradition and practice of those

who know it (i.e., the Veda).”

Following Gautama and going a step further, Manu also says :

“vedo ’khilo dharma-mulam smrti-sile ca tadvidam /

acara-4 caiva sadhunam atmanas tustir eva ca //”

“The entire Veda is the source of Dharma, and the tradition and conduct of

those who know it, and also the practice of good men, and the satisfaction

of (one’s) own self”.

Similar views are to be found in the works of Baudhayana, Apastamba,

Vasistha and other early law-givers also, and the Maithila Smrti-writers are

never found to question their authority. Manu’s statement is taken to

include the entire Veda, viz., the four Vedic Samhitas and their BrShmapas,

although certain remarks of Medhatithi, MitramiSra and others2 bear testimony

to the fact that the Atharva-veda was not included by a section of scholars

in the list of the sources of Dharma. The Veda consists of five constituent

*It is only tradition which connects Yajnavalkya, and consequently also the Yajfia-
valkya-empti, with Mithila, but wo have got no decisive evidence in favour of this
contention.

2See Medhatithi-bhasya on the Manu smrti (ed. Mra. Ganganath Jha, Bibliotheca Indica,
Calcutta), Vol. I, p. 59

—

“nanu naiva kecid atharvanam vedam manyanto, yatah ‘trayl vidy& $*cah g&m&ni
yajuip$Itr ‘vedair a^unyas tribhir eti siiryah’ / tatha ‘traivedikarp vratarp caret* ity&dau
na kvacid atharvana-namapy asti* / prati$odha6 ca Sruyat© ‘taamad atharvanena na temet'
iti / atas trayi-bahyan atharvanik&n pa$andinah pratijanate /’*

See also Vlrnmitrodaya (ed. Chowkhamba Sanskril Series, Banaras, 1906), Paribha$&-
praka&i, pp. 8-9-

‘Yajnam vyakhyasyamah, sa tribhir vedair vidhiyate’ ity-apaatamb&di-vacan&t trayyfi.
eva dharma-mulatvam natharvanasyeti 6ahka-vyavyttyartham va’khila-6abda-grahapam. . ../.
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parts, namely, Vidhi, Nisedha, ArthavSda, Mantra and Namadheya
; and of

the Maithila Smartas there is at least one, viz., CapdeSvara Thakkura, who
confines the sanction of the Veda to the Vidhi (injunctive) and Nigedha

(prohibitory) parts of it and rejects the other parts consisting of ArthavSda,

Mantra and Namadheya3
. Candesvara may thus appear to some to be a

faithful follower of the Prabhakara school of Purva-mimamsa, as Gadadhara

Bhattacarya and others’ statement about Prabhakara’s attitude towards the

ArthavSda-texts as a trustworthy means of knowledge of Dharma would make
them believe, but a perusal of Prabhakara’s Brhatl gives us a totally different

impression. In discussing this controversial point Mahamahopadhyaya

Ganganath Jha says : “In regard to Prabhakara’s view regarding the Arthavada-

text, there seems to be some confusion in the minds of students, created by

what Gadadhara Bhattacarya ha: said in his Saktivada, to the effect that

according to Prabhakara, the Arthavada-texts cannot be regarded as a

trustworthy means of knowledge because they are inexpressive, as in accordance

with the Anvitabhidhana theory of Verbal Expression only that sentence is

really expressive which lays down something to be done ; and hence under

this theory, it is only the Injunctive Sentence that can be roally expressive and

hence capable of providing knowledge of Dharma. Though this may be true

regarding the Arthavada-text taken by itself, it cannot be accepted as the view

of Prabhakara regarding Arthavada-text, as forming part of the Veda ; because

on referring to the Brhatl, we find that the above view is only the Prima Facie

Pie a* on the question of the reliability and authority of Arthavada-texts
;
and

this Prima Facie View is demolished in the Finally Established View,

under which the Arthavada-text also is decided to be as Vedic and authoritative

as the Injunctive text. The Prima Fade View on this question as put forward

by the Bhatta is simply that these texts are untrustworthy, while as put

forward by the Prabhakara it is that they are inexpressive (and hence

untrustworthy) ;
and this is that has been adopted by the opponent in view

of Prabhakara’s views regarding Verbal Expression referred to above.

The finally established Conclusion adopted by Prabhakara, however, is that the

Arthavada-text is as much ‘Veda’ as the Injunctivo text, as like the latter the

former also expresses the performability of certain acts, through commendation

that it directly expresses. Though it may be true that, strictly according to

Prabhakara’s view, the Arthavada-text cannot be expressive, yet this can be

urged only against such Arthavada-texts as are absolutely incapable of being

construed and co-ordinated with an Injunctive text. Most of the Arthavada-

texts, however, are actually found capable of being so construed and

co-ordinated. And thus helping, through commendation, the initial prompting

sCan4esvara’8 Kftya-ratnakara (ed. Bibliotheca Indica, Calcutta), p. 20—atha
pramanavah / tatra M&nub—'vodo ’khiio dharma-muiam /

akhilo vidhi-ni$edha-

tmako dharma-dabdad cajahat*svartha-lak§anaya dharmadi-parah / /

It is to be noted that in making this statement Candegvara shows no originality. He
simply copies it from Lak$mldhara’s Krtya-kalpataru (Baroda ed.), Vol. I (Brahmac&ri-

k&p^a), p. 20.
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done by the Injunctive text, it serves a useful purpose in pointing out the

performability of the action enjoined, and hence it is perfectly entitled to the

title of ‘Veda’, says the Brhati However, it may be said generally that on

the strength of the views of Manu and other ancient law-givers the Maithilas

look upon all the four Vedas along with their Brahmapas, Upanisads and

Angas as the final sources of Dharma. But they discriminate between the

Smrti works known to them, although Manu says :

Srutis tu vedo vijfieyo dharma-sastram tu vai smrtih /

te sarvarthesv amlmamsye tabhyam dharmo hi nirbabhau //

“The Veda should be known as the Sruti (Revealed Word), and the Dharma-

Sastra as the Smrti (Recollections) ; in all matters, these two do not deserve

to be criticised, as it is out of these two that Dharma shone forth.”

From Manu’s statement it is very natural for one to assume that each and

every Dharma-£astra work is competent enough to guide a man in his religious

pursuits. But the number of such works being innumerable and their

contents varied, the force of this statement of Manu has been checked and

modified by some of the Smrti works of later origin.

There are enumerations of Smrtis in the works of Yajfiavalkya, ParaSara,

Yama, Paithmasi, Sankha-Likhita, and others. These lists can be divided into

two groups,—(1) closed lists, and (2) open lists. In the lists of the first group

some particular sages are specifically mentioned as authorities of Dharma, and

thereby a doubt in the authenticity of other writers is naturally raised. Thus

in the Yajnavalkya-smrti (i. 4-5) we have

manv-atri-vispu-harlta-yajilavalky-o^ano ’ngirah /

yamapastamba-samvartah katyayana-brhaspati /

/

parasara-vyasa-^ankha-likhita daksa-gautamau /

Satatapo vasisthaS ca dharma-Aastra-prayojakah
j j

From this exhaustive enumeration one may say that according to Yajfiavalkya

only these twenty Smrti-writers were reliable authorities on Dharma. It is

remarkable that important writers like Baudhayana were excluded from this

list. The closed list, given from the Yama-smrti in the works of Laksmfdhara,

CapdeSvara and others, also omits the name of Baudhayana. This list is

found to be followed immediately by a verse which runs as follows :

etair yani prapitani dharma-^astrani vai pura /

tany evatipramanani na hantvyani hetubhih //

In this verse the word ‘eva’ is significant and shows that the Yama-smfti could

not appreciate the views of Baudhayana,—and the history of Dharma-lSstra

reveals that divergence of opinion among scholars always existed and the

rival groups not rarely criticised and denounced each other.

‘Qanganath Jha, Purva-mbnamad in Its Sources, pp. 201-2.
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The second kind of list (i.e., the open list), given by Capde&vara, was derived

by him, indirectly through Laksmidhara’s Kriya-knlpotnru, from the work

or works of Sahkha-Likhita. In this list the names of some twenty-one

writers on Dharma-Sastra (viz., Manu, Visnu, Daksa and others) have been

given, and it ends with the expression ‘adayah’, obviously showing that other

names also were known to the author5 . Candesvara’s mention of only one list

of each kind was clearly meant for indicating that in spite of exhaustive

enumeration of the names of Smrti-writers in some lists, these were not really

exhaustive but could be added to by other names not mentioned therein.

Although, as regards the recognition of the sources of Dharma, Laksmi-

dhara’s influence on the Smrti-writers of Mithila has been immense, as is

evinced by the reproduction of long passages on this topic from Laksmidhara’s

work in the Krtya-mtnuhara of Candesvara, the latter did not follow him

doggedly in all matters. An instance of how the Maitliila Smrti-writ rs differed

from and made advances over Laksmidhara, may be cited here. After giving

the abovementioned lists of the names of the Smrti-writers from the works of

Sarikha-Likhita and Yama'* and taking the word ‘adavah’, used by the former,

to mean Budha, Dovala, Soma, Jamadagni, Vi^vamitra, Prajapati, Vrdhha-

Satatapa (?), Sumantu, Paithinasi, Pitamaha, Baudhayana, Chagalcya, Jabala,

Cyavana, Marie! and Kasyapa7
,
Laksmidhara fiuotes the following two verses

from the ‘Bhavisyn-jmrdnn '

—

astadaSa-puranesu yani vakyani putraka /

tany alocya mahabaho tatha smrty-antaresu ca //

manv-adi-smrtayo yas tu sattrim6at parikirtitah /

tasam vakyani kramasah samalocya bravlmi te //

.

and opines that the list of the thirty-six Smrti works (including that of Manu),

as referred to in the Bhavisya-purdi),a, is to be completed only with those of the

sages already mentioned by him*. Thus, in spite of his liberal outlook as shown

by his acceptance of the open list of Sahkha-Likhita, Laksmidhara displays

rigidity in taking the expression ‘manvadi-smrtayah’ to mean only those

*Sueh ns Devala, Soma, Jamadagni, Prajapati, ViAvamitra, Budha, Sumantu, Paithinasi,

Pitamaha, Baudhayana, Chagaloya, ate.

cSe€ Kftya-kalpataru , I, p. 23.

’Ibid., I, p. 24—
adi-6abdn-grahya6 caite—budha-dovala-Roma-jamadagni-v&vamitra-. . . .ka&yapah /

It is to be noted that in this list, as given in the printed edition of the Kftya-kalpataru

,

the name of ‘Yrddha-^atatapa’ also has been included. But Laksmidhara himself mentions
(the Snipti of) ‘Vfddha-Satatapa’ a little afterwards in giving the list of subsidiary Smrti
works composed by the famous sages. Moreover, the Krtya-ratnakara and the Viramitro-

daya, which repeat the above-mentioned list from the Kxtya-kalpataru, omit the name of
Vrddlia-datatapa.

*Krtya-lcalpataru, I, p. 24—‘manvadi-smrtayah ’ ta6 canantaroktabhir ova sarva-parigrhl-
t&bhih puryante.

The words ‘eva* and ‘sarva-parigrhltabhih’ show that according to Laksmidhara it was
only the sages named by him on the authority of Sankha-Likhita and Yaoaa and also
independently in the Krtya-kalpataru (I, pp. 23-24) who were accepted universally as autho-
rities on Dharma.
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Smrti-writers who were named by him immediately before quoting the verses

of the Bhavi§ya-puraiyi. The Maithilas, however, do not agree with

Laksmldhara on this point. CapdeSvara quotes the above-mentioned verses

of the Bhavi^ya-purdya and refutes Laksmidhara’s view, saying that by the

expression ‘tatha smrty-antaresu ca’ the Bhavisya-puraiyi itself recognises the

authority of Smrti works other than those forming the group of thirty-six,

that Laksmldhara himself draws upon the Smrti works of Gobhila, Rsyasmga

and others who are not included in the above-mentioned list of thirty-six Smrti-

writers, and that Vyaghra and other sages have been accepted as authorities

on Dharma by persons like the author of the Kiimadhenu and others9 . So,

CandeSvara concludes, it is acceptance by great men, and not inclusion in the

list of thirty-six Smrti works, which counts in the matter of recognition of a

particular Smrti work as authoritative 10
. Thus, Capde&vara makes provision

for the acceptance of a far greater number of Smrti works as authoritative in

the field of Dharma. As a matter of fact, we find the Maithila Smrtikaras

drawing upon the works of Jatukarna, Kuthumi, Karsiiajini, Mandavya,

Satyayana and many others who have not been mentioned by Laksmldhara.

Thus, we see that the Maithila writers generally do not want to put any

restriction on the statement of Manu referred to above. With regard to the

Sattrimmnmata (which embodies the essence of the teachings of thirty-six sages)

and similar other works, however, the author of the Krtya-rcddnkara says :

“yat tu sattrimsan-matadi tat kaiscid eva parigrahat vijnanac ca

pramaijam” 11
,

and for this statement he is certainly indebted to Laksmidhara’s Krtya-

-kalpataru as the present text of this work shows. But according to

Mitramisra, who also consulted Laksmidhara’s Krtya-lcalpatam in his

Vlra-mitrodaya, Paribhasa-prakasa, Laksmldhara did not recognise the

SaHrini£an-mata as an authority on Dharma12
. As a matter of fact, CaijdeSvara

also does not appear to look upon the Hattrimsan-mata as an authoritative work,

and for this he is certainly not to be blamed, because the Satlrim&an-mata was

not an original work but only secondary in importance. With regard to the

Dharma-sastras of those writers who were recognised as authorities on Dharma

by the people as a matter of customary usage, the Maithilas were unanimous in

accepting their views.

In course of time many writings on Smrti evolved with conflicting views.

As all of them were supposed to be based on the Vedas, there should not have

»-u>K[iya-ratnakara, pp. 20-30

—

tog canantaroktabhir eva Barva-parigphitubhih puryante iti kalpataruh /

tanna, tatha emrty-antare$u cetyanena bhavi$ya-purana eva jattriragat-Bmpter vyatirikta-.

smrter daigitatvat gobhila-r$ya6rtgadmam apura-sinftikaranarp tatra tafcra avayam
evadarat /

nKrtya-ratnakara, p. 31.

12$attrirp6an-inatadikam tu kaiscid eva parigfhltatvad vigitatvad apramariam ityuktam
alpntnruna.—Paribh5§a-praka6a, p. 17.
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been any conflict amongst them. Hence attempts were made to summarise,

and also perhaps to reconcile, the opinions of different Smrti-writers, and the

works like the SaUrimian-mata were the results of such attempts. At that

period Manu’s code was given supreme position, and thenceforward his injunc-

tions came to be Jooked upon with the highest esteem. Those codes which

differed from Manu were declared invalid. Thus in the Bfhaspati-smrti

(Samskara-k&pda v. 13) we have

vedartha-pratibaddhatvat pramapyam tu manoh smrtam /

manvartha-viparlta tu ya smrtih sa, na sasyate /

/

This shows that all the Dharmasastras were no longer unquestionable

(amlmamsya) as Manu declared (te sarvarthesv amimamsye tabhyam dharmo

hi nirbabhau

—

Manusmrti 2. 10). Only those Smrtis which closely followed the

steps of Manu were recognised. But this v“rse of Bfhaspati has been

differently interpreted, and this will be clear from the following example. The

PardSara-smrti (4. 26) permits widow-remarriage, saying :

naste mrts pravrajite kllve ca patite patau /

pancasv apatsu narlnam patir anyo vidhiyate /

/

But Manu does not permit it. So, following Brhaspati, one should reject the

Pardsarasmrti. Yet, in the closed lists of Yajnavalkya and Yama, in the open

list of Sankha-Likhita Paragara is mentioned as an authority. In such cases

tradition declares only that portion as invalid which is not in keeping with the

dictums of Manu. In this particular case it is generally said that acceptance

of a second husband is prohibited in the Kali-yuga (kali-varjya), whereas in

other Yugas plurality of husbands (i. e. polyandry) was in vogue13
. Hence

there can be no conflict between Manu and Parasara. But there are some

cases where the conflict cannot be said to be apparent. An example of such

difference of opinion is cited here from Sridatta Upadhyaya’s AcdradarSa

(Banaras ed.), in which the following passages on answering the call of nature

have been cited from the works of Manu and Devala :

mutroccar i-samutsargam diva kuryad udahmukhah /

daksinabhimukho ratrau sandhyayos ca yatha diva //

(Manusmrti 4. 50)
and

sadaivodanmukhah pratah sayahne daksina-mukhah //
(Devala).

Another passage from the Yamasmrti is also quoted in the Acdrddarsa, and

that passage runs thus :

pratyahmukhas tu purvahpe sayahne prahmukhas tathS /

udanraukhas tu madhyahne niSayam daksinamukhah //

The difference between Manu and Devala on this point is obvious, and hence

the digest-maker had to say “
. . . . .... devala-vacanam ca nadartavyam /

MFor the different views on remarriage of women see P. V. Kane, History ofDharma-
idstra, Vol II, Part ii, pp. 608 ff.
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‘manvartha-viparitS y& smrtih sa na pra^asyate’ iti brhaspati-vacanfit /”M
.

Thus, according to Sridatta, this much only of Devala, which goes against the

view of Manu, is to be rejected. This passage proves the pre-eminence of the

code of Manu and the subordinate position of the other writers. But as the

occasional differences between Manu and the other Smrti-writers were in most

cases only superficial and not vital, all the Smrti works of popular acceptance

were more or less authentic in the eyes of the Maithila Smrti-writers. In fact,

these Nibandha-writers believe that there can be difference in interpretation

but not in the texts15 because all the writers of original Smrtis looked upon the

very same veda as the final authority and all of them were men having thorough

knowledge of the Veda and inheriting reliable tradition. Even if there be in

their works any strange and unwarranted opinion, we should take it as an

instance which represents a particular tradition of a particular S&kha, of the

Veda now lost to us.

From the above discussion it is evident that the most direct source of

Dharnui is Smrti ; and this Smrti has been divided by the Maithilas following

Laksmidhara into five parts according to their angle of vision, viz., Drstartha,

Adrstartha, Drstadrstartlia, Nyaya-mula, and Sistadrsta. The portions dealing

with Raja-dharma, Sadgunya, the four Upayas, etc. come under the head of

Drstartha Smith Such sections have not absolute validity, while the others

have it because they are based on the Veda1 '*.

The different topics that come within the scope of Smrti are : Ahnika (daily

duties), Saniskara (periodical rites), A^auca (impurity), Prayascitta (expiation),

Sra idha (funeral ceremony), PQja, Pratistha, Dana, etc. The epics and some

other texts which pass under the titles ‘fiiva-dharmottara ‘Vipiu-dharmottara’

,

etc., contain a large mass of such Smrti matter. They have been accepted

as authority by Can'je^vara and other Maithilas on the strength of the expres-

sion ‘tatha smrtyantaresu ca’ of the Bhavisya-purdna quoted above.

The Puranas also contain a large mass of Smrti matters17 ; hence they

were also recognised as authorities on Dharma. In fact, the Maithilas have

recognised the Puranas without the least objection. But the acceptance of

these works as authorities in the field of Dharma has a long history behind

it ; and this will be clear from what follows.

,4
.S’ce Acarudaria, p.i.

uThus, even in the glaring example cited in the A^nrainria, the Nibandhakara recon-
ciled the diverging views in the following way : “athava manavarp diva-podun pratar-
madhyahna-param iti na virodliah /”—Acaradaria, p. 1.

uKTtya-ratnalcara, p. 36.

See, for instance, the Mateya-purdna, which gives a liBt of its contents thus :

utpattiip pralayain caiva vam6an manvantarani ca /

vam^anucaritain caiva bhuvanasya ca vistaram / /

dana-dharma-vidhirp caiva firaddha-kalpaip ca 6&6vatam /

varn&grama-vibhagaip ca tathe^a-purta-sarpjhitam //

devatan&ip prati$th&di yao canyad vidyate bhuvi //

(Malaya-p'xrana 2. 22-24&K
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The Puranas are not recognised as a source of Dharma in the earlier and
important texts like the Manu-sarnhita

, etc. Manu mentions the Puranas but
not as authorities on Dharma. According to him, one should recite the Vedas,
the Dharma-sastras, the Puranas, etc. before the invited Brahmins attending

a SrSddha ceremony18
. It is as late as the time of the Yajnavalkya-smrti that

we find some support for the Purapas. In this work the Puraiias have been
enumerated as one of the fourteen sources of Dharma19

. The Smrtis which
may be placed chronologically after that of Yajnavalkya, follow it. Thus,
in the Udrita-smrti it is said that the rules about anadhyfiya are to be known
from the Smrtis and the Puranas2*. Most of the later works in the field, viz.,

the Nibandhas, quote frequently from the Puranas, certainly due to the

influence the latter came to exercise on the religious and social life of the

Hindus. At the same time, wo should take notice of some works which

willingly and carefully a\<>H quoting passages from the Puranas. Thus,

there is not a single quotation from the Puranas in the BiUa-kii ul (a famous
commentary on the Yajnavalkya-smrti by Visvarupa). a It ho -gh it ha« many
citations from the Sutra and Samhita works of a large nam er <>/ Smrti-

writors and refers (under Yajnavalkya-smrti 3.263-4} o»«\i to th'M mmtary
of Asahaya.

Thus, we see that the Smrti-writers were divid'd i.it- • two .••ho:»N, viz.,

(i) one headed by Manu and followed by Vi warupa and otheis who did not

recognise the authority of the Puranas, and (ii) the otuer hea ted be Vft avalkya

and followed by Sumantu, Harita, Catidesvara, Vacasp.it imiVa and others who
were liberal enough to accept the Puranas as an authority of Dharma.

One may naturally ask the cause of such difference in outlook. To answer

this we shall have to review briefly the early religious movement* and their effect

on the Brahmanical society. India in olden times saw the rise and development

of various religious systems which have been classified into three groups, viz.,

(i) anti-Vedic (as Buddhism, Jainism, etc.), (ii) semi- Vedic (as Vkiisnavism,

Saivism, etc,), and (iii) non-Vedic (as Saktism). Besides the staunch followers

of these systems there wras another class of people who believed both in the

Vedic and the non-Vedic way of life and thought, and it is said that they were

the persons who gave rise to the present Puranas. So, the Puraijic Dharma
assumed a composite character. But the aim of the orthodox Smrti-writers was

to preach the Vedic ideas by establishing the VarnaArama-dharma . So, one

^Manusnifti 3. 232

—

svadhyayam Srovayot pitryo dharmosastrani caiva hi /

akhyananHihasaips ea puranani khilani ca //

lftpurana»nyaya-mlmam8a-dharmasastranga-mi^r itah /

vedah Bthanani vidyanam dharmaaya ca caturda£a //

( Yajfiavalkya-amrti 1. 3).

*°4i§yan adhyapayee dpi amidhyaye vlsarjayefc /

sjnfty-uktan akhilains capi puranoktan api dvijah //

Harita-smfti (incorporated in the Astddaja-stnrti, Vehkafcosvara Press ed.) 4. 70.
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would look in vain for the Vy a Dharma of the Puranas in such works.

But in course of time, as history reveals, the sacrificial religion of the Vedas

gradually lost ground, and its place was taken by the religious faiths and

practices of the Saivas, »§aktas, Vais^avas, and others. The strict followers of

the Vedas had to struggle against odds, and, finding no other solution, they

keenly felt the necessity of making a compromise between their own religious

views and the Puraiiic Dharma. In such a stage of religious restlessness some

gods of the Purapic pantheon (like Hari, GaoeSa, Kali, etc.) were taken into

the Brahmanical fold. Even the Buddha was recognised as an incarnation of

Lord Visnu. Truly speaking, the orthodox Hindus were, by this time, forced

to recede to the background. It is stated that during the Pala regime many

Budddist tantras were written and Buddhism spread all over Bengal. Later on

some social reforms and re-adjustments were made by Ballalsena in order to

counteract the social and religious disturbances with wdiich Tantricism,

Buddhism, and various local cults threatened the very basis of the Hindu

society. Even a number of spurious Purapas came to be composed by tho

followers of various sects for their religious interests. Tn such a critical period

the service of Puraiias w as looked upon as highly valuable for the preservation

of the Varnasrama-dharma, and consequently the dogma against these works

was given up. Moreover, some of the Puraijias sought to bring about a compro-

mise between the Vedas and the Agamas (i.e. Tantras). Thus, in the Devl-

bfoVjavata it is said that Smti and Smrti are the direct sources of Dharma,

w hile the other scriptures are but secondary. For the deliverance of some

virtuous persons the Agamas were composed by Samkara. In some places of

these works there are some portions wdiich do not go against the Vedas,

By accepting these portions the Vaidikas do not incur sin21 .

The recognition of the Puranas as a sourc > of Dharma took hundreds of

years, in the course of which many Smrti-writers arose, and some of them

accepted the authority of the Puranas, while others rejected it. Thus,

Yajnavalkya was the first of the Smrti-writers who accepted the authority

of the Puranas. Even the later MImamsakas like Kumarila recognised the

value of the Purar.ias, which was also accepted by Vyasa and Sumantu22
,

Vyasa, however, gave an unimportant position to the Puranas, saying :

6ruti-smrti-pura$anam virodho yatra dr^yate /

tatra srautam pramanam tu tayor dvaidhe smrtir varft //

(Vydsa-smrti I, 4.).

2lDevi-bhagavata viii. 39. 15-l6a, 25a-b, 20-31 ; xi. 1. 31-32.

u $ee Sumantu cited in KfLya-ratnakara, p. 28—veda-vedang-etih&sa-purana-tarka-

« i . vciM a < 1 -dharma6astr&ni .... dharma-vyavastha-pravartakani.
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The Bfutvisya-purana, following the Yajfiavalkya-smrti (1. 3), unambiguously

establishes the authority of the Purayas on Dharma, saying :

astadasa-purayesu yani vakyani bharata /

tany alocya mahabaho tatha smrty-antaresu ca //

manvadi-smrtayo yas tu sattrira&it parikirtitah /

tasam vaky&ni kram i$ah samalocya bravimi to //

In fact, in the opinion of the Bhavisya-pumna

,

a Puraya also is a kind of Smrti

as the word ‘smrty-antara’ indicates.

When the Maithila digest-writers held p<ns, they had before them the

sanction of three Smitis (of Yajnavalkya, Sumantu and Vyasa) and at least

one Puraya. Hence the Maithilas and other later writers on Smrti accepted

the Puranas as a source of Dharma. Yet the Purayic Dharma was regarded

by the orthodox Briihmayists as only inferior to the Vedic. As an instance

one may quote Vyasa who s tys :

atah sa paramo dharmo yo vedad avugamvate
/

avar.ih sa tu vijfieyo yah puranadisu sthitah //

(Vyasi as quoted in Apararka’s commentary, p. 9). Whatever thit may
be, the influence of the Puranas on the later .Smrti works is immense. The

traditional number of the Puranas is eighteen, but variations may be seen

in different lists. There are the Mahapuranas and the Upapurarias, and the

Maithilas quote from both of them. Ballalasena in his DCmasdgara derided

the indiscriminate citation of Puranas and other sources Avithout any consi-

deration of their intrinsic authority. Thus Ballala did not quote from the

Devl-purdnaP

.

But no such discrimination has yet been detected in the

writing of the Maithilas.

Tho next important factor which subscribed toAvards the development

of the Smrti texts was the Tantra literature. From about the beginning of

the ninth century A. D. some Puranas began to recognise the Tantras as one

of the authorities on religious matters. This recognition Avas no doubt due

to the great appreciation of the Tantric cult by the common people, though

in its earlier stage this recognition seems to have been made under many

restrictions. According to the Devl-bhdynvata, the Tantras contain some portions

which do not go against the Vedas, and even the Vaidikas may accept them21
.

uKrtya-kal}>atnru, Dana-lcanda (Upodghata), pp. 337-345 (for the relevant verses of the

Dana-stigara)*

*ADevi-bhagavata vii. 39. 28-31

—

dagdha yo brahmana-vara veda-marga-bahi $krtah /

te$am uddharanarthaya sopana-kramatah sadk //

SaivaS ca vai$nava& caiva aaurah Saktas tathaiva ca
/

ganapatya agamag ca pranltah gamkarena tu //

tatra vedaviruddho *m6o 'py ukta eva kvacit kvacifc /

vaidikas tad-grahe do$i na bhavaty eva karhicit //
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The Vardha-purdna goes one step further. In it Nar&yapa is found

to recommed, next to the Vedas, the sectarian scriptures of the P5ftcar5trasM .

That the view of the Devi-bhdgavata was not merely a theory but was

carried into practice, is evident from Apararka’s commentary (p. 17) on the

Ydjanvalkyasmrti. We learn from Apararka that he was liberal enough to

accept the sectarian customs and rituals of the Vamas, Daksipas, etc., if these

did not go against the Vedic rites and customs ( viruddhasya tu

tyaga eveti —Apararka’s commentary, p. 17). The same idea

is related in Virumitrodaya (Paribhasa-praka^a, pp. 20-21), which says :

snanu, sanikhyayoga-pancaratra-paSupatady-agamah kim dharme pramanam

uta na ? ucyate
/

te pi vedaviruddhah pramanam

eva /
tatha ca yogi-yanjavalkyah

—

sanikliyarn yogah paiicariitratn vedah pasupatum tatha /

atipramanany etani hetubhir na virodhayet //'

The Bhavisya-purdmi recognises the Tantras as authority on the consecration

of trees, parks, tanks, etc20 . The iSkanda and the Brahma-purdiyi also empha-

sise the value of the Tantras. Thus, we see that a liberal idea came to be

entertained by the followers of orthodox faiths regarding the Tantras. Experts

on the subject have proved that Tantric mystical elements like yantra, mudra,

nyasa etc., entered into the body of Purapic rites. Examples of this inva-

sion can be best found in the Garvda and the Agni-purdna.

The Tantras then invaded the Vedic Dharma through the Puranic one.

Thus, the performance of nyasa came to be regarded as a part of Vaidikf

Sandhya. This inclusion of Tantric practice along with others remarkably

influenced the later Smrti-sainhitas and Smrti-nibandhas. Thus, the Tantras

influenced the Purapas first and then the later Samhitas. So, when the

Nibandhakaras took the ground, they had before them at least some writers

who recognised the authority of the Tantras. Even in this case (as in the

case of the Purapas) the writers were divided into two groups : (i) the ortho-

dox group, and (ii) the liberal group who took the Purapas as authority.

Most of the Maithila Smrti-writers belong to this group, and they quote from

the Purapas and Tantras as well. Thus, Srklatta Upadhyaya refers to the

Agamas and actually quotes verses from the tfaivdgama, etc. in his

Chandogahnika and Samaya-pradlpa. Capde&vara, quoting the Pdrijdta,

ardha-jjurana (60. 10-1 lb)

—

devadeva uvaca

pauru$ain suktam adaya ye yajanti dvijas tu mam /

te mam prapsyanti eatatarp saiphitadhyayanena ca //

alabhe veda-6astranarp pancaratroditena hi
/

margena mam yajante ye te m&rn pr&peyanti m&nav&fy //
brahmana-k$atriya-vi6aip pancaratraip vidhlyate / /

atha tantra-vidhirp vak$ye purane$v api glyate /

tanlref caiva prati$tharp ca kuryat punyatame ’hani //
etc.

Jjjiavifya-purana, Madhyama-parvon, Chap. 11.
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admits the authority of the Tantras27 . He also prescribes the worship of
Syami (a Sakta deity) in autumn (hemanta). But his Grhaatha-ratnaham

bears no trace of Tantric influence. Possibly CandeSvara wanted to differen-

tiate between the ordinary Krtyas and the Grhastha-krtyas. Vacaspatimisra,

another digest-maker, drew upon the Sauragama,23
j Kularyuva-tantra89 and

Murida-m/lla-tantra30.

Thus, we see that although Tantric influence on the Nibandhnkaras was
slow, yet it was steady and increased in course of time, so much so that writers

like Vidyakara Vajapeyin (author of the Nityicara-paddhati), iSulapapi,

Raghunandana (the great jurist of Bengal), and some others law-givers of
Mithila and other places, fully recognised th s authority of the Tantras and
drew profusely upon them in almost all matters concerning Dharma31

.

The sources of Dharma, which have been mentioned above, are scriptural,

and only the Traivedikas Avere entitled to study them. But woman, Sudras,

outcastes, and others also existed in society and for their guidance in religious

pursuits Sistacara was proscribed by the sages. That is, the practice of the

good was also a source of Dharma. Hence Vasistha said :

sruti-smrti-vihito dharmah / tad-abhave ^istacarah

pramanam / sistab punar akamatma
/

If no direction either from the Veda or from the Srnrti was available, the practice

of the Sistas was the authority. The same opinion was expressed by Manu33
,

Yajfiavalkya33 ,
and others also. This Sadacara (or sadhunam acarah) was also

an important source of Dharma. Naturally one may raise a question as regards

the standard of sistatva. From the definitions cited in the Nibandhas of Mithila

we learn that the Sistas are to have those qualities which are likely to influence

the life and conduct of men. They must be free from pride and conceit, must
be unassuming and must not be greedy and wrathful. Thus, Baudhayana

describes the Vistas as follows :

£istah khalu vigata-matsara nirahamkarah kumbhidhanya alolupa dambha-

darpa-lobha-moha-krodha-vivarjitah /

(Baudhdyana-dharma-sutra i. 1. 5).

a, itihtt80 ’pi puranam evn—‘itihasa-puranabhyarn vedam samupabrrnhayot’ iti vacanat
/

paftcaratra-pasupatfullny api sos trani vedaviruddha-bhage pramanam eveti pSrijatuh /

Krtya-ratndlcara, p. 31.

isK}'ty<i-cint(iinani (Bonaras od.), p. 45.

2'Ibid., p. 46.

*Ubid., p. 97.

slIn his works fSrldatta Uptidhyaya draws profusely upon the Pu riinas but
very rarely upon tho Tantras. Just his opposite was Mitrarnisru, who not
only reeognisod tho authority of the Tantras but rofuted tho view expressed
in a passage of the Kurina -purana in which tho Tantras have been denounced as
Mohana-gastra (*ee Viramitrodaya, Paribh&$a-prakii6a, p. 23—kaurme—kapalam panca-
ratrarp ca yamalam vamarn arhntam

/ evamvidhani canyani mohanarthani tani tu // iti

panoaratrasya yan mohakatvabhidhfinam tad avaidika-pancaratra-param /).

S3vodo 'khilo dharma-mulam smyti-SIlo ca tadvidam / acaraS caiva sadhunam etc.—
Manu-mufti 2. 6.

J3£rutih smrtih sodiicarah svasya ca priyam atmanah / etc.

YdjHavalkya-arntti 1. 7,
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isays :

dharmepadhigato yes&m vedah saparibrmhapah /

Vistas tad-anumanajnah 6ruti-pratyaksa-hetavah /

(quoted in Krtya-ratnakam, p. 33).

jjtha puts further restrictions on the way of becoming a Sista—the man

l belong to a family of Sistas, and he must be a Brahmin.

’ paramparyagato yesam vedah saparibrmhapah /

te 6ista brahmapa jheyah sruti-pratyaksa-hetavah //

Sutra of Apastamba says that those duties which are mentioned neither

5ruti nor in Smvti, are to bo learnt from women and even the Sfldras.

,ce women and Madras also were entitled to contribute to one’s knowledge

leara. But it has always been said by the early Smrti-writers that we

ild never follow the evil acts of Sistas. After all they were human beings ;

any immoral act on their part was not unnatural. But as they were men of

srhuman power, no offence due to their violation of Dharma clung to them,

people in general are not spiritually powerful ;
so, thoy should refrain from

mitting such wrongful acts. Thus Gautama said :

dj’sto dharma-vyatikramali sahasam ca mahatam /

na tu drsto ’rtho ’vara-daurbalyat //

,stamba also said :

drsto dharma-vyatikramah sahasam caiva purvesam /

tesam tejo-visesena pratyavayo na vidyate //

a man of later times, who does the same thing, falls (tad anviksya

yunjanah sidaty avarajo ’balah). “tejiyasam na dosaya” seems to be the

ling principle with regard to Sistacara. Closely connected with the Sista-

is are the Desacaras or local customs. Local customs may sometimes be

d as precedents. Sometimes the local customs went against the practice of

irma. Baudhayana cited some examples of such local customs and

demned them all.

paheadha vipratipattih daksinatas tathottaratah
/

yani daksipatas tani

vyakhyasyamah /
yathaitad anupetena saha bhojanam striya saha bhojanam

matula-pitrsvasr-duhitr-parinayanam iti / athottarali—urpa-vikrayah st-

dhupa-nam ubhayatodadbhir vyavaharah ayudhiyakam samudrasamy&nam

iti / tatra tatra de4a-pramapyam eva syat / mithyaitad iti

gautamah / ubhayam caiva nadriyeta 6istagama-virodha-dar6anat fiista-

smrti-virodha-darSanac ca / (Baudhdyana-dharma-sutra i. 1. 18-24).

utama, however, in his Dharma-sutra declared—*de£a-jati-kula-dharm&

nayair aviruddah pramapam’. Thus, DeSacara, like Sist&cara, which is not

dnst the sanction of Sruti and Smrti, can be relied upon. That the Maithilas

ognised the value of Sist&cara is evident from the writings of CapdeSvara,

caSpatimisra and others. According to Capdesvara, the value of a Smrti lies

i in its enumeration in the list of 36 Smrtis but its appreciation made by good

n (of. mahajana-parigrhltatvam eva tantram na tu sattrimSad-anyatamatvam

dhyeyam.

—

Krtya-ratnakara, p. 30). In his &rdddha-cintdmaij,i (p. 24)

caspatimiSra quoted a sista-parigrhita-vacana. Capdesvara also quoted some
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a-parigrhita-v&kyas and mah&jana-parigrhlta-vSkyas in his Krtya-ratndkara

(pp. 96, 126, 138, etc.). As regards DeS&cara we can say that sometimes usages

not only of the native province but also of neighbouring provinces crept into the

body of the text. For instance, the use of the Aparajita plant for binding the

Nava-patrika (in Durgii-pfija) is peculiar in Bengal
;

yet it was borrowed by the

author of the D urga-bhaktit'iranjini (p. 63). It is quite natural for the writers of

a particular province to look up to the writings of a neighbouring province

for support. Thus, Can .'esvara and his followers in many places refer to the

Gaudiya-smrti with the words ‘iti gaudah’ or ‘iti gaudah pathanti’. The famous

Maithila Vidyapati Thakkura prescribed the use of Karuna (lemon) in Durga-

puja and said “karunatn gauda-prasiddham”. Thus a Gauda upacara came into

use in a Maithila form of worship. Thus, in the development ofMaithila Smrti,

not only local but foreign customs, especially of the Gaudas, made important

contributions.

A peculiar source which made valuable additions in Maithila Smrti was

constituted by the countless floating verses. In more than one place verses are

found quoted without any reference to their source and sometimes such a

floating verse of a particular province was utilised in the other provinces under

th- tit les ‘iti sistah’ or ‘iti gaudah’ or ‘iti durga-bhakti-taranginl-dhitam’, etc.

What is all the more curious is that sometimes verses were composed in support

of a particular local custom and then they were declared to have belonged to a

particular Parana. Thus, an attempt was made to give a Sastric value to their

local customs by attributing the floating verses to some Purana. Such spurious

Purapic verses were then utilised by others as genuine ones. The purport of the

above statement will be clear from the following example. Raghunandana, in

his Durgd-pujd-lattva (p. 12), quoted a passage under the heading ‘durgd-bhakti-

tnranginl-dhrtam’

.

Thus, Raghunandana named as his authority not the actual

source but a secondary one, viz., the Durgd-bhakti-tarahgir),!. In his Durgotsava-

viveka (p. 3), Sulapapi, a Bengali writer, thus resorted to an indirect source

(devi-mahatmya-patha-phalam aha samvatsara-pradipe). The, Durgd-bhakti-

tarahgiyd (p. 46) also had the ‘Gauda-nibandha’ as his source. Sometimes these

untraceable Puraoic verses were rejected on the ground that they were not

accepted by other important writers. Thus Vacaspatimisra in his Srdddha-

cintdnuini (p. 23) says :

“ matsya
-
purana -namna likhita-vacanam laksml-

dharadyalikhitatvan nirmulam /
”

But the very same author quoted many untraceable verses in many cases.

These are some instances to show how local customs first affected the local

Smi'tis and then, somehow acquiring the prestige of Sastra, influenced the Smrtis

of the neighbouring provinces also. So, the basic authorities utilised by th©

Smrti-writers of Mithila are (i) Veda, (ii) Smrti (including the Mahabharata and

the Ramayaya), (iii) Puraija, (iv) Tantra and (v) Sistacara, Desacara, ©to.

Another source which is not directly mentioned, yet the influence of which is

obvious, was the Artha-S&stra literature. With regard to the Vyavahara-padas

(eighteen topics of dispute) and Raj-niti the digest-writers quote from the

Pur&Qa passages which are obviously based on Artha-§§stra.
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